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Thesis Summary
Returnable transport equipment (RTE) such as pallets form an integral part of the supply chain and
poor management leads to costly losses. Companies often address this matter by outsourcing the
management of RTE to logistics service providers (LSPs). LSPs are faced with the task to provide
logistical expertise to reduce RTE related waste, whilst differentiating their own services to remain
competitive. In the current challenging economic climate, the role of the LSP to deliver innovative
ways to achieve competitive advantage has never been so important. It is reported that radio
frequency identification (RFID) application to RTE enables LSPs such as DHL to gain competitive
advantage and offer clients improvements such as loss reduction, process efficiency improvement
and effective security. However, the increased visibility and functionality of RFID enabled RTE
requires further investigation in regards to decision‐making.
The distributed nature of the RTE network favours a decentralised decision‐making format. Agents
are an effective way to represent objects from the bottom‐up, capturing the behaviour and enabling
localised decision‐making. Therefore, an agent based system is proposed to represent the RTE
network and utilise the visibility and data gathered from RFID tags. Two types of agents are
developed in order to represent the trucks and RTE, which have bespoke rules and algorithms in
order to facilitate negotiations. The aim is to create schedules, which integrate RTE pick‐ups as the
trucks go back to the depot. The findings assert that:
‐
‐
‐

‐

agent based modelling provides an autonomous tool, which is effective in modelling RFID
enabled RTE in a decentralised format utilising the real‐time data facility.
the RFID enabled RTE model developed enables autonomous agent interaction, which leads
to a feasible schedule integrating both forward and reverse flows for each RTE batch.
the RTE agent scheduling algorithm developed promotes the utilisation of RTE by including
an automatic return flow for each batch of RTE, whilst considering the fleet costs and
utilisation rates.
the research conducted contributes an agent based platform, which LSPs can use in order to
assess the most appropriate strategies to implement for RTE network improvement for each
of their clients.

Keywords: Multi‐Agent Systems, Competitive Advantage, Logistics Service Providers, Advanced Auto‐
Identification Technology, Reverse Flow Scheduling
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1

Introduction

Returnable transport equipment (RTE), such as pallets, crates, trolleys, trays and totes form an
essential part of the supply chain. RTE usage continues to rise, particularly as a consequence of the
recent economic and environmental pressures as a more sustainable system to transport goods is
pursued in comparison to the traditional one‐way packaging system (Kroon and Vrijens, 1995, Ilic et
al., 2009, LogicaCMG, 2004). The basic function is to assist with the movement of client’s goods to
the right place, at the right time and in the right condition. The RTE forms a closed loop system
increasing the number of times each piece of equipment is handled in comparison to the goods being
transported, increasing operating costs if efficient management techniques are not deployed. The
number of times a piece of RTE is used during its lifecycle is important and significant to the purpose
of its function as a piece of returnable equipment (Kroon and Vrijens, 1995).
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1.1 RTE Management
RTE is an important and essential component of the supply chain, as it moves in a continuous manner
across industries and all over the globe. However, the resources of the supply chain are assembled to
focus solely on moving the products being carried by the RTE, and therefore the equipment is not
individually managed and often forgotten. It is becoming increasingly difficult to ignore the poor
management of RTE as they are expensive assets and any losses are costly, as well as disrupting the
network. Therefore, the management of RTE is an important feature in the supply chain; however
due to the dynamic nature of the RTE network, it has proven to be a challenge to improve
(LogicaCMG, 2004). The management is often outsourced to logistics service providers (LSPs) as their
expertise is utilised to find better solutions (Twede and Clarke, 2005, McKerrow, 1996). In recent
years, there has been an increasing interest to create sustainable supply chains, one component of
which concerns packaging, and the movement away from a one‐way packaging system (such as
disposable cardboard) to RTE usage.

1.2 Motivation for Research
Today, competition between logistics service providers (LSPs) continues to intensify. The advent of
technology and transportation systems has enabled fast rates of globalisation for LSPs, which in turn
has led to increased levels of competition for market share across the industry. Therefore, in order
for LSPs to increase their competitiveness, and cope with recent global economic pressures,
companies must develop logistics related IT capabilities and be proficient in offering services such as
RTE management and auto‐ID application of technologies such as RFID (Power et al., 2007, Coyle et
al., 2003). A RTE network of an LSP becomes more complex as each client and product may require a
different treatment, and therefore a range of supply chain solutions need to be available. RFID,
which is an advanced auto‐ID technology offers information sharing capability, which an LSP exploits
by providing appropriate IT solutions and technology integration techniques, creating value added
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advantage for their clients (Lin, 2009). In addition to this the LSPs simultaneously increase their own
competitive advantage by gaining more business through the creation of higher levels of supply chain
solutions. In this context the RTE network is where the LSP provides the RTE and manages the
network on behalf of the clients such as the practice conducted by the RTE department at DHL Excel
Supply Chain, partners of this project. The LSP has an intricate, challenging and dynamic network of
RTE where RFID application provides visibility through the creation of a real‐time data environment,
an area which requires further exploration in regards to achieving competitive advantage.

1.3 Project Aim
The aim of the thesis is to improve the management of RFID enabled RTE. After reviewing and
analysing the literature, it is observed that there is a requirement for both lean and agile approaches
to be introduced in order to improve RTE management. Currently, the major problems with RTE
management include: low rotation rate, long cycle times and losses. These problems combined with
poor visibility and management lead to an unresponsive and dormant network. Increasing agility in
the RFID enabled RTE network will improve the network’s ability to respond to unexpected changes
and cope with dynamic elements. The introduction of effective decision‐making units via agent‐
based RTE plays a significant role in increasing RTE network mobility.

1.4 Research Questions
Ilic et al. (2009) has already drawn attention to the lack of the simulation models for RTE
management improvement, arguing that further research needs to be conducted in the RTE
management problem domain. There has been some research, which has explored the application of
RFID to improve RTE management by utilising the feature of object‐level visibility (Johansson and
Hellström, 2007, Martínez‐Sala et al., 2009). However, these studies tend to stress the benefits of
RFID application and do not offer a modelling and simulation environment to improve the decision‐
making process from the perspective of the RTE network. Creating an agile RTE network where each
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unit is being fully utilised is challenging, but this is further heightened when there are a variety of
products, with multiple clients, moving goods through various nations under a range of different
supply chain set‐ups. Too little attention has been paid to the development of modelling and
simulation to aid in multi‐layered decision‐making in challenging environments such as RTE networks,
particularly decision‐making which benefits both the LSP and their clients. Therefore, by developing a
model which conducts decisions to integrate the reverse flows into the forward scheduling system
and allows the RTE to be returned as soon as possible for re‐use, increases the RTE rotation rate and
improves utilisation. This will produce resilient RTE networks with many benefits for the clients and
enable the LSP to maintain or gain new clients, improving competitive advantage. The main
questions addressed in this thesis are:
i)

How to improve the RFID Enabled RTE network;

ii)

How the data gathered in real‐time from RFID tags on RTE can be utilised further;

iii)

How to model the RTE network and capture its distributed nature;

iv)

How to enable decentralised decision‐making from the perspective of the RTE;

v)

What rules and procedures are required in order to ensure that the RTE is utilised to its
maximum;

vi)

How to simultaneously improve the client’s supply chain, increasing competitiveness of
the LSP through RFID enabled RTE.

1.5 Methodology
There are many layers to the research questions. In order to address them there is a requirement for
a paradigm shift from conventional modelling techniques currently used, to the implementation of
distributed decision support systems. A decentralised approach to RTE management assists in
encouraging agility and fostering leaner networks, both of which are characteristics lacking from
current RTE practices. To represent the RTE and understand the behaviour, the network needs to be
modelled in a modular manner with a micro‐level approach. This research investigates the
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application of multi‐agent systems (MAS) to facilitate distributed decision‐making in reference to the
RFID enabled RTE network management problem domain. The field of MAS is an exciting and rapidly
expanding area of research development as the characteristics of agents offers a more realistic
representation of physical entities than traditional modelling approaches, such as discrete event
simulation and systems dynamics (Borshchev and Filippov, 2004). Interest in the application of MAS
to supply chains is increasing considerably, and the decentralised nature of logistics networks
presents an environment ripe for distributed artificial intelligence application (Swaminathan et al.,
1998, Fox et al., 2000). This research fills a gap in the knowledge by applying MAS to RFID enabled
RTE networks, utilising the visibility gathered from RFID tags.

1.6 Radio‐Frequency Enhanced RTE Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM) Objectives
The RFID enhanced RTE agent model (RFIDERTEAM) and simulation platform is developed with RTE
Batch agents and Truck agents, offering an environment to improve the RFID enabled RTE network
with an autonomous and distributed approach. Each agent is developed with a set of rules, which will
benefit the object that is represented. For example, the RTE endeavours to return back as soon as
possible, whilst the truck aims to create profitable routes. The model initiates interactions between
the agents through negotiation where the model aims to develop an autonomous approach, which
achieves RTE based competitive advantage on a variety of levels as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Cost advantage via the RFIDERTEAM for RTE network improvement is achieved by two streams:
removal of RTE waste and removal of fleet waste, with the aim of creating a leaner network. The first
stream, removal of RTE waste, requires the implementation of four methods: reduction in the
quantity of days a RTE is empty, a reduction in the time RTE is idle, decrease of RTE cycle time and an
increase of the RTE rotation rate. Although the focus is on improving the RTE network through the
achievement of the objectives set in the first stream, the fleet has a significant impact on RTE
network productivity. The second stream, removal of fleet waste, has three components for focus:
reduction of empty miles, increase in number and quantity of loadings in the reverse flow empty RTE
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pick‐ups and an evaluation of the RTE batch combination selected in regards to the truck constraints
(such as weight, volume and time). The aim is to reduce the amount of time the truck is idle and
utilise the driving hour to pick‐up as many loads as possible in the reverse flow as it goes back to the
distribution centre.

Remove RTE
Waste

Reduce Quantity of Days Empty
Reduction in Time RTE is Idle
Decrease of RTE Cycle Time
Increase RTE Rotation Rate

Remove Fleet
Waste

Reduce Empty Miles
Increase Loadings
RTE Batch Combination Evaluation

Increase Network
Agility

Improve Responsiveness
Build Resilience
Decentralised Decision‐Making

Increase System
Flexibility

Meet Client’s Objectives
Meet Product Requirements

Cost
Advantage
RTE Based
Competitive
Advantage
Value
Advantage

Figure 1.1 Illustration of RTE Network Competitive Advantage Objectives

The RFIDERTEAM implements agility in the RTE network by improving responsiveness, creating
resilience and utilising the functionality of decentralised decision‐making when formulating
schedules. Firstly, the RTE network needs to be able to respond to events, particularly unexpected
events in an efficient manner. Secondly, the model aims to foster resilience in the RTE by removing
vulnerabilities, such as losses and under‐utilisation. Finally, the decision‐making is localised so that
the agent representing the object makes efficient and effective decisions in a reasonable time‐frame
without having to include the whole network. An agile system responds to changes; however a
network also requires flexibility which refers to how the network responds. A flexible RTE network
needs to be able to reconfigure efficiently by returning the RTE as soon as possible back to the point
of use whilst adhering to the product’s requirement and client’s objectives. At this point the decision‐
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making goes beyond a RTE level to include the products being moved and the client’s requirements,
enhancing LSPs strategic advantage. By utilising the resources of the network, such as the fleet and
the information systems, flexibility is built into the system. In the RFIDERTEAM, the flexibility
achievement is complex as it is multi‐layered, with a variety of products, RTE and numerous clients. A
client of a LSP may require a reduction in their inventory whereas another client may prefer a
reduction in their product’s lead‐time. Each client may be utilising the same resources of the LSP but
will require different services, therefore LSPs need to offer service differentiation. Therefore, the
model offers flexibility by representing different types of supply chains and the ability to meet the
product requirements and client’s objectives.
The RFIDERTEAM implements a decentralised decision‐making system for RFID enabled RTE
increasing the quantity of decisions and encouraging a high number of correct decisions by using the
information‐centric environment created by the real‐time data visibility from the tagged equipment.
The research presented in this thesis encourages the RTE to move from a waste product to an
information porter once tagged and then a decision‐making unit when represented by an agent,
creating a network improvement tool.

1.7 Model Measures and Variables
The thesis will:
‐

Investigate the feasibility of the application of multi‐agent systems (MAS) to model the RTE
network utilising RFID based data;

‐

Develop a methodology to enable the agents to integrate forward and reverse flows of RTE
simultaneously, generating a feasible schedule;

‐

Develop an algorithm, which can be used to promote RTE utilisation;
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‐

Construct a platform for LSPs to use to assess various strategies for their client base and
utilise the increased visibility, which RFID enabled RTE provides in comparison to non‐RFID
enabled network, enhancing their competitiveness.

The measures and variables used during the simulations to analyse the results and are listed and
defined in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, respectively.

Measures
Late Batch Costs
Amount of days batches are late, which are
multiplied by a cost per day of not using it.
Truck Operating Costs
The amount of hours a truck is in use, which is
multiplied by a cost of operating the truck per
hour.
Total Cost
The total cost is a summation of the late batch
cost and the truck operating cost.
Volume Utilisation of a Truck
The volume utilisation rate represents the
loadings of a truck for a route, each day.
Weight Utilisation of a Truck
The weight utilisation rate of the truck refers to
the average weight of the loads in the truck
through a route, each day.
Time Utilisation of a Truck
The time utilisation rate refers to the percentage
of time the truck spends carrying loads during
each route.
Number of Auctions
The number of auctions conducted between the
RTE Batch agent and Truck agent in order to
schedule the RTE.

Table 1.1 Measures Used During Simulations
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Variables
Batch Processing Days
The amount of days a RTE is being processed and
awaiting pick‐up, which also determines the
return delivery date.
Number of Trucks
The number of trucks running through the
network is modifiable.
Size of Network (Number of Facilities)
The network is built of distribution facilities,
which the trucks leave and return to each day
and warehouses and client’s facilities.
Network Complexity Factor
The network complexity can be modified to
include more or less roads between facilities.
Number of RTE in Each Batch
The amount of RTE in each batch can be
modified and set between a lower and upper
limit.
Dimensions of Each RTE Batch
The dimensions of each RTE Batch can be
modified, which refers to the weight and
volume.
Quantity of RTE Batches
The quantity of RTE batches which are placed in
the system at the start of the simulation and the
amount of RTE batches introduced into the
system, each day.

Table 1.2 Variables Used During Simulations
Various scenarios, which are listed in Table 1.3 are simulated and compared to a control network.
The results are presented in chapter 6.
Scenarios Tested
Comparison to RTE which return slowly
Comparison to a system with RTE losses
The batch processing day versus truck operating costs
Impact of increasing the network complexity
Impact of using the model on a larger network
The effect of implementing smaller RTE batch sizes
Implementing a bigger range of RTE batches
Using the model to represent a bigger and more complex
network with a larger quantity and range of batches
Table 1.3 List of the Scenarios Tested Using the RFIDERTEAM
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1.8 Contribution
The thesis provides a comprehensive analysis of the RTE problem, a competitive advantage model for
LSPs, an investigation into the application of RFID and the development of a bespoke MAS. All areas
have been published across 11 publications, which are summarised in Table 1.4. Each publication
presents a contribution to the field.
The RFIDERTEAM is a bespoke piece of software developed specifically for the RTE problem domain,
and therefore offers a valuable platform with specific algorithms and tailored methods. These have
all been implemented in Java code, where the modular nature of the system leads to high levels of
flexibility as problems develop and clients change.
The scenarios developed for testing, demonstrate that the bespoke algorithms which have been
implemented, addresses the problem of RTE under‐utilisation by ensuring that the scheduling of the
reverse flows is prioritised alongside the forward delivery scheduling. The real‐time data provided by
the RFID tags enables each agent to utilise the information‐centric environment to conduct effective
and efficient decisions.
The model is a contribution not only to the area of RTE management but also delivers a MAS in RFID
enabled RTE management. One of the key requirements for further development in the emerging
field of MAS is the development of applications. The research presented in this thesis addresses this
by building a foundation for MAS development in RTE management.
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Title
Enhancing competitive
advantage with radio‐
frequency identification
(RFID) enabled returnable
transport equipment (RTE)

Authors
Aggarwal, R.
and Lim, M.K.

Year
2013

Published
International Journal of
Information Technology and
Management, Vol. 12, Nos.
1/2, pp.3–26.

Aligning physical and
virtual logistical spheres
with radio‐frequency
identification and agent‐
based modelling

Aggarwal, R.
and Lim, M.K.

2013

International Journal of Agile
Systems and Management,
Vol. 6, No. 1, pp.66–82.

Advances in decision
support systems on the
endeavour of supply chain
optimality

Aggarwal, R.
and Lim, M. K.

2012

International Conference on
Industrial Logistics (ICIL),
Zagreb, Croatia, 14th‐ 16th
June, pp. 472‐477.

Improving returnable
transport equipment
management with an
autonomous approach

Aggarwal, R.
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3rd International Conference
on Dynamics in Logistics
(LDIC), Bremen, Germany, 27
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Description
This paper proposes the implementation of RFID
enabled RTE in combination with the consolidation
of network assets and cross‐docking. A four‐level
cyclic framework, which aids LSPs to achieve
competitive advantage has been developed,
focussing on asset reduction and utilisation, RTE
cycle time reduction and the introduction of real‐
time data in the LSP network.
This paper explores the use of RFID and ABM to
improve RTE practices by increasing network agility
in order to invigorate customisation of logistical
services. Agility of services is amplified through the
availability of real‐time data and adept decision‐
making tools. Agent‐based modelling (ABM)
provides a platform to represent physical entities
creating a virtual sphere. RFID technology offers full
network visibility closing the gap of connectivity
between the virtual sphere and physical objects such
as pallets, goods and trucks.
This paper investigates reasons for the shift to
decentralised decision‐making and the impact on
supply chains. Industry practitioners are seeking to
create optimal logistics networks through more
efficient decision‐making, leading to a shift of power
from a centralised position to a more decentralised
approach. This has led to researchers, exploring with
vigour, the application of ABM in supply chains and
more recently, its impact on decision‐making.
This paper, investigates the nature of RTE network
management building on current research and
practices, filling a gap in the literature through the
investigation of a product‐centric approach, where
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A‐4

A decision support system
for waste collection
management and its
potential improvement
with radio‐frequency
identification technology
(RFID)
Increasing
competitiveness of third
party logistics with RFID

Nielsen,
2012
I., Lim, M.,
Nielsen, P. and
Aggarwal, R.

International Journal of
Environmental Technology
and Management, 2012
Vol.15, No.3/4/5/6, pp.305–
324.

Aggarwal, R.
and Lim, M.

2011

A three‐level automation
approach for radio‐
frequency identification
enabled returnable
transport equipment to
enhance supply chain
competitiveness

Aggarwal, R.,
Lim, M. and
Tan, K.

2011

IEEE International
Conference on RFID‐
Technologies and
Applications (RFID‐TA),
Sitges, Spain, 15‐16
September, pp. 437‐444.
21st International
Conference on Production
Research, Stuttgart,
Germany, 31 July – 4 August.

Utilisation of RFID to
increase efficiency in the
returnable equipment

Aggarwal, R.
and Lim, M. K.

2010

12th International
Conference on the Modern
Information Technology in
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the paradigms of “intelligent products” and
“autonomous objects” are explored. Advanced
research development in the RTE paradigm is
proposed in order to align academic research with
problematic areas in industry. This is pivotal on the
endeavour to developing agile support systems, fully
utilising an information‐centric environment and
encouraging RTE to be viewed as critical network
optimising tool rather than a costly waste.
This paper presents a decision support system (DSS) A‐5
framework, based on Constraint Logic Programming,
for waste collection management and discusses the
potential employment of RFID to improve several
critical procedures involved in managing waste
collection.
This paper highlights that RFID enabled RTE assists A‐6
LSP in competitive advantage gain through cost
reduction and offering innovative logistical services,
which are tailored to each client via the introduction
of real‐time data updates.
This paper aims to address the gap in the literature A‐7
by developing a three‐level framework automation
application approach with the assistance of RFID
technology and RTE. The research pinpoints that
RFID enabled RTE offers a viable tool to assist supply
chain automation in the dynamic and process driven
environment of distribution, increasing flexibility,
whilst reducing inefficiencies.
This paper explores the application RFID to RTE in A‐8
the supply chain paying particular attention to the
current structures of RTE networks as formulated by

supply chain

the Innovation Processes of
the Industrial Enterprises,
Aalborg University,
Denmark, 30‐31 August, pp.
284‐292.
11th International
Conference on The Modern
Information Technology in
the Innovation Processes of
the Industrial Enterprise,
Bergamo, Italy, 15‐16 Oct,
pp. 185 – 192.

Impact of RFID in reverse
logistics

Aggarwal, R.
and Lim, M. K.

2009

RFID Innovation: An
Exploration of the Impact
of RFID Technology in
Outbound Logistics

Aggarwal, R.
and Lim, M. K.

Under
Review

International Journal for RF
Technologies: Research and
Applications

Transforming Logistics
Service Provider’s
Activities Using IT: The
Case of RFID Technology

Aggarwal, R.
and Fosso
Wamba, S.

Under
Review

Production Planning &
Control: The Management of
Operations

RTE providers. The problems related to RTE usage
are described and the effect to the network
analysed. RFID is investigated as a tool to assist with
the movement of the RTE both from the client’s and
RTE provider’s perspective.
This paper aims to discuss the recent literature on A‐9
RFID technology and reverse logistics (RL). Particular
attention is applied to the bullwhip effect and its
increase as RL activities are integrated into the
supply chain. RFID is investigated as a tool to assist
with integrating reverse and forward logistics into a
seamless supply chain, and reducing the bullwhip
effect.
This paper evaluates the importance of outbound A‐10
logistics and explores the role of RFID. The
definition, classification and framework developed
will assist academics in the areas of research
requiring further exploration and help industry
practitioners to identify the benefits of RFID and
how best to exploit the technology in order to create
further value.
RFID is a critical technology for enhancing logistics
A‐11
activities, however the literature tends to focus on
application on a firm level or the overall supply
chain, failing to consider the perspective of a LSP.
The paper proposes a RFID integration tool,
encouraging LSPs to consider the multi‐dimensional
benefits which are attained and the wider network
improvements available, the benefits of which can
be passed onto clients.

Table 1.4 Publications Demonstrating Contribution to Knowledge
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1.9 Thesis Structure
This thesis has been organised as follows:
Chapter 2 begins by laying out the theoretical dimensions of the research by reviewing the literature.
The review spans the areas of RTE management, RFID application, LSPs and competitive advantage.
The chapter also describes the involvement of DHL and the basis for the development of the research
problem.
Chapter 3 analyses the literature to decipher the most appropriate methodology to address the
research questions posed. A multi‐agent system (MAS) approach is selected and compared to other
methodologies followed by an investigation as to the utilisation of agent based modelling (ABM) in
logistics.
Chapter 4 describes the design and characterisation of the RFID Enhanced RTE Agent Model
(RFIDERTEAM) developed. The architecture is described through an array of unified modelling
language (UML) diagrams.
Chapter 5 describes how the RFIDERTEAM implements cost and value advantage with an analysis of
the code and the investigation of agility and flexibility that the model offers.
Chapter 6 presents the results of the simulations, which were conducted with an array of scenarios,
each testing a different aspect of the model.
Chapter 7 presents a discussion on the merit of the model by interpreting the findings and comparing
the model to studies in the current literature. This is followed by a description of the limitations.
Chapter 8 summarises the findings in order to address the research questions. An evaluation of the
impact of the research presented to RTE management improvement is followed by highlighting the
significance of RFID and ABM application to the RTE problem domain. An assertion of the main
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contributions of the work conducted is presented. The implications of the model to the industry is
explored, and finally the future scope of work is outlined.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis with an Appendix of related work including the 11 publications listed
in Table 1.4, DHL Exel Supply Chain documents, a selection of class diagrams for the agent model
developed (RFIDERTEAM) and the Java code implemented.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
2

Literature Review

The advent of technology and development of transportation systems has enabled globalisation of
supply chains, which in turn has led to increased levels of competition for market share across
industries. Particularly with the recent recession, there is increased competitiveness to capture and
retain consumers, reduce operating costs and maintain profitability across industries. Porter (1985)
introduces the concept of value chain management, where it is advised that a company should
become a market leader in logistics in order to be competitive. Christopher (2005) asserts that
logistics represents a high proportion of a company’s overall costs. Through the efficient
management of logistics activities, firms can differentiate their services and strive to become a cost
leader, putting companies in the strongest possible position in the market. A company which is
unable to achieve competitive advantage as either a cost leader, where a company carries out all the
activities in the value chain at the lowest cost in comparison to their competitors, or a service leader,
where a company differentiates their products and provides unique services to customers, would be
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advised to outsource the logistics component of the company’s operations in order to gain
competitive advantage (Porter, 1985).
Today, competition between logistics service providers (LSPs) continues to intensify. This is partly
due to the increasing trend of companies outsourcing (Dapiran et al., 1996, Hertz and Alfredsson,
2003). The LSP market is growing at a significant rate, in the US market alone total revenue expanded
from $39.6 billion in 1998 to $127 billion in 2008, an increase of over 220% (Armstrong & Associates,
2010b). As LSPs merge and become larger, they offer competitive global logistics solutions at better
rates than firms are able to achieve in‐house (Selviaridis and Spring, 2007). Other motives for
companies to outsource include the globalisation of markets and continuous emergence of new
technologies (Razzaque and Sheng, 1998). In a recent survey, 94% of respondents stressed that it is
essential LSPs have IT capability, however only 54% of firms stated that existing LSPs met their
expectations (Langley, 2010). Therefore, in order for LSPs to increase their competitiveness, and cope
with recent global economic pressures, companies must develop logistics related IT capabilities and
be proficient in offering services such as RFID technology application, enhancing the attraction and
improving the retention of customers (Power et al., 2007, Coyle et al., 2003).
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is an evolving advanced auto‐identification (auto‐ID) technology
from the same group as barcodes and optical character recognition. A RFID system has four main
components to enable full application as illustrated in Figure 2.1. When requested, or if the tag is
active, information is transferred from the tag to the reader via radio waves. The data is then
transferred to middleware to be processed. Then the processed data is used in the application for
which it is required for example, monitoring temperatures of chilled foods or acknowledging the
receipt of an item in store. In comparison to the current widespread auto‐ID technology the barcode,
RFID has numerous advantages. The most significant advantage is that no line of sight is needed
when scanning, and tagged items are read in any position and through materials at a distance
(Finkenzeller, 2010). Also, each tag possesses a unique serial number allowing each item to have an
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individual identification. Each tagged item has numerous item related conditions written onto the tag
(for example, special customer requirements or shipping details). In addition, the reusable nature of
the tags means that they are transferred between items and continually re‐written, making tags
more efficient and flexible than the barcode.

Tag

Data

Reader with
Antenna

Data

Middleware

Data

Application

Figure 2.1 Components of a RFID System Illustrating Data Transfer
The advantageous attributes of RFID offers advanced information sharing capability, which a LSP can
exploit by providing the appropriate IT solutions and integration techniques in order to create value
added advantage (Lin, 2009). RFID is viewed as a crucial technology for application amongst CEOs of
the largest LSPs in North America where it is expected that as the number of LSPs and clients
collaborating on RFID implementation increases, more successful cases will be prominent,
encouraging further adoption (Lieb and Bentz, 2005, Lin, 2008, Collins, 2005b). DHL, one of the
world’s largest LSPs, assert this sentiment through the continuous development of RFID applications,
this is explored further in section 2.1.4. Within DHL’s RFID development, it is observed that one area
of interest for further research in RFID technology is the application to returnable transport
equipment (RTE).
RTE is an important and essential component of the supply chain (France and partners, 2007).
However, the management of RTE is challenging as often the assets are not individually managed,
hence there is an absence of information concerning the location, status and utilisation rate of each
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RTE. This leads to network delays, excess inventory, asset damage and inefficient utilisation rates,
which is also verified by a case study of DHL, presented in section 2.1.4 (Meng et al., 2010). RFID
makes assets more manageable and assists in advanced levels of network automation, improving
supply chain competitiveness. However, literature from the perspective of a LSP is often disjointed
and scattered with much of it survey‐based, lacking any theoretical development or real‐world
application (Selviaridis and Spring, 2007).
This chapter explores RTE management practices in the supply chain, investigating advanced
technology application and decision‐making techniques. The focus is on reducing problems and costs
whilst providing the level of agility required for RTE networks to cope with unexpected events quickly
and efficiently. Section 2.1 introduces the RTE management problem and presents a DHL Exel Supply
Chain case study.
In section 2.2 the application of RFID in supply chains is explored with a focus on the impact on LSPs,
outbound logistics, reverse logistics and decision support systems. Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In
Preparation) (Appendix A‐11) explore the multi‐level benefits of RFID technology by investigating the
possibilities for a LSP to gain advantage on operational, tactical and strategic levels. Aggarwal and
Lim (In Preparation) (Appendix A‐10) evaluate the importance of the role of RFID application in
outbound logistics. This is followed by an investigation by Aggarwal and Lim (2009) (Appendix A‐9)
into RFID application in reverse logistics, where the focus is on the integration of reverse flows into
the supply chain and the impact of creating a smoother transition. Finally application of RFID to
enhance decision support systems is explored in the application to a waste management system by
Nielsen et al. (2012) (Appendix A‐5) where the RFID data is used to bring value‐added benefits to the
waste collection business.
Section 2.3 addresses RFID application research by investigating: the impact of RFID enabled RTE as a
supply chain tool; competitive advantage for LSPs, the creation of automation opportunities; the
concept of autonomous logistics and decentralised decision‐making. Aggarwal and Lim (2010)
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(Appendix A‐8) assert that RFID can be utilised as a value adding solution to assist with the smooth
flow of RTE, providing supply chain efficiency and effectiveness, benefiting both the LSP and their
clients. Further investigation into the opportunities to gain competitive advantage with RFID enabled
RTE is explored by Aggarwal and Lim (2011) (Appendix A‐6). After applying competitive advantage
theory to LSPs using RFID enabled RTE, a cost and value advantage framework is presented by
Aggarwal and Lim (2013b) (Appendix A‐1). Section 2.3.3 investigates the functionality and
possibilities of RFID enabled RTE to create automation. Aggarwal et al. (2011) (Appendix A‐7)
present a three‐level framework in regards to data retrieval, physical processes and cognitive
features. Section 2.3.4 explores the concept of autonomy where Aggarwal and Lim (2012b)
(Appendix A‐4) discuss a product‐centric approach of RTE management and related activities by using
the RTE as a network improving tool. Further to this, Aggarwal and Lim (2012a) (Appendix A‐3)
identify the natural alignment between the supply chain and decentralised decision‐making due to
its distributed nature, in section 2.3.5. The chapter is concluded with a discussion in section 2.4.

2.1 Returnable Transport Equipment and Management
Returnable transport equipment (RTE) forms an essential part of the logistics network and usage is
set to continue to rise (Ilic et al., 2009). This is partly due to mounting pressure from governments
and consumers amid growing concerns of the negative effect of packaging waste on the environment
(Prendergast, 1995). As LSPs are pressed to shred disposal packaging, the supply chain is extended as
RTE return flows are introduced. These flows inflate logistics costs due to increased handling and
storage space requirements for the RTE (Wu and Dunn, 1995). On the other hand, as the packaging is
reusable, the disposal costs are lower (particularly, if the RTE is recyclable), therefore a reduction of
supply chain costs may be achieved, however this requires further investigation. In this section, RTE
is defined and the main functions explored. An overview of the RTE management problem is
presented where the application of RFID to RTE is discussed, providing examples of improvements to
logistics networks and an explorations of the additional value streams to be gained, leading to an
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increase in network competitiveness. A case study of DHL Exel Supply Chain is introduced where site
visits and interviews with managers asserts the RTE problem and potential of RFID application. The
section is concluded with a discussion.
2.1.1

Definition

RTE , which is also be known as returnable transport items (RTIs), is defined by the
International Organisation for Standardisation as “all means to assemble goods for transportation,
storage, handling and product protection in the supply chain which are returned for further usage,
including for example pallets with and without cash deposits as well as all forms of reusable crates,
trays, boxes, roll pallets, barrels, trolleys, pallet collars and lids” (LogicaCMG, 2004). RTE may also be
referred to as logistical packaging or supply chain packaging as it protects goods throughout the
supply chain (Twede, 1992, Duhaime et al., 2001). In this thesis, RTE refers to any equipment that is
continuously used in a cyclic fashion within the supply chain to transport or store goods. A single
cycle of the equipment begins and ends at the distribution centre.
2.1.2

Function

RTE has multiple functions, which increase when integrated further into efficiency enhancing supply
chain roles. Firstly, the function of RTE is to move, store and handle products. The product and RTE
are required to be moved to the right place, at the right time and in the right condition. Secondly,
the equipment needs to protect the goods and act as a stable packaging format. Thirdly, the RTE
needs to be reusable with supporting logistics systems in place to enable efficient returns in order to
compete with one way disposable packaging. This is particularly important as the environmental
concerns of packaging are increasing (Prendergast, 1995). However, it is in the latter function,
inadequate support systems, which is leading to a draining of resources throughout logistics
networks and requires further investigation.
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2.1.3

RTE Research Development

There is limited work in the area of RTE management which is very surprising considering the
importance of the area in regards to cost reduction, improved environmental impact and operational
logistics efficiency (Kye et al., 2013, Karkkainen et al., 2004, Johansson and Hellström, 2007,
Hellstrom and Johansson, 2010, Carrasco‐Gallego et al., 2012, Fleischmann et al., 2001, García‐Arca
and Prado‐Prado, 2006).

Kroon and Vrijens
(1995)
Mckerrow (1996)
Fleischmann et al.
(1997)
Hanh (2003)
Aberdeen Group
(2004)
Kärkkäinen et al.
2004
LogicaCMG (2004)
Twede and Clark
(2004)
Angeles (2005)
Evers et al. (2005)
Mollenkopt et al
(2005)
Breen (2006)
Johansson and
Hellström (2007)
Martínez‐Sala et
al. (2009)
Hellstrom and
Johansson (2010)

Focus Area
Design of a return logistic system

Method Used
Case study and
optimisation model
Literature Review

RTE
Containers

Costs and benefits analysis
List of areas where it works well
Quantitative models for reverse logistics Literature review

Various

Management of empty containers
Benefits of RFID‐enabled RTE
management
Case studies on rotation management
models
Benefits of RFID‐enabled RTE
management
Analysis to manage relationships and
operational aspects
Effect of RFID visibility on third‐party
assets
Benefits of sensor networks for RTE
management
Costs analysis of RTE versus disposable
system
Customer compliance in RTE
management
Value of asset visibility for RTE
management
Benefits of active RFID for RTE
operations
Decision models for efficient RTE
control strategy

Industry report
Industry report

Containers
Various

Case study

Various

Industry report

Various

Case Study

Containers

Case study

Trailers

Case study

Various

Quantitative study

Various

Qualitative survey

Various

Case study and
simulation
Qualitative study

Roll‐
containers
Roll‐
containers
Various

A Simulation Model

Table 2.1 Presents RTE Based Literature (Adapted from Ilic et al. (2009))
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Various

The areas investigated focus on certain packaging areas, cost analysis/evaluation, environmental
perspective or the location of depots. There is a lack of research investigating the potential of making
decisions on an RTE level. Hellstrom and Johansson (2010) create decision models for the purposes of
how to control the RTE generally and base it on cost, however there is a lack of development on
critical decisions of the quantity of RTE needed at each location in order to make the whole
distribution process more efficient. Other works, for example, Twede and Clarke (2005) and Angeles
(2005) use case studies to shed light into certain aspects of RTE such as relationships and RFID
applications but there is a lack of work investigating decision‐making on an RTE level. In addition,
much of the research is desk‐based and lacks quantitative studies and models. This thesis addresses
all these issues and fills this gap in the literature by investigating the ability to provide a model to
enable effective decision‐making on a RTE level. An overview of the problems are explored in the
next section.
2.1.4

RTE Management Problem: Overview

The four main problems identified from the literature concerning RTE usage are costs, shrinkage,
ownership and cycle times (Rosenau et al., 1996, France and partners, 2007, Johansson and
Hellström, 2007, Ilic et al., 2009). Firstly, comparing RTE networks to one way‐packing systems there
are additional costs, such as RTE purchase, sorting and transportation returns, maintenance, repair,
replacement and tracking (Rosenau et al., 1996). RTE is handled more than traditional one‐way
packaging: the cost of handling needs to be reduced in order to balance the costs in favour of a RTE
system.
Secondly, shrinkage is another critical issue in RTE management (Johansson and Hellström, 2007). A
case study of Arla Foods highlighted that 10% of their RTE fleet was lost annually costing 2 million
Euros to replace. The causes of losses were due to the lack of information regarding the quantity and
location of RTE in the pipeline and in stock. Bottani and Bertolini (2009) describe the pallet system in
place at an Italian manufacturer, GranMilano, where most of the 300,000 pallets used by the
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company each year are damaged or the pallets collected belong to a different company, which does
not conform to the requirements of GranMilano. Familia Sancela, a South American manufacturer,
ships 250 pallets every day and losses are occurred due to: errors in the manual handling system;
misplaced pallets at the plants and distribution centres and security problems, which lead to pallets
of goods being stolen (Swedberg, 2009a). KiMs, a Danish manufacturer, experienced shrinkage of its
100,000 pallets used per year due to the inefficiency of the manual system in place. Where written
lists could not provide the accuracy of information and level of visibility required to manage the
pallets (Khan, 2004). As data is gathered and entered into the system manually at each point, the
human errors led to poor information, increasing shrinkage levels.
Thirdly, the ownership of the RTE is problematic in terms of the distribution of costs and benefits
(Rosenau et al., 1996). RTE is often supplied by LSPs where the equipment is pooled (LogicaCMG,
2004). By definition within a RTE pool the equipment is owned by the pool operator who has the
responsibility to ensure that clients have the required RTE (France and partners, 2007). Often in RTE
pools, the responsibility of maintaining and controlling the RTE in order for it to fulfil its function has
been unclear (McKerrow, 1996).
Finally, without an efficient tracking system RTE lies idle at various points throughout the network
creating bottlenecks, RTE shortages and inefficient asset utilisation (France and partners, 2007). RTE
becomes a viable packaging option if it is used a certain number of times, otherwise under‐utilised
RTE becomes a greater burden on the environment, therefore the RTE rotation rate needs to be
increased (Kroon and Vrijens, 1995, Ilic et al., 2009). RTE management is difficult to control and
manage effectively due to the problems highlighted above and in order to increase the efficiency of
RTE, effective tracking systems are required (Johansson and Hellström, 2007). DHL Exel Supply Chain
is exploring the application of RFID technology to RTE in order to produce efficient and effective
tracking systems throughout their logistics networks, which is discussed further in the case study in
section 2.1.4.
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environment. Also there is more data capacity on the tags so more information can be placed onto
the tag.
RFID technology has a long history which can be traced back to 1906 when Ernst F.W. Alexanderson
demonstrated how radio waves can be formed and the transmission of radio signals (Domdouzis et
al., 2007). One of the first applications was developed during World War II with a system called
Identity Friend or Foe. This system enabled the British to identify which aircraft were their enemies.
The development of this system enabled the widespread application of RFID (Peppa and Moschuris,
2013). Further development of the technology was conducted during the late 1990s when “the
researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Auto‐ID Center were investigating
how RFID can be used as a new way to track and identify objects as they move between physical
locations. The centre focussed on reducing the cost of manufacturing RFID tags, optimising data
networks for storing and delivering larger amounts of data and developing open standards. When
the Auto‐ID Centre officially closed on 26th October 2003, the centre‘s task was taken over by EPC
Global” (Holloway, 2009).
COMPONENTS
A RFID system has four main components to enable full application as illustrated in Figure 2.1. When
requested, or if the tag is active, information is transferred from the tag to the reader via radio
waves. The data is then transferred to middleware to be processed. Then the processed data is used
in the application for which it is required for example, monitoring temperatures of chilled foods.
Tags
RFID tags have a microchip, which stores data, and an antenna, which transmits radio waves
(Angeles, 2005). The tags can be as large as 2 square inches or as small as “tiny coded beads invisible
to human eyes” (Domdouzis et al., 2007). They are also highly durable as they can be broken and can
be bendable and still function (Xiao et al., 2007).
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There are 2 main types of tags; Active and Passive as illustrated in Table 2.2. Passive tags are more
widely used as they are cheaper and have a long usage time (Attaran, 2007). The tags can be as
cheap as $0.05 with the potential to be $0.01 (Homs et al., 2004). An active tag on the other hand is
more costly as it has a battery. This can limit the life of the tag and tags can cost up to $20 (Attaran,
2007). Table 2.2 illustrates the difference in the 2 main tags such as difference in frequencies, power,
read range, speed and cost. These characteristics impact the type of tag used for each application.
TAGS
Data Storage

Read Write

Read Only

Frequency

Low 125 KHz-134 KHz

Range

<0.5M

Data

High 13.56 MHz

Range<1.5M

Data transfer < 25 kbits/s

transfer rate< 1 kbits/s
Utlra High 850 MHz–950 MHz

2.45 GHz

Range<100M

Data transfer rate <100 kbits/s

Data

Range<10M

transfer rate <100 kbits/s
Power

Passive

Current is

Active

Battery

induced in the tag’s antenna via

power is used from the tag to offer

waves sent by a reader.

continuous power to the chip.

Read Range

Short <0.5m

Up to 3m

Required Signal Strength

High

Low

Low

High

Scan 100s of tags within 3m from

Scan 1000s of tags from one

reader and 20 tags moving at

reader and 20 tags moving at 100

3m.p.h.

m.p.h.

$0.05 to $ 0.25

$4 to $20

(reader to tag)
Available signal strength
(tag to reader)
Multi-tag reading rate

Cost

Table 2.2 Table Presenting Different Characteristics of RFID Tags (Adapted from (Domdouzis et al.,
2007))
Readers
Another key component is a reader which consists of antennas, a transceiver, and a processor.
Readers energise the tags and send and receive signals. The transceiver and processor then encodes
and decodes the data. “Examples of readers include retailer self‐check‐outs, library book sensors,
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RFID CHALLENGES

Challenges

Cost
Data Storage and
Access
Accuracy
Interference
Information
Sharing
Security

Figure 2.4 An Illustration of the Challenges of RFID Implementation (Adapted from McFarlane and
Sheffi (2003))
There are various challenges (see Figure 2.4) in regards to the adoption of RFID however one of the
main perceived challenges is the cost. It is essential to make a business case for any adoption of a
technology. As the cost of tags is low and they can be re‐used, there is “already feasible application
cases for high‐end goods and closed loop system for assets”(McFarlane and Sheffi, 2003).
The vast number of advantages makes the business case for using RFID in closed loop systems for
asset management even more prominent. There are many layers of advantages. Firstly, RFID can add
value to a business by giving visibility to all stakeholders in a supply chain of all the flows and
enabling the installation of troubleshooting and continuous improvement strategies (Angeles, 2005,
Zhu et al., 2012). Secondly there are a vast amount of advantages that can be achieved through
various applications. (Attaran, 2007) puts together a comprehensive list of the advantages of using
RFID in the supply chain:


“enhanced visibility into customer needs;
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enhanced visibility along the supply chain;



accurate and timely asset tracking;



smart product recycling;



streamlined or better managed business processes within the company;



improved productivity by generating the fastest and lowest cost method of acquiring the
data;



improved velocity by responding to demand signals faster;



better utilization of fixed assets, resulting in lowered capital asset requirements;



reliable and accurate order forecasts;



reduction in inventory costs including stock‐out and holding costs;



improved technology return on investment;



improved accuracy by reducing the opportunity for human error;



increased productivity and dramatically reduced operating costs;



improved product quality and reliability including traceability;



improved supply chain management by better tracking transportation and warehousing
channels;



improved counterfeiting identification, theft prediction, and faster recalls; and



gaining favour with retailers to better position products on shelves”.

Thirdly, RFID can be combined with other technologies such as GIS, GPRS and GPS to plan and
schedule within the supply chain (Zhu et al., 2012) . This increases the data retrieval and can enhance
the decision‐making at each point in the supply chain.
BENEFITS OF RFID AND RTE APPLICATION
RTE is a closed loop system with assets which are ripe for RFID application. The problems with RTE
are lack of visibility, missing items and poor rotation. The visibility gained through RFID application
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can potentially alleviate some of these very cost and inefficient issues. Figure 2.5 illustrates the
benefits of RFID application to RTE.

RTE Impact
RFID Related Benefits

RFID Capability

RFID DATA

•Location
•Status
•Condition
•Visibility
•Unique
Idenitfication
•Track and Trace
•History Record
•Automatic Read
and Count

•Stock Levels
•Replenishment
•Cycle Optimisation
•Predictable Returns
•Accurate Forecasting
•Tracing Pilferage
•Identification of Extra
Buffer
•Improved Scheduling
•Collection and Route
Optimisation
•Improved Auditing
•Removal of Manual
Process
•Configuration of RTE
Fleet

RFID ENABLED
RTE

•Inventory\RTE
reduction
•Increase of vehicle
utilisation
•Increase of RTE
avalilability
•Decrease of Stock
Outs and Lost Sales
•Decrease in Damage
•Decrease in Cycle
Time Reduction
•Increase in Rotation
Rate
•Extended Life of RTE
•Decrease in Fleet Size
and Investment

Figure 2.5 Illustration of the Benefits of RFID Data to Create RFID Enabled RTE (Adapted from (Demir,
2010)

There are various operational and economic challenges of RTE such as the cost of RTE, the lack of
visibility, and the need to re‐use as much as possible. The barcode is not a practical resource to use in
order to offer full‐time visibility as it cannot be read without the line of sight and it is not as robust.
However, RFID can offer high levels of visibility with limited human interaction and the ability to read
the RTE in any orientation.
This thesis utilises this functionality of RFID enabled RTE and develops on it to include decision‐
making elements. DHL Exel Supply Chain is exploring the application of RFID technology to RTE in
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order to produce efficient and effective tracking systems throughout their logistics networks, which
is discussed further in the case study in section 2.1.4.
2.1.6

Case Study: DHL Exel Supply Chain

DHL Excel Supply Chain is interested in improving RTE management, particularly with the use of RFID
technology. A presentation conducted by Marcel Schirmer, a senior project manager for DHL stresses
the importance for one of the world’s most expansive LSPs to research into RFID application.
Schirmer focuses on the work supported by the DHL Innovation Centre in Germany; a copy of the
presentation is in Appendix B‐2. The centre in Germany has a comprehensive strategy in place in
order to develop the technology which includes: introduction of pilot schemes, encouragement of
projects with full implementation and software and hardware support. Clients have indicated that
their interest in RFID application is increasing, particularly with the introduction of product
regulations across various industries, however there are a few concerns: the cost of tags, the
reliability of read rates and restrictions imposed when following RFID standards. Despite these
concerns, it is clear that competing LSPs are engaging in RFID development by working with RFID
experts in testing centres. DHL have followed suit in attempt to lead the field of RFID application in
logistics by developing a research base in the DHL Innovation Centre.
The four key advantages that Schirmer advocates from RFID application are:


Items can be scanned in any direction and position;



Multiple tags are read simultaneously;



Tags are highly durable particularly in dirty workplaces;



Tags are inherently built with higher functionality levels than the barcode due to features
such as re‐writing and propensity to combine with sensors.

These advantages result in direct company benefits through: enhanced quality control, reduction of
manual processes, reduction in the number of errors and increased visibility. DHL are utilising these
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advantages in order to promote RFID as a replacement for barcodes particularly to clients in the
retail and electronic sectors.
Sony, an electronic company, is a client of a project where DHL are investigating RFID application to
increase visibility. They plan to use this in order to better connect the product flow from the Sony
Central Warehouse in Tilburg to the customer. Another project, which utilises the sensor component
of RFID, is the application of Freshtime RFID tags to monitor the temperature of foodstuffs and
analyse the data in order to determine the potential shelf‐life of the food. DHL is also conducting a
project with Metro France to apply RFID to a network of 1.3 million pallets per year in order to
provide tracking and tracing and improve practices in the outbound section of the supply chain; from
the distribution centres to the Metro retailers.
In 2005, DHL acquired Exel Plc who had completed tests and trials in RFID application, details of
which are found in Appendix B‐3. The read rates of a variety of tagged products were tested. For
example, keg achieved a 100% read‐rate whereas items such as cans had a much lower read‐rate at
55%. In addition to conducting experiments on the application potential of the tags, multiple trials
were implemented in the UK, for example at the House of Fraser. Garments were tagged at a
supplier and monitored as they moved from Hong Kong to the UK. As garments left or entered
facilities, the relevant databases were updated and more efficient stock‐taking practices were
introduced. The research highlighted that features to consider in the future are antenna design and
spacing of items, particularly if tagging occurs on an item‐level.
DHL Exel Supply Chain (UK) continue the development of RFID applications through pilot schemes
and implementation, but this is not at the speed of the projects conducted at the innovation centre
in Germany, and therefore much further research is required in the UK in conjunction with industry.
During a site visit to a retail distribution centre (RDC) in Long Eaton, it was observed that Marks and
Spencer uses RFID tags on a range of garments. Warehouse operators tag the most expensive items
of clothing before they are shipped off to store. After meeting one of the managers of the RDC, it
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was stressed that the main reason Marks and Spencer requested RFID tags on these particular items
was to aid in stock‐takes in store. DHL, as a LSP interested in developing business opportunities,
suggest exploration of RFID application to other areas. The potential is further highlighted when the
size and throughput of the RDC is observed, details are available in Appendix B‐4. The RDC is 250, 000
square feet and conducts up to 350 deliveries per week across 62 stores. RFID technology potentially
aids in improving the processes for the millions of items, which move through the RDC including: put
away, store, pick, load and despatch, going beyond the current application.
Another client with interest in RFID technology application is Homebase. A transcript, which is
presented in Appendix B‐1, details the problems surrounding Danish trolleys that the company uses
to move flora through its networks. A manager stresses the following problem areas:


No daily account of trolley stocks at sites;



No account of the quantity of trolleys in use at each site;



No record of which supplier each trolley belongs;



No account of whether the right trolley is going back to its owner;



No control of monitoring the type and quantity of trolleys which are taken by drivers;



Poor tracking is leading to inefficient inbound and outbound processes and trolley losses of
which for every 20 trolley bases lost results in approximately £1000 deficit;



No real‐time forecasting available on how many trolleys are required at the distribution
centres each day;



No confirmation from stores that they have received the trolley they require;



No record of dates for which trolleys need to be returned;



Lack of agility in the network to enable the movement of trolleys between stores and
distribution centres;



No accurate billing procedure, which is required to be sent to stores for lost trolleys;

This account gives valuable insight into the types of problems companies face with RTE
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management. At each stage, RFID technology application aids in alleviating or resolving these
problems. An RFID tag placed on each trolley offers a unique ID to be assigned to every piece of
equipment enabling full visibility through constant tracking and tracing. The advantageous attributes
of RFID are encouraging companies to seek application advice from LSPs who must develop expertise
in the potential of the technology. Therefore, further discussion and exploration is required as to the
potential to use this technology in RTE management and the gain in value for the client and the LSPs,
hence this project was developed in conjunction with the RTE department at DHL Exel Supply Chain
(UK).
Due to personnel changes, the management at DHL in charge of the project were not able to
contribute to the project as initially specified. Therefore, the project continues without any further
contribution from the RTE Department from DHL Exel Supply Chain (UK) beyond the contribution
specified in section 2.1.4. The knowledge gained from the initial stages of the research conducted at
DHL is utilised by firstly analysing the information and then exploring the academic literature in order
to place the industry experience gained with the current academic research in the remainder of the
chapter.
2.1.7

Discussion

LSPs are required to develop their expertise in logistics and related IT capabilities in order to retain
their clients and gain new business. A common problem experienced by clients is with their RTE
networks. The RTE networks consist of multifarious equipment, which is used to move, store, handle
and protect products. There are problems of underutilisation and losses where one study reported a
loss of up to 50% of RTE, which creates further knock‐on effects to the whole network until the RTE
is replaced (Ilic et al., 2009). As RTE forms a closed loop due to their re‐useable nature, efficient
support systems are required in place to relay the information and conduct decisions as to their
utilisation, which is lacking in industry application. A key technology to improve this area of logistics
is RFID.
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RFID technology was utilised during the second World War where it was used to identify between
friendly and foe aircrafts (Spekman and Sweeney, 2006). However, despite decades of existent, costs
and technical problems are cited as the dominant reasons for lethargic uptake of this technology in
different application areas (Spekman and Sweeney, 2006). RFID application in the supply chain is
relatively new, however interest amongst academics and industry practitioners is increasing by the
virtue of technological potential (Mehrjerdi, 2008). RFID technology is a tool, which increases
visibility and provides the information flow required to assist in the improvement of logistics
operations (Delen et al., 2007, Melski et al., 2008, Zhou, 2009). The application of RFID to RTE gives
complete and real‐time network coverage of all the client’s goods and LSP’s assets, which can be
used to enhance network synchronisation and efficiency.
Re‐usability is also an important characteristic of RFID tags which complements the network feature
of RTE (Swedberg, 2009c). The application of RFID to RTE has been addressed by a few authors in the
literature (Chuang and Shaw, 2007, Johansson and Hellström, 2007, Hellstrom, 2009, Ilic et al., 2009,
Martínez‐Sala et al., 2009). All acknowledge that RFID visibility increase as the key attribute, which
leads to significant RTE network management improvements. The applications in industry mirror
these findings as companies such as Wal‐Mart, Metro Group, Marks and Spencer, Volkswagen and
Mercedes‐Benz have observed significant improvements through the reduction of RTE losses and
cost savings (Jonathan, 2005, Collins, 2006, Wasserman, 2010).
RFID has been used to make improvement in RTE networks in various ways for example, to reduce
safety stock stocks and shrinkage, which is costly (Swedberg, 2009b). Hellstrom (2009) observed that
tracking had enabled the removal of shrinkage at Arla Foods. Another critical area of RTE
management is the reduction of cycle times in order to increase the rotation rates, which makes the
RTE a more viable and cost efficient investment (Ilic et al., 2009). A study carried out by Ilic et al.
(2009) observed a 16.5% increase in the amount of extra trips that each RTE conducted. In addition,
another improvement highlighted the 14.1% reduction in the number of RTE required overall in the
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whole network, leading to a reduction of operating costs and the amount of investment required to
implement a RTE system. This is particularly significant as bespoke RTE costs up to $2000
(Wasserman, 2010). Also, a study argued how RFID provides critical data, which helps to increase
flow efficiency and improve the effectiveness of an array of processes, which leads to an overall
system efficiency improvement of 18% (Mo et al., 2009).
After meetings and site visits with DHL Exel Supply Chain, the following observations were
ascertained. Firstly, RTE and its management are critical areas for further research in the logistics
and supply chain management area. There are many problems which effect both the equipment and
the network within which the RTE moves. Secondly, the development of RFID technology does not
only stem from technical developments but also the application potential. Expertise is required into
the business based application of the technology and the benefits for supply chains needs to be
clearly specified, especially in comparison to other auto‐ID technologies, creating accessibility of the
technology for clients. Thirdly, it is clear that the UK subsidiary of DHL Exel Supply Chain is lacking
some expert knowledge in RFID applications in comparison to the Innovation Centre in Germany. The
activity development at the Centre does not transfer through to the UK RTE department, and
therefore it is necessary for the department to develop internal RFID based knowledge, hence the
initialisation of this project.
From the perspective of LSPs, knowledge which is required in relation to RFID technology is how the
technology is used to create value added streams to the RTE network. RFID offers the visibility but
there needs to be further investigation as to the potential benefits RFID related technology brings to
the LSPs, their clients and in encouraging RTE network improvement. This may aid a LSP in attaining
and retaining clients where the LSP will provide robust logistics solutions with maximum customer
service and cost reduction techniques. Finally, the research that needs to be explored is the potential
to improve a network not only on an operational level, but also strategically. Therefore, the key is to
improve the decision‐making process. This requires extensive research in order to assess how to
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further utilise the key advantages that an RFID enabled system brings to a RTE network.
After the initial period of collaboration, personnel changes at DHL meant that they were unable to
contribute significantly to the project. Information on the status of RFID in the supply chain has
largely been gathered from secondary and published sources. An extensive literature review is
conducted in order to establish research on RFID enabled RTE with a focus on how to go beyond the
provision of an efficient tracking system to an effective autonomous decision support system.

2.2 Literature Review: RFID Application in Supply Chains
This section explores RFID application in the supply chain, focussing on the areas of: LSPs, outbound
logistics, reverse logistics and decision support systems.
2.2.1

Logistics Service Providers (LSPs)

A logistics service provider (LSP) “manages, controls, and delivers logistics activities on behalf of a
shipper” (Hertz and Alfredsson, 2003). This term is often used in exchange with third party logistics
(3PL) provider where “third‐party logistics are activities carried out by a logistics service provider on
behalf of a shipper and consisting of at least management and execution of transportation and
warehousing. In addition, other activities can be included, for example inventory management,
information related activities, such as tracking and tracing, value added activities, such as secondary
assembly and installation of products, or even supply chain management. Also, the contract is
required to contain some management, analytical or design activities, and the length of the co‐
operation between shipper and provider to be at least one year, to distinguish third‐party logistics
from traditional “arm's length” sourcing of transportation and/or warehousing”(Berglund et al.,
1999).
However, in this thesis it is argued that the term LSP is broader as there are many different types of
providers of which one category is 3PL providers. One growing area is fourth party logistics (4PL).
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(Bedeman and Gattorna, 2003) claim that a 4PL is "in effect the 'brains' or central nervous system of
the participating organization”, and have revised Accenture's definition of 4PL as follows: A 4PL is an
integrator that assembles the resources, capabilities, and technology of its own organization and
other organizations to design, build and run comprehensive supply chain solutions and which have
the cultural sensitivity, political and communication skills, and the commercial acumen, not only to
find value, but to create motivating and sustainable deals that offer incentives to all the parties
involved”.
The LSP industry is growing with revenues reaching $141 billion in 2011 (Min, 2013). More firms are
utilising the expertise from external logistics service providers as a recent survey stressed that over
54% of shipper’s transportation costs and 39% of warehouse operation costs were outsourced
(Langley, 2012). Two particular areas which are outsourced are in IT development and RTE control.
RTE has a range of associated issues such as losses and lack of visibility. The costly and devastating
operational impact is driving firms to use LSPs in order to support the control of RTE (Carrasco‐
Gallego et al., 2012). One way the LSPs try to improve RTE management is through IT development.
“Revolution in computers and communication technology are indicated as the main forces causing
TPL services to experience explosive growth. Lewis and Talalayevsky (2000) further addressed the
implications of advancements in information technology (IT) for TPL development. They observed
that the rapid progress in information processing and communication technology supports the
outsourcing of logistics activities to third‐party firms as it allows buyers and sellers of logistics
services to communicate directly over data‐rich, easy‐to‐use information channels, thereby reducing
coordination costs and fostering strategic partnerships based on mutually agreed goals. Indeed, the
ability to utilize IT has been increasingly considered one of the key determinants of success for these
operators (e.g. Langley et al., 2002 and Langley Jr. et al., 2005), advantages derived from IT and the
shortage of trained personnel still hinder full‐scale IT implementation” (Marasco, 2008).
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In this thesis the research addresses a gap in the literature in regards to how LSPs can use their IT
and asset management services (RTE) to gain competitive advantage especially as the competition
for this area is fierce. One way is by using advanced technology such as RFID.
Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation) (Appendix A‐11) explore the multi‐level benefits of RFID
technology by investigating the possibilities for a LSP to benefit on three levels: operational, tactical
and strategic. It is asserted that the demand of LSPs continues despite the recent recession, as
recovery in the logistics sector has been swift with costs accounting for approximately 11.1 percent
of the world’s GDP and the LSP sector accruing a revenue of approximately 550 billion US dollars
(Armstrong & Associates, 2010a). The increase in outsourcing is met with high levels of competency
as a recent survey stated that 90% of shippers were satisfied with the function of their LSPs (Langley,
2010). The prominent task for a LSP is to add value to their client’s business at a level that the client
would be unable to achieve on their own, and in addition at a cost to value ratio, which beats their
competitors (Berglund et al., 1999). Although a LSP is not perceived as a leader in IT solutions, in
order for a LSP to be competitive it must be knowledgeable and develop logistics related IT
capabilities and be proficient in offering services such as radio frequency identification (RFID)
technology application in order to gain custom (Power et al., 2007, Coyle et al., 2003). RFID offers
advanced information sharing capability, which a LSP exploits by providing the appropriate IT
solutions and integration techniques in order to create a value added advantage (Lin, 2009).
Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation) stress that although research in the technical area of
RFID is expanding through avenues such as antenna and chip development, there are wide gaps in
the application area and as Spekman and Sweeney (2006) argue it is rather “anecdotal”, hence it
needs to be strengthened. As the potential application is so wide spread the research is often
disjointed and sparse with limited references from the perspective of the LSP sector. Therefore,
Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation) conduct further research into the adoption and
implementation of RFID whereby the study draws upon research questions going beyond the
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research agenda set by Curtin et al. (2007) and applies them to the LSP sector. The questions
explored in the paper are:


What are the drivers for RFID adoption by LSPs?



What are specific RFID related benefits for LSPs?



What are the methods to exploiting higher value added benefits at minimum costs?



What are the critical activities, on a multi‐dimensional level (operational, tactical and
strategic levels), requiring transformation from a LSP’s perspective?

Each question is analysed in detail in Appendix A‐11; the main findings from the literature lead to the
following assertions. Firstly, one of the main drivers for LSPs to use RFID technology is to meet
customer’s expectations and remain competitive, retaining market share (Power et al., 2007, Coyle
et al., 2003). Although a LSP may be pushed into exploring RFID applications there are a variety of
benefits which can be gathered and utilised for further gain. The main benefit is increased data
access, which enhances network visibility, enabling LSPs to offer a higher quality of service. The level
and range of benefits will depend on the actions LSPs commit with the data. The potential list of
benefits as described by Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation), pulls a LSP into exploring RFID
application.
Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation) highlight that the two main reasons which hinder
application are RFID standards and the projection of implementation costs. For each of these issues a
LSP plays a pivotal role in offering solutions. The potential of RFID application in a supply chain
format led to the creation of standards, which are being formed by two separate organisations,
EPCglobal and ISO, causing discrepancies and confusion, creating a hindrance to apply RFID globally
on a large scale (EPCglobal, 2012, Journal, 2005). However, recently the organisations have been
working more closely together in a bid to develop standards, which align creating a more supportive
environment for RFID practitioners and the encouragement of adoption. This has led to the
application of RFID across an array of different industries such as manufacturing, retail,
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transportation, health care, life sciences, pharmaceuticals, and government where it is expected that
the popularity of the technology will continue to grow with a compound growth rate of 21.5 %
between 2007 and 2013, which illustrates that RFID application is moving beyond the initial hype and
into useful applications (Bacheldor, 2007, Banks et al., 2007, Spekman and Sweeney, 2006). The RFID
market is further being supported by IT development with firms such as Microsoft, IBM and Intel
providing services and products to complement this growth (Spekman and Sweeney, 2006). LSPs
further support this work through testing centres such as the DHL Innovation Centre, to support
EPCglobal and ISO in producing harmonised standards and test applications across industries.
The second potential hindrance is the implementation cost of RFID technology (Huber et al., 2007).
Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation) assert that a LSP needs to consider several points in
relation to acknowledging and quantifying the benefit amplification they offer to their clients. Firstly,
a LSP needs to utilise its extensive network coverage and expertise portfolio to lower
implementation costs in comparison to a client implementing an in‐house RFID system. During the
initial start‐up, on hardware and systems development and integration, LSPs use their contacts to
drive down the costs of installing RFID systems by negotiating with suppliers, a feature which is
difficult for a single firm to achieve. Therefore, the initial start‐up costs will be lower for the LSP, as
with their multiple clients, the system can be installed at a cheaper rate as illustrated by Aggarwal
and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation) in Figure 2.6. Although the initial costs are high for RFID
implementation this is because the benefits (and hence the savings) are one‐dimensional, and only
exist on an operational level, therefore more investment is required to move to tactical level of
benefits. As the curve illustrates the amount of benefits that are gained when moving to a strategic
level is higher than the amount of investment required. In order to gain higher levels of benefits,
more work needs to be conducted into utilising economies of scale available to LSPs and developing
RFID applications on multi‐dimensional levels.
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Secondly, it is in the LSPs interest to experiment and conduct research to ascertain the benefits,
which are obtained for different types of RFID application. In order to fully gain the benefits of RFID
application, it must go beyond a point solution and be applied across a whole supply chain (Spekman
and Sweeney, 2006). When RFID is applied in supply chains the application on each level,
operational, tactical and strategic, is then fed into each other causing a knock‐on effect of
encouraging the attainment of more benefits on a multi‐dimensional level as illustrated in Figure 2.7.
RFID provides the real‐time data to enable proficient information sharing on operational, tactical and
strategic levels throughout the supply chain (Zelbst et al., 2010).

Cost Vs Benefits of RFID
Implementation by LSPs

LSP

Strategic
Benefit
Amplification
Tactical

Benefits

Single
Client

Operational

Initial
Start‐up

Costs

Figure 2.6 The Cost Versus Benefits of RFID Implementation by LSPs
The value that RFID brings is best assessed from a “bottom‐up approach”, starting on an operational
level (Lee and Ozer, 2007). Decisions on an operational level are short‐term and concern everyday
problems such as correcting human errors or solving the fallout from disruptions. A strong
operational base feeds into improving tactical planning, which refers to decisions conducted a few
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the understanding and expertise in RFID applications and are best placed to solve these concerns. It
is concluded that the combination of outsourcing and RFID enabled technologies are critical to
achieving advanced levels of logistical efficiency at low costs. To explore the application of RFID
further, Aggarwal and Lim (In Preparation) (Appendix A‐10) conduct a review of RFID application in
outbound logistics, which is discussed further in section 2.2.2.
2.2.2

Outbound Logistics

The scope of potential impact of RFID application in logistics, specifically outbound logistics is
reviewed by Aggarwal and Lim (In Preparation) (Appendix A‐10), where the role of RFID technology in
outbound logistics is explored.
Aggarwal and Lim (In Preparation) explore current research of RFID application in outbound logistics,
analysing future trends based on industry application potential, creating a framework of critical areas
of innovative research streams, encouraging adoption within industry. Aggarwal and Lim (In
Preparation) assert that the literature reviews of RFID application are very broad (Ngai et al., 2008,
Irani et al., 2010, Chao et al., 2007, Liao et al., 2011, Sarac et al., 2010). Although recently, RFID
application in supply chain management has grown, there has not been an attempt to analyse the
impact of RFID within different areas of the supply chain in detail, despite the popularity of RFID
application within areas such as manufacturing and logistics (Liao et al., 2011, Ngai et al., 2008).
Therefore, due to the scattered and inconsistent RFID related literature within the outbound logistics
paradigm and the potential for application due to the bountiful activities such as transportation,
warehousing, material handling and consolidation, an in depth examination is conducted by
Aggarwal and Lim (In Preparation). The paper offers a point of reference for readers, closing the gap
between the research being conducted and the industry requirements.
The review is classified into four main categories which are: RFID based technological development,
RFID enabled activity support, RFID embedded network integration and RFID empowered value
creation as illustrated in Figure 2.8. Each of the categories is described in further detail in Appendix
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A‐10. Aggarwal and Lim (In Preparation) identify a gap between the academic research being
conducted and industry requirements, which results in a lack of focus in the outbound logistics
paradigm. Therefore, a framework as illustrated in Figure 2.9 is presented in order to encourage
more fruitful RFID exploitation in the outbound logistics paradigm.
The framework presented by Aggarwal and Lim (In Preparation) encourages the reader to focus on
four critical areas in regards to RFID application in outbound logistics which are: distribution facilities,
transportation, RTE & goods and network flows. Each area has a specific RFID based application of
focus. Firstly, the large quantity of activities conducted within distribution facilities, many of which
are highly labour intensive, require a focus of automation. In order to fully embrace automation,
proficient decision support systems need to be developed. It is beneficial in a large network to
decentralise the decision‐making in order to achieve optimal solutions and outbound logistics is a
prime case scenario for decentralised application research (Lee and Whang, 1999). Agent based
modelling provides the means to developing the software capability to automate decision‐making to
an object level, whilst still maintaining global goals (Hülsmann et al., 2008).
Secondly, data capture and utilisation is focussed on transportation activities. This refers to utilising
the opportunities to combine RFID technology with other technologies (such as sensors and GPS) in
order to gather valuable data. RFID technology is exploited even further when combined with web‐
applications via the internet, which enables real‐time tracking, encouraging the expansion of possible
value‐added streams (Violino, 2011, Violino, 2003). Thirdly, for RTE and goods the focus is on an
object orientated approach, where RFID application on a RTE level is explored by considering
autonomous logistics research (Windt et al., 2008).
Finally, the focus is on utilising the real‐time visibility which RFID brings to analyse network flows.
The outbound network is a very dynamic environment, which sits within an aggressive supply chain
creating many challenges. Real‐time visibility is a critical tool to ensure competitive advantage
through responsiveness, whilst maintaining lean policies. However, unless the real‐time visibility is
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used in a timely manner then there will be a limit to the level of business value gains for each
outbound process. Information through network flows are revolutionised with the introduction of
software such as artificial intelligence, as real‐time and prompt decision‐making functionality utilises
increased visibility. The visibility creates a circular motion of potential value creation around the
components of outbound logistics as illustrated in Figure 2.9. The framework developed will assist
academics in the areas of research requiring further exploration and assist industry practitioners to
identify the benefits of RFID and how best to exploit the technology in order to create further value.
The focus of this review has been for outbound logistics; however it is also important to consider
reverse flows and their integration with forward flows. Section 2.2.3 explores RFID application to
reverse logistics.
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2.2.3

Reverse Logistics

Reverse logistics (RL) is an area, which in the past decade has received growing interest. RL is an
extensive area most commonly associated with all the activities that are carried out once a product
has been sold to the consumer. RL activities permeate through manufacturing, warehousing and
distribution processes where forecasts and goods in the pipeline need to be identified in order to
allocate the appropriate quantity of logistics resources. One of the key issues within this area is the
lack of available accurate and up‐to‐date information. This is mainly because once a product is sold
the information is usually not updated or it is lost (Visich et al., 2007). If the sales and customer
demand figures are inaccurate then all the RL activities would be affected and the inaccuracies would
be further amplified as the information goes through the RL network. Due to a lack of product
information, the element of decision‐making becomes difficult leading to further inaccuracies (Ergen
et al., 2007). Once RL activities are integrated upstream the inaccuracies become amplified, which
increases the bullwhip effect within the supply chain, and hence decreases the efficiency and
effectiveness. Therefore, the bullwhip effect occurs in both directions from the middle of the supply
chain due to inaccuracies generated as illustrated by Aggarwal and Lim (2009) in Figure 2.10. In
addition, as RL products and information are fed back into the forward logistics supply chain, the
inaccuracies are carried through and further amplified. Aggarwal and Lim (2009) (Appendix A‐9)
assert that reverse logistics is a growing area of the supply chain sector and the exploration of RFID
application will give valuable insight into whether the bullwhip effect is reduced as reverse flows are
integrated into the supply chain.
Aggarwal and Lim (2009) assert that within the forward logistics paradigm, RFID brings many benefits
to the flow of the information in terms of speed, accuracy, efficiency and security which has resulted
in the re‐design of supply chain processes (Shad, 2000, Li et al., 2006). However, reverse logistics is a
different set of processes from forward flows as it extends forward logistics forming a closed loop
(Lee and Chan, 2009). Depending on the item in the return flow, it is difficult to predict which path
the product will take until it is returned back into the system. Therefore, it is difficult to forecast and
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thus, reducing dwell time of the product and enhancing efficiency of the distribution network. Langer
et al. (2007) observe that the real‐time information that RFID provides, assists in the assessment of
claims made for returns within centres to facilitate smoother and quicker operations. Jayaraman et
al. (2008) observe that switching from barcodes to RFID within reverse channels reduces the average
cost of material handling by 30% because the need for manual handling is removed. Literature
relating to the use of RFID within reverse logistics to aid in decision‐making is rare, however Trappey
et al. (2010) propose a genetic algorithmic forecasting approach to assist in the decision support of
safety stock and loss rates at different points throughout the reverse chain. Furthermore, research
into optimising the transportation routes of reverse flows is mainly limited to developing a vehicle
routing model with RFID applications in order to assist authorities in utilising labour and assets during
waste collection (Ustundag and Cevikcan, 2007). RFID technology is applied in order to give the real‐
time location and accurate weight readings of each bin so that the most optimal routes are
calculated. However, this study was applied on a small scale of just one vehicle and 15 bins.
The paper presented in Appendix A‐5 considers the utilisation of RFID to update and validate
information in a continuous manner for a decision support system in order to bring value‐added
benefits to the waste collection business (Nielsen et al., 2012). RFID enables an enhancement of the
decision support system through the following features: being a real‐time tracking tool, providing an
accurate record of information, accurate billing, improved truckloads and optimised delivery routes
and ability to cope with unanticipated demands.
2.2.5

Discussion

Section 2.2 explored the multi‐faceted benefits of RFID application to LSPs, within outbound logistics,
in reverse flows and the impact to decision support systems. RFID application in the supply chain is
relatively new, however interest amongst academics and industry practitioners is increasing by the
virtue of the technological potential (Mehrjerdi, 2008). A principle advantage is no line of sight
whereby tags are read through materials and in any orientation, which is beneficial in the stacked
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outbound logistics environment (Finkenzeller, 2010). Another advantage is the function of multiple
scans, simultaneously, a time saving attribute, which is favourable for each outbound logistics
process (Liao et al., 2011). There is a large list of benefits that RFID application has throughout the
supply chain, such as process re‐engineering, competitive advantage gain, aligning supply and
demand, offering robust and durable tags, increased business intelligence, easier transferral of
information, improved traceability and bull‐whip effect reduction but to name a few (Ngai et al.,
2008, Liao et al., 2011, Chao et al., 2007, Li et al., 2006, Sarac et al., 2010, Mehrjerdi, 2008). In
addition, there are some attributes of RFID implementation, which are particularly beneficial for
outbound logistics such as reduction in the cost of handling goods, information visibility, tracking
large volumes with ease, accurate levels of authentication, speeding up identification, increasing
material flows, reduction of out‐of‐stocks, reduction in shrinkage, reduction of labour costs,
reduction of inventory costs, reduction in human errors and improved inventory management (Ngai
et al., 2008, Liao et al., 2011, Chao et al., 2007, Li et al., 2006, Sarac et al., 2010, Mehrjerdi, 2008).
However, despite decades of existence, costs and technical problems are cited as the dominant
reasons for lethargic uptake of this technology in different application areas (Spekman and Sweeney,
2006). Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation) (Appendix A‐11) argue that drawbacks such as
standards and costs can be eliminated or alleviated by outsourcing to LSPs. LSPs need to continue to
work with key RFID industry players in order to develop the technical aspects of RFID technology so
that benefits on operational, tactical and strategic levels are captured.
RFID application research requires greater focus of application in areas of: data capture functions,
automation potential, object orientated approaches and real‐time visibility utilisation as asserted by
Aggarwal and Lim (In Preparation) (Appendix A‐10). In addition, there is limited research on reverse
flow integration and the impact of RFID application to decision support systems despite RFID offering
a real‐time tracking tool and accurate information (Aggarwal and Lim, 2009, Nielsen et al., 2012).
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Therefore, section 2.3 explores these concepts further through the application of RFID to RTE and
assesses its impact as an automation tool and with an object orientated decision support system.

2.3 Literature Review: RFID enabled RTE
RFID technology application offers many advantages throughout the supply chain as discussed in
section 2.2. An application area where further research is required is to RTE, which is affirmed by DHL
Exel Supply Chain in section 2.1.4. This section explores the concept of RFID enabled RTE from the
perspective of gaining competitive advantage through a LSP with a focus on the possibilities of
achieving automation and autonomy in the supply chain.
2.3.1

Supply Chain Tool

Aggarwal and Lim (2010) Appendix A‐8) highlight that RTE usage is continuing to rise, however
research into the potential of RTE within the realm of supply chain management and logistics is
limited (Twede and Clarke, 2005). The use of RTE has been highlighted as a cost effective option for
the movement and storage of goods, particularly within the retailing sector in the UK and the
automotive industry in the US (Twede and Clarke, 2005).
However, one main problem has been the management and control of the RTE (LogicaCMG, 2004).
An effective solution of resolving problems and finding better supply chain solutions is to give control
of the RTE and related activities to a LSP (Twede and Clarke, 2005, McKerrow, 1996). The use of LSPs
entices companies to invest in RTE networks as the financial requirements with installing such a
system is spread, and therefore the risk reduced for the clients (Twede and Clarke, 2005). Although
the area of LSPs is growing, research from the perspective of the provider is very limited (Power et
al., 2007, Berglund et al., 1999).
In some cases it has been reported that companies lose from about 10%‐15% of their RTE fleet
annually (Johansson and Hellström, 2007), which decreases the amount of RTE available to utilise,
and therefore increases replacement costs. RFID is an effective tool to create visibility and assist with
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efficient tracking (Lee and Park, 2008). The application of RFID to RTE is at an early stage and further
research is required (Hellstrom, 2009).
Aggarwal and Lim (2010) (Appendix A‐8) observe that in the literature it is insisted that although
there are models illustrating the investment potential and gains of a RTE system, there is very little
research investigating the cost and benefits of RFID enabled RTE (Hellstrom, 2009, Twede and Clarke,
2005). Additionally, there is even less research investigating the efficiency and effectiveness gains
that a LSP brings to a RFID enabled RTE supply chain network. Therefore, further research is required
of a LSP managed RFID enabled RTE network from the perspectives of both the LSP and their clients.
Aggarwal and Lim (2010) begin to fill this gap by defining RTE and describing its function and
associated networks. Particular focus is assigned to the LSP pooling network difficulties such as
balancing supply and demand, where demand uncertainty of RTE is a problem (Schmidt and Wilhelm,
2000). The application of RFID is proposed as a value‐adding solution to assist with the smooth flow
of RTE, providing supply chain efficiency and effectiveness benefiting both the LSP and their clients.
Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation), recommend industry practitioners and academics to
build RFID based benefits from an operational level through to a strategic level. Aggarwal and Lim
(2010) suggest a top down approach should be deployed when attempting to add value streams
through RFID application throughout the supply chain. The prospect of adding value should influence
the strategy whereby the RTE network and the goods being carried are considered, in addition to the
clients and the LSP itself. One strategic value adding feature may be to increase supply chain agility.
On a tactical level this would result in smaller batch sizes required from the client and possibly the
addition of more cross‐docking facilities by the LSP. On a operational level it would require
information of each RTE and goods, at each exchange point. By building value streams from the top‐
down, the benefits obtained on each level are identified from the bottom‐up. The value adding
strategy from RFID enabled RTE is discussed further by Aggarwal and Lim (2010) in Appendix A‐8,
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where it is observed that further research is required into competitive advantage theory of RFID
enabled RTE from the perspective of a LSP.
2.3.2

Competitive Advantage for Logistics Service Providers

Firms are utilising the expertise of LSPs, in particular the development and application of innovative
technologies, in order to increase automation on the endeavour to enhance competitiveness (Peppa
and Moschuris, 2013). However, LSPs themselves struggle with achieving competitive advantage
(Min and Joo, 2006). Langley and Capgemini (2007) asserted in a study that customers of LSPs were
dissatisfied with the service they were receiving due to, amongst other reasons, a small range of
services and lack of advanced information technology. This stresses the need for LSPs to investigate
their competitive advantage and explore the development of information technology and related
innovative technologies and services.
Barney (1991) states that competitive advantage is when a firm “is implementing a value creating
strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential competitors. A firm is said
to have a sustained competitive advantage when it is implementing a value creating strategy not
simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential competitors and when these other
firms are unable to duplicate the benefits of this strategy”.
This section investigates competitive advantage theory in logistics with a focus on LSPs. Resource
based view theory and Porter’s theory are considered and evaluated in the context of RFID enabled
RTE with Christopher’s (2005) theory explored in the section to follow.
2.3.2.1

Resource Based View vs Porter’s Theory

Penrose (1995) was one of the first scholars to assert the importance of considering resources in
relation to a firm’s competitiveness where it was stated that a firm is “a collection of resources”. It
was asserted that a firm’s potential for growth is limited by their resource portfolio and that the
success of the firm was directly related to the firm’s ability to make resources available and utilise
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them fully. For further detailed development and evidence of application of RBV, refer to (Olavarrieta
and Ellinger, 1997). RBV considers resources at the forefront of competitive advantage, and
therefore within the firm (Barney, 1991).

Firm’s resources are required to have the following attributes (Barney, 1991):

-

“it must be valuable”;

-

“rare among a firm’s current and potential competition”;

-

“imperfectly imitable”;

-

“cannot be strategically equivalent substitutes for this resource that are valuable”.

This will determine the propensity of firm’s resource to enhance competitive advantage, however
these cannot be applied to IT systems and technological implementations as it would under sell the
application potential of these value adding opportunities. The “definition of resources does not tie
the existence of a resource to the existence of advantage” (Hunt and Davis, 2008).

Other issues are that RBV does not consider the importance of external impacts, value chains and
processes. Process development and value are particularly important when considering IT and
technological applications as both external and internal processes within a firm need to be integrated
(Lewis and Talalayevsky, 2000). Therefore, for processes there is a disconnection in regards to IT
implementation between the resources and the utilisation of resources through the multiple internal
and external processes. This can be captured more significantly with value chains. RBV lacks a theory
related to value (Bowman and Toms, 2010). Value exploration in competitive advantage is essential,
particularly the exploration of the impact of process development when considering the
implementation of technology. It is essential to look beyond the firm in order to develop competitive
advantage (Hunt and Davis, 2008).

Aggarwal and Lim (2013b) explore the concept of competitive advantage theory with Porter’s (1985)
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concept of value chain management, where all activities conducted by a firm are split into five
primary activities and four support activities. The primary activities are inbound logistics, operations,
outbound logistics, marketing & sales and service. The support activities are firm infrastructure,
human resource management, technology development and procurement. In order for a firm to be
competitive it must be a market leader in each of these areas or it is advised to outsource.
Leadership is seized from the aspects of cost or service. A firm is a cost leader if they carry out all the
activities in the value chain at the lowest cost in comparison to their competitors. Where a firm
strives to become a service leader the aim would be to differentiate their products and provide
unique services to customers in order gain competitive advantage.
Activities are considered the focus of competitive advantage with Porter’s theory as it integrates the
environment beyond the firm. Porter considers more the value that a firm can gain from assembling
and exploiting their resources, therefore taking into consideration the industry and external
influences. This theory develops barriers of entry in order to protect advantage and an industry
orientated approach is essential within the competitive nature of LSPs, particularly with the recent
recession.
The main issue with using RBV in the context of this research is that it is difficult to define the
resources and determine whether they are truly unique, which would not be the case with RFID
enabled RTE as they are not rare (Thomas et al., 1999). However, using Porter’s theory it is possible
to identify characteristics which will focus on what will be significant within the LSP industry and
focus on innovative technologies. By being industry orientated it is possible to create an effective
value chain and set of processes in order to create barriers to entry and protect competitive
advantage.
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2.3.2.2

Competitive Advantage Theory Application to Logistics and LSPs

Porter (1985) insists that a company should aim to excel at either becoming a cost leader or a service
leader as trying to do both will lead to companies being “stuck in the middle”, and therefore not
achieving competitive advantage. However, Christopher (2005) contradicts this by observing that
logistics costs represent a high proportion of a firms overall costs and that through the efficient
management of these activities, firms reduce costs and differentiate their services in order to
become cost and service leaders, putting them in the strongest possible position in the market.
Based on the work presented by Aggarwal and Fosso Wamba (In Preparation) on the impact of LSPs
on their clients, it is argued in this thesis that the value‐added opportunity of using a LSP to the client
is only realised if the LSP can provide a lower cost solution, and therefore increase the cost to value
ratio. The concept of adding value for competitive advantage is well explored by Christopher (2005)
with work on cost leadership. As presented by Lewis and Talalayevsky (2000), RBV does not consider
the “value chain and processes”, particularly with the role of technology application; and hence in
the context of LSPs, a Resource based view is less aligned in explaining LSP's competitive advantage.
Although Porter’s theory is more aligned, in the context of logistics and providing a service with
technological innovation, Christopher (2005) has identified incompleteness of Porter’s theory with
respect to competitive advantage. Keeping these views on suitability of other theories, this thesis
aligns to the competitive advantage theory of Christopher (2005), which is further elaborated by
Aggarwal and Lim (2013b).
In order to achieve competitive advantage for the LSP and the client, the value chain is broken down
into cost advantage and value advantage. Cost advantage is where the firm focuses on operating at
the lowest cost in comparison to its competitors. Value advantage refers to the uniqueness of the
product or service in the market place. Christopher (2005) further categorises how firms gain cost
and value advantage through logistics activities.
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Aggarwal and Lim (2011) (Appendix A‐6) investigate the opportunities for LSPs to gain competitive
advantage with RFID enabled RTE. This area of research is explored further by Aggarwal and Lim
(2013b) (Appendix A‐1) where competitive advantage theory is applied to LSPs and a framework to
encourage cost and value advantage through four elements: asset reduction, increase of asset
utilisation, RTE cycle‐time reduction and utilisation of real‐time data.
Capacity Utilisation
Cost Advantage

Asset Turn
Synchronous Supply

Competitive Advantage
Tailored Services
Value Advantage

Reliability
Responsiveness

Figure 2.11 Competitive Advantage Theory Adapted from Christopher (2005)
Christopher (2005) insists, cost advantage is achieved through capacity utilisation, asset turn and a
synchronous supply chain. Aggarwal and Lim (2013b) suggest that firstly the capacities of the storage
facilities, fleet and RTE need to be utilised. The asset costs are reduced by the LSP through
economies of scale by leveraging the size of their multi‐client network. The LSP keeps the costs low
and passes these savings onto the clients at lower rates than the clients would be able to achieve in‐
house (Damme and Ploos van Amstel, 1996, Sohail et al., 2006). Secondly, often companies
outsource high asset activities such as fleet management, warehouse management and shipment
consolidation (Dapiran et al., 1996). With the addition of RTE, these assets incur high operating costs
and LSPs use their expertise to reduce assets, increase asset utilisation and reduce other high costs
such as labour (Bardi and Tracey, 1993). Asset reduction and utilisation occurs through the
consolidation of storage facilities, increasing the interchangeable rate of the RTE and sharing the
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fleet capacity. This increases the network capacity and return on investment of each asset. Finally,
synchronicity of the supply chain is only achieved if there is the free flowing exchange of accurate
information in a timely manner. RFID readers are installed throughout the networks at any points
where the data would be valuable, for example at the suppliers, cross‐docking gates and retailers.
RFID technology application introduces real‐time continuous data points specifying the location of
each RTE, and furthermore assists in the optimisation of the fleet and facilities, which improves real‐
time scheduling.
Christopher (2005) asserts that value advantage is gained through tailored services, reliability and
responsiveness. Firstly, LSPs gain value advantage through offering a high number of tailored services
and adding value to their client’s supply chains (Rajesh et al., 2010). Offering more specialised and
tailored services in comparison to competitors, increases value advantage. LSPs tailor services to
each client through unique product tracking with the introduction of RFID enabled RTE, even when
sharing and consolidating assets. In addition, LSPs have expertise in reducing order cycle‐times and
lead‐times, improving the efficiency of client’s supply chains (Bhatnagar et al., 1999, Bask, 2001).
Another incentive to offer clients service differentiation is due to the fact that it is five times more
costly to attain a new client than to keep an existing client (Knemeyer and Murphy, 2005). Therefore,
it is in the LSP’s interest in terms of cost saving to have value advantage in comparison to other
competitors to maintain business. Secondly, reliability is crucial in order to achieve on time
deliveries, in full orders and with no defects in the products. With a time or quantity based
consolidation approach the LSP offers reliable lead‐times and delivery dates to its clients. The real‐
time tracking and tracing of RFID enabled RTE gives LSPs the ability to monitor their client’s goods.
They ensure that items are moving on the right routes and any deviations are resolved quickly and
the clients are informed immediately of any delays. In addition, any special requirements, for
example temperature control items such as food and pharmaceutical products are handled. Finally,
responsiveness is achieved through the introduction of visibility. This aids in the reduction of the RTE
cycle time, which further improves client’s product lead‐times. With a cross‐docking consolidation
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centre, a LSP re‐arranges the fleet inbound and outbound at any point. This increases responsiveness
and agility as the provider’s cycle time is reduced. The level of RTE reliability is improved,
encouraging the reverse flows to be as robust as the forward. All the factors considered in this
section are aspects of lean and agile theories which are explored further in the next section.
2.3.2.3

Lean and Agile

In this section, the concepts of lean and agile strategy are explored as they have a significant impact
on the competitiveness of a firm. Firstly, the concept of lean is described, which is followed by an
investigation into agility. Then follows a discussion on the impact of lean and agile practices to supply
chain strategies, and the requirements for RTE management, and hence the need for both lean and
agile practices for the context of this research.
LEAN
“Lean is rooted in the early work of Frederick W. Taylor’s The Principles of Scientific Management”
where the idea was to find “the optimal way of optimising production” (Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2013).
It was later popularised by (Womack et al., 1990) with the book titled “The Machine that Changed
the World”. The material presented was based on the practice conducted at Toyota from their
production system (Schonberger, 2007). The key focus for this was the elimination of waste, which
led to the formation of the seven wastes (overproduction, transportation, motion, waiting,
processing, inventory and defects) (Hines et al., 2004)
Lean has now been applied to various other areas in business going beyond the original application
of production. With this enlargement of scope, the concept and definition of lean has come under
scrutiny as the original “narrow definition” is deemed not applicable in many application areas
beyond production (Hines et al., 2004, Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2013). Womack et al. (1990) present an
apt definition: “lean production is lean because it uses less of everything compared with mass
production – half the human effort in the factory, half the manufacturing space, half the investment
in tools, half the engineering hours to develop a new product in half the time”.
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However, Hines et al. (2004) assert that that the concept goes beyond waste reduction as it includes
value creation, which must be considered when applying the concept as this enhances
competitiveness. Other conditions to consider are: “production of standard goods/services; large
volume (not mass production, but production in smaller series, but still with a large total volume);
and relatively long product lifecycle” (Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2013). All these factors are applicable to
RTE management as there are standard items with large volumes and lifecycles. However, the
implementation of lean cannot account for demand variability, which is critical in RTE management
(Hines et al., 2004). Therefore, the concept of agility is explored.

AGLIE
Agility is “the ability of an organisation to thrive in a continuously changing, unpredictable business
environment. Simply put, an agile firm has designed its organisation, processes and products such
that it can respond to changes in a useful time frame” (Forum, 1994). Christopher (2000) expands
this by stressing that it is the firm’s responsiveness in regards to volume and variety. In order to
achieve this, a critical requirement is the need for full and effective information flow (Mason‐Jones et
al., 2000). The information flow is just as critical as the material flow in regards to supply chain
strategy and the timely retrieval of information is of paramount importance as “once information
ages, it loses value”.
LEAGILE
Supply chain strategy is critical when firms are seeking to enhance their competitive advantage
(Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2013). Supply chain strategy is defined “as a set of approaches utilized to
integrate suppliers, manufacturing, warehouses, and stores so that merchandise is produced and
distributed at the right quantities, to the right location, at the right time, in order to minimize
system‐wide costs while satisfying service level requirements” (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2013).
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The implementation of agile/lean strategies will have a different impact on the supply chain
strategies implemented. “An agile supply chain strategy is aimed at being flexible by adapting quickly
and effectively to rapidly changing customer needs” whereas a lean strategy is focused on getting it
just‐in‐time with a focus on cost and waste reduction (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2013). “Leanness and
agility can sometimes be combined with the strategic use of a decoupling point, thereby capitalizing
on the benefits of both paradigms” (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2013). “Leagile is the combination of the
lean and agile paradigms within a total supply chain strategy by positioning the decoupling point so
as to best suit the need for responding to a volatile demand downstream yet providing level
scheduling upstream from the marketplace” (Naylor et al. 1997).
RTE management requires both agile and lean strategy as not only do the waste and costs need to be
reduced, which adds value, but also the network needs to be responsive in order to account for the
variability in demand for each piece of equipment, across all the facilities. One of the critical
requirements in order to facilitate both lean and agile practices is the need of full network visibility.
This can be achieved with the application of RFID, which is explored further in the next section.
Aggarwal and Lim (2011) (Appendix A‐6) investigate the opportunities for LSPs to gain competitive
advantage with RFID enabled RTE. This area of research is explored further by Aggarwal and Lim
(2013b) (Appendix A‐1) where competitive advantage theory is applied to LSPs and a framework to
encourage cost and value advantage through four elements: asset reduction, increase of asset
utilisation, RTE cycle‐time reduction and utilisation of real‐time data, is presented.
2.3.2.4

RFID enabled RTE

Aggarwal and Lim (2013b) (Appendix A‐1) highlight that the reusable nature of RFID tags makes them
an effective companion for RTE application (Swedberg, 2009b). As the tags are reused this increases
the return on investment (ROI) of both the tags and the RTE tracking system. Furthermore, in
comparison to the barcode advantages such as no line of sight and robustness, encourage
applicability to RTE. The implementation cost of RFID technology is a significant barrier in the
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adoption of the technology for general supply chain application (Huber et al., 2007). However, this is
not the case for RTE as a healthy payback period is achieved, making RFID enabled RTE a very cost
effective tool within the supply chain (Hellstrom, 2009). Ikea and Arla Foods achieved payback
periods for RFID attached to RTE in 24 and 14 months respectively. The advantages of RFID are
crucial as it helps to reduce the problems associated with RTE.
A key attribute that RFID technology brings to the RTE network is visibility (Chuang and Shaw, 2007,
Hellstrom and Saghir, 2007, Hellstrom, 2009, Ilic et al., 2009, Martínez‐Sala et al., 2009). Through the
enhancement of network visibility, the problems of RTE costs, shrinkage, ownership and cycle times
as described in section 2.1.3 and the DHL Exel Supply Chain case study in section 2.1.4, are improved.
Costs associated with RTE, such as tracking are decreased through the reduction of handling costs.
RFID technology when applied to RTE removes manual handling and improves the efficiency of
automatic identification as no line of sight is required. Another problem, shrinkage is reduced or
even completely eliminated with RFID technology due to constant monitoring capability as stated in
a study of Arla Foods (Hellstrom, 2009). Ownership problems in a LSP pool environment where the
RTE are shared amongst clients is aided with the rewritable options of the RFID tags. Each tag
attached to the RTE is updated every time there is a change or update. This increases the
interchangeable rate of RTE between clients and the ownership of RTE is clarified throughout the
supply chain. Finally, cycle times are reduced with increased visibility, reducing bottlenecks and
increasing RTE velocity, which reduces RTE cycle costs by up to 22% and assist in the reduction of
supply chain costs overall (Hellstrom, 2009, Ilic et al., 2009, Martínez‐Sala et al., 2009).
The increase of benefits and extended capabilities of RFID enabled RTE has encouraged the
development of a multi‐faceted piece of equipment, where its functionality amplifies as it becomes a
mutli‐purpose advantage tool. Amongst others, a continually growing list, it acts as a security system
for goods (Swedberg, 2011c); when attached with sensors becomes a product monitoring tool for
chilled foods or pharmaceutical items (Martínez‐Sala et al., 2009); a packaging device acting as a
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display unit (Martínez‐Sala et al., 2009); automation tool for processes such as picking and receiving‐
in (Swedberg, 2009b, O'Connor, 2009); as part of a carbon footprint reduction system (Swedberg,
2010); and goods and equipment tracking device (Collins, 2006, Wasserman, 2010). This
demonstrates that RFID application to RTE, forms a dual‐purpose piece of equipment, where both
the RTE and the goods are monitored.
The benefits of RFID application to RTE have increased its popularity for use of moving goods within
different types of supply chains. There are a variety of companies using RFID enabled RTE with great
interest in the automotive and retail sector. Also, LSP’s interest in the potential of the technology
continues to increase. In the automotive sector, companies such as Volkswagen and Mercedes‐Benz
have utilised the application of RFID to RTE in order to reduce the RTE losses, which cost the
automotive sector $750 million dollars annually (Wasserman, 2010). It is highlighted that the
application of RFID reduces the number of RTE needed in the system by 30%, which is significant as
one piece of RTE costs up to $2000 dollars. Furthermore, it is highlighted that with RFID enabled RTE,
particular processes such as receiving‐in goods, have a labour reduction of up to 80%.
Retailing giants such as Wal‐mart, Marks and Spencer and Tesco are trialling and implementing RFID
enabled RTE to enhance their supply chains (Collins, 2005a, Collins, 2006). Other retailers such as
Argentinean medicine wholesaler, Monroe Americana attached RFID tags to 25,000 containers in
order to reduce losses and increase efficiency of processes such as unloading and loading (Swedberg,
2011a). A major retailer, Metro Group are collaborating with DHL to tag 1.3 million pallets per year to
cater for delivery of goods to all 89 of their stores in France in order to increase the speed of delivery
and obtain more accurate and reliable data (Wessel, 2008). The implementation of RFID enabled RTE
in sectors described above, offer identification and network improvement, however LSPs are seeking
further value‐adding applications of RFID enabled RTE.
CHEP, a RTE rental company applies RFID to many of its RTE. In one example, RFID application to
crates for use in the Australian automotive industry enables CHEP to keep track of which customers
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have which crates and allows the customers to monitor the flow of goods, which are carried by the
crates (Bacheldor, 2006). Another company, Packaging Logistics Services (PLS),which supplies pallets
and containers has utilised the tracking function of RFID enabled RTE and is seeking to apply the
technology to 2.5 million RTE, which are then leased. The aim is to reduce the safety stock, whilst still
maintaining RTE availability in the system (Swedberg, 2009b). Another LSP based in Toronto, JD
Smith & Sons is trialling an RFID enabled pallet system in order to better track pallets, improve
accuracy, reduce manual labour, reduce errors, offer tracking and tracing and remove manual errors
from processes (Swedberg, 2010).
Although there are many advantages and opportunities for gaining network efficiency with RFID
enabled RTE, there is a lack of framework within the literature of how RFID enabled RTE assists in
gaining competitive advantage for the LSP and enhance their client’s supply chain. As the use of RFID
enabled RTE continues to grow in the LSP market, the next section explores competitive advantage
and its application to the LSP sector.
2.3.2.5

LSP’s RFID enabled RTE Competitive Advantage Model

After applying competitive advantage theory to LSPs, Aggarwal and Lim (2013b) presents a
framework which suggests a focus on four areas to enhance competitiveness, which is illustrated in
Figure 2.12. The competitive advantage model is discussed in detail by Aggarwal and Lim (2013b) in
Appendix A‐1 where it is emphasised that a LSP achieves cost advantage through the introduction of
consolidation techniques and the reduction and further utilisation of assets. Simultaneously, value
advantage is gained through the introduction of a cross‐docking system in conjunction with
introducing real‐time data updates and the reduction of the RTE cycle time. There is an extended
discussion in the paper of how RFID enabled RTE improves competitive advantage at each level of
the model. Some benefits highlighted include the increase of throughout rates of products, the
availability of unique track and trace facilities and the development of efficient maintenance systems
in order to introduce a preventative strategy for RTE management.
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After the research conducted by Aggarwal and Lim (2013b), it was questioned whether the function
of RFID enabled RTE goes beyond a tracking tool, particularly when it is combined with decision‐
making capability. Therefore, the automation and possibilities of autonomy are explored.

Cost Advantage
Reduce Assets

Low Inventory

Lower Labour
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Reduction in
Waste

On‐time
deliveries

In Full
orders

Increase Asset Utilisation

Consolidation

Improve Asset
ROI
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VISIBILITY
Zero
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Unique Product
Track and Trace

Cross‐docking

Introduce Real‐time Data

Reduce Product
Lead‐times

Reduce RTE Cycle Time
Value Advantage

Figure 2.12 A RFID enabled RTE Competitive Advantage Model for LSPs
2.3.3

Automation

Today, the question of how to successfully reduce supply chain costs, whilst increasing customer
satisfaction continues to be the focus for many firms. Aggarwal et al. (2011) (Appendix A‐7) highlight
that the introduction of automation may increase flexibility, whilst reducing inefficiencies, however
despite the dynamic and process driven environment of logistics, there is the absence of a cohesive
automation approach to guide companies in improving network competitiveness. Aggarwal et al.
(2011) explore the potential of automation in the supply chain through RFID application addressing
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2.3.3.2

Physical Processes

On the second level of the framework, Aggarwal et al. (2011) consider the reconfiguration of physical
processes throughout warehousing and transportation in regards to automation. Reconfiguring
distribution processes brings significant savings, particularly in distribution facilities as labour is up to
80% of the total costs, and therefore there is capacity for cost reduction (Bose and Pal, 2005). Labour
reduction is achieved through the automation of processes such as unloading, loading and picking.
DHL use automation techniques to improve such processes (DHL, 2013). Robot arms are used to
optimise parcel flow movements of unloading and loading. One facility that DHL opened was fully
automated and designed to process 17,500 CDs or DVDs per hour where they are sorted, labelled,
packed and made ready for shipping (DHL, 2013). In addition to labour reduction, other benefits
include improvements in accuracy, reduction of inventory and increase in asset utilisation (Bose and
Pal, 2005). The advantages of the implementation of robots, automated conveyors and RFID
technology to RTE in order to increase process efficiencies are also discussed. As the labour is
reduced with the introduction of RFID enabled robots, the balance between automation and labour
is discussed with a review of a case study of KH Lloreda (Swedberg, 2011b).
2.3.3.3

Cognitive

Aggarwal et al. (2011) assert that the role of the human is crucial in decision‐making. A cognitive
automation approach refers to where the decision‐making element (which is normally conducted by
humans) is decentralised and moved to the objects within the network (Scholz‐Reiter et al., 2004).
Using software agents, objects are programmed with rules and objectives, where each object guides
its own way through the system in real‐time, utilising the data gathered via attached RFID tags. The
real‐time data communication capability of RFID technology has made the potential implementation
of software agents more prolific within logistics (Scholz‐Reiter et al., 2004). The level of autonomy of
each object is further increased when combined with technology such as RFID, GPS and WLAN as this
combination increases data accuracy on which decisions are made (Hülsmann et al., 2007). By
decentralising the decision‐making to an object level, systems are able to cope with unexpected
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changes better with the increase in flexibility, which is crucial in the distribution environment (Mes et
al., 2007). One agent based system developed encouraged the optimisation of truck usage, whilst
increasing customer service levels by allowing each vehicle the opportunity to swap jobs (Mes et al.,
2007). One area where object‐level autonomy needs to be further applied, is to the RTE network
where it has to plan its own route and maintain optimal movement for itself and the goods it is
carrying. The concept of autonomy in regards to RFID enabled RTE is explored further in the next
section.
2.3.4

Autonomy

Aggarwal and Lim (2012b) explore the concept of autonomy in a paper titled “Improving Returnable
Transport Equipment Management with an Autonomous Approach” in Appendix A‐4. They
investigate the nature of RTE network management, building on current research and practices and
filling a gap in the literature through the investigation of a product‐centric approach, where the
paradigms of “intelligent products” and “autonomous objects” are explored. A paradigm shift of RTE
management research is proposed where RTE is viewed as a network optimising tool rather than just
a waste product. Advanced research development is encouraged in order to align academic research
with problem areas in industry. The paper advocates the use of RFID technology and agent based
software in order to develop an information‐centric approach with efficient and effective decision‐
making.
2.3.4.1

Product Centric Approach

Aggarwal and Lim (2012b) observe that in a bid to improve flows, research in product‐centric
approaches in supply chain applications have been increasing (Rönkkö et al., 2007, Baïna et al., 2009,
Bardaki et al., 2011). Baïna et al. (2009) use the approach to resolve product based data inaccuracies,
which cripple the supply chain, and stress the importance of having full and complete information
throughout the network in order to increase intelligence. Bardaki et al. (2011) emphasise the
significance of RFID technology in object tracking as the information retrieved offers full visibility,
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initialising a product‐centric approach. Although the amount of data related inefficiencies are
amplified due to the increased quantity of data transactions, LSPs are encouraged to move away
from the current location based model to a more product‐centric approach increasing
responsiveness and customisability (Rönkkö et al., 2007, Holmström et al., 2009). Aggarwal and Lim
(2012b) insist that there are currently two prominent paradigms within the area of product‐centric
approaches to supply chain management improvements: intelligent products, which focus on the
information side, and autonomous objects, which explore the decision‐making elements. Both areas
are explored further below.
2.3.4.2

Intelligent Products

Increasing the “intelligence” of items through a product‐centric approach within supply chain
management centres on product information management and tracking with full visibility
(Holmström et al., 2009, Yang et al., 2009, Valckenaers et al., 2009, Kiritsis, 2011, Meyer et al., 2009,
Kärkkäinen et al., 2003). Holmström et al. (2009) focus their attention on creating change by
implementing systems based on continuous monitoring of products throughout the supply chain
rather than being scanned at set locations. RFID provides the capability needed to retrieve and
transfer the relevant information, whilst updating its own status. Kiritsis (2011) builds product based
intelligence via four levels: combination with sensors, higher memory and provide advanced
communication for integration with other technologies where the use of RFID is essential. Other
literature within the paradigm of “intelligence” has taken the definition further to consider agent
application (Meyer et al., 2009, Yang et al., 2009, Valckenaers et al., 2009). Valckenaers et al. (2009)
recognise that in order to encompass the notion of intelligence, there needs to be a decision‐making
element. They state that an intelligent product needs to be combined with an intelligent agent. Yang
et al. (2009) embody intelligent product theory by attaching “intelligent data units” to each product.
The purpose of the unit is to provide lifecycle data where each unit is packed with sensors, memory
and communication features. The information is then transferred to a software agent in order to
process the relevant information for lifecycle management. The intelligence of the product is created
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through a data information retrieval function and a software agent for data analysis. Aggarwal and
Lim (2012b) assert that a product‐centric approach requires an information‐centric environment,
which is enabled by RFID, and intelligent agents, to represent each unit to foster decision‐making
functionality. The concept of decision‐making is explored further in the literature under autonomous
objects.
2.3.4.3

Autonomous Objects

Autonomous control is defined by Windt et al. (2008) as “the ability of logistic objects to process
information, to render and to execute decision on their own”. The literature around intelligence
focuses mainly on the collection, process and transferral of information with the notion of decision‐
making, however the thread of autonomy takes this further, although it is in early stages. This moves
beyond “intelligent” products as they make their own decisions based on the relevant information
collected from the environment and critically the learning functions, which are implemented. A key
attribute of autonomous control is the decentralisation of decision‐making to the products. Windt et
al. (2008) explores decentralised decision‐making, which improves efficiency of production logistics,
enhancing responsiveness of machines and improving system flexibility. This highlights the potential
of autonomous objects in the supply chain and the ability to enable them to act independently.
Currently much of the research is conceptual and in early development. Further research is required
into the potential within this area in preparation for applications of these concepts to real world
cases. After reviewing the literature of autonomous and intelligent objects, the two key
requirements that need to be added to the RTE network in order to facilitate network improvement
are decision‐making functionality and information‐centric RTE, as illustrated in Figure 2.15. The
relationship between the two areas is discussed further in the next section.
2.3.4.4

Network Optimising Tool

Aggarwal and Lim (2012b) assert that RTE plays a prominent and pivotal role within logistics
networks, providing a constant contact point to the items being handled. To transform RTE into a
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The complexities of supply chains continue to increase challenging optimisation, particularly in a
centralised decision‐making format. The decision‐making process tends to be centralised in order for
management to remain in control and save costs. However, the dynamic, distributed and intricate
nature of supply chains lends to a structure which favours a more decentralised approach enhancing
agility. Agent based models are structured with the ability to cope with the dynamic and complex
nature of supply chains (Ying and Dayong, 2005, Davidsson et al., 2005). Especially when software
agents are combined with RFID technology, “intelligence” is increased and the data, information
exchange and communication between the agents and environment, are subsequently all improved
(Dias et al., 2009). Hence the combination of RFID and distributed agents is an effective way of
initialising a product‐centric approach (Rönkkö et al., 2007).
Aggarwal and Lim (2012b) assert that a RTE‐centric approach to supply chain management means
that each RTE has an effective stake in the optimality of the supply chain. Therefore, every decision
carried out by each RTE would either hinder or improve the network. A positive outcome is reliant on
the representation of each RTE and the capability of the decision support functions. These may be
contradictory, and therefore agents need to be packed with negotiating ammunition in order to
resolve any conflicts for RTE scheduling, which may arise. Information of the product and its
environment is just as important as the decision‐making support functions of the agents. The agents
only utilise their decision‐making capabilities based on the information fed into them. As Figure 2.15
illustrates, in order to achieve a network optimising RTE tool, where both RTE management problems
are reduced and the wider network improved and optimised, data needs to be fed from information‐
centric RTE. This level of information is used during the decision‐making process to introduce agility
and create a pro‐active network. Agents are built with learning functions to process the other agent’s
behaviour and the interactions with the environment (Panait and Luke, 2005). Logistically, activities
such as scheduling are observed and decisions are made by other agents proactively. In addition, if
there are unexpected changes, knowledge gained from the learning functions enable less damage to
be caused to the outcome. Supply chains and RTE networks need to be agile in order to respond to
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unexpected changes. A multi‐agent system offers a path of agility for supply chains through the high‐
level coordination, which is programmed for agent interactions (Lou et al., 2004). In addition, the
combination of real‐time data gathered from RFID enabled RTE with efficient decision‐making of
software agents on a RTE level enables increased network agility. The combination of information‐
centric RTE and intelligent agents programmed with rules and communication capability, instils
network flexibility leading to the creation of autonomous RTE.
The agent methodology is investigated and evaluated in chapter 3 in relation to RTE application.
However, before the introduction of the discussion of agent applicability, the nature of decentralised
decision‐making, which differs from the current centralised approach is discussed..
2.3.5

Decentralised Decision‐Making

Aggarwal and Lim (2012a) assert that in the literature, supply chains have been modelled using
centralised decision‐making formats despite the networks being of a distributed nature (Lee and
Whang, 1999). A centralised decision‐making approach leads to decreases of efficiency and a lack of
competitiveness, therefore a move towards a decentralised decision‐making format is being pursued
(Lu et al., 2012, Schneeweiss, 2003). Aggarwal and Lim (2012a) present a paper titled “Advances in
Decision Support Systems on the Endeavour for Supply Chain Optimality” in Appendix A‐3, which
describes that nature of supply chains and their natural alignment with a decentralised decision‐
making format.
The decentralisation of decision‐making in supply chains is an all‐consuming area which spans
economics, mathematics and computer science (Schneeweiss, 2003). The expansion of decentralised
decision‐making (DDM) in such vast areas has led to an array of different modelling methodologies
and techniques in order to optimise the supply chain. The supply chain has many attributes as
illustrated by Aggarwal and Lim (2012a) in Figure 2.16, which led to difficulties in modelling.
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Figure 2.16 Modelling Difficulties within the Supply Chain
Throughout the literature there is an array of different ways described to model supply chains and
engineer the networks to make the better decisions. However, the solutions are affected by some
key supply chain attributes. The multi‐layered and multi‐dimensional nature of the supply chain
coupled by many variables and unexpected events induces high levels of dynamism, which makes the
level of realism in the model difficult (Sarimveis et al., 2008). As the supply chain complexity are not
well captured, the decision‐making implemented may often not produce better solutions (Sarimveis
et al., 2008). The traditional ways of modelling supply chains such as “deterministic models where all
parameters are known”, “stochastic models where at least one parameter is known but follows a
probabilistic distribution”, “economic game‐theoretic models” and models based on simulation,
which evaluate the performance of various supply chain strategies, fail to adequately represent the
dynamism of supply chains producing inadequate results such as late deliveries (Sarimveis et al.,
2008). This has lead to a shift of modelling the dynamics of supply chains with “continuous‐time
differential equation models, discrete‐time difference models, discrete event models and classical
operational research methods” (Sarimveis et al., 2008). Although methods such as systems dynamics
and discrete event simulation are popular, there are many assumptions and boundaries in place, for
example fixed inventory and lead‐times (Tako and Robinson, 2012). Therefore, recently there are
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researchers looking into applying techniques from artificial intelligence such as agent based
modelling in order to represent the dynamism of logistics networks more appropriately. In addition,
a technique like agent based modelling (ABM) is used in order to overcome difficulties, solve conflicts
and conduct efficient trade‐offs.
The six supply chain attributes described in Figure 2.16, make the implementation of effective
decentralised decision‐making (DDM) challenging. Aggarwal and Lim (2012a) identify six important
elements to consider when implementing DDM as illustrated in Figure 2.17. To achieve effective
DDM, the requirement is to meet global goals, whilst making decisions on a local level, which
requires system coordination (Lu et al., 2012). The supply chain is large with a variety of areas
spanning from purchasing to distribution whereby each area would have its own objectives, which
could potentially conflict with each other, affecting global optimal goals. Therefore, the logic in the
model needs to be developed so that the localised decision‐making improves the global goals and
not hinders them. This needs to be instilled through coordinating a decentralised supply chain, which
is difficult to achieve (Schneeweiss, 2003). The coordination is affected by the complexities in the
supply chain, the sheer number of decisions being conducted and different locations of decision‐
making. Therefore, strong connectivity through full visibility and efficient knowledge transfer systems
are required. This will allow sound representation of the supply chain, which is not too abstract and
theoretical of nature. The visibility, coordination and systems of knowledge transfer are also critical
to ensure that decisions are carried out in a timely manner. Late decisions have a large negative
impact on key performance indicators such as costs, on time deliveries, inventory levels and
customer satisfaction levels.
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Figure 2.17 Effective Decentralised Decision‐making
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2.3.6

Discussion

RFID enabled RTE is a potential value adding tool in the supply chain (Aggarwal and Lim, 2010). The
tool is utilised by LSPs to gain competitive advantage through cost reduction and service
differentiation as asserted by Aggarwal and Lim (2013b). Although in the DHL Exel Supply Chain case
study presented in section 2.1.4, RFID is applied to enable tracking of RTE, in the literature it is clear
that functionality of RTE moves it from a tracking tool to a network optimising tool with the addition
of automation and autonomy (Aggarwal et al., 2011, Aggarwal and Lim, 2012b). Any application of
RFID enabled RTE requires a lean approach, which includes a focus on RTE reduction and utilisation,
whilst the agile approach includes the utilisation of real‐time data to improve the reaction to
unexpected events, creating service differentiation. This strategy is further amplified with the
formation of autonomous RTE units throughout the network where decisions are carried out on a
decentralised level (Aggarwal and Lim, 2012a, Aggarwal and Lim, 2012b). This is pivotal on the
endeavour to developing agile support systems, fully utilising an information‐centric environment
and encouraging RTE to be viewed as critical network optimising tools rather than costly waste.

2.4 Conclusion
RTE management is a challenging but important area to improve and is often outsourced to LSPs. The
utilisation of RFID technology can enable the reduction of losses, improve process efficiency and
offer effective tracking to increase RTE utilisation. In order for LSPs like DHL Exel Supply Chain to be
competitive and retain clients, investigation of RFID application to RTE is essential.
RFID enhanced RTE becomes a multi‐faceted piece of equipment as a: security tool; sensory product
monitor; packaging device; display unit; automation tool; carbon footprint reduction tool and
tracking device. However, the increased visibility and capability of RFID enabled RTE requires further
investigation in regards to decision‐making.
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The distributed nature of the RTE network would favour a decentralised decision‐making format,
which requires an object level focus and an environment of real‐time data in order to enable
accurate decision‐making. Agents are an effective way to represent objects from the bottom‐up,
enabling localised decision‐making and sound representation of the network enabling the behaviour
to be captured.
Chapter 3 explores the application of multi‐agent systems to RTE networks and evaluates the
problem and criteria, which need to be considered when applying this technology.
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Chapter 3

Methodology
3

Methodology

The problems associated with returnable transport equipment (RTE) management were presented in
chapter 2, where the difficulties of representing and solving multi‐objective supply chains were
discussed. The need for a paradigm shift from conventional modelling techniques currently used to
the implementation of distributed decision support systems was asserted. The literature review
affirms that a decentralised approach to the RTE management problem domain encourages agility
and fosters leaner networks, both of which are characteristics lacking in current RTE practices.
This chapter will investigate the potential application of multi‐agent systems (MAS) to facilitate
distributed decision‐making in reference to the RTE network management problem domain. The field
of MAS is an exciting and rapidly expanding area of research and development, as the characteristics
of agents can offer a more realistic representation of physical entities in comparison to traditional
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modelling approaches such as discrete event simulation and systems dynamics (Borshchev and
Filippov, 2004). Interest in the application of MAS to supply chains is increasing considerably and the
decentralised nature of logistics networks presents an environment ripe for distributed artificial
intelligence (DAI) application (Swaminathan et al., 1998, Fox et al., 2000, Aggarwal and Lim, 2013a).
Aggarwal and Lim (2013a) (Appendix A‐2) assert that RFID technology enhances MAS application to
the RTE network by providing connectivity between the virtual and physical spheres. This improves
RTE practices by increasing network agility, invigorating customisation of logistical services.
The objective of this chapter is to evaluate whether the design and deployment of MAS is congruous
to the RTE management problem domain. To establish the objective, this chapter has been
structured in the following way:


The relationship between artificial intelligence (AI), distributed artificial intelligence (DAI),
agents and MAS is discussed in section 3.1. An agent is defined by exploring its properties,
architectures and behaviours, which is followed by an assertion of the importance of
environment and society design when developing MAS.



Section 3.2 explores the applicability of MAS to the RTE network problem by reviewing the
literature for applications in logistics. The application of MAS for decentralised decision‐
making is explored by Aggarwal and Lim (2012a) (Appendix A‐3). The application of RFID to
enhance MAS is investigated by Aggarwal and Lim (2013a) (Appendix A‐2). MAS application is
then compared with other techniques in order to establish its merit followed by a discussion
of the possible solutions to overcome the disadvantages of MAS application.



Section 3.3 features a review of platforms that can be used in order to develop agents with a
justification for the use of Eclipse and Java to build a bespoke agent package for this
particular problem.



Finally, section 3.4 concludes the chapter with a summary, highlighting the merit of the
methodology.
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3.1 General framework – Artificial Intelligence and Distributed Artificial
Intelligence
The field of artificial intelligence (AI) has evolved over the decades; one definitive statement cannot
capture the complex constituents of AI research. The term artificial intelligence which was coined by
John McCarthy (McCarthy, 1979), was in reference to a workshop held in 1956 and as McCarthy
states “he had to call it something” (Nilsson, 2012). The term did not originate with a concrete
definition, however Luger (2005) expresses an apt and broad characterisation where AI is defined as
“the branch of computer science that is concerned with the automation of intelligent behaviour”
(Nilsson, 2012). Nwana and Ndumu (1999) assert the significance of the ground‐breaking literature
from the 1970s and 1980s as it is still drawn upon today for artificial intelligence theory. Figure 3.1,
which illustrates the relationship between AI, distributed artificial intelligence (DAI), agents and
multi‐agent systems (MAS), begins with a description of McCarthy’s (1979) original AI based
characteristics, which include intentions, free will, understanding and creativity.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the founding AI principles as the backbone of various facets within AI, which
include cognitive sciences, machine learning, robotics and logic. To assess which facets an agent
should be programmed with requires a focus on the description of the subject or situation to be
modelled and whether the intelligence is applied as a human‐centric approach (agent thinking) or a
rational approach (agent behaviour); both sides are illustrated in Figure 3.1 and are influenced by
McCarthy’s (1979) AI principles (Russell and Norvig, 2003). Modelling from a human‐centric approach
requires the object to be built so that it can think and act like humans (Russell and Norvig, 2003). This
draws on the cognitive sciences whereby a model is developed and based purely on the human brain.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, artificial intelligence (AI) can also be implemented from a
standard where logic and rationality is modelled so that the agent behaviour can lead to the best
outcome.
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Figure 3.1 Illustration of the Relationship between AI, DAI, Agents and MAS

Traditional AI application encompasses a single entity (an agent), which makes decisions in enclosed
environments. However, distributed artificial intelligence (DAI), a sub‐field and extension of AI is
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where multiple intelligent agents with their own goals, interact with each other as well as the
environment (Chaib‐Draa et al., 1992). Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, DAI moves from
modelling with one agent to multiple agents. The focus of programming moves from human
reasoning to building a system of intelligent agents with rational behaviour (Russell and Norvig,
2003). The focus is on cooperation, competition and various other ways of increasing connectivity
and interactions between agents, which forms the growing research area of multi‐agent systems
(Chaib‐Draa et al., 1992).
Although MAS have threads of AI, Etzioni (1996) argues that only 1% of an agent is built using AI
techniques, the rest will be based on computer science application and software engineering
development. In fact, distributing AI by breaking down a larger problem, contributes to the
understanding of AI and the cognitive sciences (Chaib‐Draa et al., 1992). As Ferber (1999) asserts “in
contrast to the classic conception of artificial intelligence, which postulates that the manifestation of
intelligence rests on logical reasoning, multi‐agent systems take as their point of departure not
reasoning, but the behaviour of agents, the actions they perform in the world and the interactions
which flow from them”. As the problem is divided across multiple entities, the focus of MAS is on two
levels, first macro‐level, which concerns the design of the society and then on a micro‐level, which is
concerned with the agent design (Wooldridge, 2009). The society design and its interaction with the
environment have been critical, and the areas which have been lacking focus in previous DAI
structures (Michel et al., 2009). The ability to break down large complex and interactive systems with
MAS lends itself well to decentralised decision‐making (DDM) in supply chain applications (T Moyaux
et al., 2006). Therefore, this methodology requires further exploration into its potential for solving
associated problems, which have been raised in the literature review (chapter 2). The following
section explores the definition of agents in more detail followed by the importance of their
interactions in order to build coherent agent systems with adequate communication links.
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3.1.1

Agent Definition

Agent is a widely used term with an expanding area of application research. Conceptually agents live
in a virtual world and often in application they are representations of entities from the real‐world,
making a standardised, succinct and all‐encompassing definition difficult, leading to a continued
debate (Franklin and Graesser, 1997, Jennings, 2000). However, in order to avoid misuse and
overuse, it is important to explore the essence of an agent and develop a core understanding
(Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995).

Inputs
Perception

Sensors
Actuators
Agent Architecture
& Motivation
Action
Outputs

Environment

Figure 3.2 Illustration of Agent Functionality (Adapted from Russell and Norvig, 2003)
Shoham (1993) stresses that the outcome of an agent is dependent on what the programmer is
aiming to achieve, however the literature refers to three main features that an agent must possess:
an autonomous internal core, ability to perceive its environment and the ability to carry out actions.
These three features are illustrated in Figure 3.2, where an agent is programmed with certain
motivations and has a perception of the environment from where it receives inputs. It then uses its
knowledge base, located within the agent architecture, and actuators to develop an action and feed
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this into the environment. The first of the three features, the autonomous internal core, should have
an agent built with “beliefs, capabilities, choice and commitments”, features which will tend towards
instilling autonomy (Shoham, 1993). However, autonomy is challenging to achieve and is discussed
further in section 3.1.1.1. Secondly, an agent must be able to perceive its environment so that it can
then respond appropriately (Russell and Norvig, 2003). Finally, the agent must be able to carry out
actions, these actions will then modify the environment, and therefore alter what it will “sense in the
future” (Franklin and Graesser, 1997, Russell and Norvig, 2003). This feature distinguishes it from
previous AI systems, which were developed with the purpose of instilling reasoning (Ferber, 1999).
Wooldridge (2009) summarises the perspectives above and describes an agent as a “computer
system that is situated in some environment, and that is capable of autonomous action in this
environment in order to meet its delegated objectives”. The core features of the agent definition
align with some of the original AI principles set by McCarthy as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Free will,
which is a variant of autonomy, and also intentions, which is a feature of goal‐orientation, is both key
features of the agent definition. The difference is that the original AI characteristics have been
modified in order to “reflect computing reality” of today (Jennings, 2000). A general overview of an
agent has been provided, however selecting and building the “right” type of agent is very challenging
and there are numerous ways to classify agents (Muller, 1999, Franklin and Graesser, 1997).
In this section, properties, architectures (internal structures) and behaviours (external structures)
illustrated in Figure 3.3 will be explored in order to increase understanding. The architecture refers to
internal structures of the agents, which are programmed in order to influence the behaviour
displayed by the agent, the external output. The behaviours and architectures selected affects each
other, which in turn influences which properties are developed. The development of expertise in
each of these areas determines the level of autonomy achieved within the agent.
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Figure 3.3 Agent Features and their Influence on Autonomy
3.1.1.1

Agent Properties

Autonomy is the most essential criterion where some authors stress that it is not even mentioned
that the agent needs to be autonomous as it is assumed that agents have their own agenda and the
ability to act in their favour (Russell and Norvig, 2003, Shoham, 1993, Franklin and Graesser, 1997).
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AGENT PROPERTIES
Autonomous
Autonomy is the ability to be independent, make your own decisions and have control over your own
actions. This means that “agents’ activities do not require constant human guidance or intervention”
(Shoham, 1993).
Rationality
A rational agent has the ability to pick the option which best serves it purpose to achieve its goal,
maximising its result (Russell and Norvig, 2003).
Perceive and Act in its Environment
An agent can use sensors to pick up relevant information from the environment. The inputs can be used
to evaluate the state of the environment and the agent can use the information for itself and then create
an appropriate action (Ferber, 1999) (Jennings, 2000).
Execute Actions
An agent with the ability to execute actions, moves it beyond the traditional AI systems where reasoning
was the focus (Ferber, 1999). The execution of an action will change the environment and then this will
potentially impact any decisions which are made in the future.
Reactive
The reactivity of an agent is the ability to absorb inputs from the environment, construct an appropriate
response and carry out the action, whilst meeting its objective in a timely manner (Wooldridge, 2009,
Jennings, 2000, Franklin and Graesser, 1997).
Goal‐Orientated Functions
An agent must have goals to achieve based on satisfaction or survival in order to possess behaviour.
Therefore, the agent is influenced by its own behaviour, in addition to its environment making it
proactive (Franklin and Graesser, 1997).
Proactive
A proactive agent takes “the initiative” in order to make decisions to achieve their goals (Jennings, 2000,
Wooldridge, 2009).
Communicate with Agents (and other parties, if required)
Cooperation, negotiation and sharing of goals can assist an agent with achieving its goals (Wooldridge,
2009). Therefore, an agent must have the functionality to communicate with other agents, objects and
players in the system (Ferber, 1999).
Learning/Adaptability
Learning is where the agent has the ability to change its behaviour based on its past experiences (Franklin
and Graesser, 1997). It is possible to make an agent adaptable for the short‐term through feedback loops,
however it is a challenge to achieve long term adaptability (Muller, 1999).
Problem Solving Capability
Agents must have “well‐defined boundaries and interfaces” in order to have the ability to begin flexible
problem solving (Jennings, 2000). This requires an agent to have access to its own resources and a skills‐
set in order to evaluate offers.
Access to its Own Resources
An agent must have its own resources that it can use in negotiations in order to achieve its goals (Ferber,
1999).
Have Skills and Offer Services
An agent needs skills to be able to accept or reject offers and offer its services (Ferber, 1999).
Mobility
A mobile agent can move within its virtual environment and also move from machine to machine if
required (Franklin and Graesser, 1997).
Veracity and Benevolence
An agent is believed to always do what it is required to do. It will stay true to its programmed objectives
and always act in truthful way without communicating false information.

Figure 3.4 Descriptions of Agent Properties
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Autonomy is the ability to be independent and make your own decisions whereby the “agents’
activities do not require constant human guidance or intervention” (Shoham, 1993). Autonomy is an
expansive ideology to instil into agents however; many of the properties discussed in this section
encourage higher levels of autonomy, increasing the level of intelligence in the system. Learning is
an example of another property, where an agent uses past events to influence future decisions,
increasing the level of autonomy (Russell and Norvig, 2003). There are many other properties, which
are described in further detail in Figure 3.4 (Ferber, 1999, Wooldridge, 2009, Wooldridge and
Jennings, 1995). Agents will possess a range of properties as described in Figure 3.4 and these can
then be used to help build different types of agent architectures. Depending on the architecture,
some properties may be more important than others, and in turn the level of importance of each
activity can determine which architecture is possible. Agent architectures are discussed in further
detail.
3.1.1.2

Types of Architectures of an Agent

The architecture of an agent refers to its internal structure whereby there are different types of
“design methodologies”, which can enable the agent to achieve its goal(s) (Bryson, 2000, Ferber,
1999). Each type of architecture represents the programmers notion of how to construct intelligence
into a system and the changing nature of a system over time can induce the architecture of an agent
to “evolve” (Bryson, 2000). Each agent in a system may have different architectures and the variety
of the different types used is proportional to the level of complexity of the system to design (T
Moyaux et al., 2006). A system which requires multiple different agents may require the use of
different types of architectures (Bryson, 2000). The most popular architectures as described in the
literature are illustrated in Table 3.1 and explored further in Figure 3.5.
Throughout the literature there are core architectures, which are programmed into agents and these
will be described in Figure 3.5. Although an agent may have certain architecture, this is determined
by the programmer who initialises the internal structure and relationships of the agent. The
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behaviour of an agent, on the other hand is an external output, which when combined with the
architecture, enables the agent to achieve its specification (Ferber, 1999).
Author and Reference
(Maes, 1994)
(Ferber, 1999)
(Muller, 1999)
(Russell and Norvig, 2003)
(Wooldridge, 2009)

Type of Architecture
Interface
Cognitive and Reactive
Reactive, Deliberative, interacting, Layered
Simple Reflex, Model‐based Reflex, Goal‐based,
Utility, Learning
Purely Reactive, With State, With Utility
Functions, Deductive Reasoning, Practical
Reasoning, Reactive, Hybrid

Table 3.1 A Selection of Agent Architectures from the Literature
ARCHITECTURES (Internal Structures)
Cognitive
Cognitive agents have high levels of intelligence, which stems from their knowledge base (Ferber,
1999). The agents are self‐sufficient and they utilise their knowledge in order to cooperate and
coordinate, whilst on the endeavour to execute their plans to achieve their goals. However,
constructing knowledge reasoning on a cognitive level is highly intensive and costly in terms of
programming.
Reactive/Simple‐reflex
Reactive/simple‐reflex agents make decisions and carry out actions based on current available
information, by using simple situation‐action rules, and therefore do not need to be intelligent for
the system overall to foster intelligence (Muller, 1999, Ferber, 1999, Russell and Norvig, 2003).
These agents are not self‐sufficient as they do not take into account the future when making a
decision or have access to previous history, therefore access to the current state of the environment
is crucial (Russell and Norvig, 2003).
Model‐based Reflex
A model‐based reflex agent identifies the current state of the environment and then keeps track via
an internal model, which is then used by the agent to aid in decision‐making (Russell and Norvig,
2003).
Goal‐based
An agent which is goal‐based considers the future when making a decision and permeates through
multiple what if scenarios, picking the most appropriate option in order to achieve its goal (Russell
and Norvig, 2003).
Utility
An agent with utility can quantify a state, which it can then use to maximise or minimise its options
in order to better achieve its objectives (Russell and Norvig, 2003).

Figure 3.5 Descriptions of Agent Architectures
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3.1.1.3

Agent Behaviour

There are a variety of internal components, which influence the behaviour of an agent and are
developed over the life of an agent (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995). Various agents’ behaviours as
described in the literature are listed in Table 3.2.
Author and Reference
Moore (1984)
Cohen and Levesque (1990)
Shoham (1993)
Bates (1994)
Rao and Georgeff (1995)
Wooldridge (2009)

Agent Behaviour (External Output)
Knowledge and Action
Intention
Beliefs, Capabilities, Choices and Commitments
Emotional
Beliefs, Desires and Intentions (BDI)
Logic

Table 3.2 A Selection of Agent Behaviours from the Literature
The literature supported by Moore’s (1984) thesis on knowledge and action and Cohen and
Levesque’s (1990) work on intention, moves towards the most common form of behaviour for
modelling agents, which is beliefs, desires and intentions (BDI) (Rao and Georgeff, 1995, D'Inverno et
al., 2004). Many applications of behaviour asserted after the introduction of BDI are stemmed from
this particular behaviour such as Shoham’s (1993) extension. BDI behaviour is based on “mentalistic
notions” where belief refers to the knowledge an agent has about the environment (Shoham, 1993).
Desires are where the agent has preferred states within the environment and commits resources to
achieve all the tasks or as many as those which are assigned to it. Intention refers to the desires,
which the agent has selected to get and will achieve until completion or it is no longer possible (the
tasks the agent is trying to achieve). When agents are developed these types of behavioural nuances
can enable an agent to achieve autonomy. Works by Bates (1994) and Wooldridge (2009) attempts
to introduce different aspects of behaviour, which an agent may display more prominently such as
emotion or logic, however the BDI often remains as the base of an agent’s behaviour.
This section has asserted that an agent is intelligent if it can interact, adapt and act within its
environment, whilst attempting to achieve a goal. The intelligence of an agent is now stemmed in
more practical applications, such as pattern recognition, learning, deduction, optimisation,
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environment interaction etc., which is a development from the more human based characteristics,
such as understanding and consciousness as illustrated in Figure 3.1 (McCarthy, 1979). However,
other characteristics such as free will (autonomy) dominates agent property. Autonomy influences
the internal structures and external outputs of the agents; however agents can also be influenced by
the environment in which they are embedded. This becomes even more important when the
environment contains different types of agents. This creates a macro‐level approach of thinking as
the design of the society becomes critical. For distributed problems, such as supply chain
management, it is clear that multiple agents are needed in order to represent the “multiple parts of
control, perspectives and competing interests” (Jennings, 2000). This is now explored further under
the umbrella of MAS.
3.1.2

MAS

A MAS is constructed with multiple agents, which implements a DAI approach of modelling and
simulation. MAS is one of the rare methods that can be used solely to build a complex system
(Weiming, 2002). Recently, MAS have received increasing interest as it can portray and simulate
multi‐dimensional systems with high levels of complexity better that more traditional approaches
such as discrete‐event simulation and systems dynamics (Heath et al., 2009). One of the key
differences of MAS is that outcomes of the whole network cannot be determined as the individual
components within the network are defined and so a “bottom‐up” approach is conducted (Nikolai
and Madey, 2009). Therefore, agents can be used to model supply chains with a distributed
approach, which aligns with their business structure and geographical positions, whereby there are a
multitude of actors with different requirements. As more agents are developed in the system this
impacts the agents and the environment with which they are embedded, if the society is designed
appropriately.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the introduction of another agent into the environment where the interactions
and communications increase, and therefore these features are important to consider when
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developing agents. The society design (interactions and communications) will be discussed in section
3.1.2.2, first the environment of the agent is explored further.

Inputs

Inputs

Perception

Perception
Sensors
Sensors

Actuators
Actuators

Agent Architecture
& Motivation

Agent Architecture
& Motivation

Action
Outputs

Action Outputs

Environment

Interaction
Communication

Figure 3.6 Illustration of the Functionality of a Multi‐agent System
3.1.2.1

Environment

Every agent must be embedded in an environment, which is “everything outside the individual
agent’s boundary” (Parunak et al., 2004). The environment can include other agents, human
stakeholders, system designers or conventional computer systems. Agent’s decisions can change the
environment over time, which makes it a “dynamical system” (Franklin and Graesser, 1997). Figure
3.6 illustrates two agents. An agent cannot predict the other agent’s decisions. Therefore, it cannot
know the state of the environment before the other agent has made its decisions. Therefore, the
agent is influenced by the other agent due to its potential contribution to the environment. As the
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quantity of the type of agents embedded into the system increases, a higher level of unpredictable
changeability occurs in the environment. The dynamical nature of an environment makes it difficult
to categorise but there are key criteria, which are listed in Table 3.3 (Russell and Norvig, 2003).
ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES
Fully Observable Vs
Partially Observable
Deterministic
Vs
Stochastic
Episodic
Vs
Sequential
Static
Vs
Dynamic
Discrete
Vs
Continuous
Single Agent
Vs
Multi‐Agent

Table 3.3 A List of Different Criteria for an Agent‐based Environment (Adapted from Russell and
Norvig (2003))
An environment is considered fully observable if the agent can perceive the state of the whole
environment otherwise it will only have partial visibility. If an environment is solely determined by
the current state and the actions of the agents then it is deterministic. On the other hand, a
stochastic environment is one where the random variables alter the state of the environment. An
episode refers to how an agent perceives and acts. When the perceptions and actuators are defined
and set then this is a discrete environment. There is a big difference between a single agent and
multi‐agent environment. Agents are affected by the presence of other agents either directly or by
changes to the environment, increasing the interactions within the system through communication
as illustrated in Figure 3.6. Therefore, the interactions and communications need to be explored and
defined when constructing multiple agents. This is discussed further in section 3.1.2.2.
3.1.2.2

Society Design

An agent acts on behalf of an entity and as a part of a society where high‐level interactions and
organisations of relationships are critical. An agent is trying to achieve its own goals and when it is
part of a society, for example a supply chain, interaction with the environment and other agents can
assist in goal achievement (Jennings, 2000).
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Figure 3.6 illustrates the interactions between the agents and their environment. The orange arrows
indicate two levels of interactions: between the agents and between the environment. The blue
arrows indicate the four aspects of communication, each of which involves the environment and
enables the two levels of interaction to occur.
3.1.2.3

Interactions

Studies assert that if animals and humans do not interact with each other then they are not able to
reach their full potential and remain in a “primitive state” (Ferber, 1999). This observation influences
the development of MAS whereby interactions are essential in order to represent macro‐level
behaviour of a system (Jennings, 2000). Interactions can either be conducted from each agent’s
knowledge level (agents interact based on their goals) or with flexibility where unpredicted
interactions occur during the run‐time (Jennings, 2000).
Interactions can improve current models based on algorithms as the output from an algorithm is
dependent on the inputs, however with an interactive system it is possible to have components that
use historic events to learn and interact, improving their adaptive nature (Wegner, 1997). An object
is classed as intelligent not because of its algorithm but the way the object interacts with the
environment. Algorithms perform tasks based on the rules programmed and whereas agent based
modelling takes into consideration the interactions between objects, which improves the results
(Wegner, 1997). Interaction is the key to scaling up larger problems rather that developing more
complex algorithms. Interaction aids in the delegation of control through enhanced coordination
between the objects. Table 3.4 describes various interaction situations which agents may conduct
(Ferber, 1999).
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Type of interaction situation
Independence:
Agents work independently without any interactions with other agents.

Goals
Compatible

Resources
Sufficient

Skills
Sufficient

Compatible

Sufficient

Insufficient

Compatible

Insufficient

Sufficient

Compatible

Insufficient

Insufficient

Incompatible

Sufficient

Sufficient

Incompatible

Sufficient

Insufficient

Incompatible

Insufficient

Sufficient

Incompatible

Insufficient

Insufficient

Category
Indifference

Simple Collaboration:
The interaction is expressed “in the form of the allocation of tasks and the sharing of
knowledge”.
Cooperation

Obstruction:
The agents do not need each other to accomplish their goals but they “get in each other’s
ways”
Coordinated Collaboration:
Agents “have to work together in order to pool their skills and take advantage”.
Pure Individual Competition:
Agents “have conflicting goals and so they have to barter and negotiate in order to come to a
resolution”.
Pure Collective Competition:
“If an agent is lacking skills then they form a group in order to coordinate with people who
can help them to achieve their goals.”
Individual Conflict Over Resources:
“If resources cannot not be shared, the agent tries to acquire the resources for itself.”
Collective Conflict Over Resources:
“This is when coalitions barter with each other in order to take full control”.

Table 3.4 Describing Different Interaction Situations (Adapted from Ferber (1999, pp.66))
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Antagonism

Table 3.4 describes eight possible situations of interaction, which may occur between agents. Half of
the interactions favour agents with compatible goals, interactions such as “coordinated
collaboration”. On the other hand, if there are conflicting goals between agents then a “pure
individual competition type” of interaction would suit. This may be the case when building supply
chain agents, for example a truck agent, which wants to achieve a full truck load versus a customer
order agent, which needs to get an item delivered as soon as possible. The resources of an agent will
determine if it has its own ability to achieve its goals and how much help is required from other
agents. If it requires resources to complete its goals then it will use the skills of bartering and
coalition forming. If an agent has insufficient skills, then just like resources it will be required to join
forces with another agent with the skills to enable the completion of its goals. Finally, the agents may
be indifferent to each other, have high levels of cooperation or be antagonistic, whichever way they
all require a form of interaction.
Building agents with complex interactions is challenging as it is difficult to model and simulate real‐
world interactions and the input data can be inaccurate and inadequate, however this is crucial in
order to develop agents with autonomy and represent real‐world problems (Muller, 1999). This
becomes even more prominent when trying to solve distributed problems in areas such as the supply
chain. For example, with problems such as resource allocation, routing and scheduling, where the
model is often a far abstraction from the real‐world situation (Muller, 1999). The physical and virtual
world can be aligned using RFID technology and this is explored further in section 3.2.1.1. In order to
facilitate actions and create interactive behaviour, robust communication techniques are necessary.
3.1.2.3.1 Communication
Communication is essential to enable interactions and the type of communication will differ based
on the interaction required (Ferber, 1999). A cognitive system would rely on messages where as a
reactive system can use signals as the base for communication. As asserted in the previous section,
interactions are the backbone of MAS and communication enables an agent to move from being a
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solo entity and into a part of a coordinated, connected and cooperative society. The main types of
communication are either by message or through signals (Ferber, 1999).
Communication by message
A message is sent to an agent directly and the logic is stemmed from speech act theory (Austin, 1962,
Searle, 1969). There are several types of different speech acts where it is stated that “communication
is action” and the actions are carried out intentionally (Wooldridge, 2009, Ferber, 1999). Based on
this theory a US project called Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) developed a
high level communication standard to allow cognitive agents to cooperate (Ferber, 1999). They
developed two languages:

Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) and Knowledge

Interchange Format (KIF). KQML is where the agent states the purpose of the message but not the
content. KIF represents the knowledge of the speech. However, there are certain draw‐backs with
these languages such as “ambiguity, imprecision, useless and incoherent performatives and missing
performatives” (Ferber, 1999). A non‐profit organisation, Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
(FIPA) developed the Agent Communication Language (ACL) with a more rigorous semantic formula
in order to try and offer a standard.
Communication by signals
Signals are a primitive type of communication as they are conducted through marks or traces, which
are left behind often inspired by biology, for example animals leaving pheromones: as an agent
comes across the mark they can then interpret it (Ferber, 1999). Signals are laid down based on their
own principles, and therefore the agent must have the capability to sense the signals, and then also
interpret them converting that signal to an action. A signal can act as either a stimulus, which
produces a certain agent behaviour or as a signal of “meaning” as it travels straight to the agent’s
cognitive core (Ferber, 1999). Communication via a signal is different to communication via message,
as it is incidental and often increases and moves in a natural way in the environment unlike a
message, which is direct.
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3.1.3

Discussion

Agents offer a different approach to modelling systems where the key is to instil autonomy and
increase intelligence. The intelligence of a human is much about social environment and reacting
with other humans as it is about genetics, and this philosophy is crucial in agent application. The
knowledge base possessed by each agent does not equal to the sum total of the knowledge in the
whole system, as the agents acquire and share knowledge in order to collaborate in common tasks,
and therefore adding further intelligence to the system. Interaction ensures that the complexities of
systems are captured from the “bottom‐up” with changes and inputs occurring, whilst algorithms are
running, leading to a paradigm shift in software engineering “from logic to interactive (agent based)
models” (Wegner, 1997). Therefore, MAS highly increase the intelligence of a system overall. The
autonomous property of an agent allows it to perceive and monitor the environment and negotiate
for services to solve complex problems without intervention by other parties. However, the
utilisation of agents must be in the right context.
MAS are currently being applied to problems which are not appropriate and this is leading to agents
being used to formulate mathematical formulas where it is not advantageous (Nwana and Ndumu,
1999). The representation of agents should enhance the understanding of an entity, for example if an
agent represents a machine it can be used to understand the structure, its past and future behaviour
or how to repair or improve it (McCarthy, 1979, Shoham, 1993). In addition, the application of MAS
should add further value to the system representation in comparison to other methods currently
being utilised so a “requirements‐driven” philosophy as opposed to a technology‐driven one is
essential (Muller, 1999, Nwana and Ndumu, 1999).
The thesis explores the improvement of RTE management with MAS and RFID technology. The most
apt and challenging case for MAS application is a partially observable, stochastic, sequential,
dynamic, continuous and multi‐agent” environment, which are all the qualities a RTE network
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possesses (Russell and Norvig, 2003). The motivation and viability of MAS with RFID technology to
the RTE management problem is evaluated further in section 3.2.

3.2 Applicability of MAS in Logistics
Early literature on agent‐based modelling (ABM) in supply chains (SCs) comes from pivotal analysis by
Swaminathan et al. (1998) and Fox et al. (2000), where the natural synergy between the application
of agent technology to supply chain representation, and in particular their complexities enabling
customisable, interactive and agile decision support functions are asserted. The characteristics of
agents enable them to go beyond traditional modelling approaches such as discrete event simulation
and systems dynamics as more realistic representations of physical entities can be gained (Borshchev
and Filippov, 2004). ABM is particularly useful in the SC as agents can better represent active objects
with individual behaviour patterns, which is more difficult to achieve with other modelling
techniques on an item level scale. Once behaviours are captured of different entities and parts of
the SC, local goals can be programmed and agents left to act in their own best interests. These
agents can also feed into an overall system ensuring that certain limits such as time frames and
quantities are not exceeded and global company goals and objectives are achieved for example, lead‐
time reduction of items.
ABM has been used to facilitate information retrieval and transfer, which can enhance SC agility.
Moyaux et al. (2007) deploy agents to represent parts of the SC in order to share information to
simulate the bullwhip effect. With information transferral through agents they were able to
demonstrate a reduction of the bullwhip effect improving supply chain performance. For further
discussion into the bullwhip effect the please refer to (Aggarwal and Lim, 2009) in Appendix A‐9.
García‐Flores (2000) creates a network of agents representing different parts of the SC to facilitate a
flow of information, enabling the integration of different business functions and improving
relationships through building a cohesive SC. Jung et al. (2008) develop an agent based decision
making tool to enable manufacturers and logistics service providers (LSPs) to construct cohesive
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production and delivery plans, whilst maintaining information confidentiality. This is a key
characteristic of ABM, which encourages supply chain application as there are many parties involved
who want data protection, and therefore information sharing can be difficult. Using agents alleviates
this issue.
There are many more studies which take advantage of the potential decision‐making capabilities of
agents in various SC situations. Wang et al. (2009) use the distributed nature of agents to align
downstream requirements with upstream resources, forming agile supply chains. Monteiro et al.
(2007) improve SC performance through the formation of planner and negotiator agents making
decisions on a local level, whilst mediator agents tend to global solution construction. Forget et
al.(2009) overcome difficulties in centralised decision‐making by decentralising the function to an
array of agents capable of different behavioural patterns of planning, depending on their
environment, leading to overall efficiency in the supply chain. Labarthe et al.(2007) propose an agent
based system to overcome the complexities of providing mass customisation solutions by solidifying
connections between different parts of the SC and being responsive to customer demands.
Connecting agents in real‐time with the physical entities can be an effective way of conducting and
improving SC practices. The role of ABM in the SC application, and particularly in encouraging SC
agility and decentralised decision‐making (DDM) is explored further.
3.2.1

Enhancing Supply Chain Agility and Improving Decentralised Decision‐making

Aggarwal and Lim (2012a) (Appendix A‐3) investigate the reasons for the shift to DDM and evaluate
the methods of ABM and hybrid modelling in terms of potentially achieving better solutions, in the
supply chain. The accuracy of data is crucial, and therefore (Aggarwal and Lim, 2013b) (Appendix A‐1)
explore the use of RFID and MAS application to improve RTE practices by increasing network agility in
order to invigorate customisation of logistical services. They assert that RFID technology enhances
MAS application to the RTE network by providing connectivity between the virtual and physical
spheres.
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3.2.1.1

Improving Decentralised Decision Making with MAS

SCs are an evolving entity embedded with high levels of complexity. The multi‐layered and global
networks, which are scattered with various actors, creates autonomous functioning units
throughout. These units often have differing goals to each other and conflicts can result in trade‐offs,
where the logic of each decision‐making unit is critical. Effective decision‐making is essential in order
to achieve efficient and optimal SCs, however modelling these networks is extremely challenging due
to SC attributes such as complexity, dynamism and layered structures (Wernz and Deshmukh, 2010).
Difficulties of modelling the SC are further heightened with the constant stream of uncertainties and
unexpected events, which can occur (Ko et al., 2006).
In the literature, SCs have been modelled using centralised decision‐making formats despite the
networks being of a distributed nature (Lee and Whang, 1999). A centralised decision‐making
approach leads to decreases of efficiency and a lack of competitiveness, therefore a move towards a
DDM format is being pursued (Chow et al., 2007, Lu et al., 2012). The decentralisation of decision‐
making in SCs is an all‐consuming area which spans economics, mathematics and computer science
(Schneeweiss, 2003). The expansion of DDM in such vast areas has led to an array of different
modelling methodologies and techniques in order to optimise the SC. Prior to further investigation of
these options, the nature of supply chains is discussed and the requirements for effective DDM
explored.
There are three main aspects to consider in the application of ABM; global optimisation,
environment representation and the mechanism (for further discussion see Appendix A‐3). Firstly,
the balance between conducting local decisions and global goal optimisation; agents can achieve
their own local goals and then achieve the global goals through targets (Wernz and Deshmukh,
2010). A structure is developed where local agents make decisions on a local level, whilst considering
the impact on overall global supply chain objectives. The quality of global and local optimisation is
heavily affected by the environment of the agents and the mechanism developed.
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Secondly, the environment created in the virtual world has to represent the dynamic nature of SCs in
the real‐world, and also any unexpected events, which may occur throughout the network such as
traffic, cancelled orders, shrinkage, human error, addition of resources and loss of fleet. There needs
to be an efficient way to introduce connectivity between the real‐world and the virtual world.
Visibility can be created to capture data of stochastic events via technologies such as radio‐frequency
identification (RFID), GPS and GSM. RFID technology can provide a continuous system of data,
enabling full visibility and constant track and trace. The use of these technologies can be time
efficient, encouraging higher throughput and productivity. In addition, access to real‐time
information can lead to higher levels of efficiency with scheduling and customisation. The technology
can be used to monitor the environment whereby the information can be fed into the agents. Once
the data is in motion then it needs to be monitored and analysed so that the agents become an
interactive tool with links between the real, digital and virtual worlds.
Thirdly, agent based systems need rich knowledge, coordination and powerful reasoning
mechanisms to aid with the decision‐making. Knowledge is a critical requirement for agents in order
to make their own decisions. As the knowledge becomes more sophisticated, the agent can use the
information to make enhanced decisions enabling better outcomes. Coordination is critical in order
to foster agents with the ability to acquire, process and send back information. The advanced levels
of coordination will determine the amount of knowledge, which can be used and the quality of the
DDM mechanisms. The coordination needs to be created on a communication level, and also enable
the seamless integration of a variety of logic, algorithms and heuristics, which becomes more
challenging when striving for a proactive approach (Schneeweiss, 2003). Advanced levels of
coordination will increase the flexibility, which can be represented and align the model with the real‐
world.
Negotiation is essential to enable agents to make their own decisions and this is also another level of
coordination, which needs to be implemented. On each local level there can be different objectives
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which may be of conflict, for example the requirement to use one resource for multiple tasks at the
same time. Therefore the agents need to have the ability to form a negotiation and barter. In the
literature, the creation of flexibility and responsiveness by some researchers has been through
implementing bidding and market‐based approaches (Weiming, 2002). However, this area can be
further improved with the addition of learning functions.
The main shortcoming of ABM in SC application is simplification, which plagues all modelling
techniques and this in part is due to the feasibility of developing the mechanism as discussed above.
Firstly, as with all modelling techniques, the problem is broken down into smaller ones and then the
solutions coordinated, which leads to simplification of the real‐world problems (Schneeweiss, 2003).
In addition, high levels of complexity can be difficult to represent through modelling but it is less
effected through ABM than applying OR techniques or mathematics. In addition, to encourage
representation of increased layers of complexity, there must be the transfer of information, closing
the gap between the virtual and real‐world through advance communication devices such as RFID.
Each part of the mechanism requires much further research in application in the SC. In addition to
this under‐developed area, feasibility of using ABM needs to be explored. The costs associated with
programming the code and computing the algorithms needs to be calculated especially as bespoke
systems are often used as different supply chains have different goals and purposes (Lu et al., 2012).
The need to use bespoke systems is reflected in the limited number of domains and toolkits available
in ABM, which can produce poor results when applied in a generic fashion (Nikolai and Madey, 2009).
In addition to costs, the time span to produce solutions in real‐time is of paramount importance. The
application of ABM in supply chains is still developing and more research is required to making
improvements and achieve the potential of ABM (Heath et al., 2009). To overcome the shortcomings
in the different modelling approaches, hybrid modelling is explored (Aggarwal and Lim, 2012a)
(Appendix A‐3).
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Hybrid modelling in SCs takes advantage of different techniques such as ABM, operational research,
mathematical techniques and optimisation algorithms in order to better represent the dynamic
nature of the SC. There are various meta‐heuristics, which are complementary for different parts of
the SC, for example for scheduling problems there is a preference on genetic algorithms, simulated
annealing and variable neighbourhood searches. Solutions from these types of heuristics can be
furthermore improved when combined with ABM and simulation.
Supply chains are evolving networks with varied structures in a dynamic environment filled with
uncertainties, making representation via mathematical modelling very challenging. The difficulty is
further amplified due to the different types of variables: continuous and discrete, which are required
for representation. It is observed that with simulation it is possible to represent different variables
and with an array of scenarios, leading to the research of a hybrid of mathematical modelling and
simulation to create optimisation (Acar et al., 2009). Simulation is used with other modelling
techniques to strengthen and improve the algorithms or logic until the virtual and real‐worlds are
aligned. Therefore, although the model may start very simplified, through the use of simulation,
performance analysis is conducted, leading to the introduction of higher levels of complexity.
Aggarwal and Lim (2012a) (Appendix A‐3) propose that the lines of modelling in SCs are becoming
more blurred and just like SCs the representation of the models are becoming more complex and
dynamic. Further development of hybrid modelling in the supply chain is required in order to
produce agile and effective decision support systems in the SC. In summary, this paper explores the
development of DDM in the SC and discovers the challenges in modelling the dynamic and
unexpected events, which can occur. Recently, there has been increased interest in academia for the
implementation of hybrid modelling, for example combining ABM and simulation. ABM can provide a
tool to enable effective DDM as it lends itself well to distributed systems. Simulation is used to
strengthen and improve the model. However, in order to overcome the current shortcomings in
modelling supply chains further development and application of ABM to supply chains is required in
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order to get the best qualities of the modelling technique. Section 3.2.1.2 explores the use of RFID
technology to enhance supply chain agility when coupled with MAS, improving the potential for
application.
3.2.1.2

RFID Enabled MAS: Enhancing Supply Chain Agility

Today, competent SCs seek competitiveness through personalised customer‐orientated services,
which can be reactive to any unexpected changes, whilst simultaneously compressing costs (Cao et
al., 2006, Christopher, 2005, Swafford et al., 2008). Aggarwal and Lim (2013a) explore the creation of
agile and responsive RTE networks to enable customisation as RTE become a prominent necessity in
logistics networks and effective management of them is crucial in order to increase SC agility.
Improving agility requires the ability to react to unexpected changes, which in turn is dependent on
high quality and accessible information (Swafford et al., 2008). As RTE networks expand; handling,
monitoring and tracking becomes more challenging. A solution is to use RFID where pilots have
shown promising results in providing the level of information visibility required to improve RTE
management (Ilic et al., 2009, Daniel, 2009, Martínez‐Sala et al., 2009). RFID enabled RTE can be
monitored constantly in the system and not just at checkpoints, i.e. barcodes. If objects move then
the corresponding agent can be updated with the information and re‐scheduling decisions
conducted. If the RTE are lost or move in the wrong direction then RFID can enable a trigger to be
sent to alert the agent, which can then make the appropriate decision. Aggarwal and Lim (2013a)
also explore the benefits of DDM to RTE management in order to enhance the agility, especially
when combined with RFID.
Through agent application, a virtual sphere can be created to represent physical entities within SCs
such as trucks, storage facilities and RTE. The virtual sphere can only function effectively if
information regarding the physical entity and the environment is available. RFID can aid in the
automation of data retrieval and transferral. The decision‐making functions can be programmed
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within each agent and RFID can enhance the interaction with the environment and the
communication with other agents.
The majority of the literature which apply agents utilising the value‐added features of RFID
technology is within the realm of manufacturing, and particularly production and assembly. Chen and
Tu (2009) utilise the real‐time function of RFID to enable agents to conduct responsive decision‐
making of products and the overall flow of the network more dynamic, whilst under JIT conditions.
Trappey et al. (2009) develop an agent based system to assist in the selection of which parties should
make moulds during production. RFID boosts the collaborative approach between different partners
in the SC through the real‐time visibility. Similarly, Zhang et al. (2011) utilises the real‐time and
wireless capabilities of RFID technology by attaching the tags to objects within manufacturing, which
are represented by agents who make decisions on their usage based on the data collected. Zaeh et
al. (2010) create flexibility in production by developing an agent based system supported with RFID
to reduce the unexpectedness on the shop floor by providing up‐to‐date accurate data of every part
of the production process. This approach resulted in a reduction of the time resources spent idle by
41%. Wang et al. (2009) stress the importance of RFID technology within providing flexible
manufacturing systems due to the ability of receiving in and sending out constant status signals and
requests with active RFID tags. This crucial information can be linked directly to the manufacturing
planning systems where agents can schedule optimal plans.
Aside from manufacturing, the application of ABM and RFID technology in other areas of the supply
chain is sparse and disjointed. Dias et al. (2009) capture the complexities of a global transportation
system with a combination of RFID technology and GPS to enable agents to carry out decisions
autonomously, ensuring responsiveness. Chow et al. (2007) develop an RFID based agent system to
improve network processes and resource utilisation by reducing the number of pallets needed and
reducing shipping errors, which enhances customer service. Yeh et al. (2011) use RFID to reduce
stock‐out problems by integrating shelf availability with agents to provide accurate stock availability
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encouraging better decision making. Jedermann et al. (2006) uses sensors and RFID to monitor gas,
which is accompanied by an agent through its journey enabling a direct response if any changes are
detected. Bose et al. (2009) apply RFID technology and ABM techniques to automobile logistics,
reducing lead‐times and achieving higher levels of on‐time deliveries. As the literature demonstrates,
benefits and improvements are evident but there are many more areas to investigate. Despite the
dynamic and complex natures of RTE networks, research is limited and the application of RFID and
ABM has not been fully explored. Aggarwal and Lim (2013a) (Appendix A‐2) fill a gap in the literature
by developing an ABM utilising the benefits of RFID to improve the RTE network and create logistical
service agility.
In conclusion, DDM with an ABM approach requires accurate and real‐time data with which RFID can
assist. Agents can become informed, and therefore more reactive within the environment aiding in
decision‐making. This inclusion of real‐time data can increase the intelligence of the agents. Aggarwal
and Lim (2013a) propose the increase of RTE network agility through agents, which are enhanced by
RFID technology. By creating an agile information and decision‐making system with automation, a
truly agile supply chain is in the process of being achieved. The paper has addressed the gap by
setting out the architecture of an ABM to enable agile RTE networks and the ability to allow LSPs to
action customised services.
3.2.2
3.2.2.1

Motivation for MAS Usage ‐ Discussion
Comparison to Objects

Shoham (1993) introduced agent orientated programming (AOP) as an alternative approach to object
orientated programming (OOP). Table 3.5 contrasts the two methods, where the ability of the agent
to have beliefs and commitments followed with other attributes, makes it more advantageous than
OOP. An object is encapsulated and will always do what it is programmed to do if the method is
called, however an agent may not do what it is meant to as it will depend on the environment and
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other agents. The inclusion of autonomy sets agents apart as “objects do it for free; agents do it
because they want to” (Wooldridge, 2009).

Basic Unit
Parameters Defining State of
Basic Unit
Process of Computation

OOP
Object
Unconstrained

Types of Message

Message passing and response
methods
Unconstrained

Constraints on Methods

None

AOP
Agent
Beliefs, commitments,
capabilities, choices…
Message passing and response
methods
Inform, request, offer, promise,
decline…
Honesty, consistency…

Table 3.5 Comparing Object Orientated Programming and Agent Orientated Programming (Adapted
from Shoham, 1993)
3.2.2.2

Properties of agents in comparison to other techniques/heuristics (motivation for use)

Firstly, it is important to establish whether agent technology is applicable to industry in order to be
compared with more traditional heuristics. Jennings (2000) asserts two reasons for the potential
wide adoption of agents in the mainstream.


It is logical to view the world as having many autonomous objects that perform actions and
have actions performed on them. Therefore, within the software engineering domain,
applications of agents are seen as the next logical step for exploration.



Agents have a thread of control, which allows the action selection to be encapsulated,
interactions to be re‐used and also legacy software to be easily integrated.

Secondly, properties of agents such as flexibility, robustness, a distributed nature, and reduced
problem solving due to localisation, makes them ideal for application in open‐networked systems
such as SCs.

Although it is difficult to quantify the benefits of an agent‐based approach in

comparison to a conventional system, particularly in terms of “productivity, software reliability,
system maintainability”, further benefits are explored through qualitative methods (Jennings, 2000).
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Addressing the issues favouring conventional systems as described in Table 3.6, agents cannot reach
the theoretical optima, and also there are lower levels of computational stability. However,
conventional systems have a lower match to the real‐world situation due to the high levels of
abstraction of the models, which can make it invalid. The advantages of autonomous agents as
described in Table 3.6 are discussed further in relation to RTE management application.

Issues
Autonomous Agents
Model
Economics, biology
Issues favouring conventional system
Theoretical Optima?
No
Level of Prediction
Aggregate
Computational Stability
Low
Issues favouring autonomous agents
Match to Reality
High
Requires Central Data
No
Response to Change
Robust
System Configurability
Easy
Nature of Software
Short, Simple
Time Required To Schedule
Real time

Conventional Systems
Military
Yes
Individual
High

Low
Yes
Fragile
Hard
Lengthy, Complex
Lengthy, Complex, Slow

Table 3.6 Comparing the Application of Autonomous Agents with Conventional Systems (Adapted
from Parunak, 1996)
The RTE network consists of autonomous entities where decisions are made on a decentralised level.
Agents are touted as the next generation of software modelling for complex and distributed systems
with a natural application to SCs, introducing much needed flexibility (Huhns and Stephens, 1999,
Jennings, 2000). Agents can be used to represent autonomous units within the supply chain on a
micro‐level and then the interactions between those units (i.e. the organisational relationships) are
modelled on a macro‐level within the construction of the society design (T Moyaux et al., 2006).
Agents are specifically programmed to be able to interact during runtime and respond to
unanticipated requests and generate the response whenever required. Therefore, the overall goal is
not programmed on a micro‐level but is reached during run‐time (Jennings, 2000).
The RTE network has conflicting trade‐offs, and therefore reaching one solution through a
centralised format is inadequate. Agents can develop better solutions, building on current
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algorithms, but use tools such as negotiation and bargaining through their interactions (Huhns and
Stephens, 1999). The decisions need to be coordinated from various factions within the RTE
networks, where coordination can only be made possible by information sharing and a robust &
interactive IT system to capture and support unpredictability (Um et al., 2010). Gathering,
disseminating, analysing and utilising data can significantly enhance competitive advantage for the
logistics service provider. Agents potentially offer better solutions and improvements to current
data‐based systems such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), e‐commerce and Advanced Planning
and Scheduling (APS) (T Moyaux et al., 2006)
Finally, agents can be built individually and then added to a system and developed ad hoc (Jennings,
2000). So if things change or there are additions, then an agent can be developed to represent it and
an extension is possible. For example, if there are changes to the RTE network such as the addition of
facilities or customers, then agents can be constructed and added into the current system. Agents
have the capability of flexibly forming, disbanding and maintaining organisations, which is critical for
RTE network representation (Jennings, 2000).
3.2.3

Negatives of agent use

There are four main areas of agent application concern: information retrieval and monitoring, legacy
and protocols, unpredictability of MAS performance & results and agent misuse.
Information Retrieval and Monitoring
An agent needs access to the right information from its environment and other agents. Nwana and
Ndumu (1999) stress that the ability to design an agent, which can gather the right information from
the appropriate sources would require hard programming and as changes occur constantly this
would need to be conducted manually. Therefore, the system becomes a closed loop and limits the
performance and capability of the agent. RFID technology can enable an agent to have constant
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monitoring of the environment, creating an open system, enabling the agent to access the right
information and react to constant changes in information.
Unpredictability of MAS Performance and Results
Jennings (2000) identifies two drawbacks to modelling complex systems using agents. Firstly, the
interactions and results are unpredictable during runtime, in addition the agent has a choice as to
whether to accept or reject at all stages, therefore predictions are challenging. Secondly, it is difficult
to predict how the system will perform overall if it is represented from the “bottom up” as there can
be “emergent behaviour”. If predictability is required of a system being developed, then there will be
an endeavour to minimise the quantity and level of unpredictability. Therefore, the interaction
protocols should be robust and the organisational structures rigidly defined to limit the scope of the
agent.
Agent Misuse
Recently, there has been an increase in the application of agents to problems of the wrong context
(Parunak et al., 2004). An agent should be applied in order to: reduce complexity through increased
modularity, enhance speed and reliability, improve efficiency and encourage flexibility. If a problem
is too large for a single agent then it should be split for multiple agents. The dissemination of MAS in
the RTE problem domain is yet to be explored:


RTE networks have multiple autonomous units, which are inter‐connected. MAS enhanced
with RFID can provide connectivity between the virtual and physical spheres.



As agents are distributed with autonomous experts it enables decision‐making to be
decentralised across the RTE network.



RTE, trucks and warehouses require constant information and knowledge updates much of
which will be gathered through collaboration. Agents can enable this representation as they
provide cooperative information systems.
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Agents can enable the resource allocation problem and scheduling of the RTE, trucks and
warehouse capacity.



MAS can aid in the achievement of both short term and long term goals of the RTE and of
increasing company profitability and strategic competitive advantage.



Agents can be built to create flexible interactions with any parties including customer,
suppliers and other distributors.

3.2.4

Discussion

A MAS is applicable to a problem for modelling and simulation when it either improves
understanding or produces solutions better than other heuristics (Nwana and Ndumu, 1999). In
order to assess whether a problem is ripe for MAS application, a requirements‐driven approach
should be conducted. The capricious nature of agents offers a critical modelling tool to represent
unpredictability, which occurs in the RTE management problem domain. As the level of control is
dispersed throughout the network, the “bottom‐up” approach can reduce the level of RTE network
complexity. The distributed control leads to decentralised decision‐making, which occurs on a local
level with greater efficiency as an agent does not need to be distracted by other tasks given by
external entities and can focus on the actual state of affairs locally.
The improvements in RTE network management would also require integration of advanced auto‐ID
technologies such as RFID technology. The retrieval and automation of data collection throughout
the RTE network leads to increased innovative potential with MAS application. As data is attached to
each object this can provide the ideal data support for its corresponding agent. The internal workings
of an agent can be robust, however if the agent does not receive the right data from the
environment or other agents to make decisions, then the performance of the system is limited and
the agent capability only part‐fulfilled (Nwana and Ndumu, 1999). Therefore, the information
systems need to be designed in order to accompany the development of MAS applications in supply
chains. RFID gathers data quickly and efficiently for each entity represented by an agent increasing
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the connectivity between the virtual and physical spheres. The combination of MAS and RFID
provides a modelling and simulation tool, which is appropriate for RTE network application, and
therefore software options to develop and simulate the agents are explored.

3.3 Agent Software Development
The development of software is a “significant barrier” when it comes to multi‐agent systems (MAS)
implementation to real‐world applications (Railsback et al., 2006). The application of MAS to supply
chains offers many benefits due to the ability to implement autonomy, and therefore conduct
decentralised decision‐making. This mirrors the distributed nature of the RTE network. However, due
to the complexity and challenge of constructing MAS, many of the agent based benefits have not
come to fruition. This section discusses the options of developing software agents by considering the
available software packages, toolkits, languages, environments and the section is concluded with a
discussion.
3.3.1

Software Packages

A software package such as Any Logic, is a java‐based modelling platform with agent based
capability, in addition to the ability to implement discrete event simulation and systems dynamics.
Another software package, Mat lab has its own language and can be used to model a wide range of
systems. However, the package is not built specifically for modelling agents and requires an
extension in order to program a system from an object‐orientation. With software packages such as
these, they are user‐friendly but the functions are generalised and built in order to solve a range of
popular problems and systems, rather than specific problems such as in the RTE network
management problem domain. In addition, they are costly, and therefore anything built would not
be freely accessible.
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3.3.2

Agent Building Toolkits

Toolkits can be made for various reasons and different types of users, for example scientists with
little programming skills, computer scientists who wish to explore the back system or teachers who
want a package that is easy to teach students (Nikolai and Madey, 2009). Railsback et al. (2006)
compare the platforms; Net Logo, Mason and Swarm, which are described in Table 3.7. However,
they are rated based on factors such as file input and statistical capabilities instead of their
applicability to certain problems. Nikolai and Madey (2009) fill the gap in the literature by expanding
their survey of platforms and considering which would be most appropriate for particular problem
domains.
Although toolkits can provide guidance to agent development, they often simplify the capability of
the agent. Each toolkit has been built for a specific reason, and therefore application to other
problem domains creates further challenges. Net logo was developed for social scientists and with
nature systems as many of the base examples. In addition, the toolkits can have different languages
and protocols, which could make extension of the agent capability difficult. Also, if the agent
capability and interactions need to be programmed, then this will often require hard coding, and
therefore although the user may not initially need programming skills, eventually programming skills
will need to be developed. In addition, the toolkits need to have adequate debugging systems
(especially if extensions occur) and often these are unsatisfactory (Nwana and Ndumu, 1999).
Bespoke agent development can provide a more appropriate and flexible agent based model
development environment.
3.3.3

Programming Languages and Environments

Java allows for the creation of the software quickly and robustly (Garcia‐Flores, Wang, 2000). It is
accessible as Java is available in multiple platforms including Windows, Mac, Linux and Unix. Java has
strong typing as the compiler must be informed of each object’s type and this allows the
identification of errors which is crucial (Railsback et al., 2006). Therefore in comparison to languages
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such as C**, more assistance is provided to fix run‐time errors. In addition, unused objects and code
are removed, which improves the elegance of the code making it more readable for others and
improves run times. In addition Java has excellent network communication facilities and a rich set of
class libraries.
PLATFORM
Any Logic
A java‐based modelling platform that supports discrete event, agent
based and systems dynamics simulation

WEBSITE
http://www.anylogic.com/
overview

Jade
“JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) is a software framework
fully implemented in Java language. It provides a middle‐ware that
complies with the FIPA specifications and through a set of tools that
supports the debugging and deployment phases. The agent platform
can be distributed across machines (which not even need to share the
same OS) and even during run‐time”.

http://jade.tilab.com/

MASON
“MASON is a fast discrete‐event multi‐agent simulation library core in
Java, designed to be the foundation for large custom‐purpose Java
simulations, and also to provide more than enough functionality for
many lightweight simulation needs”.
NETLOGO
“Net Logo is a multi‐agent programmable modelling environment”.
SWARM
“Swarm is a platform for which provides a conceptual framework for
designing, describing, and conducting experiments on ABMs”.
Agent Builder
“AgentBuilder provides tools for managing the agent‐based software
development process, analysing the domain of agent operations,
designing and developing networks of communicating agents, defining
behaviours of individual agents, and debugging and testing agent
software. The Run‐Time System includes an agent engine that provides
an environment for execution of agent software”.

http://cs.gmu.edu/~eclab/
projects/mason/

http://ccl.northwestern.e
du/netlogo/
http://www.swarm.org/in
dex.php/Main_Page

http://www.agentbuilder.
com/index.html

Table 3.7 A Selection of Agent‐based Modelling Platforms
A proven Java based IDE is Eclipse, which is an open source platform and can be used to build, deploy
and manage software across its lifecycle (Um et al., 2010). It has extensible frameworks, tools and
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runtimes. It is advantageous as it has features such as “instant identification and help with syntax
errors, menu tools for mundane tasks such as adding getters and setters, and the debugger” – not
only for testing code but also for understanding how an ABM executes (Railsback et al., 2006). Eclipse
is a multi‐language tool, however many of the packages and plug‐ins are java‐based and so this offers
more opportunity when extending agents and system capability, particularly in the application and
maintenance stages of software development.
3.3.4

Evaluation

The aspects to consider when selecting how to build, test and deploy agents are: cost, ease of use,
reliability, programming experience and efficiency. Firstly, many software packages and toolkits
require licenses or particular operating systems to run on. Therefore, this incurs a cost when building
the agents and also when trying to make the software available for others due to the barriers of
purchasing licenses or different operating systems. This is not favoured in the development of the
agent based system in this project. An IDE such as Eclipse and a language such as Java are free of
charge and accessible to all, allowing transferability and application.
Secondly, although the software packages and toolkits are packed with easy to use GUIs, they lack
the precision of custom‐built software. The easy‐to‐use packages and toolkits are made to meet the
expectations of various system requirements and although a custom‐built agent system is more
laborious to build, it provides for the specific needs of this problem. In addition, certain toolkits, such
as Swarm, use a particular language objective C and a certain system Linux, which makes distribution
of the software more difficult. Java is an object‐orientated programming language, which has many
support functions, whilst implementing the software. Eclipse is a well‐developed IDE with a thriving
online community and constant updates and plug‐ins, which assists in the development of the agents
and the simulation environment.
Thirdly, in regards to reliability, tool‐kits encase blocks of code, which are often inaccessible, leading
to inflexibility and if there are any discrepancies, then changes will be difficult or impossible to
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implement. As software packages are developed to cater for many problems, they are not proficient
in modelling extreme cases for example, Any Logic has a tendency to crash with more complex
models and Net Logo is very slow at running simulations of complex problems. In addition there are
many errors when programming large parts of code, which is caused by poor debugging features and
a lack of software maturity. These specific agent based environments are weak when building code in
comparison to object‐orientated pieces of software, which are more developed (Bordini et al., 2006).
Fourthly, the level of programming experience required is essential and the accessibility of
programming agents for non‐programmers. Although the tool‐kits and software packages offer GUIs,
when changing features for more complex systems, the code behind each method will need to be
accessed and then modified. Therefore, a specific language will need to be learnt, for example in Mat
lab. Once software packages are not being used, then a language to implement the system is
required. Java has an extensive library and is a solid starting point to learning an object orientated
programming language, and is also widely used, therefore easier to distribute.
Finally, a pre‐built tool is a general instrument with a satisfying overall rate of efficiency, yet not
particularly good in solving a specific type of issue with special requirements like in the RTE problem
domain. However, a custom made piece of software will adhere to any extreme scenarios or test
cases as it is built specifically for a particular design protocol. It is a big effort to make a bespoke
system as it is very challenging and time consuming but it offers transparency and a platform in the
RTE management problem domain, setting the foundation for agent application.
3.3.5

Conclusions

The construction and development of software for application in industry is a highly challenging task
to undertake (Jennings, 2000). Although software is developed to reduce complexity of a problem;
the construction of software is an arduous task in itself. Therefore, the time constraints of this
project will put a limit to the application of the software in industry. When software is developed it
can be difficult but external factors such as commercial availability, availability of tools and
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development environments and compliance with internal information structures can determine
which software development environment is used (Muller, 1999).
The costs associated with programming the code and computing the algorithms needs to be
calculated especially as bespoke systems are often used, as different supply chains have different
goals and purposes (Lu et al., 2012). The need to use bespoke systems is reflected in the limited
number of domains and toolkits available in ABM, which produces poor results when applied in a
generic fashion (Nikolai and Madey, 2009). A bespoke system built through a powerful IDE such as
Eclipse with Java, creates a system which can be tailored to the problem and simple to read and
understand. The IDE can also be used to run simulations, which will form the basis of the analysis of
RTE system behaviour.
Even though there are many languages, development environments and toolkits available, building
and implementing agents is often a challenging task. Many of the toolkits lack maturity and the
environments are not developed to cater for agent programming (Bordini et al., 2006). A custom‐
built agent based platform developed in Eclipse using Java, will provide a flexible transparent robust
architecture, and therefore in the long run encourages flexibility for application rather than going for
short‐term efficiency of commercial solutions.
This section discussed various options of building an agent based system for the RTE problem domain
addressed. The software needs to be developed in order to solve a specific problem with a degree of
accuracy, which would be difficult to achieve by the toolkits and software packages discussed.
Custom‐built software enables refinement as a more realistic version of the RTE network is captured
and modelled rather than applying a software package, which has a fixed amount of tools and
capability no matter the range of complexity of the problem. It is a big effort to make a bespoke
system as it is very challenging and time consuming but it offers transparency and a platform in the
RTE management problem domain, setting the foundation for agent application.
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3.4 Summary
Artificial intelligence applications to real‐world problems have become more prominent over the
decades, and particularly MAS application to supply chain management problems. In this chapter, an
introduction to the relationship between AI, DAI, MAS and agents was given, followed by a discussion
of the concept of agents where the properties, architectures and behaviours were explored.
Autonomy is the key agent property, which distinguishes it from other modelling techniques and
heuristics. This was followed by a description of developing MAS where interaction and
communication with other agents and the environment are of paramount importance in order to
represent the system to be modelled. However, often ABM is misused, and therefore it is critical to
identify whether the RTE management problem will benefit from MAS application. RTE management
is complex, with distributed control, decentralised decision‐making, unpredictable and in real‐time,
therefore appropriate for MAS application. The real‐time factor requires a robust and interactive
information system to support the MAS developed, and this can be constructed with the integration
of RFID technology. RTE network agents should be developed with a bespoke system using a
powerful IDE, such as Eclipse and in Java language as it offers advantages over standardised and
expensive toolkits. In addition, the simulation functions can enable the level of analysis required for
this project in order to evaluate the merit of MAS application to the RFID enabled RTE network
domain.
Based on the findings, in the project a custom‐built agent model creates a modular system of
representation of the RTE network. It provides flexible, transparent and robust architecture, and
therefore in the long run encourages flexibility for application rather than the short‐term efficiency
of commercial solutions. Chapter 4 introduces the agent based architecture, which will be
implemented to represent the RFID enabled RTE network problem.
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Chapter 4

A New Approach to RFID Enabled RTE
Management: Agent Based Modelling
4

A New Approach to RTE Management: RFID Enabled Agent Technology

An effective and efficient RTE network requires investigation of differing trade‐offs between agile
decision‐making, leaner processes and the cost of increasing network visibility of the RTE and trucks.
Therefore, in order to develop a model to represent a RTE network and analyse the RTE network
behaviour, it is essential to capture the complex structure and dynamics of the RTE network through
the components and interactions. Hence, the major aim of this thesis is to find a modelling and
simulation technique to aid in RTE management improvement, whilst utilising the data advantages of
RFID technology to increase visibility. After reviewing the literature and assessing the possible
methodologies, a MAS approach is proposed to represent the RTE network and conduct simulations
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in order to improve the management. However, novelty of the research and complexity of RTE
management and agent development leads to an exploratory research venture rather than a direct
conversion from a real‐world problem to a software solution. Consequently, in the simulations
presented in chapter six, a standardised scenario is used in order to develop an agent‐based model
as a simulation tool for RTE network improvement.
This chapter discusses and describes the application of MAS to the RTE network problem. Section
4.1, reiterates the problem statement and analyses it to understand agent application and describes
it through different unified modelling language (UML) diagrams such as: component, activity,
package and class. Section 4.2 describes the components of the network through a component
diagram presenting the RTE Batch and Truck agents. Section 4.3 introduces the Radio‐Frequency
Identification Enhanced Returnable Transport Equipment Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM) and explores
the Java code through package and class diagrams. Section 4.4 describes the RTE delivery request
flow with an activity diagram followed by a description of the RFID enabled data frames, which are
required in conjunction with the model for higher levels of network visibility. Section 4.5 describes
the Returnable Transport Equipment Agent Scheduling Algorithm (RTEASA) in detail with the
assistance of an activity diagram. Section 4.6 describes the set‐up of the simulation. The chapter is
concluded with a discussion in section 4.7.

4.1 Project Aim
The major aim of the thesis is to improve RFID enabled RTE management. After reviewing and
analysing the literature, it is observed that there is a requirement for both lean and agile approaches
to be introduced in order to improve RTE management. A lean approach requires a reduction in the
problems and costs. Currently, the major problems with RTE management include: low rotation rate,
long cycle times and losses. These problems combined with poor visibility and management lead to
an unresponsive and dormant network. Increasing agility in the RTE network will improve the
network’s ability to respond to unexpected changes and cope with dynamic elements. The
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introduction of effective decision‐making units via agent‐based RTE plays a significant role in
increasing RTE network mobility. To introduce lean and agile components in the RTE networks and
improve management there are varying levels of objectives.
4.1.1

RFIDERTEAM Objectives

Figure 4.1 illustrates the four levels of RFIDERTEAM objectives in this thesis in order to improve the
RFID enabled RTE network. Cost advantage via the RFIDERTEAM for RTE network improvement is
achieved by two streams: removal of RTE waste and removal of fleet waste, with the aim of creating
a leaner network. The first stream, removal of RTE waste, requires the implementation of four
methods: reduction in the quantity of days a RTE is empty, a reduction in the time RTE is idle,
decrease of RTE cycle time and an increase of RTE rotation rate. Although the focus is on improving
the RTE network through the achievement of objectives set in the first stream, the fleet has a
significant impact on RTE network productivity .The second stream, removal of fleet waste, has three
components for focus: reduction of empty miles, increase in the number and quantity of loadings
and an evaluation of the RTE batch combination selected. The aim is to reduce the amount of time
the truck is idle and utilise the driving hour to pick‐up as many loads as possible in the reverse flow
back to the distribution centre.
The RFIDERTEAM implements agility in the RTE network by increasing responsiveness, creating
resilience and utilising the functionality of decentralised decision‐making. At this point the decision‐
making goes beyond a RTE level to include the products and clients to gain strategic advantage.
Firstly, the RTE network needs to be able to respond to events, particularly unexpected events in an
efficient manner. Secondly, the model aims to foster resilience in the RTE by removing
vulnerabilities, such as losses and break‐downs. Finally, the decision‐making is localised so that the
agent representing the object makes efficient and effective decisions in a reasonable time‐frame
without having to include the whole network. An agile system responds to changes; however a
network also requires flexibility which refers to how the network responds. A flexible RTE network
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needs to be able to reconfigure efficiently by returning the RTE as soon as possible back to the point
of use whilst adhering to the product’s requirement and client’s objectives. By utilising the resources
of the network, such as the fleet and information systems, flexibility is built into the system. In the
RFIDERTEAM, the flexibility achievement is complex as it is multi‐layered, with a variety of products,
RTE and numerous clients. A client of a LSP may require a reduction in their inventory whereas
another client may prefer a reduction in their product’s lead‐time. Each client may be utilising the
same resources of the LSP but will require different services, therefore LSPs need to offer service
differentiation. Therefore, the model offers flexibility by representing different types of supply chains
and the ability to meet the product requirements and client’s objectives.

Remove RTE
Waste

Reduction in Time RTE is Idle
Reduction in Time in Reverse Flows
Decrease of RTE Cycle Time
Increase of RTE Rotation Rate

Remove Fleet
Waste

Reduce Empty Miles
Increase Loadings
RTE Batch Combination Evaluation

Increase Network
Agility

Improve Responsiveness
Build Resilience
Decentralised Decision‐Making

Increase System
Flexibility

Meet Client’s Objectives
Meet Product Requirements

Cost
Advantage
RTE Based
Competitive
Advantage
Value
Advantage

Figure 4.1 Illustration of RTE Network Competitive Advantage Objectives
The model developed aims to improve RFID enabled RTE management by simulating the features
above, which will firstly create a leaner network as the current resources will be utilised further and
remove waste. Higher levels of agility will enable the network to react to changes like fluctuations in
demand and failures more effectively. The model will encourage a lean RTE network, whilst
mobilising current resources to cope with unexpected events. Agent‐based modelling is utilised to
plan and schedule deliveries with the focus of reducing the amount of empty miles, whilst
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maintaining or reducing the number of trucks currently in the network. The model provides a
platform, which demonstrates different logistics triggers for a particular scenario, improving
efficiency of the RTE and truck movements, whilst dealing with agile or lean aspects such as a sudden
surge of demand or lost network capacity.
As the RTE and truck agents negotiate loads to produce a schedule they require knowledge, which is
based on the represented object and the environment. RFID technology increases network visibility
through an object level. The essential use of RFID technology application in this problem is discussed
further in section 4.4.2.
4.1.2

Model Initialisation and Development

In chapter four, the research describes the conceptual model that integrates and coordinates the
components, activities and interactions of a RTE network, describing the MAS application and
simulation. The model introduces new concepts, which will enable the coordination of RTE,
warehouses, distribution facilities, customers and orders with the aim to improve the lean and agile
features of the network, improving RTE management. As discussed in chapter three, the RTE network
has a natural synergy with multi‐agent systems (MAS), particularly when combined with RFID
technology. The model will be able to assist in understanding RTE behaviour, aiding in identification
of the measures required to improve the network. Furthermore, simulations are conducted in order
to achieve better outcomes and provide an effective and interactive tool for future RTE network
management. The analysis, design and implementation of MAS for RTE management are described
and discussed further.
The controller class is developed in order to listen to any changes and real‐time information, which
may be relevant to the decision‐making process for each agent; however the simulation is conducted
in real‐time, as the model acts as a representation of a real‐world RTE network, and therefore the
functions have been programmed in order to observe the behaviour.
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4.1.3

Unified Modelling Language (UML) 2.0

The standard modelling language used to represent a problem or software methodology is Object
Management Group’s (OMG) Unified Modelling Language (UML) (Bauer and Odell, 2005, Martin,
2003). UML diagrams are used to model systems on a conceptual level, as a specification or in order
to assist with implementation (Roff, 2003, Martin, 2003). Diagrams provide the software developer
with a tool to communicate ideas and model visually the structure, behaviour and organisation of the
model (Martin, 2003, Bauer and Odell, 2005). This provides accessibility of software components to
users which in this instance are the LSPs and their clients; demonstrating the intended benefits of
RFIDERTEAM. The thesis presents a new approach to RTE management through the use of software
agents, which utilise RFID based data frames on a decentralised level. It is essential to describe and
explain the architecture and detailed workings of the model, in particular conveying the algorithms
and interactions. Therefore, this chapter will use standardised UML diagrams in order to illustrate,
describe and analyse the code of the model.
There is trepidation in the ability of UML to represent agent‐based modelling as agent features such
as grouping and cloning cannot be represented by the standard (Bauer and Odell, 2005). The inability
to present and showcase agent‐based research is one of the main reasons for the increasing gap
between industry and theoretical application of agents (Bauer and Odell, 2005). There was an
attempt to form an Agent Unified Modelling Language (AUML), however the current UML 2.0
standard and its extensions offer a “smoother” transition from object orientated to agent based
representation, therefore AUML was not developed further (Bauer et al., 2001). Thus generally UML
2.0 is used as a base for developing a modelling language for agent application, adding any features
to the diagram as required. The four main UML diagrams used in this chapter provide a visual
interface and a smooth transition from the RTE problem domain to the RFIDERTEAM’s source code.
The diagrams are: component diagram, package diagram, class diagram and activity diagram.
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4.1.3.1

Component Diagram

The component diagram illustrates named physical parts of a system which are called the
components (Scott, 2004, Roff, 2003). Interfaces required to and from components highlight the
dependences, and therefore the relationships (Roff, 2003, Bauer and Odell, 2005). An interface is
represented by a ball and socket notation, which signifies component requirements for the
completion of its tasks (Scott, 2004, Roff, 2003). Figure 4.2 illustrates the ball and socket notation
between a truck agent and a RTE agent. The RTE agent provides dates of delivery and the truck agent
has a socket notation to accept this information, which is necessary in order for it complete its tasks.

RTE

Truck
Dates of
Delivery

Figure 4.2 Illustration of Component Diagram Notation
4.1.3.2

Package Diagram

Packages are a useful tool for software developers to manage a model as they group classes with
common features together, which is particularly appropriate for MAS with features of sub‐teams
(Scott, 2004, Roff, 2003). Each element in the package must have a unique name but it will not clash
with other elements in other packages, which have the same name (Martin, 2003, Scott, 2004). A
package is shaped as a file, which is named and classes within the package appear in the body of the
file as illustrated in Figure 4.3 (Scott, 2004, Martin, 2003). The Control package has three classes:
Controller, Routing and Model Variables. There can be dependencies between packages as they can
import classes, and therefore arrows are used to illustrate the relationships (Martin, 2003). The
closed arrow states that the Control package imports the Agents package. The open arrow
represents an association between the Agents package and the Routes package.
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Control
Controller

Routing

Model Variables

Agents
Batch

Routes
Truck

Leg

Route

Figure 4.3 Illustration of Package Diagram Notation
4.1.3.3

Class Diagram

Classes are the foundation of software modelling as they represent the components and
relationships of a system to be modelled (Scott, 2004). The class diagram will illustrate interactions,
dependences and the structure of each class through its attributes and operations, enabling a visual
understanding of the Java code (Martin, 2003, Roff, 2003). Figure 4.4 illustrates three compartments
of a class, which contain the name, attributes and operations. Attributes are values, which give the
object a “sense of state” (Scott, 2004, Roff, 2003). An operation is a method, which an object may
evoke affecting the object’s “behaviour”, giving the object a “state of functionality” (Roff, 2003,
Scott, 2004).
Name
‐attributes
+operations

Figure 4.4 Illustration of a Class Diagram
Each attribute and operation may have a different level of visibility which is denoted by the following
symbols at the beginning of each line (Scott, 2004):
‐

[~], package, allows other classes in its package to see and use the member

‐

(+), public, signifies that the attribute/operation is used by any object as it is fully observable
by any class

‐

(#), protected, attribute/operation is only available for objects, which belong to the
subclasses
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‐

(‐), private, attribute/operation is only be seen and used by objects of the class within which
it belongs.

Another function, which is represented by a class diagram, is multiplicity. This specifies how many
objects are affected by other objects of a different class (Roff, 2003). The level of multiplicity is
indicated with numbers and placed at arrows out of and in to classes (Roff, 2003):
‐

0..1, no instances, or one

‐

1, exactly one instance or any other integer.

‐

*, many instances

‐

1..*, one or more instances

4.1.3.4

Activity Diagram

An activity diagram is used to analyse complex behaviour and represent the flow of control between
activities (Roff, 2003, Scott, 2004). An activity is a motion of actions, which cannot be interrupted
during execution (Scott, 2004). It provides an overview of a system and allows specification of how
control changes as the conditions change (Roff, 2003). It also specifies the conditions which need to
be met in order for the goals to be accomplished (Roff, 2003). There is no goal of an activity diagram,
however there is an end point, which is viewed as an activity to support a goal on a macro‐level,
enabling the ability to represent agent behaviour (Bauer and Odell, 2005).
A rectangle on the edge of an activity diagram is called an activity parameter (Scott, 2004). This is an
activity node which represents a flow to or from an activity, to another one. There are several nodes,
which are used to represent the flow of control as illustrated in Figure 4.5:


Activity; an on‐going set of actions



Initial node; flow of control starts and an activity is evoked



Decision node; holds a boolean expression, which must be completed before travelling
along the activity edge
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w into multiplle parallel flo
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Jo
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nto the join are
a
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omplete befo
ore releasingg one flow



Flow final nod
de; is a circle with a crosss, which represents the eend of a particular flow
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Activity
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Activity
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[false]
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Figure 4..5 Elements of
o An Activityy Diagram
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4.2 RTE Network and Model Components
Logistics service providers (LSPs) use their expertise to manage their client’s RTE, which is challenging
in the highly dynamic outbound network environment. Multiple customers coupled with a variety of
product types leads to a network of multitudinous RTE, where seeking competitive advantage
through cost reduction and high service quality is demanding. There is a gap in the literature to
present an agent‐based model of an outbound network where the focus is on increasing RTE
productivity and viability. Chapter 4 presents a RFID enhanced RTE Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM) and
in this section the components: outbound network structure, RTE Batch agent and Truck agent, are
described and discussed.
4.2.1

Outbound Network

An outbound network is used to model the environment in which the RTE are moved. Figure 4.6
illustrates a sample outbound network with three varieties of locations. The distribution facility (DF),
from which all trucks depart from at the start of their shift, and return to at the end of their shift, is
signified by the rectangle labelled DF x, where x is the distribution facility number. The warehouse,
from which trucks conduct intermediate stops and exchange RTE, is signified by the rounded
rectangle labelled W x, where x is the warehouse number. Customers, from which truck agents may
load or unload RTE, are represented using circles labelled with Cx, where x is the customer number.
Lines between the locations indicate possible routes and which distribution facilities and warehouses
serve each customer; each line is labelled with the number of hours it takes to travel between the
two locations. Since it will always take a finite time to load and unload a truck, the facility is included
in the model to have a single fixed load or unloading time within the model.
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4.2.1.1

Distribution Facility (DF)

A DF is the biggest storage compound in the network. All deliveries start and end at the DF. There
may be multiple DFs depending on the LSPs or client’s network. Goods move from the DF to regional
facilities, which are called warehouses.

C9

C7
4

5

C8

5

W2

4

W1
C6

2

8

9

3

C1

DF 1

3

C2

7

C5

4

3

W3
1

3

C4

C3

Figure 4.6 Example of an Outbound Network
4.2.1.2

Warehouse

Warehouses are regional storage facilities, which are located between DFs and customers. Goods are
trunked; loads are revised and cross‐docked for efficient delivery to customers. Each time a RTE
moves through a warehouse, unloading and loading times will be added to the lead‐time.
4.2.1.3

Customer

The customer is a client of the LSP and is awaiting delivery for the goods carried by the RTE. The
customer’s facility is served by at least one warehouse. The customer receives the RTE, unloads and
prepares it for pick‐up. The RTE also incurs an unloading and loading time.
Currently the deliveries between customers has not been considered as this makes the interaction
and processing time longer and more complex whereas the model developed focuses on building an
interaction to create more loads.
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4.2.2

RTE Batch Agent

RTE has a dual purpose: to ensure goods reach their destination and then return back to the correct
facility in order to start another cycle. The RTE has conflicting decisions such as getting to the
customer on time versus increasing its own utilisation rate, making RTE an object appropriate for
agent representation. There is a multitudinous number of RTE throughout a LSP’s network at any one
time. To have an agent represent each RTE would be very exhaustive computationally and time‐
intensive. Also, there are often multiple RTE, which need to go to the same destination, and
therefore the RTE is batched together. Thus, a RTE batch agent is created to represent multiple
different types of RTE.
Table 4.1 states the aim, motivations attributes, rules and tasks of a RTE Batch agent. The RTE Batch
agent aims to increase its utilisation and is motivated with the following: on time deliveries of goods,
minimisation of reverse delivery times (reduction of empty miles) and selection of trucks for delivery
based on the shortest available cycle time. There are a variety of attributes a RTE Batch Agent is
assigned: a quantity q, a weight w, a volume v, a destination, a forward delivery date and a return
delivery date, which is equal to the forward delivery date plus the value of the batch processing day.
Since it will always take a finite time process the batch, unload, remove the goods and prepare for
pick‐up then in the model, a modifiable single fixed processing time is added as the batch processing
time.
The date for delivery is assigned in order to allow the batch to be unloaded, goods removed and then
prepared for pick‐up. RTE Batch agents aim to find trucks, which are able to deliver them to their
destination on the forward delivery date, and return them to the depot on the return delivery date.
Therefore, one of the agent’s rules is to select an acceptable offer for delivery where the RTE Batch
agent is required to negotiate through the RTE Agent Scheduling Algorithm (RTEASA). In case a RTE
Batch agent does not receive an offer, it splits its batch in half and represents one half, whilst
another agent represents the other half. A smaller size increases the number of offers for delivery.
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The agent is also required to ensure that the reverse flow for the RTE batch is only scheduled once
the forward delivery date is scheduled. The two main tasks a RTE Batch agent must conduct are: to
form and dissolve as an RTE Batch for delivery enters the system and update the RTE batches’
delivery time schedule to ensure that the correct information is assigned to each RTE batch.

RTE BATCH AGENT
Aim

Increase utilisation

Motivations

Forward on time delivery
Minimise reverse time delivery
Pick shortest cycle time overall

Attributes

Quantity q
Weight w
Volume v
Destination
Forward delivery date
Return delivery date

Rules

Select acceptable offer for delivery from truck to transport load
Negotiate through RTE Agent Scheduling Algorithm (RTEASA)
Split RTE Batch in half if no offers are received
Ensure reverse flows are only scheduled once forward flow is scheduled

Tasks

Form and dissolve for each batch of RTE
Update the RTE Batches’ delivery time

Table 4.1 Description of the RTE Batch Agent’s State and Functionality
4.2.3

Truck Agent

A truck is a vehicle, which is responsible for transporting items between locations. A truck has a
multitude of factors, which need to be considered such as route length, load and driver’s hours.
Factors such as these are at odds with the RTE Batch agent’s aims such as quick return delivery.
Therefore, it is proposed that an agent represents each truck in the network forming a Truck agent.
Table 4.2 describes the state and functionality of each Truck agent.
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The Truck Agent aims to achieve a full truck load, whilst developing profitable routes when
scheduling in RTE to be transported. The Truck agent is motivated to schedule full truck‐loads on
reverse and forward flows, whilst minimising the costs. Therefore, when considering making stops
the agent has to account for loading and unloading costs, which both aid in achieving a full truck‐
load, utilising the capacity but could minimise the route and delivery options.
Each Truck agent represents a single truck within the system holding a set of attributes. Truck agents
have a weight capacity c, which specifies the maximum weight of RTE they are able to carry at any
given time, a volume capacity v, which specifies the maximum volume of RTE they are able to hold at
any given time, and a current load l and k, which encodes the weight and volume respectively of the
RTE they are currently carrying. Truck Agents also have a shift length, which limits the maximum
number of hours each day they spend transporting RTE.

Aim

TRUCK AGENT
Achieve full truck‐load and profitable routes

Motivations

Schedule full truck‐load on forward and reverse flows
Minimise truck costs
Utilise the capacity by maximising the load collection on scheduled routes within
the allotted time

Attributes

Weight capacity c
Volume capacity v
Current load l and k
Shift length

Rules

A RTE batch can only be scheduled once a contract has been agreed
No initial route at the start of the simulation
Offers of delivery are based on current commitments and availability
An offer can only be initiated if it adheres to the truck’s constraints
An offer once accepted, is fixed
Each stop incurs an unloading and loading cost

Tasks

Receive requests from RTE Batch Agents
Once initial route is developed, bid for RTE to increase truck load
Update transport route
Update truck’s current load and shift length

Table 4.2 Description of the Truck Agent’s State and Functionality
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Truck agents only transport RTE if they have agreed a contract, specifying a destination and delivery
and return dates, with the corresponding RTE Batch agent. Initially, Truck agents start the program
with an empty route. Once the simulation is running, Truck agents make an offer for a batch in
advance, therefore on any given day a truck agent may already have stops assigned due to the
acceptance of batches from previous days. A route is a series of stops to be made by the Truck agent
on that day; each stop specifies a particular location at which a Truck agent may either pick up RTE
for return to the distribution facility/warehouse, or unload RTE it is currently carrying.
A Truck agent is required to receive bids from RTE Batch agents and is tasked to accept bids until a
full truck load, time‐constraint completion or full route is achieved updating the truck’s schedule and
attribute balance. The rules and tasks highlight a balancing act, which the Truck agent is required to
achieve between a full truck‐load and maximising the hours available for truck’s running time, which
is based on the driver’s hours as specified by regulations. Figure 4.7 illustrates the different solutions
a truck may achieve and how this impacts the truck’s viability and utilisation rates.
The graph illustrates the load capacity and route length of a truck. The acceptable solution space
represents the maximum load capacity, which is a full truck‐load and the maximum route length,
which is nine hours and any solutions below these constraints. A solution which goes beyond these
parameters would be infeasible in the real‐world due to driver’s hour’s restrictions and the size of
the truck, which are fixed. The green‐lined solution in Figure 4.7 offers a full truck‐load, however it
only utilises three hours of the time available to make deliveries. Therefore, the truck would have to
go back to the depot and wait for the next batch of bids, which is costly and inefficient. The red‐lined
solution fully utilises the running time of the truck, however the full‐load capacity has not been
reached, therefore leading to an underutilisation of truck space and a lost opportunity. The optimal
RTE batch combination is defined by the orange line. This is where the batches selected by the Truck
agent enable a full truck‐load, whilst staying within the nine hour time frame. The Truck agent will
continue to bid for deliveries until the load capacity or route length times have reached their
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maximum. It is the Truck agent’s prerogative to maximise its loads or the available time for delivery
for that day’s auction, before it is closed.

Full‐Truck
Load

Load
Capacity

Route Length

9 Hours

Acceptable Solution

Unfeasible Solution

Optimal Batch Combination

Full Truck‐load, Partial Utilisation of Running Time

Full Utilisation of Running Time, Less than Full Truck‐load

Figure 4.7 Trade‐offs for a Truck Agent
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4.2.4

Component Diagram

The RFIDERTEAM develops the mechanism for effective interaction between the RTE Batch agent,
Truck agent and their environment, which is the outbound network. The main components of the
system and the important interfaces with which they interact with are described in Figure 4.8. There
are five main components described: RTE delivery request, RTE, Truck, Route schedule and Truck
constraints. The RTE delivery request component is essential as it begins the simulation and sets the
parameters with which the RTE Batch agent uses. It utilises various data gathered from the Truck and
RTE Batch agents, defining the constraints it will have to negotiate in order to be scheduled. If an
offer for delivery is accepted, it is of paramount importance that the information in relation to the
RTE, trucks and network is updated as these schedules are utilised throughout the simulation by the
main components. The Truck agent updates the route schedule and the truck’s constraints whereas
the RTE Batch agent updates the RTE delivery request and RTE’s attributes. This forms a continuous
cycle of interaction between the main components in the model.

4.3 RTE Agent Model
This section explores the Java code used to build the RFIDERTEAM. A package diagram provides an
overview of the different classes and how they are sectioned in the software model. In section 4.3.2,
classes are discussed further with class diagrams for each class. An explanation of the code for the
activities and algorithms developed, particularly the interactions and environment created, is
explored in further detail in sections 4.4 and 4.5. Section 4.6 describes the initialisation of the
simulation. Developing a custom‐built agent based system is a very arduous and time‐consuming
task for a non‐programmer. Therefore, in order to adhere to time constraints of the project the
expertise of a Java programmer, Michael Winsper, were acquired in order to program the agents in
Eclipse. By using a professional programmer, there are less chances of incurring mistakes. In order to
achieve a deeper exploration, an overview of the package of code is required.
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Figure 4.8 Component Diagram for the RTE Agent Model

4.3.1

Package Diagram

Figure 4.9 illustrates a package diagram for the RFIDERTEAM where there are eight packages holding
twenty different classes. The figure illustrates each package and the class(es) which belong to the
corresponding package. For example, the Agents package holds two classes: Batch and Truck. The
Agents package holds the rules for each agent which moves through the outbound network.
Packages are linked to each other via open arrows which represent the access rights and level of
visibility between each package. The Control package is an important package as it starts and
controls the simulation, and therefore interacts with all the other packages in the model. The classes
in the packages are explored further through class diagram structures.
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GUI
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Figure 4.9 Component Diagram for the RTE Agent Model
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Road

4.3.2

Class Diagram

The package diagram provides an overview of the packages of code which have been developed,
giving an overview of the interactions. This section will take each class and explore the attributes and
methods in detail. This will specify all the different items that are considered in each class within the
RTE Model and how the environment and interactions have been developed. As there are many
classes some of which are very code intensive, the most prominent classes and their main features
are discussed, which are: Batch, Truck, Leg, Route, Bid, Auction, Controller and Model Variables. The
remainder of the classes are found in Appendix C. The annotated code for each class, which provides
a guide to each class, is found in Appendix D.
4.3.2.1

Batch

The Batch class models one instance of a RTE Batch agent. A RTE Batch agent represents a quantity of
RTE with an origin, a destination, an intermediate warehouse that the batch will accept indirect
delivery to, a quantity, a volume, a weight and preferred delivery and return dates, further attributes
are described in Figure 4.10. Other attributes, which are defined in this class are:
‐

daysLateOnDelivery; the difference between the batch’s actual delivery date and the batch’s
original requested delivery date.

‐

daysLateOnReturn; the difference between the batch’s actual return date and the batch’s
original requested return date.

‐

daysPostponed; the number of days that have passed since the auction's original delivery
date without the batch having secured bids.

‐

auctionPostponed; whether any days have passed since the auction's original delivery date
without the batch having secured bids.
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Batch
‐name: String
‐quantity: int
‐weight: double
‐volume: double
‐deliveryDate: int
‐returnDate: int
‐daysPostponed: int
‐daysLateOnDelivery: int
‐daysLateOnReturn: int
‐destination: Location
‐origin: Location
‐acceptableWarehouse: Location
‐currentLocation: Location
‐hasHalved: Boolean
‐auctionPostponed: Boolean
‐provisionalForwardBid: Bid
‐provisionalReverseBid: Bid
+runAuction(boolean)
+selectBestClosedForwardOffer(bestBid:Bid)
+selectBestClosedReverseOffer(bestBid:Bid)
+ selectBestOpenForwardOffer(bestBid:Bid)
+selectBestOpenReverseOffer(bestBid:Bid)
+createCopy(b.setHasHalved:Batch):boolean
Figure 4.10 Class Diagram of Batch Class
When the auction is opened and run, the RTE Batch agent will make a bid based on the current
delivery requirements of the RTE batch it represents. The possible bids are; forward bid, from the DF
to the warehouse, forward bid from the warehouse to the customer, direct reverse bid, reverse bid
from the customer to the warehouse or reverse bid from the warehouse to the DF. The auctions are
conducted according to a multi‐stage algorithm, the RTEASA, which is described further in section
4.5. At the auction, either an acceptable set of bids is found, otherwise it will return false. There are
various different return types, which may be selected if an acceptable set of bids is found; these are
described in Figure 4.10:
‐

selectBestClosedCombinationOffer; selects the best bid that offers both forward and reverse
deliveries with dates according to the batch's preferred delivery or return dates.
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‐

selectBestClosedForwardOffer; selects the best bid that offers forward delivery only with a
date according to the batch's preferred delivery date.

‐

selectBestClosedReverseOffer; selects the best bid that offers reverse delivery only with a
date according to the batch's preferred reverse date.

‐

selectBestOpenForwardOffer; selects the best bid that offers forward delivery only with the
closest date to the batch's preferred delivery date.

‐

selectBestOpenReverseOffer; selects the best bid that offers reverse delivery only with the
closest date to the batch's preferred reverse date.

4.3.2.2

Truck

A class to represent a Truck agent where trucks will have: names, volume capacities, weight
capacities, maximum shift lengths and origins as illustrated in Figure 4.11.

Truck
‐name: String
‐volumeCapacity: double
‐weightCapacity: double
‐currentWeight: double
‐currentVolume: double
‐currentLoad: ArrayList <Batch>
‐currentShiftLength: double
‐maxShiftLength: double
‐routes: Route[]
‐origin: Location
‐currentLocation: Location
+setUpRoutes(tempRoutes:routes)
+bidAccepted(routes:Route[])
+bid(boolean)
+calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(bestSoFar:boolean)
+printRouteForToday(routes[0])
+printAllRoutes(routes[i])
Figure 4.11 Class Diagram of Truck Class
The Truck agent sets up its route in order to reflect the new routes proposed by the bids, which have
been accepted by the RTE Batch agent. At day 0, an array is populated with empty routes. At days
past 0, new routes are added to the end of the array at each day. A bid is placed and an auction
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process will be conducted. Each (else) if statement deals with specific parameters, including whether
the bid is for forward or reverse delivery, whether the bid is for the assigned delivery date (closed) or
the nearest available (open) date and whether the bid is for indirect or direct delivery. Provisional
forward or reverse routes are checked to stop a truck offering indirect intermediate delivery on both
legs on a single day; in this case a direct bid makes more sense. The return parameter
calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg, finds the best place in a given route to add a new leg and returns
the new route with the shortest distance. Then the truck’s route for the day is recorded and printed
followed by a print out of all the truck’s planned routes.
4.3.2.3

Leg

The Leg class, models one leg of a particular route; the attributes and methods are described in
Figure 4.12. A leg involves either travel between two locations with no loading and unloading (i.e.
when returning "home" empty), travel between two locations with loading and unloading (normal
behaviour) or loading and unloading at a single location (i.e. when loading multiple batches at a
single location). Every time a batch is loaded or unloaded during a leg, the calculateNewDetails
method updates the delivery details of each batch, which modifies the current weight and volume
loads for each truck on each leg modified.

Leg
‐location:Location
‐weightAtStart: double
‐weightAtEnd: double
‐volumeAtEnd: double
‐volumeAtStart: double
‐loadAtStart: LinkedList<Batch>
‐loadAtEnd: LinkedList<Batch>
‐batch:Batch
‐load:boolean
+calculateNewDetails(setVolumeAndWeightAtStart(),
setVolumeAndWeightAtEnd())
Figure 4.12 Class Diagram of Leg Class
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4.3.2.4

Route

Figure 4.13 illustrates a class that models a series of legs, which make a route. A truck adds a new leg
to its route with the addLegAtIndex method, which will add a leg at the appropriate index, which is at
the start or end of other legs already in the route. The getLength method displays the length of the
route. Each leg where loading or unloading occurs, adds a finite amount to the route. This is added to
the time taken to travel between locations, which are defined in the Model Variables class. For legs
where no action is performed, only the travel time is added. The allLegsValid function ensures that,
given the list of routes whether the weight and volume remain within the truck's loading capacities
at all times.

Route
‐day: int
‐legs: ArrayList <Leg>
‐owner: Truck
+addLegAtIndex(leg:Leg)
+calculateNewDetailsForAllLeg(legs:i)
+getLength(distanceCounter:double)
+allLegsValid(boolean)
+toString(route:String)

Figure 4.13 Class Diagram of Leg Class
4.3.2.5

Bid

A class to represent a bid by a given bidder encoding the delivery parameters as presented in the
second compartment in Figure 4.14. The class sets whether the bid is for forward or reverse delivery,
the dates, the owner (truck) of the bid, the batch the bid is for and the proposed dates of delivery.
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Bid
‐bidder: Truck
‐batch: Batch
‐forward: boolean
‐reverse:boolean
‐forwardDate: int
‐reverseDate: int
‐forwardRoute: Route
‐reverseRoute: Route
+toString(String)

Figure 4.14 Class Diagram of Leg Class
4.3.2.6

Auction

The auction class represents an auction for a particular batch. The class holds an ArrayList, which
keeps track of the bids currently placed. The array list holds a randomly sorted list of all the bids
received.

Auction
‐Batch: Batch
‐Bids: ArrayList <Bid>
+bid(bidsToRemove:Bid)
+combinationBids(acceptableBid:boolean)
+forwardBids(acceptableBid:boolean)
+reverseBids(acceptableBid:boolean)

Figure 4.15 Class Diagram of Auction Class
Once a bid has been accepted, if the bidder has already made a bid for the same combination of
forward and reverse delivery, then the bidder's original bid is removed and the new one is entered.
The auction class will attempt to seek a combination of both forward and reverse deliveries on time
from the offers, which have been received from the trucks. If this is not possible then separate
forward offers from all trucks are proposed according to the parameters supplied. There are two
separate intermediate delivery requests on the forward flow: intermediateToWarehouse specifies
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that the truck is seeking delivery from the DF to the warehouse; intermediateToDestination specifies
that it is seeking delivery from warehouse to customer. Once a separate forward bid has been
accepted then it will seek reverse bids from all trucks according to the parameters supplied. There
are two separate intermediate delivery requests on the reverse flow: intermediateToWarehouse,
which specifies that the truck is seeking delivery from the customer to the warehouse;
intermediateToDestination, which specifies that it is seeking delivery from warehouse to DF.

4.3.2.7

Controller

The controller class controls the simulation. It is responsible for setting up the network, agents,
locations and running the simulation. The class also keeps track of the required statistics of delivery
metrics for the output files:
‐

numberOfBatchesOnTimeForward; the quantity of batches, which arrive to the customer’s
facility on time.

‐

numberOfBatchesLateForward; the quantity of batches, which arrive to the customer’s
facility late.

‐

numberOfDaysLateOnForward; specifies the number of days each batch arrives late to the
customer.

‐

numberOfBatchesOnTimeReverse; the quantity of batches, which arrive to the return
destination on time.

‐

numberOfBatchesLateReverse; the quantity of batches, which arrive to the return
destination late.

‐

numberOfDaysLateOnReverse; specifies the number of days each batch arrives late to the
return destination.

There is only ever one instance of the controller so it is called and treated as an object. Once an
instance of the controller is called, it sets up the trucks and batches and starts the simulation for the
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number of days specified in Model Variables class. A restart method, as described in Figure 4.16,
allows multiple runs to be conducted for each type of simulation run. The simulation runs with the
GUI or without.

In the first step of the simulation, all the trucks are set up and given a randomly chosen origin from
the set of DF, and randomly chosen volume, weight and shift capacities between the values specified
in the Model Variables class. A new number of batches are created with randomly chosen origins and
destinations. Quantities, volumes and weights are randomly set between the values specified in
Model Variables class. Delivery dates are randomly set between the current day and the maximum
planning horizon minus the time it takes customers to process batches. Return dates are set equal to
the delivery date plus the number of days it takes customers to process batches. The quantity of
batches is based on the number specified for the initialisation of batches in the Model Variables class
and the number to be introduced each day, which also varies.
The createNetwork method sets the network up with the number of DF, warehouses and customers
as specified in Model Variables class. A number of roads are first added randomly between locations
and a quantity of roads between locations, which refers to the road complexity factor of the
network, which is dependent on the value of the road probability in the Model Variables class.
Afterwards, a clean‐up is performed to ensure that all locations have some valid route to every other
location. The network is visible through the GUI, which is made possible through the showNetwork
method. Two critical features that occur through the controller is that every time a batch splits in half
during the RTEASA, the split batches are added to the array list through the addSplitBatch method. If
a batch fails an auction then is added into the batch list for tomorrow, which is why an
addBatchForTomorrow method is added.
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Controller
‐controller: null
‐batches: ArrayList<Batch>
‐ batchesForTomorrow: ArrayList<Batch>
‐ splitBatches: ArrayList<Batch>
‐ trucks: ArrayList<Truck>
‐ distributionCentres: ArrayList<DistributionCentre>
‐ warehouses: ArrayList<Warehouse>
‐ customers: ArrayList<Customer>
‐ currentTime: int
‐day: int
‐numberOfBatchesIntroducedToday: int
‐totalNumberOfAuctions: int
‐numberOfBatchesWithSuccessfulBids:int
‐ numberOfBatchesWithoutSuccessfulBids: int
‐numberOfBatchesOnTimeForward:int
‐numberOfBatchesOnTimeReverse:int
‐numberOfBatchesLateForward:int
‐numberOfBatchesLateReverse: int
‐numberOfDaysLateOnForward:int
‐numberOfDaysLateOnReverse: int
‐network:UndirectedSparseGraph<Location,Road>
‐ usingGUI: boolean
+start(void)
+restart(void)
+simulate (setUpBatches:Boolean)
+setUpBatchLocations (getLocation:Leg)
+simulateOneStep(batchesToRemove:b)
+calculateDeliveryValues(void)
+resetDeliveryValues()
+setUpTrucks()
+setUpBatches(initial: boolean)
+createNetwork()
+showNetwork()
+setDay(int day)
+addSplitBatch (b: Batch)
+addBatchForTomorrow (b: Batch)
Figure 4.16 Class Diagram of Controller Class
4.3.2.8

Model Variables

The Model Variables Class holds the parameters used in the simulation, which are illustrated in
Figure 4.17. This class allows the user to set the parameters of the model and set the parameters,
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which will be used throughout the simulation. It is also possible to create the network as required by
defining the number of warehouses, customers and distribution facilities.
Model Variables
+days: int
+seed: int
+numDistCentres: int
+numWarehouses: int
+numCustomers: int
+roadProbability: double
+numberOfTrucks: int
+minRoadTravelTime: double
+maxRoadTravelTime: double
+minTruckVolumeCapacity: double
+maxTruckVolumeCapacity: double
+minTruckWeightCapacity: double
+maxTruckWeightCapacity: double
+minTruckShiftLimit: double
+maxTruckShiftLimit: double
+daysAheadToPlan: int
+numberOfBatchesAtInitialisation: int
+numberOfBatchesPerDay: int
+minBatchQuantity: int
+maxBatchQuantity: int
+minBatchWeight: double
+maxBatchWeight:double
+minBatchVolume: double
+maxBatchVolume: double
+batchProcessingDays: int

Figure 4.17 Class Diagram of Model Variables Class
4.3.3

Summary

Section 4.3 presents the foundations of the RFIDERTEAM. Descriptions of the packages and classes
have been provided where further descriptions of the code are found in Appendix C and Appendix D.
The packages illustrate how the code has been segmented and each class has been explored in detail.
The attributes and methods, which have been explored describe some of the interactions between
the agents and describe the environment within which they are embedded. Section 4.4, will explore
the activity of the RTE delivery request and specify the importance of RFID technology to aid in RTE
network improvement.
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4.4 Activity Diagram: RTE Delivery Request
The activity diagram in Figure 4.18 illustrates the flow of a delivery request for a RTE and the main
interaction points during the simulation. The RTE requires a delivery and is represented by a RTE
Batch agent. A delivery request is initiated and an auction process is opened for the batch. If the RTE
Batch agent receives no bids from the Truck agent then the batch is added to the next day’s auction
list. If a bid is received and then rejected, the batch is put into the next day’s auction list. A bid which
has been accepted would require the RTE batch’s status and truck’s schedule to be updated.
Once the schedules have been updated or a batch is placed onto the next day’s auction list, the
auction is closed and the delivery request for that batch for this simulated day terminated. For each
activity, data is required in order for the activities to be completed in real‐time and align with a real‐
world logistics network. RFID technology is a critical tool, which is utilised to provide the level of data
automation required in order to allow the agents to conduct effective decisions.
4.4.1

Data Visibility

Currently, there is a lack of real‐time data, which is available concerning RTE movement, making RTE
management improvement challenging. It is difficult to simulate a system with poor data as it leads
to losses, delivery mistakes, and poor decision‐making throughout the network. In addition, there is
often not a unique date for each RTE to return and ad hoc approaches are in place where you replace
a full RTE with an empty RTE at each unloading, which often falls short of what is required. The
RFIDERTEAM presented improves from current practices where there are often no forms of auto‐
identification, such as barcode to a system with RFID technology, which assigns each RTE batch with
a unique ID and scheduled return date. Each RTE has its own tag and the individual RTE is aggregated
into a batch and a batch is given a single unique identifier in order to make the simulation feasible.
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4.4.2

RFID enabled Data Frames

The essential item, which will enable connectivity and interactions between the components and
agents functionality is data from RFID tags. The data frames for the RTE network are described in
Table 4.3 of which there are four: RTE; Trucks; Distribution Facility and Network.
4.4.2.1

RTE

Each batch of RTE is represented by an agent, and therefore requires real‐time data for each
parameter as specified in Table 4.3. A unique ID acts as an identifier for the batches of which the
agent will be responsible to find a truck to deliver. All the parameters, which are in the Model
Variables class would be located on the RFID tag so that as they change these will automatically be
updated. The simulation may suggest that the RTE is moving to certain locations, however if this is
not met, the RTE moves to another place, is stolen or lost, then the model will note the irregularity
and send a trigger, highlighting to the user that there is a problem. Eventually the model will be
developed in order to deal with any changes, which may occur in real‐time and then compute, which
schedule would be best.
Other parts of data such as the next maintenance check date or cleaning date are essential for
further RTE network improvements and provide an extension to the current model, producing a
preventive model for RTE efficiency. The data is put directly onto the RTE at the start of the cycle so
that large quantities of data are not required to be stored in a centralised database, allowing the high
levels of data to be more manageable. The agent model developed, fully utilises the decentralised
data frames to make decisions and action automatic updates of the RTE as it moves throughout the
network.
4.4.2.2

Trucks

All the parameters in the Model Variables class such as a truck’s volume and weight capacity will be
represented in the RFID tag and continually updated but other data such as emissions, which is
becoming more important can also be available. This adds another extension to the model, for
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example ensuring that the truck adheres to the emission policies set out by the government, which
could possibly affect the routes developed, making further research in this area very interesting.
A GPS connection aids in referring data in regards to the status of the truck, for example if there is
traffic or it has broken‐down. This could have repercussions on scheduling RTE batches, and so the
quicker the information is disseminated then the quicker the model can react and simulate the next
best possible solution, whilst considering any negative effects such as late batches or high costs.
RTE
ID
Equipment Volume Capacity
Equipment Weight Capacity
RTE Weight Load Ability
RTE Volume Load Ability
Current Location
Destination
Forward Delivery Date
Reverse Delivery Date
Type of RTE
Last Maintenance Check Date
Next Maintenance Check Date
Last Cleaning Date
Next Cleaning Date
Age of Unit
Ownership Status
ID of Goods being Delivered
Special Requirement e.g. temperature,
vibrations, GPS, etc.

Trucks
ID
Truck Volume Capacity
Truck Weight Capacity
Truck Volume Load Ability
Truck Weight Load Ability
Current Location
Destination
Forward Delivery Date
Reverse Delivery Date
Driver’s Hours
Route Length
Mileage
Average loading time
Emissions
Last Maintenance Check Date
Next Maintenance Check Date
Last Cleaning Date
Next Cleaning Date
GPS Connection e.g. monitor the location and
miles per hour
Network
Maximum Capacity of Trucks
Minimum Capacity of Trucks
Maximum Capacity of RTE
Minimum Capacity of RTE
Nodes and Arcs of the Distribution Facilities
Range and Quantity of Available RTE
Range and Quantity of Available Trucks

Distribution Facility
ID
Location
Maximum Throughput
Current Throughput
Maximum Cross‐docking Rates
Current Cross‐docking Rates
Maximum Stock Ability
Current Stock Ability
Average processing Time:
a. Receiving
b. Picking
c. Shipping
d. Tagging
e. Cleaning
Table 4.3 Data frames required for the RFIDERTEAM
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4.4.2.3

Distribution Facilities

This data frame is essential in order to specify the current capacity at the DF, and therefore whether
it is possible for a truck to stop at the location. Data from each DF is updated in order to aid with the
evaluation of the cross‐docking opportunities available. An extension to the model could be to have
an agent represent each DF and look after its best interest, making sure that it is running efficiently
and effectively. Therefore, the Truck agent would need to barter with the DF Agent in order to make
a stop and unload or load at the location.
4.4.2.4

Network

The Model Variables class allows the user to define the network for example, the number of trucks,
RTE and DFs. As these figures change, the parameters need updating. The data is collected from RFID
enabled RTE, trucks and DFs, which is then imported into the Model Variables class so that the model
automatically updates the simulation. An example of a modification is that if the level of RTE
available in the network decreases from ten batches per day to five days per day, the
numberOfBatchesPerDay parameter in the Model Variables class is modified in the simulation.
4.4.3

Benefits of RFID enabled Data Frames

There are a variety of benefits, which RFID related data frames bring to an agent‐based RTE network
model:
4.4.3.1

Improved Environment

The outbound RTE network is highly dynamic and variable. In order for agents to represent the
environment effectively, real‐time data needs to be available to the agents and activities conducted
throughout the model. Real‐time data of such large quantities may be hard to retrieve and process,
however by decentralising the level of data and retrieving it from the various data frames, the
environment is updated automatically. As the environment often feeds a lot of data into the agent,
which is then utilised to conduct decisions, it is vital in producing a successful modelling and
simulation tool.
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4.4.3.2

Enhanced Internal State of Agent

The internal state of the agent carries out the procedures and rules and is like the “brain” of the
agent determining its functionality and behaviour. The agent uses its knowledge, which could be in
the form of algorithms, rules, frames, logical expressions and data. The data is an essential
component, which feeds the knowledge area of the agent determining the level of functionality and
behaviour of each agent.
4.4.3.3

Realistic and Real‐time Data

The type of data gathered must be in real‐time and accurate in order to allow the agent model to
produce realistic results. In order to give the decisions, which are conducted meaning and real‐world
application, constant real‐time data of each important component is necessary. RFID tags provide all
the required data frames and each agent is fed the information, which is necessary for it to complete
its tasks. It is not common to run simulations with real‐time data, particularly when developing
custom‐built agents and algorithms; however RFID is essential to capture the network and enable
real‐world application.
4.4.3.4

Alignment with Real World Events

Throughout the RTE network there are various events such as changes in demand and available
network capacity. A static model would not have the capability to capture such events, however the
dynamism of an agent‐based model allows these types of events, which are often unexpected (i.e.
truck failure) to be represented. In order for these events to be captured and the advantageous
capability of agent‐based modelling in comparison to other modelling techniques to be displayed,
data of such events must be captured in real‐time and integrated into the agent model. The RFID
data frames provide the appropriate data, whilst the middleware enables a transfer of information
through databases, which act as an interface between the middleware and agent‐based model.
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4.4.3.5

Faster and Higher Quality of Decision‐making

RFID data frames enable a decentralised and localised form of decision‐making, which produces
faster and higher quality solutions. A localisation of decision‐making is useful in the RTE network, i.e.,
if a truck breaks‐down, it would be beneficial to just reschedule the batches which are affected and
leave all other deliveries and batches as scheduled.
4.4.3.6

Automation of Data Retrieval

The data specified on all the data frames is of a large quantity and is difficult to retrieve and maintain
on a central database. A RFID tag enables data to be automated and put onto the tag, which is
attached directly on the item. A RTE with a barcode would require scanning of each individual piece
of RTE, however a RFID uses radio‐frequency, and therefore batches of RTE are scanned
simultaneously, which fits perfectly with any decisions that are conducted with the RTE Batch agent.
4.4.3.7

Removal of Waste

There are various forms of waste, many of which are from the processes, which are conducted
throughout the RTE network. In conjunction with data automation, each process is automated or at
least improved with the advantageous attributes of RFID based data frames. Each process is
investigated in terms of whether it is possible to be compressed in terms of time or eliminated
completely.
A RTE cycle has dual flows: reverse and forward. The agent model developed needs to consider both
flows, and therefore a novel scheduling algorithm, the RTEASA, is developed and described in section
4.5. The algorithm develops the level of functionality by introducing: a bid formation, and offer
acceptance and communication to enhance decision‐making, which will rely on the accuracy of the
RFID data.
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4.5 RTE Agent Scheduling Algorithm
A novel algorithm to enable the scheduling of RTE where both the forward and reverse flows are
considered has been developed. Figure 4.19 illustrates the sequence of bidding between the Truck
and RTE Batch agents via an activity diagram. The activity begins at the opening of an auction for the
RTE in the system. The RTE agent bids for forward and reverse delivery dates, if bids are received and
accepted then the RTE is scheduled and the agent dissolves. However, a RTE Batch agent cannot have
a reverse delivery until the forward delivery date has been scheduled. If the agent secures a direct
forward delivery but not direct reverse delivery, then it tries to get an indirect reverse delivery. If the
agent is not able to secure a direct forward delivery, then it will get an indirect forward delivery and
direct reverse delivery. If none of these options are acquired, then the agent tries to get indirect
deliveries for both forward and reverse. The following steps occur for the scheduling algorithm:
RTE Batch agent seeks bid for a direct forward delivery:
o

If true, then the RTE agent moves to step c.

o

If false, no acceptable bid found, then the RTE Batch agent carries out the following
stages in order to find a truck able to carry out the delivery in the current auction
process:

a. Seek forward delivery bid from distribution centre to warehouse.
o

If true, agent moves to step b.

o

If false, the agent splits the batch in half and continues the auction with half a batch
seeking a bid for delivery from distribution centre to warehouse.


If true, move to step b.



If false, place the RTE batch in next day’s auction.

b. Seek forward bids from warehouse to customer leg.
o

If true, agent moves to step c.
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o

If false, the agent splits the batch in half and continues the auction with half a batch
seeking a bid for delivery from warehouse to customer.


If true, move to step c.



If false, the agent places the RTE batch in next day’s auction.

c. Seek direct reverse bids.
o

If true, accept the bid and close the auction.

o

If false, no acceptable bid found, the RTE agent moves to step d.

d. Seek reverse bids from customer to warehouse.
o

If true, agent moves to step e.

o

If false, the agent splits in half and continues with half a batch seeking a bid for
delivery from customer to warehouse.


If true, move to step e.



If false, the agent places the RTE batch in next day’s auction.

e. Seek reverse bids from warehouse to distribution centre leg
o

If true, accept the bid and close the auction.

o

If false, the agent splits in half and continues with half a batch seeking a bid for
delivery from warehouse to distribution centre.


If true, accept bid and close the auction.



If false, the agent places the RTE batch in next auction.

The legs are split and the RTE agent attempts to get the RTE delivered to as close as possible to the
destination required. Therefore, the RTE agent and Truck agent will select the most “acceptable”
facility which will be the one closest to the destination. When an agent splits a batch into half, the
agent currently in the auction keeps half of the batch, whilst the other half of the batch is placed at
the end of the current auction process where it will be formed with another agent when it is time for
it to go through the auction process. The agent splits the batch in half in regards to its volume and
weight. The purpose of the split is in order to receive more bids from trucks, which would come due
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to the smaller quantity and space. The batches will remain at the quantity and volume once split for
the remainder of the simulation and it does not reconstitute itself.
An agent which is unable to secure direct deliveries or legs during the auction, will place the batch or
what is remaining into the auction for the next one. The bid will be placed at the head of the queue
for the next auction, which is currently being carried out daily but this could be increased if required.
When seeking a direct reverse bid step c, the delivery date will be the forward delivery date plus
batch processing days. If after the batches have been split, a reverse delivery date, on time, is not
received then the reverse delivery date is opened as the reverse date is more flexible than the
forward delivery date. The RTE Batch agent will then accept the bid, which receives the closest
delivery date to the return date assigned. If a batch with an open return date is split, then for each
leg the date will revert back it its original reverse date for delivery. If no offers are received after
halving the weight and volume and opening the return delivery date, then the original reverse date is
assigned to the RTE and placed in the auction for next time.
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Figure 4.19 Activity Diagram of the RTE Agent Scheduling Algorithm
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4.6 Simulation Set‐up
The Controller class starts the simulation by setting up the network according to the parameters
listed in the Model Variables class. Upon initialisation, it is assumed that all trucks are at the
distribution facilities, have a current load of zero, and have empty routes. All trucks are assigned a
randomly chosen capacity. At this point, a random number of initial Batch agents are chosen to
introduce, each of which has a randomly chosen quantity, weight, destination, delivery date and
return date. In order to simplify the decisions Truck agents face when bidding, Batch agents are
introduced one by one.
Truck agents bid for any Batch agent, which is compatible with their planned routes and capacities:
since trucks have clear or very sparse schedules at this point, it is likely that Batch agents will receive
multiple identical offers. In this case, the Batch agent chooses randomly from the set of offers they
have received. Once the set of initial Batch agents has been exhausted, trucks with commitments on
that day leave the distribution facility and begin their routes.
At randomly chosen hours during each day, a small, randomly chosen quantity of additional Batch
agents are introduced. Bidding is, as before, conducted on a one by one basis. Truck agents only bid
for Batch agents whose requirements they are able to satisfy.
Once the bidding between the agents is complete, any batches required for delivery at the next day
is updated and the all the truck’s schedule is updated. Then the simulation runs for the specified
number of days and finishes.
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4.7 Summary
Chapter four introduces a novel approach to RTE management improvement. A RFIDERTEAM is
presented where software agents are developed in order to represent the complexity in the RTE
network. Each agent has autonomy as it has to make decisions based on its current decisions and
accept or reject offers as it deems fit through the implementation of the RTEASA and rules that each
agent possesses. Chapter 5 describes how the model meets the objectives of the RTE network. This is
followed by a presentation of simulation results in chapter 6, which are performed to test whether
the lean and agile aspects of a RTE network are improved with the model developed.
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Chapter 5

Achieving Competitive Advantage:
Autonomous RFID Enabled RTE
Approach
5

Achieving Competitive Advantage: Autonomous RFID enabled RTE
Approach

In chapter 4, the RFID enhanced RTE Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM) was introduced with a description
of the Java implementation. In order to foster competitive advantage through RTE networks, both
cost and value advantage components are proposed for development, which is discussed further in
this chapter. RFID tag features, such as no line of sight and readable through materials asserts the
superiority of RFID technology in comparison to other auto‐id technologies. This creates a stream of
high quality data, which increases the visibility of RTE and trucks in the network, leading to more
accurate decision‐making by the agents representing the objects. The application of RFID technology
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to RTE and trucks combined with the formation of agents, which negotiate with each other plays a
critical role in attempting to achieve the objectives, which are presented in Figure 5.1. For each
objective, the data gathered from RFID tags can assist the decision‐making for the agents and
encourage RTE based cost and value advantage. Encouraging cost advantage through a RTE network
requires both the reduction of assets but more importantly an increase in utilisation of assets in the
network, as illustrated in the competitive advantage model presented in chapter 2 (see Figure 2.12),
which is specifically designed for RFID enabled RTE network improvement.

Remove RTE
Waste

Reduction in Time RTE is Idle
Reduction in Time in Reverse Flows
Decrease of RTE Cycle Time
Increase of RTE Rotation Rate

Remove Fleet
Waste

Reduce Empty Miles
Increase Loadings
RTE Batch Combination Evaluation

Increase Network
Agility

Improve Responsiveness
Build Resilience
Decentralised Decision‐Making

Increase System
Flexibility

Meet Client’s Objectives
Meet Product Requirements

Cost
Advantage
RTE Based
Competitive
Advantage
Value
Advantage

Figure 5.1 Illustration of RTE Network Competitive Advantage Objectives
Cost advantage via the RFID enabled RTE Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM) for RTE network improvement
is achieved by two streams: the removal of RTE waste and the removal of fleet waste. The first
stream, removal of RTE waste (which is explored in section 5.1) requires the implementation of four
methods: reduction in RTE idle time; reduction of time that RTE is in reverse delivery; decrease of
RTE cycle time and increase of RTE rotation rate. The second stream, removal of fleet waste (which is
discussed in section 5.2) has three components for focus: reduction of empty miles, increase in the
number and quantity of loadings and an evaluation of the RTE batch combination selected. Although
the focus is on improving the RTE network through the achievement of objectives set in the first
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stream, the fleet has a significant impact on RTE network productivity, and therefore needs to be
incorporated.
Value advantage is an important component of competitive advantage in the RTE network as
discussed in chapter 2. In the RFIDERTEAM, achieving value advantage is approached by increasing
the level of RTE network agility and increasing flexibility in the system as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Section 5.3 discusses the model’s approach to increasing RTE network agility through: improving
responsiveness, building resilience and offering a decentralised decision‐making methodology. The
methods used to enhance the RTE network’s propensity to react to unexpected changes are highly
dependent on the access to real‐time data. To capture real‐time and accurate data, RFID tags are
placed on each RTE and as the equipment passes through the gates of a facility lined with RFID
readers or loaded onto Smart trucks, the data is gathered and passed onto the corresponding RTE
Batch agent (DHL, 2011, Neely, 2009) . Each Smart truck is equipped with a RFID technology and GPS
equipment so that the loads and location data can be captured. Each truck has RFID scanning
functionality as the antennae are used to monitor the RTE in the truck. During a route schedule, the
system automatically updates itself to capture any changes and the data is directly transmitted to the
agent based system with each Smart truck’s data frame linking to a Truck agent. Depending on the
updates and changes, the agent will alter its negotiation position. DHL currently utilises the Smart
truck feature (Neely, 2009). The data gathered, which is real‐time, and therefore accurate enables
the agent to be responsive to unexpected events and fosters the creation of a more resilient RTE
network.
Section 5.4 discusses the next stream in Figure 5.1 where value advantage is created by increasing
system flexibility. System flexibility refers to the network’s ability to reconfigure effectively to
changes in supply and demand, whilst utilising the available resources efficiently. The RFIDERTEAM
instils flexibility into the RTE network by adhering to product requirements and meeting the client’s
objectives. Information in relation to the products in the RTE and the client’s requirements is
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available via the RFID tags attached to each object in the network, increasing the objects data frame
of information, which is modified as changes occur. The chapter concludes with a summary in section
5.5.
There are three main components in a RTE network are: RTE, truck and storage facilities. The storage
facilities are out of the scope of the current project and treated as black box objects in the network
where flows go in and out and have no size restrictions. Presently, there is no agent representation
of the storage facilities, but the model is developed with the possibility of a storage agent extension.
If a Warehouse agent is introduced as an extension in the model, the trucks can be placed with active
tags so that as they reach the entry and exit point of facilities, the systems controlling the entry and
exit points are informed and the resources can be implemented appropriately, which aids in the
reduction of queuing time, reduce congestion and facilitate better use of the staff time. The
RFIDERTEAM focuses on two main components of RTE and trucks, as this requires the development
of complex interactions and the implementation of multiple algorithms.

5.1 Cost Advantage: RTE Component
Cost advantage via the RFID enabled RTE Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM) for RTE network improvement
is achieved by two streams: removal of RTE waste and removal of fleet waste. The first stream,
removal of RTE waste, requires the implementation of four methods: reduction in RTE idle time;
reduction of time in reverse delivery of RTE; decrease of RTE cycle time and increase of RTE rotation
rate. RFID data is gathered at each stage of the RTE’s movement and the increase in visibility and
status of the RTE is crucial in enabling the model developed to initiate the ability to achieve the
components. Each method is discussed in further detail.
5.1.1

Reduction in RTE Idle Time

A RTE unit which is idle, creates underutilisation in the network, which is costly and the cost is further
amplified as there is a higher chance of the RTE being stolen or misplaced as it lies unused. This
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creates a lost opportunity of utilisation which the model developed in chapter 4 seeks to prevent.
The RFIDERTEAM reduces idle time by assigning a return date to each RTE batch and scheduling the
return deliveries alongside the forward deliveries, which is currently lacking in RTE network
management as asserted by the case studies, which were observed at the RTE department at DHL
Exel Supply Chain as described in Chapter 2. The return date is assigned via the variable, returnDate,
which is in the Controller class and the code is presented in Appendix D‐13. The return date for each
batch of RTE is calculated by using the values, which have been entered via the Model Variables
class. One class member, the batchProcessingDays, which can be modified by the user represents the
amount of time it takes for a RTE batch to be unloaded, goods processed, RTE prepared for pick‐up
and loading. The value inserted into this variable is added to the scheduled forward delivery date,
which is then assigned as the return date for delivery for each RTE batch.
The batch processing day is a value, which can be modified by the user. For example, if a batch of
goods has to be delivered by the 17th of June, the batch processing day could be set as 2 days
resulting in the return date of 19th June. This allows flexibility as conditions change and
representation for RTE with longer and shorter processing times as some RTE may be available for
immediate pick‐up. Any changes in the scheduled times can be monitored by the RFID tags and the
relevant data transferred to the RTE Batch agent in order for it to use the information to conduct
accurate bidding procedures for delivery. A RFID tag can hold data reflecting to the date set for
return delivery; if there are any discrepancies, the corresponding agent can make another bid in
order to receive a more advantageous offer from the Truck agent.
5.1.2

Reduction of Time RTE is in Reverse Delivery

Each time an empty RTE makes a return journey there is a lost opportunity for utilisation. However,
unless the RTE is moved to a position in the network where it can be utilised, then it will not add any
further value. It is necessary to incur costs in order to move it to a position where it will be useful. A
reduction in the number of days a RTE is empty can reduce waste caused by non‐value adding
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activities. Therefore, there is an incentive to reduce the number of days a piece of RTE is empty so
that the RTE is able to add value to the network by transporting goods, hence enabling the RTE to
fulfil its purpose. The reverse flow should be reduced to the lowest possible time, whilst maintaining
optimal logistics conditions for example, profitable routes. The quicker an empty piece of RTE can
reach its destination, the more value that can be added to the network with that particular unit.
The model initiates a RTE agent scheduling algorithm (RTEASA), which contains a method to enable
indirect deliveries if direct deliveries are not possible. Figure 5.2 illustrates an extract of the
algorithm whereby an acceptable forward bid is found but a direct reverse delivery is unavailable in
the current auction iteration.
The RTEASA initiates interaction between the agents to obtain an indirect reverse flow where the
RTE batch is moved to an intermediate warehouse in the network. This is useful in the reverse flow
as the RTE and fleet capacity will be utilised quicker and more efficiently within in the time
constraints. This interaction is beneficial in the reverse flow due to the higher level of flexibility in the
delivery dates in comparison to the forward delivery schedule. The forward deliveries must arrive to
the customer on time, however in the reverse flow there is the option to move RTE around different
locations and schedule deliveries, which maximise the available truck capacities, utilising the return
date flexibility.

RTE Batch Class
….// Acceptable forward bid, however no direct reverse bid therefore, seek reverse
bids to warehouse
else if (forwardBid != null && reverseBid == null) {
Bid reverseBidToWarehouse = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, true, false);
// Further contingencies of the algorithm ….

Figure 5.2 Extract of Agent Scheduling Algorithm
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Once a schedule is formulated, a systems update occurs so that an assessment can be conducted as
to whether the RTE should remain at its current location or to move it to its destination as originally
scheduled. To facilitate a systems update, the reverse date and volume and weight dimensions need
to be monitored where the implementation of RFID tags, which have a re‐writable feature, enables
the relevant information to be stored. The tagged RTE and trucks can be regularly updated with
changes to the status, location, date requirements, weight, volume, dimensions and any other
relevant information, offering real‐time data frames to the agent to use in order to facilitate accurate
results for the auctions conducted on behalf of the object being represented. For example, if a RTE is
to move to an intermediate warehouse in a bid to reach its final destination, the tag is updated with
the current location and a check is conducted as to whether there is a demand for that particular
RTE. Furthermore, if there are any trucks, which are leaving to move to a nearby warehouse, an
evaluation as to the benefit to move the RTE to the other facilities is conducted.
Further utilisation of a flexible reverse date of delivery can be implemented due to the transfer of the
updated return date on the RFID tag. Also, the RTE have differing weights and volumes as they move
through the network, particularly from a full forward load to an empty reverse load, therefore a
constant update of load dimensions is required. Once the RTE agent has up‐to‐date information in
regards to the new delivery requirements, it can negotiate accordingly. Finally, analysis of the data
gathered from RFID tags can be used to monitor the length of time a RTE is in the reverse flow, and
this information can be used by the agent in order to bargain a more urgent delivery action if
required. This enables the RTE agent to negotiate with the truck agent using accurate values from the
real‐world, which are collected via the RFID enabled RTE.
5.1.3

Decrease of RTE Cycle Time

The cycle time of a RTE unit is the combination of the forward delivery to the customer and the
reverse delivery back to the storage facility for re‐use. The length of the cycle time is determined by
the solution presented after negotiations between the Truck agent and RTE Batch agent. The RTE
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Agent Scheduling Algorithm (RTEASA) algorithm begins with a request for direct forward and reverse
deliveries. However, if the assigned dates cannot be scheduled, the RTE Batch agent will initialise a
sequence of negotiation to secure indirect deliveries. The first leg will consist of seeking a delivery to
a warehouse nearest to the destination. The RTE Batch agent picks a forward and reverse delivery
schedule which will result in the shortest overall cycle time, whilst maintaining the forward delivery
date as close as possible to the requested date.

RTE Batch Class
….// Acceptable forward bid, however direct/indirect reverse bid is unavailable
therefore, initialise contingency one
// Contingency 1: halve weight and volume
if (reverseBidToWarehouse == null && !this.hasHalved) {
Batch newBatch = this.createCopy(true);
Controller.getController().addSplitBatch(newBatch);
reverseBidToWarehouse = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, true, false);
// Further contingencies of the RTE Agent Scheduling Algorithm ….

Figure 5.3 An Extract of Java Code Demonstrating Contingency One of the RTEASA
The contingency enables the RTE batch to schedule itself in an attempt to be moved instead of lying
idle or being empty. The contingency provides flexibility for the RTE Batch agent to get the lowest
possible overall cycle time. During the auction, the original dimensions of the RTE batches may
change, so to ensure that all parties in the network are aware of the modifications, agents are
updated by the attached RFID tag. RFID tags are essential in order to record and acknowledge the
receipt and shipment of RTE at each stage and record the dimensions. Therefore, as RTE moves it is
clear to operators that the RTE has been modified, avoiding confusion and mistakes. The ability to
assign each RTE a unique ID, with a tag which has re‐writable properties, is a critical feature which is
required for this purpose.
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5.1.4

Increase of RTE Rotation Rate

The rotation rate refers to the quantity of cycles each RTE batch achieves in a particular time. The
aim is to increase the rotation rate in order to increase RTE utilisation rates, and therefore return on
investment. An increase in the rotation rate is exploited through the flexibility in the return flows.
There are three levels of contingency: indirect and intermediate deliveries, halving of the load
dimensions and delivery date changes. The contingencies are used in order to encourage the RTE to
flow through the network towards its destination, and therefore increase the rotation rate. If the
contingencies in the previous sections fail to achieve a delivery time, the final contingency of
“opening” the delivery date is implemented, which is only initialised in the reverse flow. The date is
“opened” during the algorithm for the reverse flow. This action is only applied to the reverse date as
the forward date is inflexible due to the requirements of on‐time delivery to the customer. Once a
RTE batch return date is “opened”, the RTE Batch agent will attempt to get the RTE scheduled at the
nearest date to the requested return delivery date. If a delivery is still not scheduled, then the batch
is placed in the auction for the next day. However, the contingencies have been put into place in
order to prevent this situation from arising.
At any point in the algorithm the auction may be closed and the state of deliveries could be in
various stages. For example, RTE Batch agent may be split in half with two agents representing the
two separate batches. At each point, it is essential that the RFID tag attached to the RTE is updated.
As RTE moves through the unloading and loading processes, the tracking system is updated, and the
agent representing the RTE becomes knowledgeable of its current position. When the auction
restarts the next day, the agent will then have updated information in regards to the dimensions,
locations and dates for delivery. This is crucial for efficient negotiations to be conducted, enabling
the agent to make an informed and accurate decision.
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RTE Batch Class
….// Acceptable forward bid, however no direct/indirect reverse bid therefore
initialise contingency three…
// Contingency 3 : open delivery date
if (reverseBidToWarehouse == null) {
reverseBidToWarehouse = auction.reverseBids(trucks,true,true,false);
}
// If bidding failed then the batch in placed in tomorrow’s auction ….

Figure 5.4 An Extract of Java Code Demonstrating the Different Levels of Contingencies Utilised
During Auctions

5.2 Cost Advantage: Truck Components
Although the focus is on improving the RTE network through the achievement of objectives set in the
first stream, the fleet has a significant impact on RTE network productivity and must be integrated
into the model, therefore the RTE Batch agents interact with Truck agents in order to achieve their
delivery requests. Each truck in the system is represented by a Truck agent, which negotiates with
RTE agents to develop a schedule, which considers the truck’s requirements. Cost advantage from
the perspective of the Truck agent is attained through the following three methods:
1) Reduction of truck empty miles;
2) Increase of truck loads for the entire route;
3) An evaluation of a batch combination which adheres to all cost, dimension and time related
constraints.
5.2.1

Reduce Truck Empty Miles

To ensure the utilisation of each truck, it is advantageous to reduce the number of empty miles per
schedule. Empty miles are incurred, whilst the truck moves without carrying any RTE, which incurs a
cost but adds minimum value. Therefore, the logic of the truck agent is developed in order to
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Truck Class
….// bidding algorithm…
/**
* Finds the best place in a given route to add a new leg. Returns the
new route with the shortest distance.
* @param route
* @param origin
* @param destination
* @param b
* @param forward
* @return
*/
public Route calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(Route route, Location origin,
Location destination, Batch b, boolean forward) {
double shortestLength = getMaxShiftLength()+1;
Route bestSoFar = null;
for (int i = 0; i <= route.getLegs().size(); i++) {
for (int i2 = i+1; i2 <= route.getLegs().size()+1; i2++) {
Route candidate = new Route(route.getDay(), this);
for (Leg l : route.getLegs()) {
candidate.addLeg(l);
}
Leg pickup = new Leg(origin, b, true);
candidate.addLegAtIndex(i, pickup);
Leg dropoff = new Leg(destination, b, false);
candidate.addLegAtIndex(i2, dropoff);
if (candidate.getLegs().get(candidate.getLegs().size()1).getLocation() != getOrigin()) {
Leg toOrigin = new Leg(getOrigin(), null, false);
candidate.addLeg(toOrigin);
}
if (candidateLength < shortestLength &&
candidate.allLegsValid() && candidate.getLength() <
getMaxShiftLength()) {
candidate.allLegsValid();
shortestLength = candidateLength;
bestSoFar = candidate;
}
}
}
return bestSoFar;
}
// getters and setters

Figure 5.5 Java Code Extract for the Method to Add a New Leg
encourage the addition of new legs throughout the route, carrying further loads in order to reduce
the amount of empty miles. This is achieved through the initialisation of a method called
calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg in the Truck class, which is illustrated in Figure 5.5. A new leg is
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added to the route as long as the truck values remain within certain parameters. The parameters of
concern are illustrated in Figure 5.6 whereby the loadings, which are added must be within the
volume and weight dimensions of the truck.

Route Class
// Value of legs, length of route ….
/**
* @return Whether, given the list of routes, whether the weight and
volume remain within
* the truck's weight and volume capacities at all times.
*/
public boolean allLegsValid() {
calculateNewDetailsForAllLegs();
for (Leg l : legs) {
double r = getLength ();
Batch b = l.getBatch();
l.setVolumeAndWeightAtStart();
l.setVolumeAndWeightAtEnd();
if (l.getWeightAtStart() > getOwner().getWeightCapacity())
{
return false;
}
if (l.getVolumeAtStart() > getOwner().getVolumeCapacity())
{
return false;
}
if (l.getWeightAtEnd() > getOwner().getWeightCapacity()) {
return false;
}
if (l.getVolumeAtEnd() > getOwner().getVolumeCapacity()) {
return false;
}
if ((b != null) && (b.getDaysPostponed()== 0)){
return false;
}
}
return true;
// print route ….

Figure 5.6 An Extract of Java Code which Ensures All Added Legs Remain Within the Truck’s
Dimensions
In addition to truck dimensions, there are driver’s hours regulations, which are issued by the EU and
UK and are currently set at 9 hours per day (VOSA, 2011). The 9 hour restriction refers to driving time
and does not include the required 45 minute break per 4.5 hours, plus the time spent waiting during
loading and unloading. The maximum driver’s hours is represented in the Model Variables class as
the TruckShiftLimit, which can be set by the user. Currently, the maximum number of hours a truck’s
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route length can be is nine hours. As scheduling the truck to loading bays at facilities is beyond the
scope of this thesis, the simplest solution of 9 hours of driving time is selected for simulation. Figure
5.7 illustrates an example of how a new leg is added in order to encourage a reduction in empty
truck miles.
If a truck has a shift limit of 9 hours, and the current solution is from the distribution centre to
Customer A, as illustrated in Figure 5.7, then the algorithm developed will add a new leg to form
better solutions as only 6 hours of the 9 hours are utilised. The new route will then be from the
distribution centre to Customer A to Warehouse B and to its final destination of returning back to the
distribution centre. This will result in a truck shift total of 9 hours and the search for a new leg will
stop as the truck will have filled deliveries for that days’ schedule. If the 9 hour truck shift limit is not
reached then a search for a new leg will continue until the truck shift limit of 9 hours is reached or
the truck can no longer be re‐scheduled as it is required to conduct the deliveries or the truck
dimensions have been reached.

Distribution
Centre

Distribution
Centre
Add a
New Leg

3hrs

3hrs

Warehouse B

3hrs
3hr Capacity
Remaining

3hrs

3hrs
Customer A

Customer A

Figure 5.7 Illustration of Adding a New Leg to a Route
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As the Smart truck monitors the load, the available capacity on the truck can be calculated, and if
possible a new leg can be added, which will avoid the formation of schedules where trucks run
empty. RFID tags can be used to monitor and hold the information in relation to the truck shift limit
which can be used to determine the amount of hours there have been used and whether there is any
time capacity available. In addition, tags can be used to ensure the fleet is maintained, as any
breakdowns lead to inefficiencies, one of the most costly being the under‐utilisation of driver’s
hours.
5.2.2

Increase Loads for the Entire Route Length

To increase the quantity and number of loadings, the schedule developed needs to be the shortest
path so that further legs can be added in order to encourage a fulfilment of the truck’s limits. To
enable more load collections in a bid to fulfil truck capacity during the length of its route, a shortest
path algorithm is implemented, which is presented in Figure 5.8. Dijkstra’s Shortest Path algorithm is
implemented in order to calculate and present the shortest, and therefore the cheapest path
between a pair of locations. Firstly, the shortest distance between two locations is selected, followed
by a calculation of the shortest route between two locations.
Another variable a Truck agent needs to consider before accepting a new load onto an existing route
is the loading and unloading times at each stop. This is implemented via the code illustrated in Figure
5.9. The variable distanceCounter adds a value to the route. The value of the distance counter is
modifiable by the user in reference to different batches or locations as required. In the example in
Figure 5.9, the distance counter is set as 1.0, which represents one hour. Therefore, the Truck agent
considers the loading and unloading times when deciding whether to add another batch of RTE onto
the route. RFID tags can be used to monitor how long the loading and unloading action is taking, and
if the actions are quicker than expected, the Truck agent can use this information to reschedule the
route and possibly conduct a stop to pick up returns. If the loadings are too long, then an alert can be
placed in the system in order to re‐arrange deliveries.
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ROUTING CLASS
….// set up routing class
/**
* A class to calculate the shortest path between a pair of locations
*
*/
public class Routing {
public static Transformer<Road,Double> getTransformer() {
Transformer<Road, Double> wtTransformer = new
Transformer<Road,Double>() {
public Double transform(Road road) {
return road.getLength();
}
};
return wtTransformer;
}
/**
* Calculate the shortest distance between two locations
* @param start
* @param finish
* @return
*/
public static double getShortestPath(Location start, Location finish) {
DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("0.00");
*DijkstraShortestPath<Location,Road> alg = new
DijkstraShortestPath<Location,Road>(Controller.getController().getNetwork(),
getTransformer());
double distance = Double.valueOf(df.format(alg.getDistance(start,
finish)));
return distance;
}
/**
* Calculate the shortest route between two locations
* @param start
* @param finish
* @return
*/
public static List<Road> getPath(Location start, Location finish) {
*DijkstraShortestPath<Location,Road> alg = new
DijkstraShortestPath<Location,Road>(Controller.getController().getNetwork(),
getTransformer());
return alg.getPath(start, finish);
}
}
//end of class
//Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm imported
from:http://jung.sourceforge.net/doc/api/edu/uci/ics/jung/algorithms/shortestpath/Dijk
straShortestPath.html

Figure 5.8 Extract of Java Code which Implements Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm
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Route Class
// Model Series of Legs…
//Update all details of legs…
//set the route….
/**
* @return The length of this route. Each leg where loading/unloading
occurs adds 1 hour to the route, plus
* the time taken to travel between locations. For legs where no action
is performed, only the travel time is
* added.
*/
public double getLength() {
double distanceCounter = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < getLegs().size(); i++) {
if (getLegs().get(i).getBatch() != null) {
distanceCounter+=1.0;
}
if (i == 0 && getLegs().get(i).getLocation() !=
getOwner().getOrigin()) {
distanceCounter+=
Routing.getShortestPath(getOwner().getOrigin(),
getLegs().get(i).getLocation());
}
if (i > 0){
distanceCounter+=
Routing.getShortestPath(getLegs().get(i-1).getLocation(),
getLegs().get(i).getLocation());
}
}
DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("0.00");

return Double.valueOf(df.format(distanceCounter));
}

// valid all legs (figure

5.6) ….

//print route…

Figure 5.9 A Java Code Extract which Calculates the Length of the Route and Adds a Loading Time

5.2.3

Present a Batch Combination Adhering to Cost and Time Limitations

The Truck agent must select a RTE batch combination which adheres to cost, time and dimension
limits. Therefore, these values need to be calculated to ensure that the truck maintains these within
routes as they are being developed. In order to calculate these, a base value is used, which stems
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from the RoadTravelTime, which is set in the Model Variables class. The value of the road length
between locations is set as 0.1 and 1.0. The values are modifiable to allow flexibility. These values are
assigned to each leg, which when added together, form the route. The value represents the length of
time and is used to calculate the cost rate of the vehicle per hour. Therefore, the truck must pick a
combination of batches to deliver, whilst maintaining the maximum truck shift length and truck
dimension boundary. The value is then used and converted into a cost by multiplying the value of the
length which represents hours, by the truck operating cost per hour, which is discussed further in
chapter 6. The agent requires numerous forms of data each time a change occurs in relation to the
state of the RTE, therefore RFID tags can be used to hold the data and each change can be
transmitted to the corresponding agent enabling bids and decisions to be conducted with real‐time
status updates.

5.3 Value Advantage: Increasing Network Agility
The RFIDERTEAM implements agility in the RTE network by increasing responsiveness, creating
resilience and utilising the functionality of decentralised decision‐making. Firstly, the RTE network
needs to be able to respond to events, particularly unexpected events, in an efficient manner.
Secondly, the model aims to foster resilience in the RTE by removing vulnerabilities such as losses
and break‐downs. Finally, the decision‐making is localised so that the agent representing the object
can make efficient and effective decisions in a reasonable time‐frame without having to include the
whole network. In this section, each method is explored further. The network agility is represented
by monitoring the reduction of the overall operating cost, which will be demonstrated in chapter 6.
5.3.1

Improve RTE Network Responsiveness

Currently RTE networks as asserted by the case study with DHL Exel Supply Chain in chapter 2,
struggle to cope with expected (standard) events in the network. The management of RTE networks
become even more challenging as they become more dynamic and unexpected events are
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introduced. There are a variety of factors, which can affect the supply and demand of RTE such as
missing items, pilferage, higher customer demand, fleet disturbances, broken RTE and dirty RTE. The
RFIDERTEAM addresses these problems by utilising RFID technology to acknowledge any
disturbances or fluctuations in the real‐world. This is followed by acknowledgement by the agents of
the change, which enhances the decision‐making.
Once a change has been acknowledged then the second feature, decentralised decision‐making is
used by the agent in order to create a reaction through an effective decision making process to
enable agility. For the model to conduct decentralised decisions, a responsive network is necessary
through the development of an information‐centric environment, which is enabled by RFID
technology as it transmits information from the objects and the information is then used by agents in
the virtual world.
The responsiveness can be assessed by the ability to record changes and the time taken to
acknowledge an abnormal occurrence in the network, for example a delayed delivery and the time
taken to resolve the issue. In addition, it includes the quality of the response, which can be measured
by the rate of completion of the action or the extra cost or time taken to complete the action. The
responsiveness is implemented in the model by the RTE Batch agent and the Truck agent where a
decentralised decision‐making approach has been adopted.
5.3.2

Adopt Decentralised Decision‐making

A decentralised decision‐making approach is implemented in order to encourage better decision‐
making as discussed in chapters 2 and 3. A decentralised representation of RTE networks is essential
as the network is multi‐layered and multi‐dimensional; a central mode of decision‐making requires
many assumptions, which do not allow sound representation. By representing the RTE network as it
is, instead of via a central unit, a more realistic model can be developed, which offers better
representation and functionality of the distributed RTE network.
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The RTE Batch agent and Truck agent is representing objects in the network and is given control to
make decisions in the best interest of its corresponding object. Therefore, no matter how dynamic
the environment is or whether the object’s goals are conflicting, the agents can negotiate with each
other in order to make the most effective decision.
The purpose of disseminating control throughout the network through objects and creating
decentralised decision‐making is to improve the quality and quantity of decision‐making. By localising
the problem, other parts of the network are not involved in the decision, which has no impact on
them, saving time and resources. Therefore, the agents are representing the objects in the real‐world
and are only interacting with the parts of the network which are required, hence localising the
problem when formulating a solution. This offers a better representation of the real‐world rather
than conducting every decision through a central unit and across large networks.
Conducting the decision‐making on a localised level, the data is assigned to each object in the
network and the agent can access this information and use it to conduct a solution on a local level.
The agents need to acquire real‐time data in regards to the status and requirements of the objects
(RTE and Trucks), which are being represented, and therefore the RFID technology’s ability to offer
high quality data on an object‐level is pivotal. The information gathered by the data is imperative for
the agents in the model in order to provide knowledge and enable the agents to make informed
decisions. Therefore, as product lead‐times, inventory and fleet parameters change, this can be read
by the tags and the information transferred to the agents.
5.3.3

Creating Resilience

Once a responsive network with the ability to make decisions on a local level has been created, it is
important to remove as much risk as possible and create resilience in the RTE network. There are a
number of vulnerabilities in the RTE network, both internal and external. The biggest risk is the
under‐utilisation of RTE because it then has a higher chance of being lost, stolen, dirty or broken.
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RFID ensures that a tracking feature is available for each RTE and the model utilises this further by
initialising preventive measures such as maintenance. RFID tags can be used to hold the information
of each RTE and the model can use this information when initialising the scheduling algorithm. If
preventative measures such as maintenance of trucks and cleaning of RTE are implemented and if
there are unexpected events, then the network is in a stronger position to respond as it has decision‐
making units and real‐time data for each object. Various measures can be implemented in order to
create the resilience: scheduling in maintenance checks for the RTE; RTE checking; vehicle
maintenance checks and analysis of KPIs.

5.4 Value Advantage: Increasing System Flexibility
An agile system can respond to changes; however a network also requires flexibility, which refers to
how the network responds. By utilising the resources of the network such as the fleet and the
information systems, the flexibility of the system can be incorporated. In the RFIDERTEAM, the
flexibility achievement is complex as it is multi‐layered, with a variety of products and RTE and
numerous clients. Therefore, a flexible RTE network reconfigures efficiently by returning the RTE as
soon as possible back to the point of use, whilst adhering to the product’s requirement and client’s
objectives.
5.4.1

Adhering to Product Requirements

In addition to having many different types of RTE in one network, there can be multiple different
levels of products. Each product may require a different type of RTE to transport it and certain
conditions unique to that product, for example frozen, chilled, and fragile. Therefore, the model
developed enables this level of flexibility as each agent can have a certain set of attributes and
requirements for its RTE and the product it is carrying. The data can be transferred via RFID tags,
which will give the agent a unique set of data to use as information when negotiating a schedule.
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5.4.2

Meet Multiple Clients’ Objectives

Meeting client’s objectives, a logistics service provider (LSP) would have multiple clients where each
one may have different objectives for their supply chain. If a client has a certain objective, then this
can be quantified. For example lead‐time reduction will result in changes to the date and this is
transferred to each RTE, therefore each RTE can be moved with the appropriate treatment. The
objectives can either be put in manually, for example fleet reduction, which will result in fewer trucks
in the model, or via the RFID tags for objectives such as modifications to delivery dates.

5.5 Summary
This chapter seeks to highlight the functionality of the model presented in chapter four in order to
achieve competitive advantage for RTE management. The chapter describes the objectives of the
model and focuses on cost and value advantage achievement through the RFID Enhanced RTE Agent
Model (RFIDERTEAM). The critical nature of RFID technology application is specified in terms of
creating the vital level of real‐time visibility to facilitate agent interaction enabling accurate bidding
and decision‐making. RFID tags are needed in order to provide the agents and the environment of
the agent based simulation with a constant stream of updated information of any changes
throughout the scheduling of RTE. RFID tags can hold various data frames of information such as
dimensions, available capacities, dates changes, and requirements. The combination of agility and
flexibility in the RTE network creates a model, which is more realistic to the dynamic environment of
distribution, and therefore more applicable to the real‐world. Further evaluation of the significance
of this model is conducted in chapter 6 through the simulation results of a number of scenarios,
which is followed by an explorative and extended discussion in chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Simulation Results
6

Simulation Results

Chapter six presents the simulation results of various scenarios, which illustrate the different aspects
of the RFIDERTEAM developed. Unfortunately due to unforeseen circumstances, real‐world data
from project partners DHL was unavailable; therefore the source of input data is based on standard
issue sizes and regulations as presented in Figure 6.3. For each scenario, during the simulation, data
is generated based on pre‐programmed parameters or through random numbers to offer an array of
different scenario types to be tested. A simulation requires a source of random numbers in order to
generate outcomes to analyse. Random numbers are used to generate the same set of loads so that
a comparison can be made when different scenarios are conducted.
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Section 6.1 describes the initial set‐up of the scenarios where the measures used during the
simulation are described in Table 6.1 and the variables in Table 6.2. This is followed by a presentation
of cost‐based calculations for the late batch cost and truck operating cost in section 6.2. A
comparison of the late batch costs from the model to real world figures from (Ilic et al., 2009) is
presented in section 6.3. Section 6.4 investigates the impact of increasing the amount of time a batch
is being processed, which means the amount of time a RTE spends at a customer or idle during the
forward flow against the fleet cost. Section 6.5 investigates the impact of increasing the network
complexity whereas section 6.6 explores the effect of implementing a larger network. Section 6.7
presents simulation results of smaller RTE batch sizes, whilst section 6.8 demonstrates the impact of
a bigger range of RTE. Section 6.9 tests a scenario with a high level of complexity and the chapter
concludes with a summary in section 6.10.
Measures
Late Batch Costs
Amount of days batches are late, which are
multiplied by a cost per day of not using it.
Truck Operating Costs
The amount of hours a truck is in use, which is
multiplied by a cost of operating the truck per
hour.
Total Cost
The total cost is a summation of the late batch
cost and the truck operating cost.
Volume Utilisation of a Truck
The volume utilisation rate represents the
loadings of a truck for a route, each day.
Weight Utilisation of a Truck
The weight utilisation rate of the truck refers to
the average weight of the loads in the truck
through a route, each day.
Time Utilisation of a Truck
The time utilisation rate refers to the percentage
of time the truck spends carrying loads during
each route.
Number of Auctions
The number of auctions conducted between the
RTE Batch agent and Truck agent in order to
schedule the RTE.
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Table 6.1 List of the Measures Used During Simulations

Variables
Batch Processing Days
The amount of days a RTE is being processed and
awaiting pick‐up, which also determines the
return delivery date.
Number of Trucks
The number of trucks running through the
network is modifiable.
Size of Network (Number of Facilities)
The network is built of distribution facilities,
which the trucks leave and return to each day
and warehouses and client’s facilities.
Network Complexity Factor
The network complexity can be modified to
include more or less roads between facilities.
Number of RTE in Each Batch
The amount of RTE in each batch can be
modified and set between a lower and upper
limit.
Dimensions of Each RTE Batch
The dimensions of each RTE Batch can be
modified, which refers to the weight and
volume.
Quantity of RTE Batches
The quantity of RTE batches which are placed in
the system at the start of the simulation and the
amount of RTE batches introduced into the
system, each day.

Table 6.2 List of Variables Used During Simulations

6.1 Model Validation: Scenario Set‐up
Scenarios are used to test the impact of the algorithms developed and the interactions of the agents.
The rules devised in the model will be tested through the simulation of various scenarios. This
chapter will present results of an array of simulations, which are set‐up through the graphical user
interface (GUI) as illustrated in Figure 6.1 and implemented via eclipse.
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Figgure 6.1 GUII to Set‐up th
he Simulation for a Scenaario
Th
he GUI accep
pts paramete
ers of a scen ario via thre
ee compartm
ments: simulaation, trucks and batchess as
deemonstrated
d in Figure 6.1. A simulatiion is set up with the following propeerties:
‐

Each simulation
s
will
w be run foor 15 simulatted days, wh
hich is choseen to enable a fully workking
netwo
ork for evaluation. The length of the
t simulation allows m
multiple sim
mulations to be
condu
ucted within the time‐fraame and enable the data to be managgeable for an
nalysis.

‐

A fixeed random seed functioon is integrrated into the model inn order to allow multiiple
scenarios to be co
onducted wiith the same
e set of rand
dom numbeers to allow for comparisson
and teesting.

‐

Figuree 6.2 illustrates 8 locatioons, which are
a set‐up in
n the netwoork: 1 distribution centree, 2
wareh
houses and 5 customer facilities. Th
he initial network is smaall in order to
t enable maany
simulaations to be run quickly as the large
er the netwo
ork, the longger each simulation run will
w
this chapter different sce
take. Throughout
T
enarios of va
arious netwoork sizes will be tested.

‐

The number of roads betweenn the facilitie
es is determined by the complexity factor, which is
betweeen 0 or 1. The currennt value is 0.1
0 as the higher
h
the ccomplexity the longer the
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mpact of the road comple
exity factor is
i investigateed in section
n 6.5. Each ro
oad
simulaation. The im
is assigned a rando
om value be tween 0.1 an
nd 1.0, which
h representss its length.
he network created
c
is vie
ewed via a vi ew network tool on the GUI, which i s illustrated in Figure 6.2
2.
Th

Figure 6.22 GUI based View
V
of Netw
work Set‐up
In the second compartmen
nt of the GU I, Trucks, the
e quantity an
nd size of thee trucks is modified.
‐

ucks in the sscenario is modified
m
as and
a when reequired for each
e
simulattion
The number of tru
run deepending on testing requuirements.

‐

The pllanning horizzon for the t ruck, which represents the number oof days in ad
dvance an agent
plans its schedule
e is set at 15 days so that the truck begins to set‐up lo
oads for future
deliveeries.

‐

For the current scenario, eachh truck is size
ed at the dim
mensions acccording to DH
HL as illustrated
in Figu
ure 6.3. The weight is seet at 24,000
0 kilograms and
a as each truck is the same size, the
minim
mum and maxximum valuees are the same.
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‐

The avvailable volume capacityy of the truckk is 91.20 cub
bic metres aggain for both
h the maximum
and minimum
m
valu
ues.

‐

The maximum
m
an
nd minimum
m truck shift length refe
ers to the a mount of hours a truckk is
operating, which is dependeent on the driver’s ho
ours. In accoordance witth UK and EU
regulaations, the maximum
m
daiily driving lim
mit is 9 hourss, therefore tthe truck shift limit is set at
9.0 (VOSA, 2011).

he third compartment off the GUI reppresents the batches:
Th
‐

et‐up at the start
s
of the ssimulation.
An inittial number of 10 RTE baatches are se

‐

Each day
d more batches are addded, which is set at 10 batches
b
per day. An increase in batches
is explored in sections 6.4 to 66.9.

‐

The batch processing time deetermines th
he return da
ate and is cuurrently set at the simpllest
solutio
on of 2 dayss, therefore tthis means that
t
as soon as the goodds have been delivered the
RTE sh
hould be returned in 2 ddays. Any days after this return datee and the batch is delivered
late. An
A increase in batch proccessing days is increased in sections 66.4 to 6.8.

Eaach batch is made up off a variety oof RTE. Based
d on the dim
mensions in Figure 6.3 a full truck lo
oad
would consist of 34 palletts, which woould total 24
4,000 kg and 91.20 cubicc metres (cb
bm). The low
west
bo
oundary is seet at half trucck loads, wh ich are 12,00
00 kg and 45
5.60 cubic meetres as illustrated in Figure
6.4.

Figu re 6.3 DHL Trailer
T
Dimen
nsions
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T RTE batcches start th
he simulation
n in
Figgure 6.4 illusstrates how the RTE are batched and the sizes. The
th
he sizes illusttrated, howe
ever as the R
RTE batches are split multiple times dduring the auction
a
proceess,
an
nd therefore the size of the
t RTE batcches will chan
nge each tim
me a batch spplits. A new agent
a
is form
med
fo
or the additio
onal RTE batcch.

Rando
omly Generated
Size of
o RTE Batches

34 Palle
ets
24,000 KG
91.20cb
bm

17 PPallets
12,0000 KG
45.660cbm

Each RTE Batch contains RTE,
ation
which have the same destina
d
of delivery
and date

Figuure 6.4 RTE Batch
B
Dimensions

6..2 Cost Based
B
Calcculations
Interaction beetween the RTE
R Batch aggent and Truck agent is based
b
on thee aim to retu
urn RTE as so
oon
or re‐use, in
ncreasing RTTE utilisation
n, whilst acccounting forr fleet opera
ating costs and
a
ass possible fo
uttilisation ratees. Two type
es of costs aare calculate
ed after each simulationn: late RTE batch
b
costs and
a
tru
uck operatin
ng costs. Thiss allows a co mparison be
etween the amount
a
of daays a RTE batch is not beeing
uttilised versuss the cost of running a trruck to move
e the RTE. The calculatioon of each co
ost is describ
bed
fu
urther in this section.
6.2.1

Cost of
o Late RTE Batches
B

w
is late
e in either tthe forward or return delivery flow
w, incurs a cost of und
der‐
A RTE unit, which
uttilisation for each day it is not in usee. The model presented reduces thiss by assigning a return date
an
nd encouragging on‐time
e delivery oof forward units
u
through an algoritthm, which enables agent
interaction. An
ny batches, which
w
are reeceived late on
o the forwa
ard flow are captured byy the parameeter
aysLateOnDeelivery, and any
a batches which are received late on the reveerse flow is captured
c
by the
Da
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parameter DaysLateOnReturn. The results for these parameters are presented in an Excel file and an
example of an extract is illustrated in Table 6.3.

Day of
Simulation

Total
Number
of
Auctions

Number of
Batches
Delivered On
Time
(Forward)

Number
of Batches
Delivered
On Time
(Reverse)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

118
135
152
166
180
195
210
227
243
260
275
289
305
323
339

4
4
1
1
3
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
2

0
1
4
5
1
1
3
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
3

Number
of
Batches
Delivered
Late
(Forward)
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Number of
Batches
Delivered
Late
(Reverse)

Total
Days Late
on
Delivered
Items

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Total Days
Late on
Returned
Items

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 6.3 Extract for KPI Excel File of Model Output
Once the number of days that each batch is late has been calculated, then it is multiplied by a cost
per batch per day to assess the impact of under‐utilisation. This is the cost of not having the batch in
the system and is modifiable by the user. This allows flexibility as certain RTE may more valuable
than others. For the scenarios in this chapter, in order to allow comparison, the cost is calculated at
£80 per RTE batch per day. This is to account for the under‐utilisation of up to 34 pallets for each RTE
batch. The cost calculation represents the cost of having to hire or buy up to 34 pallets and this is
given the same weighting as an hour’s operating cost for trucks, which is set at £80 per hour and
described further below.
6.2.2

Truck Operating Costs

The truck route is formulated during the simulation runs and is presented in an Excel file as
illustrated by Figure 6.5.
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Truck
Day Name Truck Route
1 T1

DC1 Loading B0(6) // C2 Unloading B0(6) // DC1 No Action // Length: 3.8

1 T2

None
DC1 Loading B1(1) // C4 Unloading B1(1) // C1 Loading B0(4) // DC1 Unloading B0(4)

2 T1

// Length: 7.08
DC1 Loading B1(5) halved original // DC1 Loading B1(3) // W2 Unloading B1(5)
halved original // C4 Unloading B1(3) // C4 Loading B0(0) // DC1 Unloading B0(0) //

2 T2

Length: 8.54

Figure 6.5 Extract of Truck Schedule from the RFIDERTEAM Output
The truck schedule lists the day of the simulation, the name of the truck and the route for each truck.
In addition, the length of each route is specified, which remains within the truck shift limit as set by
the user, representing the driver’s hours as per regulations. Each integer refers to 1 hour of truck
usage. This is then used as a basis to calculate the hourly rate.

Truck Name
T1
T2

Route Length
3.8+7.08 = 10.88
8.54

Operating Cost/Hour
£80
£100

Route Cost
£870.40
£854

Table 6.4 Route Cost Calculation
The cost calculations for the extract in Figure 6.5 are presented in Table 6.4. Trucks T1 and T2 have
different operating costs per hour, which is due to size or truck functionality, for instance,
refrigerated vehicles. The total operating truck costs for the days of the simulation, in this case, 2
days, are £870.40 for T1 and £854 for T2.
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The truck operating costs in the simulations conducted in this chapter are set at £80 an hour in order
to allow comparison of the working of the model and comparison to the under‐utilisation of RTE
batches. The components of the £80 per hour are made up of:


Driver



Fuel



Cost of Tractor



Cost of Trailer



Insurance



Tyres



Planning Costs



Overhead Costs

When an LSP offers rates to clients, a profit margin needs to be added but for the simulation
conducted the base costs of operating each truck is required as this is what the cost would be to the
LSP.

6.3 Model Validation: Late Batch Cost Comparison
The parameters of a simple network are described in Figure 6.6 and the network is illustrated in
Figure 6.7. The network is formed in order to test the impact of the algorithm on late batch costs.
The quantity of batches is increased to test the impact of higher numbers of RTE with and without
the model.
The number of batches is increased by 10 per day up until 60 batches as illustrated in Figure 6.6. This
is in order to obtain results in regards to the number of late batches as the quantity of batches in the
system is increased and compared to a RTE system with slow returns and losses.
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10‐6
60
Batcches

Figurre 6.6 Model and Simulattion Set‐up for Scenario of
o Late Batchh Cost Comp
parison

Figuree 6.7 Networrk View of Sccenario
6.3.1

Slow RTE
R Returns

o represent different variations
v
off returns within
w
the network,
n
Tabble 6.5 dem
monstrates the
To
caalculations of
o 2 different systems oof late RTE batches
b
with
hout the RTEEASA. For 50% RTE Return
within 2 dayss, half of th
he RTE Batcches are retturned within 2 days, w
whilst the others
o
arrivee at
staggered times during the rest of thee days of the
e simulation (15 days). FFor no return
n within 2 daays,
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the RTE batches arrive at various days within the 15 days. These calculations are used for comparison
to the results obtained via the simulations.
50% RTE Return within 2 days
Returned within 2 days
RTE take a further 4 days
RTE take a further 7 days

50%
25%
25%

No RTE Return Within 2 Days
4 days
7 Days
10 Days

Table 6.5 Network View of Scenario
Table 6.6 contains the calculations for 50% of RTE, which are returned within 2 days. As the batches
quantities are increased the numbers rise. Calculations are also conducted for batches, which are not
returned within 2 days in Table 6.7. The number of late days are summarised in
Table 6.8 with the values gained from the agent based model and simulation. Each day is multiplied
by £80 and the costings are presented in Table 6.9. The line graph in Figure 6.8 illustrates that the
model returns batches on time (within 2 days), which is important in reducing the cost of under‐
utilisation of RTE batches. Without the model, the costs of slow returns rise in a linear fashion as the
quantity of batches increase, and therefore the more batches in the network the more costly the
impact is in not implementing a RTE return strategy.
6.3.2

RTE Losses

(Ilic et al., 2009) reported that the average loss rate for the pallets is around 9–10% annually. Besides
losses, the RTI industry faces the problem that on average 9% of the assets are subject to breakage
every year. A case study observed by (Ilic et al., 2009) identified that a company was losing 50% of
RTE, whilst also having to cope with 30% of RTE being damaged. Each of the observed loss rates are
used for comparison as illustrated in Table 6.10, which demonstrates the number of batches lost in
the studies presented in the literature. Table 6.11 presents the number of batches which are lost at a
rate of 10%. Table 6.12 presents the calculations at a rate of 20% and Table 6.13 at 80% rate of
losses. The number of days batches are late are summarised in Table 6.14 with the result from the
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agent based model and simulation. Table 6.15 presents the costs for each batch rate, which is
illustrated by a line graph in Figure 6.9. The graph illustrates that the implementation of the
algorithm has a high impact on late RTE batch cost reduction in comparison to RTE network with
losses but this is further amplified when including RTE, which is damaged in addition to losses.
Further exploration into how the model reduces late RTE batch costs is explored further by testing
different scenarios in sections 6.5 to 6.9. However, first simulations comparing the impact of the RTE
batch processing day to the fleet costs is conducted.
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50% RTE Return within 2 Days
10 Batches

20 Batches

30 Batches

40 Batches

50 Batches

60 Batches

50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%

Batches
5
2.5
2.5
10
5
5
15
7.5
7.5
20
10
10
25
12.5
12.5
30
15
15

Days Late
0
4
7
0
4
7
0
4
7
0
4
7
0
4
7
0
4
7

Days Late/Batch
0
150
262.5
0
300
525
0
450
787.5
0
600
1050
0
750
1312.5
0
900
1575

Table 6.6 Calculation for 50% RTE Return within 2 Days
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Total Days Late

412.5

825

1237.5

1650

2062.5

2475

No RTE Return within 2 Days
10 Batches

20 Batches

30 Batches

40 Batches

50 Batches

60 Batches

50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
50%
25%
25%

Batches
5
2.5
2.5
10
5
5
15
7.5
7.5
20
10
10
25
12.5
12.5
30
15
15

Days Late
4
7
10
4
7
10
4
7
10
4
7
10
4
7
10
4
7
10

Days Late
300
262.5
375
600
525
750
900
787.5
1125
1200
1050
1500
1500
1312.5
1875
1800
1575
2250

Table 6.7 Calculation for No Return within 2 Days
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Total Days Late

937.5

1875

2812.5

3750

4687.5

5625

10 Batches
20 Batches
30 Batches
40 Batches
50 Batches
60 Batches

Agent Simulation: Number of Days Late

50% RTE Return Within 2 Days

No RTE Return Within 2 Days

1
27
16
8
17
11

412.5
825
1237.5
1650
2062.5
2475

937.5
1875
2812.5
3750
4687.5
5625

Table 6.8 Number of Days a RTE Batch is Late

10 Batches
20Batches
30 Batches
40 Batches
50 Batches
60 Batches

Agent Simulation: Number of Days Late

50% RTE Return Within 2 Days

No RTE Return Within 2 Days

£80
£2160
£1280
£640
£1360
£880

£33000
£66000
£99000
£132000
£165000
£198000

£75000
£150000
£225000
£300000
£375000
£450000

Table 6.9 Costing for Late RTE Batches
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Simulation Versus Slow Returns
£500,000
£450,000
Agent
Simulation:
Number of
Days Late

£400,000

Cost (£)

£350,000
£300,000

50% RTE
Return Within
2 Days

£250,000
£200,000

No RTE Return
Within 2 Days

£150,000
£100,000
£50,000
£0
10 Batches

20Batches

30 Batches

40 Batches

50 Batches

60 Batches

RTE Batches

Figure 6.8 Graph Illustrating the Simulation Results versus Slow Returns
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Losses for 15 Simulated Days
Batch Quantity
10% 20%
10 Batches
1
2
20 batches
2
4
30 Batches
3
6
40 Batches
4
8
50 Batches
5
10
60 Batches
6
12

Table 6.10 Calculation for Losses
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80%
8
16
24
32
40
48

10% losses
Day of simulation

10 Batches

20 batches

30 Batches

40 Batches

50 Batches

60 Batches

1

14

28

42

56

70

84

2

13

26

39

52

65

78

3

12

24

36

48

60

72

4

11

22

33

44

55

66

5

10

20

30

40

50

60

6

9

18

27

36

45

54

7

8

16

24

32

40

48

8

7

14

21

28

35

42

9

6

12

18

24

30

36

10

5

10

15

20

25

30

11

4

8

12

16

20

24

12

3

6

9

12

15

18

13

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

1

2

3

4

5

6

15

0

0

0

0

0

0

105

210

315

420

525

630

Table 6.11 Number of Days Late for 10% Losses
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20% losses
Day of simulation

10 Batches

20 batches

30 Batches

40 Batches

50 Batches

60 Batches

1

28

56

84

112

140

168

2

26

52

78

104

130

156

3

24

48

72

96

120

144

4

22

44

66

88

110

132

5

20

40

60

80

100

120

6

18

36

54

72

90

108

7

16

32

48

64

80

96

8

14

28

42

56

70

84

9

12

24

36

48

60

72

10

10

20

30

40

50

60

11

8

16

24

32

40

48

12

6

12

18

24

30

36

13

4

8

12

16

20

24

14

2

4

6

8

10

12

15

0

0

0

0

0

0

210

420

630

840

1050

1260

Table 6.12 Number of Days Late for 20% Losses
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80% losses
Day of simulation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

10 Batches
112
104
96
88
80
72
64
56
48
40
32
24
16
8
0
840

20 batches
224
208
192
176
160
144
128
112
96
80
64
48
32
16
0
1680

30 Batches
336
312
288
264
240
216
192
168
144
120
96
72
48
24
0
2520

40 Batches
448
416
384
352
320
288
256
224
192
160
128
96
64
32
0
3360

Table 6.13 Number of Days Late for 80% Losses
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50 Batches
560
520
480
440
400
360
320
280
240
200
160
120
80
40
0
4200

60 Batches
672
624
576
528
480
432
384
336
288
240
192
144
96
48
0
5040

10 Batches
20 batches
30 Batches
40 Batches
50 Batches
60 Batches

Agent Simulation

20% Losses

10% Losses

80% Losses

1
27
16
8
17
11

210
420
630
840
1050
1260

105
210
315
420
525
630

840
1680
2520
3360
4200
5040

Table 6.14 Number of Days Late for Batches

10 Batches
20 batches
30 Batches
40 Batches
50 Batches
60 Batches

Agent Simulation

20% Losses

10% Losses

80% Losses

£80
£2,160
£ 1,280
£ 640
£1,360
£ 880

£16,800
£33,600
£50,400
£67,200
£ 84,000
£ 100,800

£ 8,400
£16,800
£25,200
£33,600
£42,000
£50,400

£ 67,200
£ 134,400
£ 201,600
£268,800
£ 336,000
£ 403,200

Table 6.15 Cost of Losses versus Simulation Results
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Simulation Versus Losses
£450,000
£400,000
Agent
Simulation

£350,000

Cost (£)

£300,000
20% Losses
£250,000
£200,000

10% Losses

£150,000
£100,000

50%
Losses/30%
Damage

£50,000
£‐
10 Batches

20 batches

30 Batches

40 Batches

50 Batches

RTE Batches

Figure 6.9 Comparison of Simulation Results Versus Losses
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60 Batches

6..4 Batch Processin
ng Versus Fleet Cossts
Th
he scenario conducted
c
in
n section 6.33, demonstraated the imp
pact of the m
model on returning the RTE.
R
Th
his section explores the effect of inccreasing the batch processing time a nd the impa
act on the fleeet.
Th
he parameteers for the scenario aree illustrated
d in Figure 6.10
6
and thhe batch pro
ocessing dayy is
modified by 2 to 9 days. As
A the batch processing day
d is increased, the num
mber of late batch days and
a
p
in Table 6.16, which
w
is illustrated in Figgure 6.11.
fleeet operatingg costs are presented

Modiffied
2‐9 Days

FFigure 6.10 Scenario Set‐up
ustrates thatt there are ceertain batch processing days,
d
which return RTE batches
b
without
Figgure 6.11 illu
incurring a higgh number of
o late days ffor this particular scenarrio. In additi on, the fleett indicated that
t
th
here are certtain numberr of batch p rocessing daays, which are
a required for the flee
et to reducee its
op
perating costt. For the scenario cond ucted, as the return datte is increaseed, the late batch cost stay
s
reelatively even
n, apart from
m at 6 days w
where there is a slight rise
e.
Th
he graph illusstrates that the cost of ffleet will rise
e as the batch processingg days increa
ase because the
longer the baatches are waiting
w
to bbe moved then there are
a less oppportunities available
a
to be
ollected for delivery earrlier. When tthe batches are finally ready to bee picked‐up then
t
there is
i a
co
strain on the fleet
f
resourcces. As the daates for delivvery are randomly generrated, there will be variaable
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fleet costs but it is evident in Figure 6.11 that the rise in batch processing days increases the truck
operating costs, and therefore it is beneficial for the truck agent to get batches back quicker,
improving the RTE utilisation rate.

Batch
Processing
Days
2 Days
3 Days
4 Days
5 Days
6 Days
7 Days
8 Days
9 Days
10 Days

Number
of Days
Batches
Late
14
8
6
2
24
8
12
3
17

Fleet
Operating
Values

Late Batch Cost

404.64
393.66
373.2
386.04
391.84
412.76
424.58
439.9
480.1

£ 1,120.00
£
640.00
£
480.00
£
160.00
£ 1,920.00
£
640.00
£
960.00
£
240.00
£ 1,360.00

Fleet Operating Cost

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

32,371.20
31,492.80
29,856.00
30,883.20
31,347.20
33,020.80
33,966.40
35,192.00
38,408.00

Total Cost

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

33,491.20
32,132.80
30,336.00
31,043.20
33,267.20
33,660.80
34,926.40
35,432.00
39,768.00

Table 6.16 Comparison of the Return Date Increase Versus Truck Operating Costs
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Cost of Modifying the Batch Processing Days

£40,000

£35,000

£30,000
Late Batch
Cost

Cost (£)

£25,000

£20,000

£15,000

Fleet
Operating
Cost

£10,000

Total Cost

£5,000

£‐
2 Days

3 Days

4 Days

5 Days

6 Days

7 Days

8 Days

9 Days

Batch Processing Days

Figure 6.11 Comparison of Fleet Operating Cost Versus the Late RTE Batch Cost
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10 Days

6..5 Increaasing Netw
work Com
mplexity
In the real‐wo
orld there are
a many diffferent route options fo
or a truck too select when compiling a
e an opportu
unity to colleect RTE batcches for retu
urn,
scchedule. On each potenttial route, thhere may be
im
mproving utilisation rattes. Therefoore, scenario
os with ne
etwork com plexity are conducted to
investigate thee impact on the fleet andd RTE. In the
e test scenario, the netw ork complexxity is set at 0.9,
0
which increases the numb
ber of links bbetween the
e facilities in comparisonn to the conttrol scenario
o as
illustrated in Figure
F
6.12.

Control Sccenario

Test Scenario

Figure 6.12 CControl Scen
nario Versus Test Scenariio
Figgure 6.13 illu
ustrates the impact of inncreasing the
e RTE batch quantity
q
from
m 10 batche
es to 60 batches
att an interval of 10 batch
hes and its eeffect on tru
uck operatin
ng costs andd late RTE ba
atch costs. It is
ob
bserved thatt for lower quantities
q
of batches to be scheduled, between 20‐50 batch
hes the late RTE
R
baatch costs an
nd truck operating costs increase. Fo
or batches 20
0‐30, the truuck cost incre
eases indicatting
th
hat the truckks are pickingg up a certaain number of
o load, after which it iss not possible for the Truck
aggent to nego
otiate furtherr load pick‐uups, which ad
dhere to the destinationn and deliverry requiremeents
off its current route. This impact leadss to a rise in late batch costs.
c
It is nooted that by offering tru
ucks
more variety, the cost of late batches rise because
e there is a higher
h
probaability of nott being selected
fo
or schedulingg due to the increase in competition
n. Therefore, to reduce late batch costs,
c
there is a
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case to be made to restrict the number of links between facilities in a network when devising the
operating values of the functions. Although this is the case for lower batch quantities, as the quantity
is increased to 60 batches, network complexity has less impact on the number of late batches. This is
because the number of facilities remain the same, whilst the quantity of batches at each facility
increases, therefore enhancing the probability of a batch being picked up as a truck has more of an
incentive to take the route (larger load collection). The impact of increasing the number of facilities is
tested in section 6.6.
Figure 6.14 illustrates the truck utilisation rates of time, weight and volume across a range of batch
quantities. It is noted that in many of the simulations, the volume and weight utilisation rates of the
truck are higher as the network is more complex. In addition, there is less variability in the weight
utilisation rate, which is between 40% to 60% for the control scenario, and more stable for the
complex scenario at 52% to 58%. This is because by adding more links between facilities, the options
for the truck to pick‐up RTE batches increases. This correlates with the time utilisation rate, which
increases at batches 20 to 30, as the addition of a newLeg method is implemented in the model,
which enables a truck’s driving time to be fully utilised. However, as the quantity of batches in the
system increases to 60 batches, the time utilisation decreases. This indicates that as the loads at each
facility increases, the truck’s ability to add more legs to the route and fully utilise its driving time
becomes more challenging. Therefore, there is a case to made to allow the RTE batches to wait at the
facilities in order to become of sufficient size, encouraging trucks to pick‐up the loads, however this
would have a negative effect on the RTE utilisation rate in comparison to a quick return strategy.
Figure 6.15 confirms that as the quantity of the RTE batches increases, the number of auctions
conducted also rises. However, with a complex network the number of auctions rises at 20 batches
per day in comparison to the control scenario. This concurs with the time utilisation value presented
in Figure 6.14, where at 20 batches the highest level of utilisation was reached, and therefore a high
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number of auctions were conducted to ensure that the amount of fleet utilisation was pushed to the
upper limit.
Figure 6.16 illustrates the effect of increasing the batch processing day, which is the amount of time
each batch spends at the customer’s facility. The graph indicates that for a complex road structure, in
comparison to the control scenario, the late batch cost is more stable across all the batch processing
days which have been tested. This is because there are more opportunities along each scheduled
route to make stops and pick‐up batches in comparison to the control scenario, which has fewer
roads. The increase in opportunities has also impacted the truck costs as the complex network is able
to provide an environment to maintain lower truck operating costs, and in addition maintain more
on time batch deliveries in comparison to a scenario of fewer roads. Figure 6.17 demonstrates the
large variability of time utilisation, which is approximately 56% to 87% for a scenario with high
network complexity in comparison to the control scenario, which has a variability of 78 to 91%.
Returning RTE after 4 days of batch processing reduces the fleet utilisation, and therefore leaves
more truck capacity for further batches or the option to reduce the fleet. Figure 6.17 also illustrates
that for certain batch processing days, for example 5 days or 7 days, the volume and weight
utilisation rates are higher, whilst the time utilisation is lower. This suggests that by allowing the
batch to be at the customer’s facility for a certain number of days, it will enable the truck to
negotiate a schedule with a higher volume and weight utilisation in less driving time. Figure 6.18
illustrates the auction rate and for both the control and road complexity scenarios, the number of
auctions range from 1500‐2000. At most stages, each of the scenarios has different quantities of
auctions but generally the network complexity scenarios have a lower number of auctions, which is
due to the higher level of opportunities for a batch pick‐up, allowing the formation of a schedule
quicker. At the batch processing day of 3, Figure 6.17 illustrates that the RTE batches have a similar
rate of time utilisation at 90% and 87%, however to achieve the 3% extra for the control scenario,
approximately 400 extra auctions need to be conducted, and therefore highlighting the significance
of the auction process.
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Therefore, setting a batch processing day and increasing the network complexity is advantageous for
the trucks’ schedule in regards to the operating time and utilisation rates. However, if the batch
processing day is too long, then it will not be advantageous for the RTE batch utilisation rate as this
requires a quicker return. Section 6.6 explores the impact of increasing the number of facilities.
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Figure 6.13 Impact of Increasing Network Complexity as Batch Quantities Rise
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Figure 6.14 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing Quantity of RTE Batches for a Complex Network
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Figure 6.15 Number of Auctions as Batches Increase for a Complex Network
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Figure 6.16 Impact of Increasing Network Complexity as Batch Processing Days Rise
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Figure 6.17 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing the Batch Processing Days for a Complex Network
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Figure 6.18 Number of Auctions as the Batch Processing Days Increase for a Complex Network
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6..6 Largerr Networkk
Lo
ogistics service providerss have to coontend with a variety of networks, eeach of whicch is a differrent
sizze, thereforre the control scenarioo, which consists of a network off 1 distribu
ution centree, 2
warehouses and 5 custom
mers is comppared to a larger network consisting of 4 distribu
ution centress, 8
mers as illusttrated in Figu
ure 6.19.
warehouses and 20 custom

Control Scenarrio

Test Scenario

Figure 6.19 CControl Scen
nario Versus Test Scenariio
Figgure 6.20 illustrates the
e impact of a higher quaantity of faccilities on truuck operatin
ng and late RTE
R
baatch costs. The
T results show that as the number of facilitiess is increaseed, the late RTE
R batch co
osts
risse. This is because the qu
uantity of RTTE batches is the same ass in the contrrol scenarioss, and thereffore
is spread acro
oss more faciilities. This leeads to the trucks
t
having
g to pick up more RTE batches
b
in order
o meet time,, volume and
d weight reqquirements. However, th
he driving h our limit is reached beffore
to
more loads arre collected as
a illustratedd in Figure 6.21,
6
where the
t weight aand volume utilisation
u
raates
d the time uttilisation hig her than the
e control sce
enario. Thereefore, more batches will be
arre lower and
waiting in thee network fo
or delivery, increasing the RTE late batch cost as demonsttrated in Figure
6.20. Both Figure 6.20 and
d Figure 6.211 illustrate th
hat as the ba
atch quantitiies are incre
eased to 60, the
co
osts and ratees are more
e aligned witth the contrrol scenario. Therefore, as the batch quantity in a
neetwork with larger facilities increasees, this incre
eases the qu
uantity of RTTE batches at
a each facillity,
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making a stop at a facility more advantageous for the truck as a larger load can be collected within
the time frame. It is noted that a network with more facilities and a small quantity of RTE batches,
overstretches the fleet, therefore a case may be made to assign each truck a region to facilitate
deliveries, so that the truck can pick up as many loads within a specified area. Possibly considering a
strategy where RTE are trunked at designated facilities, may increase the quantity of loads at the
facilities for each batch. This impacts the rules devised in terms of the truck routing limitations.
Despite the lower weight and volume utilisation, the number of auctions conducted is similar to the
control scenario as illustrated in Figure 6.22, apart from at 20 batches where less auctions are
needed for the fleet to complete the scheduling.
Figure 6.23 illustrates the impact of the batch processing day on the control scenario in comparison
to the larger network scenario. It is noted that generally the late batch costs and truck operating
costs are lower for the larger network scenario despite the volume, weight and utilisation rates being
lower than the control scenario as illustrated in Figure 6.24. With a larger number of facilities, as the
links between the facilities are increased, once a batch is processed and made available for
collection, it is more likely to be eligible for scheduling by truck than in a smaller network. Therefore,
for a network with fewer facilities there is a case to be made to add incentives to make batches more
desirable to encourage pick‐ups by possibly increasing the number of links available between
facilities. The auction rates vary for each batch processing day as illustrated in Figure 6.25. For the
larger network there is a larger range in the amount of auctions, which are between 1500 and 1900
whereas for a smaller network, the range is between 1650 and 2000 indicating that the negotiation
intensity is higher for a larger network.
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Figure 6.20 Impact of Enlarging the Network as Batch Quantities Rise
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Figure 6.21 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing Quantity of RTE Batches as the Network is Enlarged
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Figure 6.22 Number of Auctions as the Network is Enlarged
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Figure 6.23 Impact of Enlarging the Network as Batch Processing Days Rise
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Figure 6.24 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing the Batch Processing Days as the Network is Enlarged
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Figure 6.25 Number of Auctions as the Batch Processing Days Increase and the Network is Enlarged
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6..7 Smalle
er Batch Sizes
S
Th
he quantity and size of batches, whhich are intro
oduced to th
he network will vary, pa
articularly fo
or a
logistics servicce provider with
w a large portfolio of clients, acro
oss an array of industriess with differrent
prroduct typess. A smallerr size of RTEE batches iss tested and
d the simulaation is set up as per the
paarameters prresented in Figure
F
6.26.
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Figure 6.26 CControl Scen
nario Versus Test Scenariio
Figgure 6.27 illu
ustrates the impact of inttroducing sm
maller RTE ba
atches into tthe network. It is noted that
t
altthough the late
l
batch co
ost is similarr between th
he two scena
arios, in most
st of the instances (with the
exxception of 50 batchess), the truckk operating cost is hig
gher for sm aller batch loads. Further
investigation into the utilisation ratees presente
ed in Figure 6.28 illustrrates that fo
or smaller RTE
R
v
and weight
w
utilisaation rates are
a significan
ntly lower, w
whilst the time utilisation for
baatches, the volume
th
he trucks is higher. There
efore, trucks are unable to
t pick up en
nough loads dduring the time availablee to
increase the utilisation,
u
although this does not impact on the late RTE battch cost. Furrthermore, with
w
maller batches, the fleett costs rise, however the
e late RTE batch costs rremain simila
ar, leading to
t a
sm
go
ood rate of RTE
R utilisatio
on. The aucttion rates in Figure 6.29 are similar bbetween the
e two scenarrios
bu
ut there is a case to be made to lim
mit the amou
unt of smalle
er batches inn the system
m, asserting the
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requirement to batch RTE when scheduling instead of disseminating decision‐making to each
individual RTE, as this will lead to a rise in the truck operating cost.
Figure 6.30 illustrates the results of the impact of implementing smaller batch sizes across a range of
batch processing days. The late batch cost is stable across all the batch processing days, however the
fleet costs rise as the batch processing day increases. This indicates that with smaller batches, which
wait at the customer facility for processing for a longer number of days, impacts the total cost on the
fleet. Therefore, there is a case to be made to implement a strategy of a lower batch processing day
(2‐5 days) in order to benefit the fleet, by enabling them to schedule more efficient deliveries, and
also return the RTE back quicker for re‐use. This is asserted by Figure 6.31, where the time utilisation
of the truck is higher as the batch processing day increases, foregoing the missed opportunity to use
the available driving hours earlier. The lowest number of auctions is for the highest batch processing
day, 10, where Figure 6.32 illustrates that as the time utilisation rate is reached quicker, the
scheduling process is completed, due to the time constraint. Therefore a case is to be made to limit
the batch processing day to facilitate a more responsive fleet.
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Figure 6.27 Impact of Implementing Smaller Batch Sizes as Batch Quantities Rise
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Figure 6.28 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing Quantity the of RTE Batches with Smaller Batch Sizes
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Figure 6.29 Number of Auctions as Batches Increase with Smaller Batch Sizes
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Figure 6.30 Impact of Smaller Batch Sizes as the Batch Processing Days Rise
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Figure 6.31 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing the Batch Processing Days as the Quantity of Smaller Batch Sizes Increases
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Figure 6.32 Number of Auctions as the Batch Processing Days and the Level of Smaller Batch Size is Increased
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6..8 Biggerr Range off RTE
Th
he variety off products, which
w
are caarried by RTTE may vary significantlyy in size, and
d therefore this
t
seection presen
nts results off a bigger rannge of RTE with
w the parameters usedd illustrated in Figure 6.33
3.

Control Sccenario

Test Scenarrio

Figure 6.33 CControl Scen
nario Versus Test Scenariio
Figgure 6.34 illustrates the
e impact of i mplementing a bigger range of RTEE where it is noted that the
latte batch cossts and truckk operating costs are higher than th
he control sccenario. In addition,
a
Figure
6.35 demonstrates that th
he weight annd volume uttilisation rate
es for the biggger batch ra
ange are low
wer,
whilst the tim
me utilisation
n is higher. TTherefore, although the fleet is usedd more, the number of late
l
baatches is high
her, incurring higher costts compared
d to a network of a small er batch ran
nge. Despite the
difference, thee number off auctions is similar as illustrated in Figure
F
6.36. There is a ca
ase to be maade
o limit the raange of batch sizes in thhe system. Th
his would be
e implementted in the ru
ules, whereb
by a
to
baatch size between a certa
ain range (foor example, in the contro
ol scenario) nneeds to be reached,
r
beffore
it is put into the system. Therefore,
T
a more standardised RTE network is ffavoured in regards to fleet
nd late RTE batch
b
cost reductions.
an
Figgure 6.37 illustrates tha
at a lower baatch processsing day is favourable foor a network with a biggger
raange of RTE as
a both the batch
b
and truuck costs are
e lower. Although the utiilisation rate
es vary betweeen
or the compllex scenario as illustrated in Figure 6.38,
6
the cossts presented
d in Figure 6.37
6
2 to 5 days, fo
e for a lowerr utilisation rate. The auction rates iin Figure 6.3
39 are similar in
indicate a better outcome
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variation of 1600 to 2000, for both scenarios across the days. Therefore, although the late batch cost
is not affected by a bigger range of RTE, the fleet operating cost is increased, as it is more challenging
to develop a favourable schedule. Therefore, a contingency from the batches through introducing a
constraint of a shorter batch processing day, aids in the reduction of the fleet costs, and in turn
enables better utilisation of the RTE as they are returned to the facility quicker. For the final test case
scenario in section 6.9, all the changes made in the previous sections are combined and tested to
form a large and complex network with RTE variability.
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Figure 6.34 Impact of Increasing the Batch Size Range as Batch Quantities Rise with a Bigger Range of RTE
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Figure 6.35 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing Quantity of RTE Batches with a Bigger Range of RTE
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Figure 6.36 Number of Auctions as Batches Increase with a Bigger Range of RTE
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Figure 6.37 Impact of Implementing a Bigger Range of RTE as the Batch Processing Days Rise
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Figure 6.38 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing the Batch Processing Days with Bigger Range of RTE
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Figure 6.39 Number of Auctions as the Batch Processing Days with a Bigger Range of RTE Increase
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6..9 Large and Comp
plex Netw
work
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w
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particularly when compared to the truck cost, which is higher for batches 20 to 40. This corroborates
with the fleet utilisation time rate in Figure 6.43, which is higher for 20‐40 batches despite the
volume and weight utilisation rates being lower than the control scenario. In addition, the auction
rates are lower for each batch quantity tested as illustrated in Figure 6.44.
The results indicate that all the trucks are required in order to lower the RTE batch late cost but there
is a case to be made that as the size and complexity of the network increases and the batch range is
higher, the truck sizes may be smaller as a quantity of trucks in the system will have more impact on
quicker RTE returns and the adherence of fleet operating limits, than increasing the truck size.
When analysing the results of the batch processing days tested, for a complex network the costs are
more stable then the control scenario as illustrated in Figure 6.45. In addition, the utilisation rates
are also more stable; however a lower batch processing day is favoured for truck cost reduction as in
many of the previous test case scenarios. In addition, Figure 6.47 illustrates a lower auction rate, as
the limited truck driving hours are filled quicker than in a simple network.
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Figure 6.42 Impact of Increasing the Network Size as Batch Quantities Rise
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Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing Quantity of RTE Batches
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Figure 6.43 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing Quantity of RTE Batches as the Network Size is Increased
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The Impact of Increasing the Network as
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Figure 6.45 Impact of Increasing Road Complexity as the Batch Processing Days Rise with Increased Network Size
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Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing Batch Processing Days
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Figure 6.46 Fleet Utilisation Rates of Increasing the Batch Processing Days with Increased Network Size
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6.10 Summary
The chapter presents results to test the competitive advantage objectives of the model discussed in
chapter 5. The model developed focuses on utilising the current resources in the system to make
improvements, and therefore the effect of gaining value advantage on costs is required. The model
has various tools to monitor these effects and this chapter investigates the truck utilisation rates and
the batch usage by exploring the impact of the auction process. The scenarios implemented in this
chapter investigate the mechanics of the model and algorithms on the truck and batch utilisation
rates. The simulation shows that the rules devised through the algorithms, which enable interaction
between the Truck agent and RTE Batch agent, ensure all RTE are returned back to their final
destination. The findings from the simulation are:


The RFIDERTEAM ensures a quicker return and less cost loss of batch under‐utilisation than a
slow RTE return systems or networks with losses as reported by (Ilic et. al., 2009).



Scenarios tested, demonstrate that certain batch processing days have a lower rate of late
RTE batch costs than others and as the batch processing day is increased, the fleet costs rise.



Offering trucks more variety of pick‐up options (increasing the number of links between
facilities), increases the number of late RTE batches.



An increase of the number of facilities in the network will lead to a rise in the late RTE batch
costs as the loads are spread across the network. In addition, the fleet has lower weight and
volume utilisation as it picks‐up smaller loads. Therefore, a strategy where the number of
routes or the points of collection are limited, such as decreasing the number of facilities
accessible, may be beneficial.



The truck utilisation rates are significantly lower for smaller RTE batches as they are unable
to pick‐up enough loads within the time. Therefore, there is a need to reduce the truck size
or increase the batch sizes in the scheduling process.
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A low batch processing day for smaller batches will lead to benefits for the fleet as the truck
can schedule more efficient pick‐ups, and therefore there is a case to be made to limit the
batch processing day in order to implement a responsive fleet and quicker RTE return.



As the range of RTE is increased, the fleet utilisation is decreased and the number of late RTE
batches increases. There is a case to be made to limit the range of batch sizes in the system
and standardise them to enable a better fleet collection and quicker return rate.

The simulations show that the set of rules devised results in efficient returns of RTE to increase
utilisation and improves cost advantage for the RTE network. The model is also able to integrate
forward and reverse flows through agents with negotiation capability, improving RTE management,
whilst maintaining the fleet operating costs. The results demonstrate that the decentralised decision‐
making and interactions, which allows autonomy in the RTE management system, leads to a gain in
competitive advantage throughout the network.
Highlighting the importance of the fleet in RTE management improvement, the truck is an essential
unit to consider in the network as it incurs the majority of the total cost. The ability of the model to
utilise the current fleet in the system is investigated through examining the weight, volume and time
utilisation rates. These key performance indicators enable a valuation to be conducted as to the
effect on the fleet of implementing agents, on the endeavour to integrate the reverse and forward
flows. It also shows that the cost of late batches i.e. not using RTE are minimised, therefore creating
a network improvement tool. Further research is required by using real‐world networks for testing,
and also a comparison to a non‐autonomous approach without RFID for quantitative results, chapter
7 asserts the merit of this model in comparison to other systems presented in the literature.
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Chapter 7

Discussion
7

Discussion

In chapter 6, the RFID enhanced RTE Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM) was tested with different scenarios
and the results of the simulations presented. In this chapter, a number of threads of research, which
have been addressed throughout this thesis, are discussed. Aggarwal and Lim (2013b) assert a strong
relationship between resource utilisation and RTE network competitive advantage, where it has been
reported that introducing lean and agile methods is essential. Prior studies that have noted the
importance of RFID technology application to RTE stress the significance of visibility as a critical
feature as it enables competitive advantage achievement (Chuang and Shaw, 2007, Hellstrom and
Saghir, 2007, Hellstrom, 2009, Ilic et al., 2009, Martínez‐Sala et al., 2009). Through the enhancement
of network visibility, the problems of RTE costs, shrinkage, ownership and cycle times are improved
as described in section 2.1.3 and the DHL Exel Supply Chain case study in section 2.1.4. RFID
technology when applied to RTE removes the need for manual handling and improves the efficiency
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of automatic identification as no line of sight is required when scanning tagged items. Shrinkage is
reduced or even completely eliminated with RFID technology due to constant monitoring capability
as stated in a study of Arla Foods (Hellstrom, 2009). Ownership problems in a LSP pool environment
are alleviated by using the rewritable feature of the attached RFID tags, which automatically updates
as the RTE changes between clients. The ease of keeping up‐to‐date records encourages an increase
in the interchangeable rate of RTE between clients as the ownership of each RTE is clarified
throughout the supply chain. Finally, with increased network visibility, bottlenecks are reduced,
improving the RTE velocity, which leads to a reduction of the cycle times and a decrease in the RTE
cycle costs, which in one study was reported at a cost reduction of 22%, assisting in the reduction of
overall supply chain costs (Hellstrom, 2009, Ilic et al., 2009, Martínez‐Sala et al., 2009).
As mentioned in the literature review, the increased supply chain visibility offered by RFID
technology application is used to improve data retrieval and physical process automation. However,
to utilise the RFID enabled visibility for more cognitive based methods, such as autonomous decision‐
making, further investigation is required. Little was found in the literature in regards to the potential
of autonomous decision‐making in the RTE problem domain. Furthermore, in reviewing the
literature, there were limited studies on the impact of RFID data on creating autonomous objects and
no studies addressing competitive advantage gain in the RTE problem domain in outbound logistics,
from the perspective of the LSPs, where the RTE network becomes more complex and challenging as
discussed in section 2.2.1. This study set out with the aim of assessing the impact of autonomous
decision‐making in improving the management of RFID enabled RTE. The scenarios used in chapter 6
to determine the impact of implementing an autonomous approach to create a leaner and more
agile RTE network are presented in Table 7.1.
In this chapter, the merit of the research is established by interpreting the findings in section 7.1 and
comparing the research conducted to other studies in section 7.2. Once the merit of the
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RFIDERTEAM is established, the chapter assesses the limitations which may affect the conclusions
presented in chapter 8 in section 7.3 and the chapter concludes with a summary.
Scenarios Tested
Comparison to RTE which return slowly
Comparison to a system with RTE losses
The batch processing day versus to truck operating costs
Impact of increasing the network complexity
Impact of using the model on a larger network
The effect of implementing smaller RTE batch sizes
Implementing a bigger range of RTE batches
Using the model to represent a bigger and more complex
network with a larger quantity and range of batches

Table 7.1 List of Scenarios Used For Simulations
7.1. Interpretation of Findings
The results of this study show that agents provide the level of autonomy required to negotiate with
flexibility, producing leaner schedules. When the results of simulations, which were conducted with
scenarios using the RFID enabled Agent based RTE model (RFIDERTEAM) were compared to the RTE
losses reported in the literature by (Ilic et al., 2009), the model presented more favourable results as
fewer late batches were scheduled, leading to lower late batch costs and a reduction in the total
cost.
On the question of truck operating costs, this study found that with the implementation of the
model, the RTE late batch costs are reduced, particularly when compared to RTE related costs
reported in the literature, and therefore the fleet costs contribute to a large majority of the total
cost. In cases where there were fluctuations of late batch costs, the total costs rise, and therefore the
truck operating cost must be balanced against the return date of the RTE (returning the RTE quickly)
as reducing the fleet cost will increase the late batch cost, and therefore in certain cases lead to an
increase in the total cost, resulting in a trade‐off.
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It was found that when the model was tested with various scenarios, the agent interactions
produced results, which enabled schedules to be developed, whilst the late batch cost is reduced. For
example, when testing the results of the model against the RTE network presented in the literature,
which is discussed in Chapter 6 in section 6.3, a significant reduction in the time to return batches is
produced, reducing the late batch cost (see Figure 6.9). Other factors such as increasing the network
complexity resulted in some test case scenarios to produce better utilisation of the fleet, whilst the
RTE is returned back as soon as possible (see Section 6.5). These results support the mobility of agent
interaction where the system provides an environment for the Truck agent and RTE Batch agent to
negotiate the most favourable schedule. The ability of the model to cope with various levels of
complexity, whilst reducing the late batch costs, asserts the model’s robustness, whilst the
complexity factor also affirms its applicability to the real‐world.
The system provides an environment for the Truck agent and RTE Batch agent to negotiate a feasible
schedule and this supports the benefits of agent interaction. The ability of the model to cope with
various levels of complexity, whilst reducing the late batch costs asserts the model’s robustness,
whilst the ability to cope with an increase in the complexity factor affirms its applicability to the real‐
world. The model provides the flexibility to respond to dynamic changes such as truck constraints,
enabling RTE network agility and the ability to factor in each client’s needs and product
requirements, such as differences in sizes and delivery dates.
The most interesting finding was that as the complexity factor of the network and scenarios were
increased, the lowest batch processing day of 2 did not produce the lowest overall cost or the lowest
late batch cost. For example, when the road complexity was increased, a batch processing day of 3
achieved the lowest level of late batches and truck operating costs when tested between a range of
2‐9 batch processing days. Therefore, lying an extra day idle in the customer’s facility or warehouse
awaiting pick‐up is more favourable in terms of overall cost reduction. This finding asserts that when
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scheduling trucks, RTE processing time is critical and requires investigation in order to assess the day,
which will produce the lowest overall total cost.
Another important finding was that the higher the truck operating cost in each scenario the higher
the time utilisation of the truck, however the volume and weight utilisation rates varied by batch
load, batch processing day and the level of complexity in the scenario. Therefore, the model enables
a truck to achieve time utilisation, and in the scenarios tested this is reached before the truck is able
to achieve a higher load level. This is significant when the range and types of batches increase as the
volume and weight utilisation is lower. Therefore, this stresses the challenges LSPs face as they have
to transport an array of various RTE for different clients across complex and large networks. The
RFIDERTEAM provides a platform for the LSP to test different scenarios, strategies and techniques in
order to gain advantage for the LSP and their clients.
In the current study, comparing the truck operating costs, RTE batch costs and the utilisation rates, it
is interesting to note that in all the scenarios tested, each factor varies in every instance. This is
explained by the intricacy of each of these factors and the trade‐offs, which are required in the RTE
network. The contingencies through the RTE Agent Scheduling Algorithm (RTEASA) and the method
and constraints such as the truck volume, perpetuate a trade‐off action throughout the auction
process. The bespoke agent model enables the agents to interact and negotiate the most
appropriate solutions, whilst considering the trade‐offs.
The model demonstrates that once a return date is set, on‐time deliveries of RTE in the reverse flow
is achieved with the RFIDERTEAM. Therefore, the model successfully integrates the scheduling of the
reverse deliveries with the forward delivery requests simultaneously through the auction process to
produce a feasible schedule. The data gathered for the scenario shows how intensively the bidding
and auction process is with a high rate of auctions. This highlights that each step of the contingency
is used and is essential in ensuring that all the reverse deliveries are integrated during the scheduling
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process, which enables a better utilisation of the truck time as new legs are added in the reverse
flow.
An unanticipated finding was that there were certain batches, which were not scheduled and the
algorithm would not select them due to the time and dimension constraints, hence making the
batches undesirable. Although the number of undesirable batches is low and are collected at some
point, further development could explore an incentive to pick‐up undesirable loads before they are
late. It was noted that certain network conditions such as increasing the number of links between
facilities, improved the RTE batch pick‐ups, therefore there is a case to be made to implement more
route options for undesirable batches, preventing late deliveries. However, increasing the network
complexity increases the fleet costs but the cost rise may be alleviated by lowering the RTE batch
processing day. Another possibility is to standardise the size of the RTE batches. For example by
amalgamating more batches together before the auction process, the batches become more
desirable due to their size. The current algorithm works to split the batches during auction in order to
secure a delivery, however based on the findings it would be interesting to observe the impact of
increasing the batch size. Any conditions which are imposed must balance the trade‐offs of cost
increases in other areas, and therefore fleet costs would need to be considered in any simulated
scenario.
The total cost calculated in the simulations conducted in Chapter 6 is a combination of the late batch
cost, which is the number of days an RTE is un‐used when it could be utilised and the truck operating
costs. The time, weight and cost utilisation rates of the fleet are also monitored. The model facilitates
the potential to run a variety of scenarios, which aids the LSP to determine the level of trade‐off
required between the costs and utilisation rates for each client and each RTE batch. This finding,
while preliminary, suggests that in order to select the most appropriate level of trade‐off between
costs and utilisation rates of the fleet and RTE, the selection of the batch processing day is critical as
illustrated in Figure 7.1. The batch processing day reduces both the late batch costs and the truck
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operating costs, if the appropriate day is selected based on the simulations conducted in the model.
A reduction in the late batch cost will reduce the amount of time a piece of RTE awaits idle,
increasing the utilisation rate, and therefore the return on investment for each piece of RTE is
enhanced. The overall fleet utilisation rates are increased due to a combination of a reduction of the
truck operating costs and an increase of RTE batch pick‐ups during the reverse flow. These findings
assert the significance of the batch processing day in reducing waste by removing under‐utilisation of
the RTE and fleet and reducing costs, which creates leaner RTE networks.
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Figure 7.1 Significance of the Batch Processing Day in RTE Improvement
With the set of scenarios, which have been tested caution must be applied as these findings might
not be transferable for every scenario, and therefore cannot be extrapolated to all RTE networks.
However due to the strong correlation between the fleet, batch costs, utilisation rates and the
significance of the batch processing day, it can conceivably be hypothesised that the agent
interactions and bespoke algorithms developed for scheduling in the RFIDERTEAM offers insight into
the RTE network and enables a reduction in overall network costs, improving the management of
RFID enabled RTE and enhancing the competitive advantage of LSPs.
7.2. Comparison to Related work in the RTE Problem Domain
Ilic et al. (2009) stresses the lack of simulation models for RTE management improvement arguing
that in the literature the only work, which has a model or simulation methodology for RTE
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management is by Kroon and Vrijens (1995) and Johansson and Hellstrom (2007), whose work is
discussed further below. RFID application is argued by Ilic et al. (2009) as an essential technology to
enable visibility to improve the RTE network, which is proven by the model and simulation
presented. However the model is developed in order to do a cost analysis and cannot take various
inputs and make decisions utilising real‐time data from RFID enabled RTE unlike the RFID Enhanced
RTE Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM), which uses the modelling and simulation process to develop a
decentralised decision‐making platform for RTE networks in real‐time.
Johansson and Hellstrom (2007) use a discrete‐event simulation (DES) model in order to examine the
effect of asset visibility on RTE management. In this model it is not possible to observe any changes,
and also any discrepancies are not well represented, for example when a server broke down in the
case study discussed in their paper. In addition, the model cannot measure the effect of crucial
parameters unlike the agents, which have been developed in the RFIDERTEAM. For the eight
parameters, which are considered by Johansson and Hellstrom (2007) the fleet, which is the most
important feature to implement as there is a high correlation between the effect of the fleet and the
RTE costs as demonstrated by the RFIDERTEAM in chapter 6 and as discussed in section 7.1., is not
included. In addition, the assumptions made in the DES are in a linear fashion, which is unrealistic in
regards to representing the dynamism of the real‐world RTE network. The research conducted by
Johansson and Hellstrom (2007) is focussed mainly on the distribution centres despite transportation
being an essential and costly part of the RTE network management process, hence the RFIDERTEAM
developed integrates the transportation of RTE, and therefore a direct comparison cannot be made
with this model. However it can be stated that the RFIDERTEAM provides a contribution to
knowledge in the RTE domain as it captures the dynamism between the RTE and transport network.
Kroon and Vrijens (1995) present a quantitative model, which is used to aid in the planning process
for a RTE management system. A real‐time feed of data is not integrated into the model and
simulation process, and therefore numerous assumptions are made, which do not enable the model
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to represent the dynamic nature of the RTE network. In addition, the model is developed using one
particular test case, which means that it has a low level of transferability, and also the model’s ability
to respond to various changes has not been tested, which does not enable it to foster agility. The
RFIDERTEAM on the other hand is developed from the “bottom‐up” with agents representing each
object, which react to real‐world changes, creating a higher level of realism in comparison to the
work conducted in this field thus far.
A comparison to previous studies affirms the importance of developing modelling and simulation
based solutions in the RTE management problem domain and the research conducted and presented
in this thesis stresses the contribution agent based modelling in conjunction with RFID technology
brings to the decision‐making process throughout the RTE network.
The studies described above are not fine‐tuned to the RTE management problems whereas the
RFIDERTEAM developed uses agents to represent objects in the network enabling the detail to be
captured better. A more detailed and accurate representation of the RFID enabled RTE network
allows the model to be robust, which is further strengthened by the model’s ability to represent
extreme cases and complex scenarios more adequately than the studies discussed. The RFIDERTEAM
represents the problem sufficiently enough to capture the dynamic nature unlike the models above,
which only function in controlled environments, and therefore outside of this will struggle to
represent the real‐world. The dynamic environment, such as the RTE network will have many stages
and states, which the RFIDERTEAM captures and uses agent interaction to produce a feasible
solution.
The modular nature of the agent based model through the object representation enables complex
object orientated programming as it is an object friendly way to model a system. A model built
through a non‐agent representation is incompatible with object‐orientated programming and the
modular form of the provision for a solution, which enables localised decision‐making, becomes
inaccessible. Any non‐agent representation would therefore require an intermediate component in
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order to develop advanced modular RTE network representation such as the RFIDERTEAM, which
would be cumbersome, complex and unable to capture the detail and flexibility implemented though
agent orientated programming. The representation of the RTE network through objects captures the
detail and creates interactions, allowing the behaviour to be monitored. Agents enable the
integration of reverse flows into the scheduling process and the utilisation of real‐time data creates
an information‐centric environment for agents, which enable effective and realistic decision‐making
adding a valuable contribution to knowledge.
7.3. Limitations
One of the main limitations is the lack of equivalent models to compare the RFIDERTEAM for the
specific RTE problem domain described, particularly as bespoke algorithms have been developed
specifically to integrate the reverse and forward flows in order to ensure that all the return flows are
scheduled on time. As the fleet cost and truck operating functions have not been implemented by
the studies discussed in the previous section, a comparison is not possible. The important features to
consider are the robustness and dynamism of the model based on the scenarios which have been
implemented and tested, and have proven to integrate the reverse flows into the scheduling process,
enabling the RTE to return quicker for re‐use, increasing utilisation.
There are a few limitations in the current RFID enhanced RTE Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM) firstly, due
to the lack of availability of real‐world data from project partners DHL, the data for scenarios are
generated using random numbers. The model implements a nominal set of costs in order to test the
model with different scenarios as presented in Chapter 6. The costs can be modified, and therefore
the workings of the model will remain the same as real‐world costs are implemented but the output
of the balance between the importance of the fleet or RTE batch return rates may change. With the
scenarios tested, for each day a batch is not being used when it could have been, is given the same
weighting as a full days cost as a truck operating cost. If this ratio changes, for example, if the cost of
not using a batch is higher (expensive bespoke RTE) then the results will indicate a more significant
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impact on the late RTE batch costs across all the scenarios tested, and therefore initiatives to return
RTE back quicker, such as low batch processing days, would become favourable. On the other hand, if
the cost of the fleet increases a strategy to limit the amount of pick‐ups may be required, and
therefore the late batch costs would rise and the RTE awaits pick‐up. Future research can incorporate
the data from the real‐world in order to compare to the test scenario developed and enable further
understanding as to the RTE scheduling process for specific networks.
Secondly, in the test case scenario all the trucks in the simulation are of the same size in order to
offer the simplest solution and allow comparisons to be made between test cases and examine the
ability of the algorithm and model developed. However the methodology selected allows a range of
different sizes and parameters to be tested, which will be utilised when applied to a real‐world
situation of an LSP. For example, in some test cases such as when a bigger range of RTE batches were
simulated, the fleet utilisation rates where lower when compared to the control scenarios, therefore
a smaller fleet or trucks of differing sizes may present a more favourable outcome for fleet utilisation
and the impact on the RTE batch cost can be observed.
Thirdly, the model does not allow deliveries to be conducted between customers due to the design
of the network during the controller class process. By adding links between customers, the problem
becomes more complex and the model development more challenging. It was observed in the test
case scenario of increased network complexity that adding more links has a negative impact on late
batch costs as the probability of being selected for pick‐up decreases as the truck has more options.
Therefore, by adding links between customers, the rules would need to be devised carefully in order
to assess the impact of enabling the trucks to go to other customers’ facilities during the return
process versus the rise in late batch costs. An extension of this work would be to observe a real
network and represent the patterns of movement and real‐world deliveries in order to develop more
realistic simulations. The model has the flexibility to design the network as required and modify ad
hoc as tested in Chapter 6 by increasing complexity.
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During the scenario, certain assumptions such as the unloading and loading times were integrated
into the simulations as the simplest solution. The scenario was used to demonstrate the interactions
between the agents and establish whether the algorithms developed enable integration of reverse
flow with the forward flow during scheduling, increasing RTE utilisation rates. The model proved to
be able to ensure that the RTE is scheduled on‐time to the distribution centres, allowing the RTE to
be re‐used.
This model considers the fleet and RTE batches, however the facilities are treated as boxes with
inputs and outputs able to accommodate all flows. The purpose was to develop a RTE return policy
and create an interaction between the fleet and RTE. By adding facility based constraints such as
limits to the loadings or time windows, the outcomes for the routes, and therefore the costs would
be different as the challenge of developing a schedule becomes greater. Instead of just adding
constraints, a facility agent, which has rules and is integrated into the negotiations, may result in a
more flexible schedule as features such as the time‐window and storage constraints can be
negotiated and a solution satisfying all parties reached. The inclusion of a facility agent would add
more constraints to the trucks and RTE during negotiation but in some cases may enable a higher
incentive. For example, if a batch has to be picked up immediately as it has not secured another day
at a facility, then an urgent delivery would be requested and the weighting for collection would be
favoured for this batch.
Also, as the network becomes more complex, with 4 distribution centres, 8 warehouse and 20
customers (compared to the control scenario of 1 dc, 2 warehouse, 5 customers), the simulation time
for each run increases considerably with a simulation of high complexity network taking
approximately 5 hours. This limits the amount of further simulations, which are conducted with
complex networks and when representing real‐world networks. Precautions will need to be taken to
enable enough time for the runs to be completed before the final schedule date. Therefore, the java
and eclipse implementation should be compared to other options such as C* for future development,
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particularly if further rules and interactions are added between agents such as the inclusion of a
storage facility agent.
The bidding rules are devised so that if a batch cannot secure a delivery, it will split and another
agent is formulated, in order to try and secure a pick‐up. However, after the results of the simulation,
it was noted that a pick‐up may be encouraged by increasing the RTE batch loads. Therefore,
modifications to the algorithm to include steps where batches can amalgamate to become bigger
either before or after being split would make for interesting investigation.
The RTE batch is an amalgamation of a number of RTE. This was implemented in order to reduce the
complexity of the agent system. In fact, with the outcome of the results, batching RTE is more
favourable as smaller batch sizes and a range of batches, lead to higher fleet and late RTE batch
costs, in addition to lower fleet utilisation rates. Therefore, it would be beneficial to tag a batch of
RTE rather than each individual RTE for the purposes of the model. Or if each batch is tagged, then a
further set of rules can be implemented before the auction process begins, where the batches use
their own knowledge to join with other RTE in order to get selected for deliveries. By including
further negotiations prior to the scheduling system developed, the process becomes very complex
and the simulation very difficult and challenging, especially as the more complex scenarios
conducted (section 6.9). Therefore, RTE batching is an important feature to implement when
designing an efficient RTE return system.
Despite the inability to clearly compare the model to other research methods due to the lack of
similarity, there is a clear contribution to knowledge of the RFIDERTEAM. The model enables a
system of visibility, which is modular and allows ad hoc component development. Also, the model
provides flexible, transparent, robust architecture, and therefore in the long‐run encourages
flexibility for application rather than going for short‐term efficiency from commercial solutions by
using tool‐kits.
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7.4 Summary
This chapter discussed the results of the RFID enhanced RTE Agent model (RFIDERTEAM) of which
various scenarios were tested in Chapter 6. The findings have been interpreted where the
RFIDERTEAM has demonstrated that reverse and forward flow scheduling has been successfully
integrated with an autonomous approach and the model has been developed for real‐world testing.
The amount of time that a batch is processed and awaiting for return is critical in determining the
overall total cost of operating the network. Although it will be beneficial to return the RTE as soon as
possible for re‐use, this may not always produce the most beneficial results for the network in terms
of cost, therefore the date for which the RTE is to be returned may not be the lowest possible.
The utilisation of the truck and RTE demonstrates that the decentralised decision‐making system has
enabled a level of autonomy between the RTE Batch agents and Truck agents when they are
scheduled. These methods effectively allow flexibility during the auction process of scheduling routes
due to the contingencies implemented. This has led to achieving the objective of returning the RTE to
a point of re‐use as soon as possible. This enables a strategic change in the network by either
modifying the fleet or the LSP could tender for more business in order to utilise the current fleet
more effectively, creating profitable routes. The workings of the agent based modelling and
simulation, supports the hypothesis that ABM is a natural application of RTE networks and that RFID
technology is essential to close the gap between the physical and virtual worlds. Based on the
results, discussion and limitations, Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and addresses the research
questions presented in Chapter 1.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
8

Conclusions

Can the implementation of RFID technology and autonomous agents, improve RTE management and
enhance competitive advantage for logistics service providers? This can be broken down into a
number of smaller questions.
‐

Investigate the feasibility of the application of agent based modelling to model the RTE
network utilising RFID based data;

‐

Develop a methodology to enable the agents to integrate forward and reverse flows of RTE
simultaneously, generating a feasible schedule;

‐

Develop an algorithm which can be used to promote RTE utilisation i.e. return RTE back as
soon as possible for re‐use;
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‐

Construct a platform for LSPs to use to assess various strategies for their client base and
utilise the increased visibility, which RFID enabled RTE provides in comparison to a non‐RFID
enabled network to enhance their competitiveness.

The research questions presented in Chapter 1 are addressed, followed by a summary of the major
findings. The contributions of this study are discussed and an investigation into future work is
documented. The chapter is concluded with a summary.
8.1. Addressing Research Questions
Returning to the questions posed at the beginning of this study, this section addresses each question:
i)

How to improve the RFID Enabled RTE network;

The combination of agent based modelling and RFID technology application to the RTE network has
proven to be advantageous in improving network efficiency and enhancing RTE management. As
studies in the literature review asserted, RFID improves data and physical process automation, which
when applied to RTE, results in significant improvements on areas such as RTE loss prevention and
tracking improvement. Agents utilise the increased data visibility further, by conducting autonomous
decision‐making.
ii)

How the data gathered from RFID tags on RTE can be utilised in real‐time;

Each RTE is tagged and at every checkpoint (i.e., distribution facility, truck loading/unloading), the
status will be updated. The work conducted in this study utilises information collected such as
location and destination, feeding it into the agent environment, enabling the agents to negotiate the
best possible schedule with the most up‐to‐date data. The data frames stored on the RFID tag for
each object (RTE and trucks) are crucial in providing the knowledge required in the agent based
decision support system, which is able to utilise the data gathered from the RFID tags at its most
advantageous, in real‐time.
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iii)

How to model the RTE network and capture the distributed nature;

The RFID enhanced RTE agent model (RFIDERTEAM) captures the functionality of the RTE and trucks
by implementing two types of agents: the Truck agent and the RTE batch agent. The agents are
programmed and the model and simulation functions are developed using Java programming on the
integrated development environment, Eclipse. The modular nature of formulating agents enables
each part of the network to be represented and extensions to be added, for example if in the future
the system is developed to include maintenance at specified facilities, then a maintenance agent can
be added to the current system.
iv)

How to enable decentralised decision‐making from the perspective of the RTE;

Each agent is programmed with rules, which enable it to make decisions for each object it represents.
Once the simulations begin, each agent is formulated in the model for each truck in the network and
each RTE batch. The RTE in the batch are going to the same destination on the same date. The agents
adhere to their rules, using the knowledge gathered from their information pool to conduct
decisions. Once a batch is scheduled or a truck has completed its route and the auction is closed, the
agent dissolves. Therefore, each object in the network has a separate decision unit, which is
formulated and dissolved during each simulation run.
v)

What rules and procedures are required in order to ensure that the RTE is utilised to its
maximum;

Algorithms such as the specific one developed to integrate RTE scheduling of the reverse flow, the
RTE Agent Scheduling Algorithm (RTEASA), and other algorithms such as Dijsktra’s shortest path
algorithm are used to enable interactions and negotiation features between agents. There are also
rules such as trucks with maximum time, volume and weight constraints. The contingencies in the
RTEASA and the constant interactions between the agents during the scheduling process enables the
RTE Batch agent to negotiate a return journey where the agent continues through the auction
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process until each RTE is scheduled for return deliveries as well as forward delivery. This ensures that
the RTE is scheduled for return, improving RTE utilisation. The agent based system provides a RTE
scheduling environment for LSPs where this type of tool is currently unavailable, and is able to
improve RFID enabled RTE management.
vi)

How to simultaneously improve the client’s supply chain, increasing competitiveness of
the LSP through RFID enabled RTE.

The RFID enhanced RTE agent model (RFIEDERTEAM) facilitates each RTE to be monitored,
preventing losses, whilst the agent based system implements a return flow, which ensures that the
RTE are utilised as much as possible, whilst considering fleet constraints. The LSP therefore utilises
the resources it owns efficiently and improves its client’s network, whilst also improving their own
competitive advantage by offering further value added services to increase their business portfolio.
Further explanation of the multiple levels of advantage which are gained by LSPs through RFID
enabled RTE management is discussed by Aggarwal and Ming (2013b) (Appendix A‐1).
8.2. Summary and Significance of Findings
One of the more significant findings to emerge from this study is that the batch processing day,
which is the amount of time the RTE is being processed in the forward flow and awaiting pick‐up,
needs to be varied in order to achieve lower overall total costs, which depends on network factors
such as road complexity, batch numbers or network size. The shortest batch processing time may
increase RTE utilisation, but total network costs will increase. The RFIDERTEAM provides an
autonomous agent based platform to simulate the most cost effective solution to integrating the
reverse flow of RTE.
The fleet is scheduled by the model so that the RTE is returned within a specific time. Batches which
are not returned in a specified time for re‐use or at all, have a significant impact on the total cost.
The importance of the fleet is clearly supported by the current findings, as the research has shown
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that the majority of total costs are the truck operating costs when the RFIDERTEAM is implemented.
However, fluctuations of late batch costs can lead to a rise in the total cost, therefore the batch
processing day is critical in balancing the late batch cost and truck operating cost.
The study has gone some way towards enhancing our understanding of the relationship between
batch costs, truck operating costs and RTE and fleet utilisation. Taken together, these findings
suggest a role for the batch processing day in reducing the overall cost of operating the RTE network.
The return of RTE batches should form an integral part of the scheduling process. The present study
however makes a noteworthy contribution as it provides a RTE scheduling tool which reduces the
impact of poor RTE management (as discussed in the literature in chapter 2) by integrating the
reverse flow scheduling with the forward flow scheduling.
In addition to a contribution to knowledge with the RFID enabled RTE linking to a specifically
developed agent model, findings from this study make several contributions to the current literature
as presented in the publications in Appendix A. Further contribution of this research is in section 5.3.
8.3. Contribution of the Research
The RFID enabled RTE network domain is an under‐researched area, therefore the methods of the
model have been developed. The aim of the model is to improve the RFID enabled RTE network,
whilst considering the fleet, which is facilitated by integrating the reverse deliveries into the forward
flow during scheduling. The different levels of objectives as described in Chapter 2 are integrated
into the model, each of which requires a decentralised decision‐making format in order for it to be
implemented. A number of contributions emerge from this research.
LSP Competitive Advantage via RFID enabled RTE
The value‐addition aspect of LSPs as a competitive advantage from the perspective of theory
(Christopher 2005) was identified in this thesis based on literature review. Moreover, the better
management of RTE (as elaborated in Research Question 1) by using RFID will further reduce the cost
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and increase value‐addition of LSP (as elaborated in Research Question 6). The idea of using
decentralised decision making of RTE (using MAS) as a potential unique selling point in gaining LSP's
competitive advantage is an additional thesis contribution to the theory.

Aggarwal and Lim (2013a) assert that systems need to be developed in order to increase the
utilisation rates of RTE, which in turn are used to increase the competitiveness of LSPs. The RFID
enhanced RTE Agent Model (RFIDERTEAM) developed enables RTE to be moved from network loss
makers to a network improving tool. The model increases competitive advantage for LSPs by
developing a scheduling arena, which involves negotiation of both forward deliveries and reverse
deliveries of the RTE in order to return them as soon as possible for re‐use. This enables the LSP to
utilise the RTE to its maximum potential, take advantage of the constant tracking offered by the
application of RFID, which in itself prevents losses, and utilising the decision‐making functionality
from the agents to ensure the RTE is in use.
Agent‐based Modelling Approach to the RTE Network Management
The research conducted fills a gap in the knowledge by providing an agent based platform for RTE
management improvement. The toolkits currently available are too rigid or need too many
modifications, which result in the development of a model which has too many assumptions and
compromises. Although it is a very arduous and challenging task to build agents from first principles
using Java code, the result has been the development of a platform with modular functionality
addressing a specific problem area. Therefore, additions and changes are easy to implement
depending on the network being modelled and the parameters which need to be tested within the
RFID enabled RTE problem domain. The agents which have been developed provide an autonomous
system for RTE management whereby the agents utilise real‐time data to conduct effective decisions,
providing an essential contribution to the RTE problem domain.
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Information Centric Environment: Radio‐Frequency Identification Application to RTE
The model utilises the data frames which are made available through RFID technology application
throughout the RTE network, taking advantage of the data in order to utilise it for higher levels than
just a tracking facility and as a point solution (for example, a reduction in RTE losses). Thus far, in the
literature presented in Chapter 2, the utilisation of RFID data has been limited to data and physical
process automation. RFID as a standalone technology has proven to be advantageous due to its
properties, such as no line of sight required during scanning and readable through materials. The
functionality is further increased when it is combined with technologies such as GPS and sensors,
enabling a more superior form of tracking of items. Agent technology further utilises the superiority
of RFID technology by utilising the real‐time information to enable effective decision‐making, taking
the technology beyond just a tracking tool. The total network visibility that RFID tags offer to the
items that they are tagged to, creates a real‐time information‐centric environment for the agent,
which is a valuable tool for effective and efficient decision‐making when combined with agents. The
data gathered in real‐time provides each agent with essential information, which is used to enable
the agent to create agility and flexibility in the network.
Graphical User Interface (GUI)
A graphical user interface was developed so that the model and simulation is accessible to LSPs. This
is an essential interface for non‐programmers as the code is overwhelming. This allows the model to
be explained easily to logistics practitioners when gathering the required data to develop scenarios
and conduct simulations.
Decentralised Decision‐Making in RFID enabled RTE Networks
Aggarwal and Ming (2012) assert that a move to a decentralised decision‐making format in supply
chains would be more aligned with the distributed nature of supply chains and increases
competitiveness. The use of a system where the control is centralised has limited and ineffective
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application in the RTE network domain, and therefore the model developed has implemented agents
to represent RTE and trucks filling a gap in the knowledge. The RTE based model developed allows
each object in the network to be represented by an agent, which is programmed with rules and
interaction based algorithms in order to enable the agent to make decisions in their best interest.
The model and simulation has provided a platform for further research to be conducted by
academics and industry practitioners.
Algorithm Development: Return Flow Integration
The scheduling algorithm (RTEASA) developed specifically addresses a problem, which has not been
tackled in depth in the literature. The algorithm implemented integrates the return flows of RTE
deliveries simultaneously with the forward flow. This goes well beyond the capability of current
models for the RFID enabled RTE problem addressed. The outputs of the model such as costs and
utilisation rates have been presented in Chapter 6, which highlights the contribution that the
platform developed makes not only in research but also when applied to industry.
Industry Application
The agent based model provides a platform for industry to test how to gain competitive advantage
on operational, tactical and strategic levels by simulating changes in parameters and conditions. The
costs and benefits of implementing different strategies such as different sizes in fleet or varying
numbers of RTE is tested to develop results, which offer improved profitability. In addition, the
model considers the multiple levels of clients with different requirements allowing different types of
RTE and trucks to flow through the same network as required by a LSP in order to test in a real‐world
application.
Development in the Area of Multi‐Agent System Applications
The model is a contribution not only to the area of RTE management but also delivers a MAS in RFID
enabled RTE management. One of the key requirements for further development in the emerging
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field of MAS is the development of applications. The research presented in this thesis addresses this
by building a foundation for MAS development in RTE management.
8.4. Future Work
A number of possible future studies using the same experimental set‐up are apparent. Firstly, further
investigation and experimentation into the significance of the batch processing day is strongly
recommended, by comparing the current results to real‐world data and scenarios and then
conducting simulations to assess the impact. Secondly, it would be interesting to assess the effects of
adding facility agents. The agent system will become more complex with added algorithms and rules
and further agent interaction, therefore the impact on features such as the running time would need
to be assessed. Thirdly, the issue of implementing RTE cycles with built‐in maintenance pit‐stops is an
intriguing one, which could be usefully explored in further research. This could examine whether the
current agents would have a maintenance module with extended data frames, or whether another
group of agents would be more effective. Fourthly, it would be interesting to investigate the impact
of including pick‐ups from other customers during the reverse flow and carrying loads for example,
integrating a reverse logistics network. Finally, further research might explore the development of
the agent based platforms as a toolkit for RTE focussed management.
8.5. Summary
This chapter has concluded the thesis by summarising the findings and highlighting the contribution
of the research conducted. Addressing the four reasons for why the project was undertaken firstly,
agent based modelling provides an autonomous tool, which is effective in modelling RFID enabled
RTE in a decentralised format utilising the real‐time data facility. Secondly, the RFIDERTEAM enables
autonomous agent interaction, which leads to a feasible schedule integrating both forward and
reverse flows for each RTE batch. Thirdly, the RTEASA developed promotes the utilisation of RTE by
including an automatic return flow for each batch of RTE, whilst considering the fleet costs and
utilisation. Finally, the research conducted contributes an agent based platform which LSPs use in
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order to assess the most appropriate strategies to implement for each of their clients when assessing
the impact of RTE management.
Taken together, the findings support strong recommendations to LSPs to observe their current RTE
networks and investigate the application of RFID technology. If this technology is already in place,
agent based modelling improves their own competitive advantage and their client’s even further.
Profitable clients will lead to profitable LSPs and in the current challenging economic climate, the role
of the LSP to deliver innovative ways to achieve competitive advantage has never been so important.
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APPENDIX C – Class Diagrams for
Selected Classes from the Agent Based
Model
C-1: Location
Location
-name: String
-batches: ArrayList<Batch>
+HashMap<Location, Integer>(connectedLocations)
+toString(name:String)

C-2: Routing
Routing
+Routing: wtTransformer (double)
+getPath ()
+getShortestPath ()

C-3: Average Stats Writer
Average Stats Writer
-filename: String
-out: BufferedWriter
-date: String
+AverageStatsWriter (filename: String)
+writeToFile()
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C-4: Date Formatter
Date Formatter
+simpleDateFormat()

C-5: Routes Writer
Average Stats Writer
-filename: String
-out: BufferedWriter
-date: String
+RoutesWriter (filename: String)
+writeToFile()

C-6: GUI
Average Stats Writer
-gui: GUI
-frmSimulator: JFrame
-numberOfTrucksField: JTextField
-minTruckWeightField: JTextField
-maxTruckWeightField: JTextField
-minTruckVolumeField: JTextField
-maxTruckShiftField: JTextField
-maxTruckShiftField: JTextField
-minTruckShiftField: JTextField
-initialBatchesField: JTextField
-batchesPerDayField: JTextField
-minBatchWeightField: JTextField
-maxBatchWeightField: JTextField
-minBatchVolumeField: JTextField
-maxBatchVolumeField: JTextField
-numberOfDaysField: JTextField
-minBatchQuantField: JTextField
-maxBatchQuantField: JTextField
-maxTruckVolumeField: JTextField
-resultsDirectory: String
-seedField: JTextField
-distCentresField: JTextField
-warehousesField: JTextField
-customersField: JTextField
-horizonField: JTextField
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-batchProcessingField: JTextField
-runButton: JButton
-createNetworkButton: JButton
-mntmViewNetwork: JMenuItem
-extraRoadsField: JTextField
-runningFrame: JFrame
-finishedFrame: JFrame
-minRoadTravField: JTextField
-maxRoadTravField: JTextField
+run()
+GUI()
+initialize()
+parseValues()
+createFinishedFrame()
+getResultDirectory()

C-7: Random Generator
RandomGenerator
-random: Random
-seed: int
+initialiseWithSeed (s: int)
+getRandom()
+incrementSeed()
+getSeed()
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APPENDIX D – Java Code for Each Class
D-1: Batch Agent
package agents;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import routes.Route;
import control.Controller;
import control.ModelVariables;
import bidding.Auction;
import bidding.Bid;
import locations.Location;

public class Batch {
private String name;
private int quantity;
private double weight;
private double volume;
private int deliveryDate;
private int returnDate;
private int daysPostponed;
private int daysLateOnDelivery;
private int daysLateOnReturn;
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private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

Location destination;
Location origin;
Location acceptableWarehouse;
Location currentLocation;
boolean hasHalved;
boolean auctionPostponed = false;
Bid provisionalForwardBid = null;
Bid provisionalReverseBid = null;

/**
* A class to model a single Batch agent. A batch agent represents a quantity of RTE with an origin, a destination, an
intermediate warehouse that the
* batch will accept indirect delivery to, a quantity, volume, weight and preferred delivery and return dates.
* @param name
* @param origin
* @param destination
* @param acceptableWarehouse
* @param quantity
* @param volume
* @param weight
* @param deliveryDate
* @param returnDate
* @param batchValue
*/
public Batch(String name, Location origin, Location destination, Location acceptableWarehouse, int quantity, double
volume, double weight, int deliveryDate, int returnDate) {
this.setName(name);
this.setQuantity(quantity);
this.setWeight(weight);
this.setVolume(volume);
this.setDeliveryDate(deliveryDate);
this.setOrigin(origin);
this.setAcceptableWarehouse(acceptableWarehouse);
this.setReturnDate(returnDate);
this.setDestination(destination);
this.setDaysPostponed(0);
this.setDaysLateOnDelivery(0);
this.setDaysLateOnReturn(0);
setHasHalved(false);
}
/**
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* Runs auctions according to the multi-stage process outlined in the spec.
* @param trucks
* @return True if the auction found an acceptable set of bids, otherwise false.
*/
public boolean runAuction(ArrayList<Truck> trucks) {
Auction auction = new Auction(this);
System.out.println(Controller.getController().getDay() + " " + getDaysPostponed ()* 40 +" BatchCost " + " " +
"AuctionDay " + " Batch " + name + " SetDeliveryDate " +
deliveryDate + " SetReturnDate " + returnDate + " DaysPostponed " + getDaysPostponed ()+ " DaysLateOnDelivery " +
getDaysLateOnDelivery () + " DaysLateOnReturn " + getDaysLateOnReturn () + " Origin "
+ origin + " Destination " + destination);
// control.Controller.day
// Stage 1 - Combination bids
Bid b = auction.combinationBids(trucks);
if (b != null) {
b.getBidder().bidAccepted(b);
//batchValue = daysPostponed;
//batchValue = 0;
return true;
}
else {
// Stage 1 - Seek separate direct forward/reverse bids
Bid forwardBid = auction.forwardBids(trucks, false, false,false);
Bid reverseBid = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false,false,false);
if (forwardBid != null && reverseBid != null) {
forwardBid.getBidder().bidAccepted(forwardBid);
reverseBid.getBidder().bidAccepted(reverseBid);
//
batchValue = daysPostponed;
//
batchValue = 0;
return true;
}
// Stage 2d - Acceptable forward bid, seek reverse bids to warehouse
else if (forwardBid != null && reverseBid == null) {
Bid reverseBidToWarehouse = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, true, false);
// Stage 2d contingency 1: halve weight and volume
if (reverseBidToWarehouse == null && !this.hasHalved) {
Batch newBatch = this.createCopy(true);
Controller.getController().addSplitBatch(newBatch);
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/*

reverseBidToWarehouse = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, true, false);
// Stage 2d contingency 2: open return date
if (reverseBidToWarehouse == null) {
reverseBidToWarehouse = auction.reverseBids(trucks,true,true,false);*/
// Bidding failed, try again tomorrow
if (reverseBidToWarehouse == null) {
provisionalForwardBid = null;
provisionalReverseBid = null;
return false;

}
if (forwardBid != null && reverseBidToWarehouse != null) {
// Stage 2e - acceptable forward bid and reverse bid to warehouse, seek reverse bid to
distribution centre
setDaysLateOnReturn(getDaysPostponed()+(reverseBidToWarehouse.getReverseDate()getReturnDate()));

/*

setReturnDate(reverseBidToWarehouse.getReverseDate());
setProvisionalReverseBid(reverseBidToWarehouse);
Bid reverseBidToDistCentre = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, false, true);
// Stage 2e contingency 1 : halve weight and volume
if (reverseBidToDistCentre == null && !this.hasHalved) {
Batch newBatch = this.createCopy(true);
Controller.getController().addSplitBatch(newBatch);
reverseBidToDistCentre = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, false, true);
// Stage 2e contingency 2 : open return
if (reverseBidToDistCentre == null) {
reverseBidToDistCentre = auction.reverseBids(trucks, true, false, true);*/
// Bidding failed, try again tomorrow
if (reverseBidToDistCentre == null) {
provisionalForwardBid = null;
provisionalReverseBid = null;
return false;
}
if (reverseBidToDistCentre != null) {
setDaysLateOnReturn(getDaysPostponed()+(reverseBidToDistCentre.getReverseDate()-

getReturnDate()));
setReturnDate(reverseBidToDistCentre.getReverseDate());
forwardBid.getBidder().bidAccepted(forwardBid);
reverseBidToWarehouse.getBidder().bidAccepted(reverseBidToWarehouse);
reverseBidToDistCentre.getBidder().bidAccepted(reverseBidToDistCentre);
return true;
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}
else {
provisionalForwardBid = null;
provisionalReverseBid = null;
return false;
}
}
}
// Stage 2a - No acceptable forward bids, seek forward bids from distribution centre to warehouse
if (forwardBid == null && reverseBid == null || forwardBid == null && reverseBid != null) {
Bid forwardBidToWarehouse = auction.forwardBids(trucks, false, true, false);
// Stage 2a contingency 1: halve weight and volume
if (forwardBidToWarehouse == null && !this.hasHalved) {
Batch newBatch = this.createCopy(true);
Controller.getController().addSplitBatch(newBatch);
forwardBidToWarehouse = auction.forwardBids(trucks, false, true, false);
}
// Stage 2a contingency 2: open delivery date
/*if (forwardBidToWarehouse == null) {
forwardBidToWarehouse = auction.forwardBids(trucks, true, true, false);*/
// Bidding failed, try again tomorrow
if (forwardBidToWarehouse == null) {
provisionalForwardBid = null;
provisionalReverseBid = null;
return false;
}
// Stage 2b - Acceptable bid from distribution centre to warehouse, seek forward bids from warehouse
to customer
if (forwardBidToWarehouse != null) {
setProvisionalForwardBid(forwardBidToWarehouse);
setDaysLateOnDelivery(getDaysPostponed()+(forwardBidToWarehouse.getForwardDate()getDeliveryDate()));

/*

this.deliveryDate = forwardBidToWarehouse.getForwardDate();
Bid forwardBidToCustomer = auction.forwardBids(trucks, false, false, true);
// Stage 2b contingency 1: halve weight and volume
if (forwardBidToCustomer == null && !this.hasHalved) {
Batch newBatch = this.createCopy(true);
Controller.getController().addSplitBatch(newBatch);
forwardBidToCustomer = auction.forwardBids(trucks, false, false, true);
}
// Stage 2b contingency 2 : open delivery date
if (forwardBidToCustomer == null) {
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forwardBidToCustomer = auction.forwardBids(trucks, true, false, true);*/
// Bidding failed, try again tomorrow
if (forwardBidToCustomer == null) {
provisionalForwardBid = null;
provisionalReverseBid = null;
return false;
}
// Stage 2c - Acceptable forward bids, seek direct reverse bids
if (forwardBidToWarehouse != null && forwardBidToCustomer != null) {
setDaysLateOnDelivery(getDaysPostponed()+(forwardBidToCustomer.getForwardDate()getDeliveryDate()));
this.deliveryDate = forwardBidToCustomer.getForwardDate();
this.returnDate =
forwardBidToCustomer.getForwardDate()+ModelVariables.batchProcessingDays;
Bid directReverseBids = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, false, false);
// Stage 2c contingency 1: halve weight and volume
if (directReverseBids == null && !this.hasHalved) {
Batch newBatch = this.createCopy(true);
Controller.getController().addSplitBatch(newBatch);
directReverseBids = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, false, false);
}
if (directReverseBids != null) {
forwardBidToWarehouse.getBidder().bidAccepted(forwardBidToWarehouse);
forwardBidToCustomer.getBidder().bidAccepted(forwardBidToCustomer);
directReverseBids.getBidder().bidAccepted(directReverseBids);
return true;
}
}
// Stage 2d - Acceptable forward bids, seek reverse bids to warehouse
if (forwardBidToWarehouse != null && forwardBidToCustomer != null) {
setDaysLateOnDelivery(getDaysPostponed()+(forwardBidToCustomer.getForwardDate()getDeliveryDate()));
this.deliveryDate = forwardBidToCustomer.getForwardDate();
this.returnDate =
forwardBidToCustomer.getForwardDate()+ModelVariables.batchProcessingDays;
Bid reverseBidToWarehouse = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, true, false);
// Stage 2b contingency 1: halve weight and volume
if (reverseBidToWarehouse == null && !this.hasHalved) {
Batch newBatch = this.createCopy(true);
Controller.getController().addSplitBatch(newBatch);
reverseBidToWarehouse = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, true, false);
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}
// Stage 2d contingency 2 : open delivery date
if (reverseBidToWarehouse == null) {
reverseBidToWarehouse = auction.reverseBids(trucks,true,true,false);*/

/*

// Bidding failed, try again
if (reverseBidToWarehouse ==
provisionalForwardBid
provisionalReverseBid
return false;
}

tomorrow
null) {
= null;
= null;

//Stage 2e - Acceptable forward bids and acceptable reverse bid to warehouse, seek
reverse bid to distribution centre
if (forwardBidToWarehouse != null && forwardBidToCustomer != null &&
reverseBidToWarehouse != null) {
setProvisionalReverseBid(reverseBidToWarehouse);
setDaysLateOnReturn(getDaysPostponed()+(reverseBidToWarehouse.getReverseDate()getReturnDate()));

/*

this.setReturnDate(reverseBidToWarehouse.getReverseDate());
Bid reverseBidToDistCentre = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, false, true);
//Stage 2e contingency 1 : halve weight and volume
if (reverseBidToDistCentre == null && !this.hasHalved) {
Batch newBatch = this.createCopy(true);
Controller.getController().addSplitBatch(newBatch);
reverseBidToDistCentre = auction.reverseBids(trucks, false, false, true);
}
// Stage 2e contingency 2: open return
if (reverseBidToDistCentre == null) {
reverseBidToDistCentre = auction.reverseBids(trucks, true, false, true);*/
//Bidding failed, try again tomorrow
if (reverseBidToDistCentre == null) {
provisionalForwardBid = null;
provisionalReverseBid = null;
return false;
}
// Stage 2e completed successfully, accept all offers
else {

setDaysLateOnDelivery(getDaysPostponed()+(forwardBidToCustomer.getForwardDate()-getDeliveryDate()));
setDaysLateOnReturn(getDaysPostponed()+(reverseBidToDistCentre.getReverseDate()-getReturnDate()));
this.setReturnDate(reverseBidToDistCentre.getReverseDate());
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forwardBidToWarehouse.getBidder().bidAccepted(forwardBidToWarehouse);
forwardBidToCustomer.getBidder().bidAccepted(forwardBidToCustomer);
reverseBidToWarehouse.getBidder().bidAccepted(reverseBidToWarehouse);
reverseBidToDistCentre.getBidder().bidAccepted(reverseBidToDistCentre);
return true;
}
}
}
}
}
provisionalForwardBid = null;
provisionalReverseBid = null;
return false;
}
}
/**
* Selects the best bid that offers both forward and reverse deliveries with dates according to the batch's preferred
delivery/return dates.
* @param auction
* @return The acceptable bid if there is one, otherwise null.
*/
public Bid selectBestClosedCombinationOffer(Auction auction) {
for (Bid b : auction.getBids()) {
if (b.isForward() && b.isReverse() && b.getForwardDate() == getDeliveryDate() && b.getReverseDate() ==
getReturnDate()) {
return b;
}
}
return null;
}
/**
* Selects the best bid that offers forward delivery only with a date according to the batch's preferred delivery date.
* @param auction
* @return The acceptable bid if there is one, otherwise null.
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*/
public Bid selectBestClosedForwardOffer(Auction auction) {
for (Bid b : auction.getBids()) {
if (b.isForward() && !b.isReverse() && b.getForwardDate() == getDeliveryDate()) {
return b;
}
}
return null;
}
/**
* Selects the best bid that offers reverse delivery only with a date according to the batch's preferred reverse date.
* @param auction
* @return The acceptable bid if there is one, otherwise null.
*/
public Bid selectBestClosedReverseOffer(Auction auction) {
for (Bid b : auction.getBids()) {
if (!b.isForward() && b.isReverse() && b.getReverseDate() == getReturnDate()) {
return b;
}
}
return null;
}
/**
* Selects the best bid that offers forward delivery only with the closest date to the batch's preferred delivery date.
* @param auction
* @return The acceptable bid if there is one, otherwise null.
*/
public Bid selectBestOpenForwardOffer(Auction auction) {
int forwardDate = Controller.getController().getDay()+99999;
//int forwardDate = Batch.this.getDaysPostponed();
Bid bestBid = null;
for (Bid b : auction.getBids()) {
if (b.isForward() && !b.isReverse() && b.getForwardDate() < forwardDate ) {
bestBid = b;
forwardDate = b.getForwardDate();
}
}
return bestBid;
}
/**
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* Selects the best bid that offers reverse delivery only with the closest date to the batch's preferred reverse date.
* @param auction
* @return The acceptable bid if there is one, otherwise null.
*/
public Bid selectBestOpenReverseOffer(Auction auction) {
int reverseDate = Controller.getController().getDay()+99999;
//int reverseDate = Batch.this.getDaysPostponed();
Bid bestBid = null;
for (Bid b : auction.getBids()) {
if (b.isForward() && !b.isReverse() && b.getReverseDate() < reverseDate) {
bestBid = b;
reverseDate = b.getReverseDate();
}
}
return bestBid;
}
/*

*//**
* Set the value of the batch.
* @param batchValue
*//*
public void setBatchValue(int batchValue){
this.batchValue = batchValue;
}
public int getBatchValue(){
return batchValue;
}*/
/**
* Set the quantity of the batch.
* @param quantity
*/
public void setQuantity(int quantity) {
this.quantity = quantity;
}
/**
* @return The quantity of the batch.
*/
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public int getQuantity() {
return quantity;
}
/**
* Set the weight of the batch.
* @param weight
*/
public void setWeight(double weight) {
this.weight = weight;
}
/**
* @return The weight of the batch.
*/
public double getWeight() {
return weight;
}
/**
* Set the volume of the batch.
* @param volume
*/
public void setVolume(double volume) {
this.volume = volume;
}
/**
* @return The volume of the batch.
*/
public double getVolume() {
return volume;
}
/**
* Set the delivery date of the batch.
* @param deliveryDate
*/
public void setDeliveryDate(int deliveryDate) {
this.deliveryDate = deliveryDate;
}
/**
* @return The delivery date of the batch.
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*/
public int getDeliveryDate() {
return deliveryDate;
}
/**
* Set the return date of the batch.
* @param returnDate
*/
public void setReturnDate(int returnDate) {
this.returnDate = returnDate;
}
/**
* @return The return date of the batch.
*/
public int getReturnDate() {
return returnDate;
}
/**
* Set the destination of the batch.
* @param destination
*/
public void setDestination(Location destination) {
this.destination = destination;
}
/**
* @return The destination of the batch.
*/
public Location getDestination() {
return destination;
}
/**
* Set the origin of the batch.
* @param origin
*/
public void setOrigin(Location origin) {
this.origin = origin;
}
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/**
* @return The origin of the batch.
*/
public Location getOrigin() {
return origin;
}
/**
* Halve in size, weight and volume. Split will be rounded if the batch represents an odd (not even) quantity of goods
since we don't allow individual RTE to be split in half.
* @return The new batch.
*/
public Batch createCopy(boolean halve) {
Batch b = new Batch(this.getName()+" halved
copy",this.origin,this.destination,this.acceptableWarehouse,this.quantity,this.volume,this.weight,this.deliveryDate,this.returnDa
te);
this.setName(getName()+" halved original");
b.setQuantity((this.getQuantity()+2-1)/2);
this.setQuantity(this.getQuantity()-b.getQuantity());
b.setWeight((this.getWeight()+2-1)/2);
this.setWeight(this.getWeight()-b.getWeight());
b.setVolume((this.getVolume()+2-1)/2);
this.setVolume(this.getVolume()-b.getVolume());
this.setHasHalved(true);
b.setHasHalved(true);
return b;
}
/**
* Sets the warehouse which the Batch will ask for delivery to if it can't get direct delivery.
* @param acceptableWarehouse
*/
public void setAcceptableWarehouse(Location acceptableWarehouse) {
this.acceptableWarehouse = acceptableWarehouse;
}
/**
* @return The acceptable warehouse.
*/
public Location getAcceptableWarehouse() {
return acceptableWarehouse;
}
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/**
* Sets whether batch has already split or not.
* @param hasHalved
*/
public void setHasHalved(boolean hasHalved) {
this.hasHalved = hasHalved;
}
/**
* @return Whether the batch has split or not.
*/
public boolean isHasHalved() {
return hasHalved;
}
/**
* The difference between the Batch's actual delivery date and the batch's original requested delivery date.
* @param daysLateOnDelivery
*/
public void setDaysLateOnDelivery(int daysLateOnDelivery) {
this.daysLateOnDelivery = daysLateOnDelivery;
}
/**
* @return Returns the difference between the Batch's actual delivery date and the batch's original requested delivery
date.
*/
public int getDaysLateOnDelivery() {
return daysLateOnDelivery;
}
/**
* The difference between the Batch's actual return date and the batch's original requested return date.
* @param daysLateOnReturn
*/
public void setDaysLateOnReturn(int daysLateOnReturn) {
this.daysLateOnReturn = daysLateOnReturn;
}
/**
* @return Returns The difference between the Batch's actual return date and the batch's original requested return date.
*/
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public int getDaysLateOnReturn() {
return daysLateOnReturn;
}
/**
* The number of days that have passed since the auction's original delivery date without the batch having secured bids.
* @param daysPostponed
*/
public void setDaysPostponed(int daysPostponed) {
this.daysPostponed = daysPostponed;
}
/**
* @return The number of days that have passed since the auction's original delivery date without the batch having secured
bids.
*/
public int getDaysPostponed() {
return daysPostponed;
}
/**
* @return Whether any days have passed since the auction's original delivery date without the batch having secured bids.
*/
public boolean isAuctionPostponed() {
return auctionPostponed;
}
/**
* Set whether any days have passed since the auction's original delivery date without the batch having secured bids.
* @param auctionPostponed
*/
public void setAuctionPostponed(boolean auctionPostponed) {
this.auctionPostponed = auctionPostponed;
}
/**
* @return The name of the batch.
*/
public String getName() {
return name;
}
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/**
* Set the name of the batch.
* @param name
*/
public void setName(String name) {
this.name = name;
}
public String toString() {
return name;
}
/**
* @return Return the currently acceptable intermediate forward bid (i.e. to Warehouse instead of Customer)
*/
public Bid getProvisionalForwardBid() {
return provisionalForwardBid;
}
/**
* Set the currently acceptable intermediate forward bid.
* @param provisionalForwardBid
*/
public void setProvisionalForwardBid(Bid provisionalForwardBid) {
this.provisionalForwardBid = provisionalForwardBid;
}
/**
* @return Return the currently acceptable intermediate reverse bid (i.e. to Warehouse instead of Customer)
*/
public Bid getProvisionalReverseBid() {
return provisionalReverseBid;
}
/**
* Set the currently acceptable intermediate reverse bid.
* @param provisionalReverseBid
*/
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public void setProvisionalReverseBid(Bid provisionalReverseBid) {
this.provisionalReverseBid = provisionalReverseBid;
}
}

D-2: Truck Agent
package agents;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import control.Controller;
import control.ModelVariables;
import edu.uci.ics.jung.graph.UndirectedSparseGraph;
import locations.Location;
import locations.Road;
import bidding.Auction;
import bidding.Bid;
import routes.Leg;
import routes.Route;
/**
* @author Rebecca
*
*/
public class Truck {
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

String name;
double volumeCapacity;
double weightCapacity;
double currentWeight;
double currentVolume;
ArrayList<Batch> currentLoad;
double currentShiftLength;
double maxShiftLength;
Route[] routes;
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private Location origin;
private Location currentLocation;

/**
* A class to represent a truck agent. Trucks have names, volume capacities, weight capacities, maximum shift lengths and
origins.
* @param name
* @param volumeCapacity
* @param weightCapacity
* @param maxShiftLength
* @param origin
*/
public Truck(String name, double volumeCapacity, double weightCapacity, double maxShiftLength,Location origin) {
setName(name);
setVolumeCapacity(volumeCapacity);
setWeightCapacity(weightCapacity);
setOrigin(origin);
setCurrentLocation(origin);
setCurrentWeight(100);
setCurrentVolume(100);
setMaxShiftLength(maxShiftLength);
setCurrentShiftLength(0);
routes = new Route[ModelVariables.daysAheadToPlan];
}
/**
* At day 0, populates the array with empty routes. At days past 0, adds a new route to the end of the array at each day.
*/
//LENGTH refers to the length of the array so it will iterate i for the value of the "days ahead to plan"
public void setUpRoutes() {
if (Controller.getController().getDay() == 0) {
for (int i = 0; i < routes.length; i++) {
routes[i] = new Route(i,this);
}
}
else {
Route[] tempRoutes = new Route[ModelVariables.daysAheadToPlan];
for (int i = 1; i < routes.length; i++) {
tempRoutes[i-1] = routes[i];
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tempRoutes[tempRoutes.length-1] = new Route(Controller.getController().getDay()+tempRoutes.length1,this);
//at each iteration it will get the day of the simulation and put the temp route in.
}
routes = tempRoutes;
}
}
/**
* Set up routes to reflect new routes proposed in an accepted bid.
* @param b
*/
public void bidAccepted(Bid b) {
if (b.isForward()) {
routes[b.getForwardDate()-Controller.getController().getDay()] = b.getForwardRoute();
routes[b.getForwardDate()-Controller.getController().getDay()].calculateNewDetailsForAllLegs();
}
if (b.isReverse()) {
routes[b.getReverseDate()-Controller.getController().getDay()] = b.getReverseRoute();
routes[b.getReverseDate()-Controller.getController().getDay()].calculateNewDetailsForAllLegs();
}
System.out.println("Bid accepted for Batch agent "+b.getBatch()+" with weight " +b.getBatch().getWeight()+" bid by
Truck "+this.toString());
System.out.println("Delivery date: "+b.getForwardDate()+" :: Return Date: "+b.getReverseDate());
}
/**
* Bid in an auction. Each (else) if statement deals with specific parameters, including whether the bid is for
forward/reverse delivery, whether the bid is open/closed
* and whether the bid is for indirect delivery. Provisional forward/reverse routes are checked to stop a truck offering
indirect intermediate delivery on both legs on a single day;
* in this case a direct bid makes more sense.
* @param auction
* @param b
* @param forForward
* @param forReverse
* @param openDelivery
* @param openReturn
* @param intermediateToWarehouse
* @param intermediateToDestination
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* @return
*/
public Bid bid(Auction auction, Batch b, boolean forForward, boolean forReverse, boolean openDelivery, boolean openReturn,
boolean intermediateToWarehouse,
boolean intermediateToDestination) {
Route provisionalForwardRoute = null;
Route provisionalReverseRoute = null;
if (b.getProvisionalForwardBid() != null && b.getProvisionalForwardBid().getBidder().equals(this)) {
provisionalForwardRoute = b.getProvisionalForwardBid().getForwardRoute();
}
if (b.getProvisionalReverseBid() != null && b.getProvisionalReverseBid().getBidder().equals(this)) {
provisionalReverseRoute = b.getProvisionalReverseBid().getReverseRoute();
}
boolean forward = false;
int forwardDate = -1;
boolean reverse = false;
int reverseDate = -1;
Route forwardRoute = null;
Route reverseRoute = null;
// If bidding for direct forward closed delivery
if (!openDelivery && forForward && !intermediateToWarehouse && !intermediateToDestination ) {
Route r = routes[b.getDeliveryDate()-Controller.getController().getDay()];
if (provisionalForwardRoute != null) {
forward = false;
forwardDate = -1;
}
else {
forwardRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r, b.getOrigin(), b.getDestination(),b,true);
if (forwardRoute != null) {
forward = true;
forwardDate = b.getDeliveryDate();
}
}
}
// If bidding for indirect forward closed delivery to warehouse
else if (!openDelivery && forForward && intermediateToWarehouse && !intermediateToDestination ) {
Route r = routes[b.getDeliveryDate()-Controller.getController().getDay()];
if (provisionalForwardRoute != null) {
forward = false;
forwardDate = -1;
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}
else {
if (b.getDaysPostponed() > 0) {
forwardRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r, b.getOrigin(),b.getAcceptableWarehouse(),b,true);
if (forwardRoute != null) {
forward = true;
forwardDate = b.getDeliveryDate();
}
}
}
}
// If bidding for indirect forward closed delivery to customer
else if (!openDelivery && forForward && !intermediateToWarehouse && intermediateToDestination) {
Route r = routes[b.getDeliveryDate()-Controller.getController().getDay()];
if (provisionalForwardRoute != null) {
forward = false;
forwardDate = -1;
}
else {
if (b.getDaysPostponed() > 0) {
forwardRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r,
b.getAcceptableWarehouse(),b.getDestination(),b,true);
if (forwardRoute != null) {
forward = true;
forwardDate = b.getDeliveryDate();
}
}
}
}
/*
// If bidding for indirect forward open delivery to warehouse
else if (openDelivery && forForward && intermediateToWarehouse && !intermediateToDestination) {
for (int i = b.getDeliveryDate()-Controller.getController().getDay(); i < routes.lengthModelVariables.batchProcessingDays; i++) {
Route r = routes[i];
if (provisionalForwardRoute != null && provisionalForwardRoute.getDay() != routes[i].getDay()) {
forwardRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r, b.getOrigin(),b.getAcceptableWarehouse(),b,true);
if (forwardRoute != null) {
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forward = true;
forwardDate = r.getDay();
}
}
}
}
// If bidding for indirect forward open delivery to customer
else if (openDelivery && forForward && !intermediateToWarehouse && intermediateToDestination) {
for (int i = b.getDeliveryDate()-Controller.getController().getDay(); i < routes.lengthModelVariables.batchProcessingDays; i++) {
Route r = routes[i];
if (provisionalForwardRoute != null && provisionalForwardRoute.getDay() != routes[i].getDay()) {
forwardRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r, b.getAcceptableWarehouse(), b.getDestination(),
b,true);
if (forwardRoute != null) {
forward = true;
forwardDate = r.getDay();
break;
}
}
}
}*/
// If bidding for direct reverse closed delivery
if (!openReturn && forReverse && !intermediateToWarehouse && !intermediateToDestination) {
Route r = routes[(b.getReturnDate()-(Controller.getController().getDay()))];
if (provisionalReverseRoute != null) {
reverse = false;
reverseDate = -1;
}
else {
if (b.getDaysPostponed() > 0) {
reverseRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r, b.getDestination(),b.getOrigin(),b,false);
if (reverseRoute != null) {
reverse = true;
reverseDate = b.getReturnDate();
}
}
}
}
// If bidding for indirect reverse closed delivery to warehouse
else if (!openReturn && forReverse && intermediateToWarehouse && !intermediateToDestination ){
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Route r = routes[(b.getReturnDate()-(Controller.getController().getDay()))];
if (provisionalReverseRoute != null) {
reverse = false;
reverseDate = -1;
}
else {
if (b.getDaysPostponed() > 0) {
reverseRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r,
b.getDestination(),b.getAcceptableWarehouse(),b,false);
if (reverseRoute != null) {
reverse = true;
reverseDate = b.getReturnDate();
}
}

}
}
// If bidding for indirect reverse closed delivery to distribution centre
else if (!openReturn && forReverse && !intermediateToWarehouse && intermediateToDestination){
Route r = routes[b.getReturnDate()-Controller.getController().getDay()];
if (provisionalReverseRoute != null) {
reverse = false;
reverseDate = -1;
}
else {
if (b.getDaysPostponed() > 0) {
reverseRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r,
b.getAcceptableWarehouse(),b.getOrigin(),b,false);
if (reverseRoute != null) {
reverse = true;
reverseDate = b.getReturnDate();
}
}
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}
}
// If bidding for indirect reverse open delivery to warehouse
else if (openReturn && forReverse && intermediateToWarehouse && !intermediateToDestination){
for (int i = b.getReturnDate()-Controller.getController().getDay(); i < routes.length; i++) {
Route r = routes[i];
if (provisionalReverseRoute != null && provisionalReverseRoute.getDay() != routes[i].getDay()) {
reverseRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r, b.getDestination(), b.getAcceptableWarehouse(),

/*

b,false);
if (reverseRoute != null) {
reverse = true;
reverseDate = r.getDay();
}
}
}
}
// If bidding for indirect reverse open delivery to distribution centre
else if (openReturn && forReverse && !intermediateToWarehouse && intermediateToDestination){
for (int i = b.getReturnDate()-Controller.getController().getDay(); i < routes.length; i++) {
Route r = routes[i];
if (provisionalReverseRoute != null && provisionalReverseRoute.getDay() != routes[i].getDay()) {
reverseRoute = calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(r, b.getAcceptableWarehouse(),b.getDestination(),
b,false);
if (reverseRoute != null) {
reverse = true;
reverseDate = r.getDay();
}
}
}
}*/
if (!forward && !reverse) {
return null;
}
return new Bid(this, b, forward,reverse,forwardDate,reverseDate,forwardRoute,reverseRoute);
}
/**
* Finds the best place in a given route to add a new leg. Returns the new route with the shortest distance.
* @param route
* @param origin
* @param destination
* @param b
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* @param forward
* @return
*/
public Route calculateBestRouteWithNewLeg(Route route, Location origin, Location destination, Batch b, boolean forward) {
double shortestLength = getMaxShiftLength()+1;
Route bestSoFar = null;
for (int i = 0; i <= route.getLegs().size(); i++) {
for (int i2 = i+1; i2 <= route.getLegs().size()+1; i2++) {
Route candidate = new Route(route.getDay(), this);
for (Leg l : route.getLegs()) {
candidate.addLeg(l);
}
Leg pickup = new Leg(origin, b, true);
candidate.addLegAtIndex(i, pickup);
Leg dropoff = new Leg(destination, b, false);
candidate.addLegAtIndex(i2, dropoff);
if (candidate.getLegs().get(candidate.getLegs().size()-1).getLocation() != getOrigin()) {
Leg toOrigin = new Leg(getOrigin(), null, false);
candidate.addLeg(toOrigin);
}
if (candidateLength < shortestLength && candidate.allLegsValid() && candidate.getLength() <
getMaxShiftLength()) {
candidate.allLegsValid();
shortestLength = candidateLength;
bestSoFar = candidate;
}
}
}
return bestSoFar;
}

/**
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* Sets the truck's volume capacity.
* @param volumeCapacity
*/
public void setVolumeCapacity(double volumeCapacity) {
this.volumeCapacity = volumeCapacity;
}
/**
* @return The truck's volume capacity.
*/
public double getVolumeCapacity() {
return volumeCapacity;
}
/**
* Sets the truck's weight capacity.
* @param weightCapacity
*/
public void setWeightCapacity(double weightCapacity) {
this.weightCapacity = weightCapacity;
}
/**
* @return The truck's weight capacity.
*/
public double getWeightCapacity() {
return weightCapacity;
}
/**
* Set's the truck's current weight (currently not used, useful for a more complex scenario).
* @param currentWeight
*/
public void setCurrentWeight(double currentWeight) {
this.currentWeight = currentWeight;
}
/**
* @return The truck's current weight.
*/
public double getCurrentWeight() {
return currentWeight;
}
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/**
* Sets the truck's current volume (currently not used, useful for a more complex scenario).
* @param currentVolume
*/
public void setCurrentVolume(double currentVolume) {
this.currentVolume = currentVolume;
}
/**
* @return The truck's current volume.
*/
public double getCurrentVolume() {
return currentVolume;
}
/**
* Sets the truck's current shift length.
* @param currentShiftLength
*/
public void setCurrentShiftLength(double currentShiftLength) {
this.currentShiftLength = currentShiftLength;
}
/**
* @return The truck's current shift length.
*/
public double getCurrentShiftLength() {
return currentShiftLength;
}
/**
* Sets the truck's maximum shift length.
* @param maxShiftLength
*/
public void setMaxShiftLength(double maxShiftLength) {
this.maxShiftLength = maxShiftLength;
}
/**
* @return The truck's maximum shift length.
*/
public double getMaxShiftLength() {
return maxShiftLength;
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}
/**
* @param day
* @return The route for a given day.
*/
public Route getRoute(int day) {
if (day < routes.length) {
return routes[day];
}
return null;
}
/**
* Sets the truck's origin.
* @param origin
*/
public void setOrigin(Location origin) {
this.origin = origin;
}
/**
* @return The truck's origin.
*/
public Location getOrigin() {
return origin;
}
/**
* Sets the truck's current location (currently not used, useful for more complex scenarios).
* @param currentLocation
*/
public void setCurrentLocation(Location currentLocation) {
this.currentLocation = currentLocation;
}
/**
* @return The truck's current location.
*/
public Location getCurrentLocation() {
return currentLocation;
}
/**
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* Print out the truck's routes for today.
*/
public void printRouteForToday() {
Route r = routes[0];
for (Leg l : r.getLegs()) {
System.out.println(l.getLocation());
}
System.out.println(r.getLength());
}
/**
* Print all of the truck's planned routes.
*/
public void printAllRoutes() {
for (int i = 0; i < routes.length; i++) {
Route r = routes[i];
System.out.println("Planned route for day "+(i+Controller.getController().getDay()));
if (!r.getLegs().isEmpty()) {
for (Leg l : r.getLegs()) {
String loc = "Location: "+l.getLocation()+" ";
String action = "No Action";
if (l.isLoad() && l.getBatch() != null) {
action = "Loading "+l.getBatch();
}
else if (!l.isLoad() && l.getBatch() != null) {
action = "Unloading "+l.getBatch();
}
System.out.println(loc+action);
}
System.out.println(r.getLength());
}
else {
System.out.println("None");
}
}
}
/**
* @return The truck's name.
*/
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public String getName() {
return name;
}
/**
* Set the truck's name.
* @param name
*/
public void setName(String name) {
this.name = name;
}
public String toString() {
return name;
}
}

D-3: Leg
package routes;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.LinkedList;
import control.Routing;
import agents.Batch;
import agents.Truck;
import locations.Location;
/**
* A class to model one leg of a particular route. A leg involves either travel between two locations with no loading/unloading
(i.e. when returning "home" empty),
* travel between two locations with loading/unloading (normal behaviour) or loading/unloading at a single location (i.e. when
loading multiple batches at a single location).
*
*
*/
public class Leg {
private Location location;
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private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

double weightAtStart;
double weightAtEnd;
double volumeAtStart;
double volumeAtEnd;
LinkedList<Batch> loadAtStart;
LinkedList<Batch> loadAtEnd;
Batch batch;
boolean load;

public Leg(Location location, Batch batch, boolean load) {
this.setLocation(location);
this.setLoad(load);
this.setBatch(batch);
this.loadAtStart = new LinkedList<Batch>();
this.loadAtEnd = new LinkedList<Batch>();
setVolumeAndWeightAtStart();
setVolumeAndWeightAtEnd();
}
/**
* Get the weight of the truck's batches at the end of the leg
*/
public double getWeightAtEnd() {
return weightAtEnd;
}
/**
* Set the weight of the truck's batches at the end of the leg
* @param weightAtEnd
*/
public void setWeightAtEnd(double weightAtEnd) {
this.weightAtEnd = weightAtEnd;
}
/**
* Calculate new details for the batch.
*/
public void calculateNewDetails() {
loadAtEnd.clear();
for (Batch b : getLoadAtStart()) {
loadAtEnd.add(b);
}
if (load && batch != null) {
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loadAtEnd.add(batch);
}
if (!load && batch != null) {
loadAtEnd.remove(batch);
}
setVolumeAndWeightAtStart();
setVolumeAndWeightAtEnd();
}
/**
* Update the values for volume and weight at the start of the leg
*/
public void setVolumeAndWeightAtStart() {
for (Batch b : loadAtStart) {
volumeAtStart = 0;
weightAtStart = 0;
volumeAtStart+=b.getVolume();
weightAtStart+=b.getWeight();
}
}
/**
* Update the values for volume and weight at the end of the leg
*/
public void setVolumeAndWeightAtEnd() {
for (Batch b : loadAtEnd) {
volumeAtEnd = 0;
weightAtEnd = 0;
volumeAtEnd+=b.getVolume();
weightAtEnd+=b.getWeight();
}
}
/**
* @return The volume at the start of the leg
*/
public double getVolumeAtStart() {
double volume = 0.0;
for (Batch b : loadAtStart) {
volume += b.getVolume();
}
return volume;
}
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/**
* @return The volume at the end of the leg
*/
public double getVolumeAtEnd() {
double volume = 0.0;
for (Batch b : loadAtEnd) {
volume += b.getVolume();
}
return volume;
}
/**
* @return The weight at the start of the leg
*/
public double getWeightAtStart() {
double weight = 0.0;
for (Batch b: loadAtStart) {
weight += b.getWeight();
}
return weight;
}
/**
* @return The batches being carried at the start of the leg
*/
public LinkedList<Batch> getLoadAtStart() {
return loadAtStart;
}
/**
* Set the batches being carried at the start of the leg
* @param loadAtStart
*/
public void setLoadAtStart(LinkedList<Batch> loadAtStart) {
this.loadAtStart = loadAtStart;
}
/**
* @return The batches being carried at the end of the leg, after loading
* or unloading have been performed
*/
public LinkedList<Batch> getLoadAtEnd() {
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return loadAtEnd;
}
/**
* Set the load at the end of the leg.
* @param loadAtEnd
*/
public void setLoadAtEnd(LinkedList<Batch> loadAtEnd) {
this.loadAtEnd = loadAtEnd;
}
/**
* Set the destination of the leg
* @param location
*/
public void setLocation(Location location) {
this.location = location;
}
/**
* @return The destination of the leg
*/
public Location getLocation() {
return location;
}
/**
* Set whether the leg is for loading or unloading
* @param load
*/
public void setLoad(boolean load) {
this.load = load;
}
/**
* @return Whether the leg is for loading or unloading
*/
public boolean isLoad() {
return load;
}
/**
* @return The batch being loaded/unloaded in this leg
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*/
public Batch getBatch() {
return batch;
}
/**
* Set the batch being loaded/unloaded in this leg
* @param batch
*/
public void setBatch(Batch batch) {
this.batch = batch;
}
}

D-4: Route
package routes;
import java.text.DecimalFormat;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import agents.Batch;
import agents.Truck;
import control.Controller;
import control.Routing;
import locations.Location;

/**
* A class that models a series of legs.
*
*/
public class Route {
private int day;
private ArrayList<Leg> legs;
private Truck owner;
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public Route(int day, Truck owner) {
this.setDay(day);
this.setOwner(owner);
legs = new ArrayList<Leg>();
}
/**
* Add a new leg to the route at a given index.
* @param index
* @param l
*/
public void addLegAtIndex(int index, Leg leg) {
legs.add(index, leg);
}
/**
* Update the details of all legs.
*/
public void calculateNewDetailsForAllLegs() {
for (int i = 0; i <legs.size(); i++) {
legs.get(i).getLoadAtStart().clear();
legs.get(i).getLoadAtEnd().clear();
if (i > 0) {
for (Batch b : legs.get(i-1).getLoadAtEnd()) {
legs.get(i).getLoadAtStart().add(b);
}
}
legs.get(i).calculateNewDetails();
}
}
/**
* Set the day of the route.
* @param day
*/
public void setDay(int day) {
this.day = day;
}
/**
* Get the day of the route
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* @return
*/
public int getDay() {
return day;
}
/**
* @return Owner of route
*/
public Truck getOwner() {
return owner;
}
/**
* Set the owner of the route.
* @param owner
*/
public void setOwner(Truck owner) {
this.owner = owner;
}
/**
* Add a leg to the end of the route
* @param leg
*/
public void addLeg(Leg leg) {
legs.add(leg);
}
/**
* @return All of the legs modelled by this route
*/
public ArrayList<Leg> getLegs() {
return legs;
}
/**
* @return The length of this route. Each leg where loading/unloading occurs adds 1 hour to the route, plus
* the time taken to travel between locations. For legs where no action is performed, only the travel time is
* added.
*/
public double getLength() {
double distanceCounter = 0.0;
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for (int i = 0; i < getLegs().size(); i++) {
if (getLegs().get(i).getBatch() != null) {
distanceCounter+=1.0;
}
if (i == 0 && getLegs().get(i).getLocation() != getOwner().getOrigin()) {
distanceCounter+= Routing.getShortestPath(getOwner().getOrigin(), getLegs().get(i).getLocation());
}
if (i > 0){
distanceCounter+= Routing.getShortestPath(getLegs().get(i-1).getLocation(),
getLegs().get(i).getLocation());
}
}
DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("0.00");
return Double.valueOf(df.format(distanceCounter));
}
/**
* @return Whether, given the list of routes, whether the weight and volume remain within
* the truck's weight and volume capacities at all times.
*/
public boolean allLegsValid() {
calculateNewDetailsForAllLegs();
for (Leg l : legs) {
double r = getLength ();
Batch b = l.getBatch();
l.setVolumeAndWeightAtStart();
l.setVolumeAndWeightAtEnd();
if (l.getWeightAtStart() > getOwner().getWeightCapacity()) {
return false;
}
if (l.getVolumeAtStart() > getOwner().getVolumeCapacity()) {
return false;
}
if (l.getWeightAtEnd() > getOwner().getWeightCapacity()) {
return false;
}
if (l.getVolumeAtEnd() > getOwner().getVolumeCapacity()) {
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return false;
}
if ((b != null) && (b.getDaysPostponed()== 0)){
return false;
}
}
return true;
}
public String toString() {
String route = "";
if (!getLegs().isEmpty()) {
for (Leg l : getLegs()) {
route = route + l.getLocation()+" ";
String action = "No Action // ";
if (l.isLoad() && l.getBatch() != null) {
route = route + "Loading "+l.getBatch()+" // ";
}
else if (!l.isLoad() && l.getBatch() != null) {
route = route + "Unloading "+l.getBatch()+" // ";
}
else {
route = route + action;
}
}
route = "AuctionDay " + Controller.getController().getDay() + owner + route + "Length: "+
getLength() + " Cost: £" + getLength() * 80;
System.out.println ("Route " + route);
}
else {
route = "None";
}
return route;
}
}
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D-5: Auction
package bidding;
import gui.GUI;
import
import
import
import
import

java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.Collections;
java.util.HashMap;
java.util.LinkedHashMap;
java.util.TreeMap;

import
import
import
import

output.AveragesStatsWriter;
output.RoutesWriter;
control.ModelVariables;
control.Controller;

import random.RandomGenerator;
import routes.Route;
import agents.Batch;
import agents.Truck;
/**
* A class to represent an auction for a particular batch. Holds an ArrayList which keeps track of the bids currently placed.
*
*/
public class Auction {
private Batch batch;
private ArrayList<Bid> bids;
public Auction(Batch batch) {
setBatch(batch);
bids = new ArrayList<Bid>();
}
/**
* @return The batch that this auction corresponds to
*/
public Batch getBatch() {
return this.batch;
}
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/**
* Set the batch that this auction corresponds to
* @param batch
*/
public void setBatch(Batch batch) {
this.batch = batch;
}
/**
* @return A randomly sorted list of all the bids received
*/
public ArrayList<Bid> getBids() {
Collections.shuffle(bids,RandomGenerator.getRandom());
return bids;
}
/**
* Accepts a bid. If the bidder has already made a bid for the same combination of forward and reverse then the bidder's
original
* bid is removed and the new one is entered.
* @param b
*/
public void bid(Bid b) {
if (b != null) {
ArrayList<Bid> bidsToRemove = new ArrayList<Bid>();
for (Bid bid : bids) {
if (bid.getBidder().equals(b.getBidder()) && bid.isForward() == b.isForward() && bid.isReverse() ==
b.isReverse()) {
bidsToRemove.add(bid);
}
}
bids.removeAll(bidsToRemove);
bids.add(b);
}
}
/**
* Seek combination forward and reverse closed direct bids from all trucks.
* @param trucks
* @return
*/
public Bid combinationBids(ArrayList<Truck> trucks) {
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Bid acceptableBid = null;
for (Truck t : trucks) {
bid(t.bid(this, getBatch(), true, true, false, false, false, false));
}
Bid comboBid = getBatch().selectBestClosedCombinationOffer(this);
acceptableBid = comboBid;
if (acceptableBid != null) {
System.out.println("combo accepted");
}
return acceptableBid;
}
/**
* Seek forward bids from all trucks according to the parameters supplied. IntermediateToWarehouse specifies that the
truck is
* seeking delivery from the distribution centre to the warehouse; intermediateToDestination that it is seeking delivery
from
* warehouse to customer
* @param trucks
* @param open
* @param intermediateToWarehouse
* @param intermediateToDestination
* @return
*/
public Bid forwardBids(ArrayList<Truck> trucks, boolean open, boolean intermediateToWarehouse, boolean
intermediateToDestination) {
Bid acceptableBid = null;
for (Truck t : trucks) {
if (!open) {
bid(t.bid(this, getBatch(), true, false, false, false, intermediateToWarehouse,
intermediateToDestination));
}
else {
bid(t.bid(this, getBatch(), true, false, true, false, intermediateToWarehouse,
intermediateToDestination));
}
if (!open) {
Bid forwardBid = getBatch().selectBestClosedForwardOffer(this);
acceptableBid = forwardBid;
}
else {
Bid forwardBid = getBatch().selectBestOpenForwardOffer(this);
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acceptableBid = forwardBid;
}
}
getBids().clear();
return acceptableBid;
}
/**
* Seek reverse bids from all trucks according to the parameters supplied. IntermediateToWarehouse specifies that the
truck is
* seeking delivery from the customer to the warehouse; intermediateToDestination that it is seeking delivery from
* warehouse to the distribution centre.
* @param trucks
* @param open
* @param intermediateToWarehouse
* @param intermediateToDestination
* @return
*/
public Bid reverseBids(ArrayList<Truck> trucks, boolean open, boolean intermediateToWarehouse, boolean
intermediateToDestination) {
Bid acceptableBid = null;
for (Truck t : trucks) {
if (!open) {
bid(t.bid(this, getBatch(), false, true, false, false, intermediateToWarehouse,
intermediateToDestination));
}
else {
bid(t.bid(this, getBatch(), false, true, false, true, intermediateToWarehouse,
intermediateToDestination));
}
if (!open) {
Bid reverseBid = getBatch().selectBestClosedReverseOffer(this);
acceptableBid = reverseBid;
}
else {
Bid reverseBid = getBatch().selectBestOpenReverseOffer(this);
acceptableBid = reverseBid;
}
}
getBids().clear();
return acceptableBid;
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}
}

D-6: Bid
package bidding;
import
import
import
import

routes.Route;
agents.Batch;
agents.Truck;
locations.Location;

public class Bid {
private Truck bidder;
private Batch batch;
private boolean forward;
private boolean reverse;
private int forwardDate;
private int reverseDate;
private Route forwardRoute;
private Route reverseRoute;
/**
* A class to represent a bid by a given bidder. Encodes the delivery/return parameters that the bid represents.
* @param bidder
* @param batch
* @param forward
* @param reverse
* @param forwardDate
* @param reverseDate
* @param forwardRoute
* @param reverseRoute
*/
public Bid(Truck bidder, Batch batch, boolean forward, boolean reverse, int forwardDate, int reverseDate, Route
forwardRoute, Route reverseRoute) {
this.setBidder(bidder);
this.setBatch(batch);
this.setForward(forward);
this.setReverse(reverse);
this.setForwardDate(forwardDate);
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this.setReverseDate(reverseDate);
this.setForwardRoute(forwardRoute);
this.setReverseRoute(reverseRoute);
}
public String toString() {
return "Bidder: "+bidder+" Forward: "+forward+" Reverse: "+reverse+" Forward Date: "+forwardDate+" Reverse Date:
"+reverseDate;
}
/**
* Set whether the bid is for forward.
* @param forward
*/
public void setForward(boolean forward) {
this.forward = forward;
}
/**
* @return Whether the bid is for forward.
*/
public boolean isForward() {
return forward;
}
/**
* Set whether the bid is for reverse.
* @param reverse
*/
public void setReverse(boolean reverse) {
this.reverse = reverse;
}
/**
* @return Whether the bid is for reverse
*/
public boolean isReverse() {
return reverse;
}
/**
* Set the date for which the bid offers forward delivery
* @param forwardDate
*/
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public void setForwardDate(int forwardDate) {
this.forwardDate = forwardDate;
}
/**
* @return The date for which the bid offers forward delivery
*/
public int getForwardDate() {
return forwardDate;
}
/**
* Set the date for which the bid offers reverse delivery
* @param reverseDate
*/
public void setReverseDate(int reverseDate) {
this.reverseDate = reverseDate;
}
/**
* @return The date for which the bid offers reverse delivery
*/
public int getReverseDate() {
return reverseDate;
}
/**
* Set the owner of this bid
* @param bidder
*/
public void setBidder(Truck bidder) {
this.bidder = bidder;
}
/**
* @return The owner of this bid
*/
public Truck getBidder() {
return bidder;
}
/**
* Set the proposed forward route for this bid
* @param forwardRoute
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*/
public void setForwardRoute(Route forwardRoute) {
this.forwardRoute = forwardRoute;
}
/**
* @return The proposed forward route for this bid
*/
public Route getForwardRoute() {
return forwardRoute;
}
/**
* Set the proposed reverse route for this bid
* @param reverseRoute
*/
public void setReverseRoute(Route reverseRoute) {
this.reverseRoute = reverseRoute;
}
/**
* @return The proposed reverse route for this bid
*/
public Route getReverseRoute() {
return reverseRoute;
}
/**
* @return The batch that this bid is for
*/
public Batch getBatch() {
return batch;
}
/**
* Set the batch that this bid is for
* @param batch
*/
public void setBatch(Batch batch) {
this.batch = batch;
}
}
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D-7: Customer
package locations;
/**
* Represents a Customer location
*
*/
public class Customer extends Location {
public Customer(String name) {
super(name);
}

}

D-8: Warehouse
package locations;
/**
* Represents a warehouse.
*
*/
public class Warehouse extends LogisticsFacility {
public Warehouse(String name) {
super(name);
}
}

D-9: Location
package locations;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.HashMap;
import agents.Batch;
/**
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* Abstract superclass for all location objects
*
*/
public abstract class Location {
private String name;
private ArrayList<Batch> batches;
public Location(String name) {
this.name = name;
batches = new ArrayList<Batch>();
}
public ArrayList<Batch> getBatches() {
return batches;
}
public void setBatches(ArrayList<Batch> batches) {
this.batches = batches;
}
public void addBatch(Batch b) {
batches.add(b);
}
public void removeBatch(Batch b){
if (batches.contains(b)) {
batches.remove(b);
}
}
private HashMap<Location,Integer> connectedLocations;
public HashMap<Location,Integer> getConnectedLocations() {
return connectedLocations;
}
public void addConnectedLocation(Location l, int distance) {
if (!connectedLocations.containsKey(l)) {
connectedLocations.put(l, distance);
}
}
public String toString() {
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return name;
}

}

D-10: Logisitrcs Facility
package locations;
/**
* Abstract superclass for all distribution centre and warehouse locations.
*
*/
public abstract class LogisticsFacility extends Location {
public LogisticsFacility(String name) {
super(name);
}
}

D-11: Distribution Centre
package locations;
/**
* Represents a distribution centre location
*
*/
public class DistributionCentre extends LogisticsFacility {
public DistributionCentre(String name) {
super(name);
}
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}

D-12: Road
package locations;
/**
* Represents a road. Roads connect two locations, and have an attached value that specifies the time it takes to get from one
location to the other.
*
*/
public class Road {
private double length;
public Road(double length) {
this.setLength(length);
}
public void setLength(double length) {
this.length = length;
}
public double getLength() {
return length;
}

D-13: Controller
package control;
import java.awt.Dimension;
import java.math.BigDecimal;
import java.math.RoundingMode;
import java.text.DecimalFormat;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Random;
import
import
import
import
import

edu.uci.ics.jung.algorithms.layout.CircleLayout;
edu.uci.ics.jung.algorithms.layout.Layout;
edu.uci.ics.jung.algorithms.shortestpath.DijkstraShortestPath;
edu.uci.ics.jung.graph.*;
edu.uci.ics.jung.visualization.BasicVisualizationServer;
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import edu.uci.ics.jung.visualization.decorators.ToStringLabeller;
import gui.GUI;
import java.util.Date;
import javax.swing.JFrame;
import org.apache.commons.collections15.Transformer;
import output.AveragesStatsWriter;
import output.RoutesWriter;
import random.RandomGenerator;
import routes.Leg;
import bidding.Auction;
import bidding.Bid;
import
import
import
import
import

locations.Customer;
locations.DistributionCentre;
locations.Location;
locations.Road;
locations.Warehouse;

import agents.Batch;
import agents.Truck;
/**
* A class to control the simulation. Responsible for setting up the network, agents and locations and running the simulation.
Also keeps track of
* the required statistics for the output.
*
*/
public class Controller {
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

static Controller controller = null;
ArrayList<Batch> batches;
ArrayList<Batch> batchesForTomorrow;
ArrayList<Batch> splitBatches;
ArrayList<Truck> trucks;
ArrayList<DistributionCentre> distributionCentres;
ArrayList<Warehouse> warehouses;
ArrayList<Customer> customers;
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private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

int currentTime;
int day;
int numberOfBatchesIntroducedToday = 0;
int totalNumberOfAuctions = 0;
int numberOfBatchesWithSuccessfulBids = 0;
int numberOfBatchesWithoutSuccessfulBids = 0;
int numberOfBatchesOnTimeForward = 0;
int numberOfBatchesOnTimeReverse = 0;
int numberOfBatchesLateForward = 0;
int numberOfBatchesLateReverse = 0;
int numberOfDaysLateOnForward = 0;
int numberOfDaysLateOnReverse = 0;
UndirectedSparseGraph<Location,Road> network;
boolean usingGUI = false;

public Controller() {
batches = new ArrayList<Batch>();
batchesForTomorrow = new ArrayList<Batch>();
splitBatches = new ArrayList<Batch>();
trucks = new ArrayList<Truck>();
distributionCentres = new ArrayList<DistributionCentre>();
warehouses = new ArrayList<Warehouse>();
customers = new ArrayList<Customer>();
day = 0;
RandomGenerator.initialiseWithSeed(ModelVariables.seed);
}
public static void main(String args[]) {
Controller c = Controller.getController();
c.createNetwork();
c.start();
}
/**
* Makes sure that there's only ever one instance of the controller. Use Controller.getController() to make
* controller objects rather than Controller c = new Controller();
* @return This Controller.
*/
public static Controller getController()
{
if(controller==null){
controller = new Controller();
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}
return controller;
}
/**
* Sets up the trucks and batches and starts the simulation for the number of days specified in ModelVariables.
*/
public void start() {
createNetwork();
setHasRun(true);
setUpTrucks();
setUpBatches(true);
simulate(ModelVariables.days);
}
/**
* Restarts the simulation. This is called from GUI, rather than start(), to allow multiple runs to be conducted.
*/
public void restart() {
trucks.clear();
batches.clear();
batchesForTomorrow.clear();
splitBatches.clear();
resetDeliveryValues();
day = 0;
setUpTrucks();
setUpBatches(true);
simulate(ModelVariables.days);
}
/**
* Runs the simulation for the specified number of days.
* @param numDays
*/
public void simulate(int numDays) {
// Set up stats writers
AveragesStatsWriter avsWriter = new AveragesStatsWriter(GUI.getGUI().getResultsDirectory());
RoutesWriter rtsWriter = new RoutesWriter(GUI.getGUI().getResultsDirectory());
// Model days in hours to allow extensibility and split batches to be auctioned in the same day
int hour = 0;
// Set up routes of trucks
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for (Truck t : trucks) {
t.setUpRoutes();
}
while (day <= numDays) {
simulateOneStep();
hour++;
// Add all split batches into batches ArrayList and then clear splitBatches ArrayList
batches.addAll(splitBatches);
splitBatches.clear();
// End of the day
if (hour >= ModelVariables.maxTruckShiftLimit) {
// Write output files and clear variables
calculateDeliveryValues();
avsWriter.writeToFile();
rtsWriter.writeToFile();
numberOfBatchesIntroducedToday = 0;
totalNumberOfAuctions = 0;
numberOfBatchesWithSuccessfulBids = 0;
numberOfBatchesWithoutSuccessfulBids = 0;
//Reset the current shift lengths of all trucks
for (Truck t : trucks) {
t.setCurrentShiftLength(0);
}
day++;
hour = 0;
// Set up routes of trucks
// and current locations of batches.
// To see locations after batches at START of current day, move
// call to setUpBatchLocations BEFORE call to setUpRoutes
for (Truck t : trucks) {
t.setUpRoutes();
setUpBatchLocations(t);
}
for (DistributionCentre dc : distributionCentres) {
for (Batch b : dc.getBatches()) {
System.out.println(dc+" has batch "+b );
}
}
for (Warehouse w : warehouses) {
for (Batch b : w.getBatches()) {
System.out.println(w+" has batch "+b);
}
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}
for (Customer c : customers) {
for (Batch b : c.getBatches()) {
System.out.println(c+" has batch "+b);
}
}
// Add batches that received no bids yesterday into the head of the queue today and clear ArrayList
batches.addAll(batchesForTomorrow);
batchesForTomorrow.clear();
// Add new batches for today
setUpBatches(false);
}
}
// If simulation finishes and GUI is in use, create the "Finished!" window
if (usingGUI) {
GUI.createFInishedFrame();
}
}
public void setUpBatchLocations(Truck t) {
for (Leg l : t.getRoute(0).getLegs()) {
if (l.getBatch() != null && l.isLoad()) {
l.getLocation().addBatch(l.getBatch());
}
else if (l.getBatch() != null && !l.isLoad()) {
l.getLocation().removeBatch(l.getBatch());
}
}
}
/**
* @return Whether the GUI is being used or not
*/
public boolean usingGUI() {
return usingGUI;
}
/**
* Set whether the GUI is being used or not
* @param usingGUI
*/
public void setUsingGUI(boolean usingGUI) {
this.usingGUI = usingGUI;
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}
/**
* Performs one step of the simulation
*/
public void simulateOneStep() {
// Increase each truck's current shift length (does nothing at the moment but useful for extension)
for (Truck t : trucks) {
t.setCurrentShiftLength(t.getCurrentShiftLength()+1);
}
ArrayList<Batch> batchesToRemove = new ArrayList<Batch>();
// Run auctions for all batches and update metrics according to their status
for (Batch b : batches) {
if (!b.isAuctionPostponed() && !b.isHasHalved()) {
numberOfBatchesIntroducedToday++;
}
totalNumberOfAuctions++;
// This runs the auction. If the auction returns false, update metrics and add the batch
// into the batches for tomorrow ArrayList
if (!b.runAuction(trucks)) {
numberOfBatchesWithoutSuccessfulBids++;
//add 1 to batch;______{}{}{}PL:@KLOPIPPUJ HhERE print
addBatchForTomorrow(b);
batchesToRemove.add(b);
}
// Auction succeeded.
//
else {
numberOfBatchesWithSuccessfulBids++;
batchesToRemove.add(b);
}
}
// Remove all batches that had auctions in this step from the queue.
batches.removeAll(batchesToRemove);
}
/**
* Calculate delivery metrics for the output files.
*/
public void calculateDeliveryValues() {
resetDeliveryValues();
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for (Truck t : trucks) {
for (Leg l : t.getRoute(0).getLegs()) {
if (!l.isLoad() && l.getBatch() != null) {
Batch b = l.getBatch();
if (b.getDeliveryDate() == day) {
if (b.getDaysLateOnDelivery() == 0) {
numberOfBatchesOnTimeForward++;
}
else {
numberOfBatchesLateForward++;
numberOfDaysLateOnForward += b.getDaysLateOnDelivery();
}
}
else if (b.getReturnDate() == day) {
if (b.getDaysLateOnReturn() == 0) {
numberOfBatchesOnTimeReverse++;
}
else {
numberOfBatchesLateReverse++;
numberOfDaysLateOnReverse += b.getDaysLateOnReturn();
}
}
}
}
}
}
/**
* Reset delivery metrics for the output files.
*/
public void resetDeliveryValues() {
numberOfBatchesOnTimeForward = 0;
numberOfBatchesOnTimeReverse = 0;
numberOfBatchesLateForward = 0;
numberOfBatchesLateReverse = 0;
numberOfDaysLateOnForward = 0;
numberOfDaysLateOnReverse = 0;
}
/**
* @return The average total volume utilisation for all trucks.
*/
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public BigDecimal getAverageVolumeUtilisation() {
BigDecimal avUtil = new BigDecimal("0.0");
for (Truck t : trucks) {
BigDecimal truckUtil = new BigDecimal("0.0");
t.getRoute(0).calculateNewDetailsForAllLegs();
// Calculate details for one truck, don't count last leg because truck will always be empty at end
for (int i = 0; i < t.getRoute(0).getLegs().size()-1; i++) {
Leg l = t.getRoute(0).getLegs().get(i);
BigDecimal util = new BigDecimal(Double.toString(l.getVolumeAtEnd())).divide(new
BigDecimal(Double.toString(t.getVolumeCapacity())),3,RoundingMode.HALF_UP);
truckUtil = truckUtil.add(util);
}
if (t.getRoute(0).getLegs().size() > 0) {
truckUtil = truckUtil.divide(new BigDecimal(Integer.toString(t.getRoute(0).getLegs().size()1)),3,RoundingMode.HALF_UP);
avUtil = avUtil.add(truckUtil);
}
}
// Average for all trucks
return avUtil.divide(new BigDecimal(Integer.toString(trucks.size())),3,RoundingMode.HALF_UP);
}
/**
* @return The average total weight utilisation for all trucks.
*/
public BigDecimal getAverageWeightUtilisation() {
BigDecimal avUtil = new BigDecimal("0.0");
for (Truck t : trucks) {
BigDecimal truckUtil = new BigDecimal("0.0");
// Calculate details for one truck, don't count last leg because truck will always be empty at end
for (int i = 0; i < t.getRoute(0).getLegs().size()-1; i++) {
Leg l = t.getRoute(0).getLegs().get(i);
BigDecimal util = new BigDecimal(Double.toString(l.getWeightAtEnd())).divide(new
BigDecimal(Double.toString(t.getWeightCapacity())),3,RoundingMode.HALF_UP);
truckUtil = truckUtil.add(util);
}
if (t.getRoute(0).getLegs().size() > 0) {
truckUtil = truckUtil.divide(new BigDecimal(Integer.toString(t.getRoute(0).getLegs().size()1)),3,RoundingMode.HALF_UP);
avUtil = avUtil.add(truckUtil);
}
}
// Average for all trucks
return avUtil.divide(new BigDecimal(Integer.toString(trucks.size())),3,RoundingMode.HALF_UP);
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}
/**
* @return The average total time utilisation for all trucks.
*/
public BigDecimal getAverageTimeUtilisation() {
BigDecimal avUtil = new BigDecimal("0.0");
for (Truck t : trucks) {
if (t.getRoute(0).getLength() > 0) {
//Calculate details for one truck
BigDecimal util = new BigDecimal(Double.toString(t.getRoute(0).getLength())).divide(new
BigDecimal(Double.toString(t.getMaxShiftLength())),3,RoundingMode.HALF_UP);
avUtil = avUtil.add(util);
}
}
// Average for all trucks
avUtil = avUtil.divide(new BigDecimal(Integer.toString(trucks.size())),3,RoundingMode.HALF_UP);
return avUtil;
}
/**
* @return An array of strings containing the current day, name and route of each truck
*/
public String[] getTruckRoutes() {
String[] routes = new String[trucks.size()*3];
int truckIndex = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < routes.length; i+=3) {
Truck t = trucks.get(truckIndex);
String name = t.getName();
String route = t.getRoute(0).toString();
routes[i] = Integer.toString(getDay());
routes[i+1] = name;
routes[i+2] = route;
truckIndex++;
}
return routes;
}
/**
* @return Get stats for averages output
*/
public String[] getAveragesStats() {
String[] results = new String[14];
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results[0] = Integer.toString(getDay());
results[1] = getAverageVolumeUtilisation().toPlainString();
results[2] = getAverageWeightUtilisation().toPlainString();
results[3] = getAverageTimeUtilisation().toPlainString();
results[4] = Integer.toString(numberOfBatchesIntroducedToday);
results[5] = Integer.toString(totalNumberOfAuctions);
results[6] = Integer.toString(numberOfBatchesWithSuccessfulBids);
results[7] = Integer.toString(numberOfBatchesWithoutSuccessfulBids);
results[8] = Integer.toString(numberOfBatchesOnTimeForward);
results[9] = Integer.toString(numberOfBatchesOnTimeReverse);
results[10] = Integer.toString(numberOfBatchesLateForward);
results[11] = Integer.toString(numberOfBatchesLateReverse);
results[12] = Integer.toString(numberOfDaysLateOnForward);
results[13] = Integer.toString(numberOfDaysLateOnReverse);
return results;
}
/**
* Set up all the trucks in the simulation. Trucks are given a randomly chosen origin from the set of distribution
centres, and
* randomly chosen volume, weight and shift capacities between the values specified in ModelVariables
*/
public void setUpTrucks() {
DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("0.00");
Random random = RandomGenerator.getRandom();
ArrayList<Location> possibleOrigins = new ArrayList<Location>();
possibleOrigins.addAll(distributionCentres);
for (int i = 1; i <= ModelVariables.numberOfTrucks; i++) {
double volumeCapacity = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxTruckVolumeCapacity ModelVariables.minTruckVolumeCapacity) + ModelVariables.minTruckVolumeCapacity));
double weightCapacity = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxTruckWeightCapacity ModelVariables.minTruckWeightCapacity) + ModelVariables.minTruckWeightCapacity));
double maxShiftLength = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxTruckShiftLimit ModelVariables.minTruckShiftLimit) + ModelVariables.minTruckShiftLimit));
int originIndex = random.nextInt(possibleOrigins.size());
Truck t = new Truck("T"+i,volumeCapacity,weightCapacity,maxShiftLength,possibleOrigins.get(originIndex));
trucks.add(t);
}
}
/**
* Creates a number of new batches with randomly chosen origins and destinations. Quantities, volumes and weights are
randomly set between the values specified in ModelVariables.
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* Delivery dates are randomly set between the current day and the maximum planning horizon minus the time it takes
customers to process batches. Return dates are set equal
* to the delivery date + the number of days it takes customers to process batches
* @param initial Whether the batches created should be of a number equal to the number of batches for initialisation in
ModelVariables
* or the number of batches for each step in ModelVariables
*/
public void setUpBatches(boolean initial) {
DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("0.00");
Random random = RandomGenerator.getRandom();
if (initial) {
for (int i = 0; i < ModelVariables.numberOfBatchesAtInitialisation; i++) {
Location origin = distributionCentres.get(random.nextInt(distributionCentres.size()));
Location destination = customers.get(random.nextInt(customers.size()));
double distanceToNearestWarehouse = 999999999999.0;
Location acceptableWarehouse = null;
for (Warehouse w : warehouses) {
double distance = Routing.getShortestPath(w, destination);
if (distance < distanceToNearestWarehouse) {
acceptableWarehouse = w;
distanceToNearestWarehouse = distance;
}
}
int quantity = random.nextInt(ModelVariables.maxBatchQuantityModelVariables.minBatchQuantity)+ModelVariables.minBatchQuantity;
double volume = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxBatchVolumeModelVariables.minBatchVolume)+ModelVariables.minBatchVolume));
double weight = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxBatchWeightModelVariables.minBatchWeight)+ModelVariables.minBatchWeight));
int deliveryDate = random.nextInt((ModelVariables.daysAheadToPlanModelVariables.batchProcessingDays));
int returnDate = deliveryDate+ModelVariables.batchProcessingDays;
Batch b = new Batch("B0"+"("+i+")",origin,destination,acceptableWarehouse,quantity,volume,weight,
deliveryDate, returnDate);
batches.add(b);
}
}
// For non-0 steps
else {
for (int i = 0; i < ModelVariables.numberOfBatchesPerDay; i++) {
Location origin = distributionCentres.get(random.nextInt(distributionCentres.size()));
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Location destination = customers.get(random.nextInt(customers.size()));
double distanceToNearestWarehouse = 999999999999.0;
Location acceptableWarehouse = null;
for (Warehouse w : warehouses) {
double distance = Routing.getShortestPath(w, destination);
if (distance < distanceToNearestWarehouse) {
acceptableWarehouse = w;
distanceToNearestWarehouse = distance;
}
}
int quantity = random.nextInt(ModelVariables.maxBatchQuantityModelVariables.minBatchQuantity)+ModelVariables.minBatchQuantity;
double volume = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxBatchVolumeModelVariables.minBatchVolume)+ModelVariables.minBatchVolume));
double weight = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxBatchWeightModelVariables.minBatchWeight)+ModelVariables.minBatchWeight));
int deliveryDate = random.nextInt(ModelVariables.daysAheadToPlanModelVariables.batchProcessingDays)+getDay();
int returnDate = deliveryDate+ModelVariables.batchProcessingDays;
Batch b = new
Batch("B"+getDay()+"("+i+")",origin,destination,acceptableWarehouse,quantity,volume,weight, deliveryDate, returnDate);
batches.add(b);
System.out.println("B"+"("+i+")" + " Origin" + origin + " Destination" + destination + " Acceptable
Warehouse" +
acceptableWarehouse + " Quantity" + quantity + " Volume" + volume + " Weight" + weight +
" Delivery Date" +
deliveryDate + " Return Date" + returnDate);
System.out.println (" numberOfBatchesOnTimeForward " + numberOfBatchesOnTimeForward + "
numberOfBatchesOnTimeReverse " +
numberOfBatchesOnTimeReverse + " numberOfBatchesLateForward " +
numberOfBatchesLateForward +
" numberOfBatchesLateReverse " + numberOfBatchesLateReverse + " numberOfDaysLateOnForward
" +
numberOfDaysLateOnForward + " numberOfDaysLateOnReverse " + numberOfDaysLateOnReverse);
}
}
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}
/**
* Creates the network with the number of distribution centres, warehouses and customers specified in ModelVariables and
adds roads between them.
* A number of roads corresponding to the roadProbability in ModelVariables are first added randomly between locations.
After that, we perform
* cleanup to ensure that all locations have some valid route to every other location.
*/
public void createNetwork() {
distributionCentres.clear();
warehouses.clear();
customers.clear();
Random random = RandomGenerator.getRandom();
network = new UndirectedSparseGraph<Location,Road>();
for (int i = 0; i < ModelVariables.numDistCentres; i++) {
DistributionCentre d = new DistributionCentre("DC"+(i+1));
distributionCentres.add(d);
network.addVertex(d);
}
for (int i = 0; i < ModelVariables.numWarehouses; i++) {
Warehouse w = new Warehouse("W"+(i+1));
warehouses.add(w);
network.addVertex(w);
}
for (int i = 0; i < ModelVariables.numCustomers; i++) {
Customer c = new Customer("C"+(i+1));
customers.add(c);
network.addVertex(c);
}
// Add roads randomly between distribution centres and warehouses
DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("0.00");
for (DistributionCentre d : distributionCentres) {
for (Warehouse w : warehouses) {
if (random.nextDouble() < ModelVariables.roadProbability) {
double length = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxRoadTravelTimeModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime)+ModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime));
Road r = new Road(length);
network.addEdge(r, d, w);
System.out.println (" Road Length " + r.getLength() + d + w);
}
}
}
// Add roads randomly between warehouses and customers
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for (Warehouse w : warehouses) {
for (Customer c : customers) {
if (random.nextDouble() < ModelVariables.roadProbability) {
double length = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxRoadTravelTimeModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime)+ModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime));
Road r = new Road(length);
network.addEdge(r, w, c);
System.out.println (" Road Length " + r.getLength() + w + c);
}
}
}
// Add roads from distribution centres to other distribution centres and warehouses
// to ensure the network is fully connected
for (DistributionCentre d : distributionCentres) {
int distCentreNeighbours = 0;
int warehouseNeighbours = 0;
if (network.getNeighborCount(d) > 0) {
for (Location l : network.getNeighbors(d)) {
if (l instanceof DistributionCentre) {
distCentreNeighbours++;
}
else if (l instanceof Warehouse) {
warehouseNeighbours++;
}
}
}
// If distribution centre is not connected to any other distribution centres, add road to one of them
if (distCentreNeighbours == 0 && distributionCentres.size() > 1) {
DistributionCentre d2 = distributionCentres.get(random.nextInt(distributionCentres.size()));
// Make sure that the distributionCentre isnt being connected to itself
while (d2 == d) {
d2 = distributionCentres.get(random.nextInt(distributionCentres.size()));
}
double length = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxRoadTravelTimeModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime)+ModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime));
Road r = new Road(length);
network.addEdge(r, d, d2);
System.out.println (" Road Length " + r.getLength() + d + d2);
}
// If distribution centre is not connected to any warehouses, add road to one of them
if (warehouseNeighbours == 0 && warehouses.size()>0) {
Warehouse w = warehouses.get(random.nextInt(warehouses.size()));
double length = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxRoadTravelTimeModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime)+ModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime));
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Road r = new Road(length);
network.addEdge(r, d, w);
System.out.println (" Road Length " + r.getLength() + d + w);
}
}
// If customer is not connected to warehouse, add road to one of them
for (Customer c : customers) {
if (network.getNeighborCount(c) == 0 && warehouses.size() > 0) {
Warehouse w = warehouses.get(random.nextInt(warehouses.size()));
double length = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxRoadTravelTimeModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime)+ModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime));
Road r = new Road(length);
network.addEdge(r, w, c);
System.out.println (" Road Length " + r.getLength() + w + c);
}
}
for (Warehouse w : warehouses) {
int distCentreNeighbours = 0;
int custNeighbours = 0;
if (network.getNeighborCount(w) > 0) {
for (Location l : network.getNeighbors(w)) {
if (l instanceof DistributionCentre) {
distCentreNeighbours++;
}
else if (l instanceof Customer) {
custNeighbours++;
}
}
}
// If warehouse is not connected to a distribution centre, add road to one of them
if (distCentreNeighbours == 0 && distributionCentres.size() > 0) {
DistributionCentre d = distributionCentres.get(random.nextInt(distributionCentres.size()));
double length = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxRoadTravelTimeModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime)+ModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime));
Road r = new Road(length);
network.addEdge(r, d, w);
System.out.println (" Road Length " + r.getLength() + d + w);
}
// If warehouse is not connected to a customer, add a road to one of them
if (custNeighbours == 0 && customers.size() > 0) {
Customer c = customers.get(random.nextInt(customers.size()));
double length = Double.valueOf(df.format(random.nextDouble()*(ModelVariables.maxRoadTravelTimeModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime)+ModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime));
Road r = new Road(length);
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network.addEdge(r, w, c);
System.out.println (" Road Length " + r.getLength() + " " + w + "" + c);
}
// System.out.println (network);
}
}
/**
* Shows the network. See JUNG (available online) to see how to expand this.
*/
public void showNetwork() {
// The Layout<V, E> is parameterized by the vertex and edge types
Layout<Integer, String> layout = new CircleLayout(this.network);
layout.setSize(new Dimension(300,300)); // sets the initial size of the space
// The BasicVisualizationServer<V,E> is parameterized by the edge types
BasicVisualizationServer<Integer,String> vv =
new BasicVisualizationServer<Integer,String>(layout);
vv.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(350,350)); //Sets the viewing area size
vv.getRenderContext().setVertexLabelTransformer(new ToStringLabeller());
JFrame frame = new JFrame("Network");
frame.getContentPane().add(vv);
frame.pack();
frame.setVisible(true);
}
/**
* @return The network
*/
public UndirectedSparseGraph<Location,Road> getNetwork() {
return network;
}
/**
* @return The current day of the simulation
*/
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public int getDay() {
return day;
}
/**
* Set the current day of the simulation
* @param day
*/
public void setDay(int day) {
this.day = day;
}
/**
* @return The ArrayList of trucks
*/
public ArrayList<Truck> getTrucks() {
return trucks;
}
/**
* Add a batch that has split in half into the splitBatches ArrayList
* @param b
*/
public void addSplitBatch(Batch b) {
if (!splitBatches.contains(b)) {
splitBatches.add(b);
}
}
/**
* Add a batch that had a failed auction into the batches for tomorrow
* @param b
*/
public void addBatchForTomorrow(Batch b) {
if (b.getDeliveryDate() <= getDay()) {
b.setDeliveryDate(b.getDeliveryDate()+1);
b.setDaysPostponed(b.getDaysPostponed()+1);
b.setReturnDate(b.getReturnDate()+1);
}
b.setAuctionPostponed(true);
batchesForTomorrow.add(b);
}
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}

D-14: Routing
package control;
import java.text.DecimalFormat;
import java.util.List;
import locations.Location;
import locations.Road;
import org.apache.commons.collections15.Transformer;
import edu.uci.ics.jung.algorithms.shortestpath.DijkstraShortestPath;
/**
* A class to calculate the shortest path between a pair of locations
*
*/
public class Routing {
public static Transformer<Road,Double> getTransformer() {
Transformer<Road, Double> wtTransformer = new Transformer<Road,Double>() {
public Double transform(Road road) {
return road.getLength();
}
};
return wtTransformer;
}
/**
* Calculate the shortest distance between two locations
* @param start
* @param finish
* @return
*/
public static double getShortestPath(Location start, Location finish) {
DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("0.00");
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DijkstraShortestPath<Location,Road> alg = new DijkstraShortestPath<Location,Road>(Controller.getController().getNetwork(),
getTransformer());
double distance = Double.valueOf(df.format(alg.getDistance(start, finish)));
return distance;
}
/**
* Calculate the shortest route between two locations
* @param start
* @param finish
* @return
*/
public static List<Road> getPath(Location start, Location finish) {
DijkstraShortestPath<Location,Road> alg = new
DijkstraShortestPath<Location,Road>(Controller.getController().getNetwork(), getTransformer());
return alg.getPath(start, finish);
}

}

D-15: Model Variables
package control;
/**
* A class to hold the parameters used in the simulation.
*
*/
public class ModelVariables {
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public

static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static

int days = 15;
int seed = 123;
int numDistCentres = 1;
int numWarehouses = 2;
int numCustomers = 5;
double roadProbability = 0.1;
int numberOfTrucks = 5; //15;
double minRoadTravelTime = 0.1;
double maxRoadTravelTime = 1.0;
double minTruckVolumeCapacity = 500.0;
double maxTruckVolumeCapacity = 500.0; //1200.0;
double minTruckWeightCapacity = 300.0;
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public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public

static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static

double maxTruckWeightCapacity = 300.0;
double minTruckShiftLimit = 9.0;
double maxTruckShiftLimit = 9.0;
int daysAheadToPlan = 10;
int numberOfBatchesAtInitialisation = 5;
int numberOfBatchesPerDay = 15; //10;
int minBatchQuantity = 20;
int maxBatchQuantity = 60;
double minBatchWeight = 15.0;
double maxBatchWeight = 45.0;
double minBatchVolume = 20.0; //200.0;
double maxBatchVolume = 50.0;
int batchProcessingDays = 2;

}

D-16: Average Stats Writer
package output;
import java.io.BufferedWriter;
import java.io.FileWriter;
import java.util.Calendar;
import random.RandomGenerator;
import control.Controller;
public class AveragesStatsWriter
{
private String filename;
private BufferedWriter out;
private String date;
/**
* Writes the averages stats at each step.
* @param filename The file to write to.
*/
public AveragesStatsWriter(String filename)
{
this.filename = filename;
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try {
date = DateFormatter.getFormat().format(Calendar.getInstance().getTime())+"average results.csv";
out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(filename+date, true));
out.write("Day");
out.write(",");
out.write("Average Truck Volume Utilisation");
out.write(",");
out.write("Average Truck Weight Utilisation");
out.write(",");
out.write("Average Truck Time Utilisation");
out.write(",");
out.write("Number of New Batches Introduced");
out.write(",");
out.write("Total Number of Auctions");
out.write(",");
out.write("Number of Batches With Successful Bids");
out.write(",");
out.write("Number of Batches Without a Successful Bid");
out.write(",");
out.write("Number of Batches Delivered On Time (Forward)");
out.write(",");
out.write("Number of Batches Delivered On Time (Reverse)");
out.write(",");
out.write("Number of Batches Delivered Late (Forward)");
out.write(",");
out.write("Number of Batches Delivered Late (Reverse)");
out.write(",");
out.write("Total Days Late on Delivered Items");
out.write(",");
out.write("Total Days Late on Returned Items");
out.write(",");
out.write("Seed");
out.flush();
out.newLine();
out.close();
}
catch(Exception e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
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public void writeToFile()
{
String[] results = Controller.getController().getAveragesStats();
try {
out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(filename+date, true));
out.write(results[0]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[1]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[2]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[3]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[4]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[5]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[6]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[7]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[8]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[9]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[10]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[11]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[12]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[13]);
out.write(',');
out.write(Integer.toString(RandomGenerator.getSeed()));
out.write(',');
out.newLine();
out.close();
}
catch(Exception e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
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}

D-17: Date Formatter
package output;
import java.text.SimpleDateFormat;
/**
* A class to format the dates attached to each output file.
*
*/
public class DateFormatter {
public static SimpleDateFormat getFormat() {
SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat("ddMM HHmmss");
return sdf;
}
}

D-18: Routes Writer
package output;
import java.io.BufferedWriter;
import java.io.FileWriter;
import java.util.Calendar;
import random.RandomGenerator;
import control.Controller;
public class RoutesWriter
{
private String filename;
private BufferedWriter out;
private String date;
/**
* A class to write the routes of each truck at each day to an output file.
*/
public RoutesWriter(String filename)
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{
this.filename = filename;
try {
date = DateFormatter.getFormat().format(Calendar.getInstance().getTime())+"truck routes.csv";
out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(filename+date, true));
out.write("Day");
out.write(",");
out.write("Truck Name");
out.write(",");
out.write("Truck Route");
out.write(",");
out.flush();
out.newLine();
out.close();
}
catch(Exception e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}

public void writeToFile()
{
String[] results = Controller.getController().getTruckRoutes();
try {
out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(filename+date, true));
for (int i = 0; i < results.length; i+=3) {
out.write(results[i]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[i+1]);
out.write(',');
out.write(results[i+2]);
out.write(',');
out.newLine();
}
out.close();
}
catch(Exception e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
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}

D-19: GUI
package gui;
import java.awt.EventQueue;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

javax.swing.JFrame;
java.awt.BorderLayout;
java.awt.FlowLayout;
java.awt.GridBagLayout;
java.awt.GridLayout;
javax.swing.JComboBox;
javax.swing.JPanel;
java.awt.GridBagConstraints;
javax.swing.DefaultComboBoxModel;
javax.swing.JFileChooser;
javax.swing.JScrollPane;
javax.swing.JTabbedPane;
javax.swing.JButton;
javax.swing.UIManager;
javax.swing.UnsupportedLookAndFeelException;

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.awt.Insets;
javax.swing.JToolBar;
javax.swing.JMenuBar;
java.awt.ScrollPane;
java.awt.Label;
javax.swing.AbstractAction;
java.awt.event.ActionEvent;
javax.swing.Action;
java.awt.event.ActionListener;
javax.swing.JScrollBar;
javax.swing.JSeparator;
java.awt.Button;
java.awt.Dimension;
javax.swing.JLabel;
javax.swing.JTextField;

import control.Controller;
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import control.ModelVariables;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

javax.swing.SwingConstants;
javax.swing.JTextArea;
javax.swing.border.LineBorder;
java.awt.Color;
javax.swing.JMenuItem;
javax.swing.JMenu;
java.awt.Toolkit;

/**
* A class to allow user input of the simulation values and running of the simulation.
*
*/
public class GUI {
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

static GUI gui = null;
JFrame frmSimulator;
JTextField numberOfTrucksField;
JTextField minTruckWeightField;
JTextField maxTruckWeightField;
JTextField minTruckVolumeField;
JTextField maxTruckShiftField;
JTextField minTruckShiftField;
JTextField initialBatchesField;
JTextField batchesPerDayField;
JTextField minBatchWeightField;
JTextField maxBatchWeightField;
JTextField minBatchVolumeField;
JTextField maxBatchVolumeField;
JTextField numberOfDaysField;
JTextField minBatchQuantField;
JTextField maxBatchQuantField;
JTextField maxTruckVolumeField;
String resultsDirectory = "";
JTextField seedField;
JTextField distCentresField;
JTextField warehousesField;
JTextField customersField;
JTextField horizonField;
JTextField batchProcessingField;
JButton runButton;
JButton createNetworkButton;
JMenuItem mntmViewNetwork;
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private
private
private
private
private

JTextField extraRoadsField;
static JFrame runningFrame;
static JFrame finishedFrame;
JTextField minRoadTravField;
JTextField maxRoadTravField;

/**
* Launch the application.
*/
public static void main(String[] args) {
EventQueue.invokeLater(new Runnable() {
public void run() {
try {
GUI window = GUI.getGUI();
window.frmSimulator.setVisible(true);
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
});
}
/**
* Create the application.
*/
public GUI() {
try {
// Set cross-platform Java L&F (also called "Metal")
UIManager.setLookAndFeel(
UIManager.getSystemLookAndFeelClassName());
}
catch (UnsupportedLookAndFeelException e) {
// handle exception
}
catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
// handle exception
}
catch (InstantiationException e) {
// handle exception
}
catch (IllegalAccessException e) {
// handle exception
}
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initialize();
}
public static GUI getGUI() {
if(gui==null){
gui = new GUI();
}
return gui;
}
public static boolean guiInUse() {
if (gui == null) {
return false;
}
else return true;
}
/**
* Initialize the contents of the frame.
*/
private void initialize() {
frmSimulator = new JFrame();
frmSimulator.setTitle("Simulator");
frmSimulator.setMinimumSize(new Dimension(800, 400));
frmSimulator.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(500, 500));
frmSimulator.setBounds(100, 100, 700, 400);
frmSimulator.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE);
frmSimulator.getContentPane().setLayout(new BorderLayout(0, 0));
JPanel panel_1 = new JPanel();
frmSimulator.getContentPane().add(panel_1, BorderLayout.SOUTH);
panel_1.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, 0, 0, 0));
runButton = new JButton("Run Simulation");
runButton.setEnabled(false);
runButton.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent arg0) {
Thread t = new Thread(new Runnable() {
public void run() {
parseValues();
runningFrame = new JFrame("Running");
runningFrame.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(150, 85));
runningFrame.setBounds(250, 250, 671, 235);
runningFrame.getContentPane().setLayout(new BorderLayout());
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JLabel runningLabel = new JLabel("Running...");
runningLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
JButton okButton = new JButton("OK");
okButton.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent arg0) {
runningFrame.setVisible(false);
}
});
runningFrame.getContentPane().add(runningLabel,BorderLayout.CENTER);
runningFrame.getContentPane().add(okButton,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
runningFrame.pack();
runningFrame.setVisible(true);
Controller.getController().setUsingGUI(true);
Controller.getController().restart();
}
});
t.start();
}
});
createNetworkButton = new JButton("Create Network");
createNetworkButton.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent arg0) {
parseValues();
Controller.getController().createNetwork();
runButton.setEnabled(true);
mntmViewNetwork.setEnabled(true);
}
});
panel_1.add(createNetworkButton);
panel_1.add(runButton);
JPanel panel_2 = new JPanel();
frmSimulator.getContentPane().add(panel_2, BorderLayout.CENTER);
panel_2.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, 2, 0, 0));
JPanel trucksPanel = new JPanel();
trucksPanel.setBorder(new LineBorder(new Color(0, 0, 0)));
panel_2.add(trucksPanel);
trucksPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout(0, 0));
JPanel trucksFieldsPanel = new JPanel();
trucksPanel.add(trucksFieldsPanel);
trucksFieldsPanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(0,2,0,0));
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JLabel numberOfTrucksLabel = new JLabel("Number of trucks");
numberOfTrucksLabel.setToolTipText("The number of trucks in the simulation. Must be a whole number.");
numberOfTrucksLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
trucksFieldsPanel.add(numberOfTrucksLabel);
numberOfTrucksField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.numberOfTrucks));
trucksFieldsPanel.add(numberOfTrucksField);
numberOfTrucksField.setColumns(10);
JLabel planningHorizonLabel = new JLabel("Planning horizon (days)");
planningHorizonLabel.setToolTipText("The amount of days that trucks plan their routes ahead for. Must be a whole
number.");
planningHorizonLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
trucksFieldsPanel.add(planningHorizonLabel);
horizonField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.daysAheadToPlan));
trucksFieldsPanel.add(horizonField);
horizonField.setColumns(10);
JLabel minTruckWeightLabel = new JLabel("Minimum truck weight capacity");
minTruckWeightLabel.setToolTipText("Trucks are created with random weight capacities. This is the minimum possible
weight capacity.");
minTruckWeightLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
trucksFieldsPanel.add(minTruckWeightLabel);
minTruckWeightField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.minTruckWeightCapacity));
trucksFieldsPanel.add(minTruckWeightField);
minTruckWeightField.setColumns(10);
JLabel maxTruckWeightLabel = new JLabel("Maximum truck weight capacity");
maxTruckWeightLabel.setToolTipText("Trucks are created with random weight capacities. This is the maximum possible
weight capacity.");
maxTruckWeightLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
trucksFieldsPanel.add(maxTruckWeightLabel);
maxTruckWeightField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.maxTruckWeightCapacity));
trucksFieldsPanel.add(maxTruckWeightField);
maxTruckWeightField.setColumns(10);
JLabel minTruckVolumeLabel = new JLabel("Minimum truck volume capacity");
minTruckVolumeLabel.setToolTipText("Trucks are created with random volume capacities. This is the minimum possible
volume capacity.");
minTruckVolumeLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
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trucksFieldsPanel.add(minTruckVolumeLabel);
minTruckVolumeField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.minTruckVolumeCapacity));
trucksFieldsPanel.add(minTruckVolumeField);
minTruckVolumeField.setColumns(10);
JLabel maxTruckVolumeLabel = new JLabel("Maximum truck volume capacity");
maxTruckVolumeLabel.setToolTipText("Trucks are created with random volume capacities. This is the maximum possible
volume capacity.");
maxTruckVolumeLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
trucksFieldsPanel.add(maxTruckVolumeLabel);
maxTruckVolumeField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.maxTruckVolumeCapacity));
trucksFieldsPanel.add(maxTruckVolumeField);
maxTruckVolumeField.setColumns(10);
JLabel minTruckShiftLabel = new JLabel("Minimum truck shift length limit");
minTruckShiftLabel.setToolTipText("Trucks are created with randomly chosen shift lengths. This is the minimum
possible shift length.");
minTruckShiftLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
trucksFieldsPanel.add(minTruckShiftLabel);
minTruckShiftField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.minTruckShiftLimit));
trucksFieldsPanel.add(minTruckShiftField);
minTruckShiftField.setColumns(10);
JLabel maxTruckShiftLabel = new JLabel("Maximum truck shift length limit");
maxTruckShiftLabel.setToolTipText("Trucks are created with randomly chosen shift lengths. This is the maximum
possible shift length.");
maxTruckShiftLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
trucksFieldsPanel.add(maxTruckShiftLabel);
maxTruckShiftField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.maxTruckShiftLimit));
trucksFieldsPanel.add(maxTruckShiftField);
maxTruckShiftField.setColumns(10);
JLabel lblTrucks = new JLabel("Trucks");
lblTrucks.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
trucksPanel.add(lblTrucks, BorderLayout.NORTH);
JPanel batchesPanel = new JPanel();
batchesPanel.setBorder(new LineBorder(new Color(0, 0, 0)));
panel_2.add(batchesPanel);
batchesPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout(0, 0));
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JPanel batchesFieldsPanel = new JPanel();
batchesPanel.add(batchesFieldsPanel, BorderLayout.CENTER);
batchesFieldsPanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(0, 2, 0, 0));
JLabel initialBatchesLabel = new JLabel("Initial number of batches");
initialBatchesLabel.setToolTipText("The number of batches to introduce on the first day of the simulation. Must be a
whole number.");
initialBatchesLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(initialBatchesLabel);
initialBatchesField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.numberOfBatchesAtInitialisation));
initialBatchesField.setColumns(10);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(initialBatchesField);
JLabel batchesPerDayLabel = new JLabel("Number of new batches per day");
batchesPerDayLabel.setToolTipText("The number of new batches to introduce per day. Must be a whole number.");
batchesPerDayLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(batchesPerDayLabel);
batchesPerDayField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.numberOfBatchesPerDay));
batchesPerDayField.setColumns(10);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(batchesPerDayField);
JLabel batchProcessingLabel = new JLabel("Batch processing time (days)");
batchProcessingLabel.setToolTipText("The amount of time it takes a customer to process a batch before it is ready
for return.");
batchProcessingLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(batchProcessingLabel);
batchProcessingField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.batchProcessingDays));
batchesFieldsPanel.add(batchProcessingField);
batchProcessingField.setColumns(10);
JLabel minBatchQuantLabel = new JLabel("Minimum batch quantity");
minBatchQuantLabel.setToolTipText("Batches are created with randomly chosen quantities. This is the minimum possible
quantity.");
minBatchQuantLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(minBatchQuantLabel);
minBatchQuantField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.minBatchQuantity));
batchesFieldsPanel.add(minBatchQuantField);
minBatchQuantField.setColumns(10);
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JLabel maxBatchQuantLabel = new JLabel("Maximum batch quantity");
maxBatchQuantLabel.setToolTipText("Batches are created with randomly chosen quantities. This is the maximum possible
quantity.");
maxBatchQuantLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(maxBatchQuantLabel);
maxBatchQuantField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.maxBatchQuantity));
batchesFieldsPanel.add(maxBatchQuantField);
maxBatchQuantField.setColumns(10);
JLabel minBatchWeightLabel = new JLabel("Minimum batch weight");
minBatchWeightLabel.setToolTipText("Batches are created with randomly chosen weights. This is the minimum possible
weight");
minBatchWeightLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(minBatchWeightLabel);
minBatchWeightField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.minBatchWeight));
minBatchWeightField.setColumns(10);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(minBatchWeightField);
JLabel maxBatchWeightLabel = new JLabel("Maximum batch weight");
maxBatchWeightLabel.setToolTipText("Batches are created with randomly chosen weights. This is the maximum possible
weight");
maxBatchWeightLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(maxBatchWeightLabel);
maxBatchWeightField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.maxBatchWeight));
maxBatchWeightField.setColumns(10);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(maxBatchWeightField);
JLabel minBatchVolumeLabel = new JLabel("Minimum batch volume");
minBatchVolumeLabel.setToolTipText("Batches are created with randomly chosen volumes. This is the minimum possible
volume.");
minBatchVolumeLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(minBatchVolumeLabel);
minBatchVolumeField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.minBatchVolume));
minBatchVolumeField.setColumns(10);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(minBatchVolumeField);
JLabel maxBatchVolumeLabel = new JLabel("Maximum batch volume");
maxBatchVolumeLabel.setToolTipText("Batches are created with randomly chosen volumes. This is the maximum possible
volume");
maxBatchVolumeLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
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batchesFieldsPanel.add(maxBatchVolumeLabel);
maxBatchVolumeField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.maxBatchVolume));
maxBatchVolumeField.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(6, 6));
maxBatchVolumeField.setColumns(10);
batchesFieldsPanel.add(maxBatchVolumeField);
JLabel batchesLabel = new JLabel("Batches");
batchesLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
batchesPanel.add(batchesLabel, BorderLayout.NORTH);
JPanel simulationPanel = new JPanel();
simulationPanel.setBorder(new LineBorder(new Color(0, 0, 0)));
frmSimulator.getContentPane().add(simulationPanel, BorderLayout.NORTH);
simulationPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout(0, 0));
JPanel simulationFieldPanel = new JPanel();
simulationPanel.add(simulationFieldPanel, BorderLayout.CENTER);
simulationFieldPanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(0, 2, 0, 0));
JLabel numberOfDaysLabel = new JLabel("Number of days");
numberOfDaysLabel.setToolTipText("Number of days to run the simulation for. Must be a whole number.");
numberOfDaysLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
simulationFieldPanel.add(numberOfDaysLabel);
numberOfDaysField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.days));
simulationFieldPanel.add(numberOfDaysField);
numberOfDaysField.setColumns(10);
JLabel seedLabel = new JLabel("Random seed");
seedLabel.setToolTipText("The simulation seed. Simulations with identical parameters and the same seed with produce
identical results. Must be a whole number.");
seedLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
simulationFieldPanel.add(seedLabel);
seedField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.seed));
simulationFieldPanel.add(seedField);
seedField.setColumns(10);
JLabel distCentresLabel = new JLabel("Number of distribution centres");
distCentresLabel.setToolTipText("The number of distribution centres in the simulation. Must be a whole number.");
distCentresLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
simulationFieldPanel.add(distCentresLabel);
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distCentresField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.numDistCentres));
simulationFieldPanel.add(distCentresField);
distCentresField.setColumns(10);
JLabel warehousesLabel = new JLabel("Number of warehouses");
warehousesLabel.setToolTipText("The number of warehouses in the simulation. Must be a whole number.");
warehousesLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
simulationFieldPanel.add(warehousesLabel);
warehousesField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.numWarehouses));
simulationFieldPanel.add(warehousesField);
warehousesField.setColumns(10);
JLabel customersLabel = new JLabel("Number of customers");
customersLabel.setToolTipText("The number of customers in the simulation. Must be a whole number.");
customersLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
simulationFieldPanel.add(customersLabel);
customersField = new JTextField(Integer.toString(ModelVariables.numCustomers));
customersField.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.LEFT);
simulationFieldPanel.add(customersField);
customersField.setColumns(10);
JLabel extraRoadsLabel = new JLabel("Extra roads");
extraRoadsLabel.setToolTipText("The network is automatically created to ensure that there is a route from any node
to any other node. Extra roads adds more roads between locations. Must be a value between 0.0 and 1.0. 1.0 means that every
location has a road connecting it to every other location.");
extraRoadsLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
simulationFieldPanel.add(extraRoadsLabel);
extraRoadsField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.roadProbability));
simulationFieldPanel.add(extraRoadsField);
extraRoadsField.setColumns(10);
JLabel minRoadTravLabel = new JLabel("Minimum road travel time (hours)");
minRoadTravLabel.setToolTipText("Roads are created with random traversal times. This is the minimum traversal time
for a road.");
minRoadTravLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
simulationFieldPanel.add(minRoadTravLabel);
minRoadTravField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime));
simulationFieldPanel.add(minRoadTravField);
minRoadTravField.setColumns(10);
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JLabel maxRoadTravLabel = new JLabel("Maximum road travel time (hours)");
maxRoadTravLabel.setToolTipText("Roads are created with random traversal times. This is the maximum traversal time
for a road.");
maxRoadTravLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
simulationFieldPanel.add(maxRoadTravLabel);
maxRoadTravField = new JTextField(Double.toString(ModelVariables.maxRoadTravelTime));
simulationFieldPanel.add(maxRoadTravField);
maxRoadTravField.setColumns(10);
JLabel simulationLabel = new JLabel("Simulation");
simulationLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
simulationPanel.add(simulationLabel, BorderLayout.NORTH);
JMenuBar menuBar = new JMenuBar();
frmSimulator.setJMenuBar(menuBar);
JMenu mnFile = new JMenu("File");
menuBar.add(mnFile);
JMenuItem mntmQuit = new JMenuItem("Quit");
mntmQuit.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent arg0) {
System.exit(0);
}
});
mnFile.add(mntmQuit);
JMenu mnNetwork = new JMenu("Network");
menuBar.add(mnNetwork);
mntmViewNetwork = new JMenuItem("View Network");
mntmViewNetwork.setEnabled(false);
mntmViewNetwork.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent arg0) {
Controller.getController().showNetwork();
}
});
mnNetwork.add(mntmViewNetwork);
}
private void parseValues() {
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ModelVariables.days = Integer.parseInt(numberOfDaysField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.seed = Integer.parseInt(seedField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.numDistCentres = Integer.parseInt(distCentresField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.numWarehouses = Integer.parseInt(warehousesField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.numCustomers = Integer.parseInt(customersField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.numberOfTrucks = Integer.parseInt(numberOfTrucksField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.roadProbability = Double.parseDouble(extraRoadsField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.minRoadTravelTime = Double.parseDouble(minRoadTravField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.maxRoadTravelTime = Double.parseDouble(maxRoadTravField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.daysAheadToPlan = Integer.parseInt(horizonField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.batchProcessingDays = Integer.parseInt(batchProcessingField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.minTruckVolumeCapacity = Double.parseDouble(minTruckVolumeField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.maxTruckVolumeCapacity = Double.parseDouble(maxTruckVolumeField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.minTruckWeightCapacity = Double.parseDouble(minTruckWeightField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.maxTruckWeightCapacity = Double.parseDouble(maxTruckWeightField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.minTruckShiftLimit = Double.parseDouble(minTruckShiftField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.maxTruckShiftLimit = Double.parseDouble(maxTruckShiftField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.numberOfBatchesAtInitialisation = Integer.parseInt(initialBatchesField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.numberOfBatchesPerDay = Integer.parseInt(batchesPerDayField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.minBatchQuantity = Integer.parseInt(minBatchQuantField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.maxBatchQuantity = Integer.parseInt(maxBatchQuantField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.minBatchWeight = Double.parseDouble(minBatchWeightField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.maxBatchWeight = Double.parseDouble(maxBatchWeightField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.minBatchVolume = Double.parseDouble(minBatchVolumeField.getText().trim());
ModelVariables.maxBatchVolume = Double.parseDouble(maxBatchVolumeField.getText().trim());
}
public static void createFInishedFrame() {
if (runningFrame != null) {
finishedFrame = new JFrame("Finished");
finishedFrame.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(150, 85));
finishedFrame.setBounds(250, 250, 671, 235);
finishedFrame.getContentPane().setLayout(new BorderLayout());
JLabel runningLabel = new JLabel("Finished!");
runningLabel.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER);
JButton okButton = new JButton("OK");
okButton.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent arg0) {
finishedFrame.setVisible(false);
}
});
finishedFrame.getContentPane().add(runningLabel,BorderLayout.CENTER);
finishedFrame.getContentPane().add(okButton,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
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finishedFrame.pack();
runningFrame.setVisible(false);
finishedFrame.setVisible(true);
}
}
public String getResultsDirectory() {
return resultsDirectory;
}
}

D-20: Random Generator
package random;
import java.util.Random;
/**
* Provides a centralised random object to ensure repeatability of results.
*
*/
public class RandomGenerator {
private static Random random=null;
private static int seed=6000;
public static void initialiseWithSeed(int s)
{
seed = s;
random = new Random(seed);
}
public static Random getRandom()
{
if(random==null){
random = new Random(seed);
}
return random;
}
public static void incrementSeed() {
seed++;
}
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public static int getSeed() {
return seed;
}
}
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